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Abstract

The present work attempts to enter into the ongoing discussion regarding the canonical 
arrangement of the Old Testament Psalter and its overall message. It does so by examining 
Book IV and its function within the whole of the psalms. By examining Psalms 90-106 in 
their literary context, the psalm book’s overall theological and thematic message is discussed,
and the main suggestion of this thesis is that Psalms 90-106 have been purposely arranged as 
a rejoinder to the previous three books, in response to the rise and fall of Davidic kingship 
charted in Books I-III. Thus, as a result, this work seeks to outline Book IV’s role in the 
message of the Psalter and, thereby, add to the ongoing conversation within psalms studies 
regarding the organisation of the Psalter.
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Introduction

Throughout history, people have treasured the Book of Psalms as an expression of the

full range of experience in human living. The Psalms are often consulted when undergoing 

life’s highs and lows, and even in the basic outworking of day to day existence. For many, 

they provide a constant source of encouragement and support, but when reading the Psalter, 

questions often arise regarding the psalms’ interpretation, message, authorship, audience, 

theology, etc., which simply testifies to the level of complexity that surrounds these ancient 

poems. However, while complexity does exist, much has been learned throughout centuries 

of psalms study, and even today our understanding of the message of the Psalter and its 

theology continues to be advanced as different approaches in psalms studies help to uncover 

the depths of meaning found in this magnificent book. 

On this note, gaining a comprehensive appreciation of the psalms’ arrangement has 

been a matter of serious inquiry in recent years. For decades, scholars have viewed the 

overall positioning of individual psalms to be somewhat random with no readily observable 

rationale for their final order. This presupposition was the dominant belief of psalms 

scholarship until the early 1980s, when the pioneering work of Gerald H. Wilson1 asked if 

there were discernible features in the Psalter that indicate purposeful editorial work in the 

compiling of the book. Since Wilson’s work, it has been broadly accepted that there is 

evidence in the psalms to support the idea of there being editorial intention behind the final 

form of the Psalter. Consequently, the “canonical” approach in psalms studies has opened a 

new avenue of research as students of scripture seek to obtain better knowledge of the 

theological significance of this poetic book. 

The present work simply seeks to further the growing canonical inquiry of the psalms 

by attempting to enter into the ongoing discussion regarding the arrangement of the Psalter 

and its overall message. It does so by examining a particular psalm book and its function 

within the whole and asks the question, “How does Book IV (Pss 90-106) function within the

Psalter and what is its message?” By building upon what others have noted, as well as adding

new insight, this study will consider Book IV regarding its overall theological and thematic 

message within the literary context of the psalms. 

Why is such an examination important or even necessary? Well, in order to properly 

interpret the Psalter as a whole it is crucial to consider how the parts fit together. For 

1. Gerald H. Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (SBLDS 76; Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1985).



instance, in order to understand the final form of the Psalter, the five psalm books should be 

analysed so that a general conception of the whole may be gained.2 So by examining a 

particular psalm book, a step is taken towards understanding the entire compilation. Single 

psalms must also be considered because they have their own message and the individual texts

together make up the contextual basis for the psalm book. The message of individual psalms 

thereby impacts the interpretation of surrounding psalms within the psalm book, which 

consequently affects the interpretation of the whole Psalter. Thus, a hermeneutical spiral 

occurs as we go from psalm to book to Psalter and then back from Psalter to book to psalm. 

As a result, if more insight can be gained by the canonical examination of Psalms 90-106, 

then the message of the Psalter may become more clear in the ongoing conversation within 

psalms studies. Thus, this work seeks to add one more piece to the puzzle and help in 

understanding the vastness of the Psalter’s theological implications for both doctrine and life.

In summary, the main suggestion of this work is that Psalms 90-106 have been 

purposely arranged as a rejoinder to the previous three books, in response to the rise and fall 

of Davidic kingship charted in Books I-III.3 In order to test this hypothesis, we will consider 

how Psalms 90-106 may have been purposely arranged as a collection. Also, the theological 

and thematic emphases that dominate the book will be discussed, which could offer a holistic 

understanding for what has happened to Israel in the exile and why. Finally, the employment 

of the three key figures of Moses, King YHWH and David in Book IV seems to suggest that 

they (i.e. their literary voices) “speak” to the situation in which the covenant community now 

finds itself. In these ways, Book IV could be intended to re-align the post-exilic audience’s 

comprehension of their position as the covenant people of God after the exile. This study will

thus seek to investigate these proposals, thereby providing further reason to see an editorial 

scheme behind the final redaction of the Psalter.

Having addressed the overall intent of this study and introduced the general ideas that 

will be considered, in the following chapter we will further discuss the canonical method in 

psalms studies in order to set the context for the discussion of Book IV’s function within the 

2. The five-book structure, most likely mirroring that of the Pentateuch (an idea which goes back to the
Targums), has been noted by many as one of the most obvious indications of editorial work. However, all
attempts to correlate a clear relationship between both the Torah and the Psalter have fallen short of the
perceived goal. See discussion in Wilson, Editing, 199-203. Most likely, the five-part Psalter simply “echoes”
that of the Pentateuch. See Gordon Wenham, “Rejoice the Lord is King: Psalms 90-106 (Book 4)” in Praying
the Book: Reading the Psalms, eds. Craig Bartholomew and Andrew West (Carlisle: Paternoster, 2001), 89.
3. See Gerald H. Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter: A Consideration of Editorial Linkage in the Book of Psalms”
in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter, ed. J. Clinton McCann, Jr. (JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1993), 72-82.
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Psalter. Also in Chapter 1, the reason for choosing Book IV for this particular thesis will be 

further explained, and a chapter-layout will be provided that describes how this work will 

proceed. Once again, the intent of this thesis is to ask “what part does Book IV play in the 

message of the Psalter?” This is the question we will now begin to address.

- 3 -



Chapter 1
Methodological Considerations

1.  Canonical Approach

In the past, psalms studies were largely focussed on form-critical (Gattungsforschung)

and cult-functional assessments of the individual texts,1 but in recent decades, scholarship has

begun to embrace the canonical approach in the study of the Psalter. Simply put, the 

canonical method examines the received or final form of a book regarding its message, 

relationships and theology. It is a distinctly synchronic approach, basing its conclusions 

primarily upon the final form of the text itself rather than upon diachronic, source, authorial 

and compositional historical matters. This, however, does not mean that these respective 

issues are without importance in the study of scripture. Indeed, all of these areas of analysis 

are perfectly valid and helpful in the study of the psalms; the canonical method is simply 

another way to consider the book.2 Nevertheless, the additional advantage that the canonical 

approach to the study of the Psalter has brought is that it provides a way to inquire about 

possible editorial purpose behind the book’s organisation. In seeking to uncover this 

intention, a better understanding of the whole of the Psalter may be grasped, as well as of 

individual texts and psalm groups, giving a fuller picture of the message and function of the 

psalms. Thus, a question—like the one being asked in this thesis—pertaining to the role of a 

psalm book finds a legitimate place in modern scholarship.

1.1  Method in Psalms Studies

The idea of the canonical study of the Psalter, for the most part, finds its root in the 

work of Childs.3 Prior to his Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, most psalms 

scholarship was involved with either the form-critical consideration of genre and Sitz im 

Leben (following Gunkel) or the investigation of the cult-function of psalms (following 

Mowinckel). With Childs’ work a new avenue was opened to psalms studies as he questioned

1. The primary examples are Hermann Gunkel, Introduction to Psalms: The Genres of the Religious Lyric of
Israel, translated by James D. Nogalski (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1998); Sigmund Mowinckel, The
Psalms in Israel’s Worship, Vol. I, translated by D. R. Ap-Thomas (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1962); Sigmund
Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship, Vol. II, translated by D. R. Ap-Thomas (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1962).
2. See Roland E. Murphy, The Gift of the Psalms (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2000), 21, for a brief
discussion of how these different methods of study do not necessarily exclude one another and are all credible
and significant in their own way.
3. Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979),
504-525.



the placement of Psalm 1 as “the introduction to the whole Psalter.”4 As a wisdom psalm 

celebrating the torah, the psalm was previously not considered greatly significant within 

psalms studies because it does not represent one of the major form categories nor does it 

indicate an obvious role within the cult. Thus, it received minimal focus among scholarship. 

However, Childs’ suggestion of Psalm 1’s introductory role elevated its perceived importance

in the final reading of the Psalter. It implied that as the first psalm, Psalm 1 can be seen as 

stating something about the whole (i.e. that the Psalter is torah to be read in the same way as 

the Torah) and the psalms that follow should be read in its light.5 Consequently, this proposal 

has led to the idea that the canonical order of psalms is not genre-driven and that some other 

scheme may have impacted their arrangement. In other words, if Psalm 1, as Childs suggests, 

fulfills an editorial function, could it be that broader editorial purpose exists in the 

arrangement of the psalms? If so, is there other evidence that supports the idea of purposeful 

redactional activity in the final form of the Psalter?

Following Childs, the work of Wilson in The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter advanced 

our understanding of editorial activity in the Psalter. Building upon the suggestion of Childs 

with regard to the importance of reading the received text of scripture,6 Wilson attempted to 

substantiate the idea that the Psalter should be read as a book. To aid in this attempt, he 

examined other ancient Near Eastern poetical compilations—Mesopotamian hymnic 

literature found in the collection of Sumerian Temple Hymns and twenty-two cuneiform 

tablets7—to determine if organisation was common among the hymnic materials of similar 

religious cults. In addition, the Qumran Psalms manuscripts were further employed to 

ascertain possible evidence of development within the psalms in the Israelite cult, which 

could help in determining editorial techniques used in the final arrangement of the MT 

Psalter.8 At the end of his study, Wilson concluded that there are significant features showing

editorial purpose in the final form of the psalms. Wilson summarised his conclusions as 

follows: 

I have been able to show (1) that the “book” divisions of the Psalter are real, 
editorially-induced divisions and not accidentally introduced; (2) the “separating” and 
“binding” functions of author and genre groupings; (3) the lack of a s/s 

4. Childs, Introduction, 513.
5. “The introduction is, therefore, the first hint that the original setting has been subordinated to a new
theological function for the future generations of worshipping Israel,” (Childs, Introduction, 514).
6. See Childs, Introduction, 27-41.
7. Wilson, Editing, 7, 14-61.
8. See Wilson, Editing, 63-138.
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[superscription] as an indication of a tradition of combination; (4) the use of hllwyh 
pss to indicate the conclusion of segments; (5) the use of hwdw pss to introduce 
segments; (6) the existence of thematic correspondences between the beginning and 
ending pss in some books.9

Consequently, Wilson’s proposal of editorial purpose behind the Psalter has gained 

wide acceptance among scholars,10 but there remain questions about defining the parameters 

of this type of study. What criteria should be used in examining the relationships of psalms, 

psalm groups and the Psalter? In this area, Wilson has also offered reasonable principles that 

help guide the researcher. Warning against approaching the book with pre-conceived ideas, 

he seeks “to allow any sense of the structure that develops to derive from an intensive and 

thorough analysis of the psalms in question in terms of their linguistic, thematic, literary and 

theological links and relationships.”11 Thus, the language, themes, theology and other 

relationships (e.g., literary, structural, etc.) shared among psalms guide the understanding of 

how the psalms have been organised and what apparent schema were employed in their 

arrangement. 

In general, most scholars employing the canonical method in some way or another 

follow the principles given by Wilson, as well as contributing their own ideas to this area of 

psalms studies. For instance, David M. Howard has examined the divine kingship group of 

Psalms 93-100, focusing upon the lexical, thematic, structural and generic links that show 

concatenation between those psalms.12 First, he proposes that there are three categories for 

lexical repetition: key-word (Leitwörter), thematic word and incidental word links. Also, 

there can be two types of thematic connections between psalms and psalm groups: lexical 

similarities and conceptual similarities. The structural connections that may exist are of two 

9. Wilson, Editing, 200.
10. See, e.g., J. Clinton McCann, Jr., ed., The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (JSOTSup 159; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1993); Nancy L. deClaissé-Walford, Reading from the Beginning: The Shaping of the
Hebrew Psalter (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1997); Jerome Creach, Yahweh as Refuge and the
Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (JSOTSup 217; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996); Robert L. Cole, The
Shape and Message of Book III (Psalms 73-89) (JSOTSup 307; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000);
Jamie A. Grant, The King as Exemplar: The Function of Deuteronomy’s Kingship Law in the Shaping of the
Book of Psalms (AcBib 17; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2004). This approach is also seen in some
recent commentaries. See, e.g., J. Clinton McCann, Jr., The Book of Psalms (NIB; Nashville: Abingdon, 1996);
Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, Die Psalmen I: Psalm 1-50 (NEchtB; Würzburg: Echter Verlag,
1993).
11. Gerald H. Wilson, “Understanding the Purposeful Arrangement of Psalms in the Psalter: Pitfalls and
Promise” in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter, ed. J. Clinton McCann, Jr. (JSOTSup 159; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 48.
12. David M. Howard, Jr., The Stucture of Psalms 93-100 (BJS/UCSD 5; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns,
1997), 99-102.
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types as well: the internal structure that may connect two psalms and the structural 

similarities within a larger group of psalms. In addition, while acknowledging the limitations 

of genre within this type of study, Howard points out that clusters of psalms sharing similar 

literary features may also be significant for detecting intended groupings. Overall, Howard’s 

methodological work provides additional helpful methodology for distinguishing purposeful 

editorial connections between psalms.

On a broader note, other scholars have uncovered many elements that prove helpful in

examining the overall structure of the psalms. For example, Gerald T. Sheppard has added to 

the discussion of the canonical approach to the Psalter by highlighting the importance of the 

torah motif for the proper interpretation of the psalms.13 Also, he challenged the perspective 

that Psalm 1 alone serves as the introduction to the book14 and, instead, proposes reading 

Psalm 2 along with Psalm 1 as they share significant vocabulary and themes.15 Many have 

followed his conjecture, including James L. Mays who has argued for the significance in the 

placement of the torah Psalms 1, 19 and 119.16 He observes that these torah psalms are 

juxtaposed with kingship psalms, which may say something about the editor’s intention. For 

instance, he comments on Psalms 1-2, “This intricate pairing as introduction says that all the 

psalms dealing with the living of life under the Lord must be understood and recited in the 

light of the reign of the Lord and that all psalms concerned with the kingship of the Lord are 

to be understood and recited with the torah in mind.”17 Furthermore, Mays believes that the 

reign of YHWH is the central idea in the Psalter and may influence its final form.18

J. Clinton McCann has also emphasised the placement of torah psalms,19 as well as 

focusing on the “instructional” nature of the psalms overall.20 Moreover, he follows the 

general theory of Wilson (discussed below) regarding the arrangement of Books I-III as 

tracing the rise and failure of the Davidic monarchy and Books IV-V as responding to that 

13. Gerald T. Sheppard, “Theology and the Book of Psalms,” Int 46 (1992), 143-155.
14. Cf. Childs, Introduction, 513-514.
15. Gerald T. Sheppard, Wisdom as a Hermeneutical Construct: A Study in Sapientializing of the Old
Testament (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1980), 138-144.
16. James L. Mays, “The Place of the Torah-Psalms in the Psalter,” JBL 106 (1987), 3-12.
17. Mays, “Torah-Psalms,” 10.
18. See James L. Mays, The Lord Reigns: A Theological Handbook to the Psalms (Louisville: Westminster
John Knox, 1994).
19. J. Clinton McCann, Jr., A Theological Introduction to the Book of Psalms: The Psalms as Torah (Nashville:
Abingdon, 1993).
20. J. Clinton McCann, Jr., “The Psalms as Instruction,” Int 46 (1992), 117-128.
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failure. However, McCann provides evidence that Books I-III already begin the response to 

the theological crisis of exile and the fall of kingship within Psalms 1-89.21

Walter Brueggemann has added to the canonical conversation in psalms studies by 

considering how one gets from one end of the Psalter to the other. In this way, he probes “the 

question of theological intentionality”22 with regard to the whole of the book. He suggests 

that since Psalm 1 stands at the beginning, the psalms “should be read through the prism of 

torah obedience,”23 and that by the end, the reader knows the reasons for praising YHWH as 

he comes to Psalm 150.24 Thus, the Psalter may be structurally bounded by obedience and 

praise, implying that the whole should be read in this light. Brueggemann explains, “The 

perimeters of the collection thus are obedience (Psalm 1) and praise (Psalm 150) . . . In this 

way the Psalter makes an assertion about the shape of life lived in Israel’s covenant through 

the canonical shape of the collection of the Psalms.”25 In addition, he has also suggested that 

Psalm 73 can be viewed as the central pivot of the Psalter.26

In another work, Jerome Creach has attempted “to show that ‘refuge’ is central to the 

shape of the Psalter, both in the general sense of the ‘thought world’ of the book and in the 

more specific sense of literary structure.”27 In this study, he considers how a certain metaphor 

(i.e. “refuge”) in the psalms may have influenced its overall structure and attempts “to show 

an editorial interest in the arrangement of individual psalms and sections of psalms that spans

the entire Psalter.”28

Erich Zenger’s work involves both general methodological discussion and 

suggestions regarding the structure and message of psalm books. First, in his commentary 

work, co-authored with Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, he proposes that there are three levels of 

examination within the canonical approach to psalms studies: (1) The shared terms, themes 

and theology that link individual compositions (Stichwortbeziehungen); (2) how the 

connected psalms form a sub-group of psalms (Psalmengruppen/Teilgruppen); and (3) how 

the psalm groups function within the Psalter as a whole.29 Second, in a brief examination of 

21. J. Clinton McCann, Jr., “Books I-III and the Editorial Purpose of the Hebrew Psalter” in The Shape and
Shaping of the Psalter, ed. J. Clinton McCann, Jr. (JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993),
93-107.
22. Walter Brueggemann, “Bounded by Obedience and Praise: The Psalms as Canon,” JSOT 50 (1991), 64.
23. Brueggemann, “Bounded,” 64.
24. Brueggemann, “Bounded,” 67.
25. Brueggemann, “Bounded,” 68.
26. Walter Brueggemann and Patrick D. Miller, Jr., “Psalm 73 as a Canonical Marker,” JSOT 72 (1996), 45-56.
27. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 19. 
28. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 17. 
29. Hossfeld and Zenger, Die Psalmen, 24.
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Book V, Zenger emphasises the role of Psalms 107 and 145 as a frame around the book, the 

several sub-groups within this book, and Psalm 145 as the conclusion to both Book V and the

Psalter (which implies that Pss 146-150 are a finale to the psalms as a whole).30 He has also 

considered how Book IV,31 both in its themes and structure, sketches “the universal royal 

reign of YHWH, which YHWH brings about in a grandiose theophany on Zion.”32

Building upon the idea of parallelism and repetition as extending beyond the 

parameters of individual psalms, Cole has examined the canonical relationships of Psalms 

73-89 (Book III).33 He considers each psalm and its connections to surroundings psalms, 

especially in the light of the corner Psalms 73 and 89. He also weighs the role of Psalms 72 

and 90 for understanding the message of Psalms 73-89. Consequently, this work seeks to 

provide evidence that Book III’s shape and message is dominated by “a dialogue consisting 

of lament over the nonfulfillment of the Davidic covenant as enunciated in Psalm 72 and 

corresponding divine answers . . .”34 In other words, he suggests that there is a dialogue of 

lament and response recurring throughout Book III.

In the same line of thought as the above works, the present study seeks to enter into 

this canonical conversation by considering the role of Book IV within the Psalter. It will 

examine the lexical, thematic, literary and structural connections of Psalms 90-106 in order to

uncover the nature of the relationships within Book IV. The general ideas of the canonical 

method mentioned above will be employed in this work as it seeks to discern editorial 

purpose in Book IV. This analysis of Psalms 90-106 will then lead to conclusions about the 

structure of Book IV and its theological message within the Psalter.

2.  Choice of Book IV

2.1  An Apparent Narrative

In explaining the choice of Book IV in this study, the work of Wilson must again be 

considered. Through a focus upon apparent (“tacit”) redactional activity within the Psalter, he

30. Erich Zenger, “The Composition and Theology of the Fifth Book of Psalms, Psalms 107-145,” JSOT 80
(1998), 77-102. In a positive response to Zenger’s work on Book V, Patrick D. Miller (“The End of the Psalter:
A Response to Erich Zenger,” JSOT 80 [1998], 103-110) adds to the ideas presented by Zenger, as well as
suggests more “ways in which Psalm 145 serves to conclude the whole of the Psalter in a way that makes
Psalms 146 to 150 a kind of coda to the whole,” (105).
31. Erich Zenger, “The God of Israel’s Reign Over the World (Psalms 90-106)” in Nobert Lohfink and Erich
Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations, translated by Everett Kalin (Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2000),
161-190.
32. Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 162.
33. Cole, Book III.
34. Cole, Book III, 14.
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concluded that Books I-III are remarkably different from Books IV-V and has outlined the 

different editorial techniques that exist between the two parts:

a. The first three books conclude with doxology formulae while Book Five 
concludes with a series of hllwyh pss. Book Four (90-106) combines the two methods 
with a series of hllwyh pss (104-106) as well as a doxology (106:48) . . .

b. The technique of concluding segments with hllwyh pss and introducing 
segments with hwdw pss is confined to Books Four and Five . . . 

c. The separating/binding function of author/genre groupings is far more 
prominent in Books One-Three and is practically non-existent in the later books. 

d. The marked concentration of “titled” pss in Books One through Three as 
compared with the relative paucity of such pss (28 out of 61 pss—considering hllwyh 
as a liturgical element and not a “title”) in Books Four and Five as compared to only 6 
“untitled” pss among the 89 pss of the first three books. 

e. The appearance of “Royal” pss at the “seams” of the books is restricted to 
the first three divisions (Pss 2, 72, 89). These distinctions imply a separation between 
Books One-Three and Books Four and Five; a separation borne out by variations of 
content as well as editorial technique.35 

This evidence suggests that the Psalter seemingly consists of two parts and that Part 1 (Books

I-III) existed at an earlier date, to which Part 2 (Books IV-V) was added later.36

Notably, the occurrence of specific psalms at key points has led Wilson to suggest 

that an apparent “narrative” exists within the Psalter.37 Psalms 2, 41, 72 and 89 are royal 

psalms placed at the “seams” of Books I-III that appear to plot the course of Davidic kingship

from its inception to its fall with the exile of Judah.38 This Davidic “narrative” spans the first 

three books with Psalm 2 describing the king’s coronation, Psalm 72 presenting his just rule 

and Psalm 89 highlighting monarchical collapse.39 In this way, Part 1 of the Psalter provides a

general account of the rise, rule and ultimate failure of Israelite monarchy.40 Wilson 

comments, “At the conclusion of the third book, immediately preceding the break observed 

separating the earlier and later books [i.e. Books I-III and Book IV-V], the impression left is 

one of a covenant remembered, but a covenant failed. The Davidic covenant introduced in 

35. Wilson, Editing, 207.
36. See Wilson, Editing, 138-228.
37. This, of course, is not a “narrative” in a strict sense but a broad reflection of the reign of the Davidic
monarchy.
38. See Wilson, Editing, 208-214.
39. Gerald H. Wilson, Psalms, Vol. 1 (NIVAC; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002), 123-124.
40. Ps 41 does not appear to fit into this paradigm very well, but Wilson notes that it “echoes” the message of
Ps 2, which means that it does not negate the narrative theory (Editing, 209-210).
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Ps 2 has come to nothing and the combination of three books concludes with the anguished 

cry of the Davidic descendants.”41 

With this in mind, Books IV-V, with their significant editorial and theological 

differences, were added to Part 1. Wilson suggests that Psalms 90-150 appear to respond 

consequently to Books I-III by pointing the reader away from human kingship to YHWH’s 

kingship. He contends that whereas Books I-III highlight human kingship, Books IV-V now 

emphasise the singularity of God’s rule. In this way, they provide an answer to Books I-III 

regarding the fall of the monarchy and exile. Within this scheme, Wilson considers Book IV 

as the editorial heart of the Psalter: 

In my opinion, Pss 90-106 function as the editorial “center” of the final form of the 
Hebrew Psalter. As such this grouping stands as the “answer” to the problem posed in 
Ps 89 as to the apparent failure of the Davidic covenant with which Books One-Three 
are primarily concerned. Briefly summarized the answer given is:  (1) YHWH is king; 
(2) He has been our “refuge” in the past, long before the monarchy existed (i.e., in the 
Mosaic period); (3) He will continue to be our refuge now that the monarchy is gone; 
(4) Blessed are they that trust in him!42

In general, Wilson’s pioneering efforts have established a convincing case for the 

arrangement of the Psalter. Indeed, it does appear that Books I-III revolve around the rise and

fall of Davidic kingship and that Book IV responds as an answer to what has happened in the 

occurrence of exile. However, the suggestion that David/Davidic kingship is no longer 

crucial in Psalms 90-150, and that Books I-III show that God has rejected the monarchy, is 

not a necessary conclusion from the evidence within the Psalter itself.43 For instance, the 

occurrence of Davidic superscriptions, royal psalms and Royal/Zion theology in Books IV-V 

imply that Davidic kingship still factors into the overall perspective of the Psalter. Likewise, 

Howard suggests,

Despite impressive evidence brought to bear by Wilson, McCann, and others, I 
maintain that the Psalter does not, in the end, speak of the “failure” and “rejection” of 
the Davidic Covenant. Rather, the Davidic kingdom and YHWH’s kingdom coexist in 
complementary roles throughout the Psalter. Of the two, YHWH’s kingdom is clearly 
the more important and the one from which the Davidic kingdom derives its 
legitimacy and authority. Yet Zion and the Davidic kingdom are the earthly 
expressions of YHWH’s kingdom in important ways. Furthermore, in my view, the 

41. Wilson, Editing, 213.
42. Wilson, Editing, 215.
43. See, e.g., Grant, King as Exemplar, 25-27; David C. Mitchell, The Message of the Psalter: An
Eschatological Programme in the Book of Psalms (JSOTSup 252; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997),
78-80.
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placement of the royal psalms, along with other considerations, are evidence in the 
Psalter of a continuing hope that is focused on both Zion and the Davidic Covenant, 
despite the many flaws of the kings and people who were heirs of that covenant.44 

In conclusion, there appears to be a general narrative outlined in Books I-III, which 

concerns the Davidic monarchy and its tragic demise. Moreover, Books IV-V, being post-

exilic/post-monarchic compilations, seem to respond to what has gone before, especially 

Book III and Psalm 89. They do so by emphasising the kingship of YHWH without 

neglecting the Davidic covenant. In addition, as Psalms 90-150 move towards the climactic 

finale of praise in Psalms 146-150, they reveal an overall progressively more positive tenor 

even after the reality of exile. Therefore, it is within this literary rubric that Book IV’s 

function and message in the Psalter can be interpreted. In considering the importance of Book

IV as an answer to Book III and the lament of Psalm 89, we ask the question as to whether 

this collection is editorially arranged to stand as a response to this psalmic narrative of 

Davidic failure.

2.2  Importance of Book IV

On this note, the significance of Book IV comes into view. As an answer to Book III 

and Psalm 89, Psalms 90-106 contain several features that distinguish it from the other psalm 

books. First, it is the shortest book of the Psalter (17 psalms) and is centred around the 

kingship of YHWH Psalms 93-100.45 Second, “Moses” gives Psalms 90-106 a unique 

character by occurring several times throughout the book, a feature notably missing in the 

other psalm books. Finally, “David” occurs in the superscription of both (the royal) Psalm 

101 and Psalm 103. His reappearance implies that while playing a smaller literary role—in 

comparison to Part 1 of the Psalter—he still maintains a special place within this book. These

assertions will be grounded in the secondary literature throughout the exegetical discussions 

in Chapters 2-5.

Thus, following Wilson, at least on a prima facie level the editor appears to have 

compiled Psalms 90-106 in the exilic or post-exilic period as a compilation in answer to the 

crisis of exile and Psalm 89’s lament over the failure of the Davidic covenant. Since this book

was intended for a post-exilic audience, it appears to speak to their situation by calling their 

attention to the continued reign of God after the loss of the Davidic king, one of the symbols 

44. Howard, Structure 93-100, 201-202.
45. See Howard, Structure 93-100.
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of YHWH’s rule on earth.46 If this is the case, how then does this book actually respond and 

what is its holistic message and function within the Psalter? To answer this, the book as a 

whole must be examined in the light of the methods outlined above, and this study will seek 

to propose not only an answer to this question but also to highlight the centrality of Psalms 

90-106 within the editing of the Psalter. 

3.  Method of Examination in this Study

Before moving on, however, a brief outline will be given of the method of 

examination in this work. First, the perceived structure of Book IV appears to be of a four-

fold nature: Psalms 90-92, 93-100, 101-104 and 105-106. While the reasoning for this 

structure will be examined later,47 suffice it to say that this outline provides the structure for 

the following four chapters of this work. Therefore, Chapters 2-5 will analyse each psalm 

within their respective psalm groups, and the analysis of the psalms will be organised in the 

following manner:

• Translation: Each psalm will be translated from the MT, followed by translation 
notes regarding the most debated and difficult textual problems. We will consider 
only those problems that may influence the overall interpretation of a psalm.48

• Themes and Theology: The primary thematic and theological ideas of each psalm 
will be examined in detail, considering the import of their message within the context 
of Book IV. This manner of examination should aid our understanding of how a 
psalm functions within this compilation to provide a message intended for the posited 
post-exilic audience. In order to narrow the field in this study, the themes and 
theology will be divided into two foci. First, Theocentric Themes pertain to what each 
respective psalm communicates about matters relating to God. Second, 
Anthropocentric Themes will discuss matters regarding humankind, Israel, the 
faithful, etc. While some overlap exists between these two realms, by separating these 
analyses, we will be able to focus upon the key theological issues regarding both God 
and man in Book IV. 

• Other Elements: Other elements that appear significant within the context of Book 
IV may also be examined, such as contextual, theological or canonical matters. (For 
example, in the section on Psalm 90 there will be an examination of the “Mosaic 

46. See NIDOTTE, # 4887, for discussion of the idea of YHWH’s rule through the Davidic king.
47. See Chapters 2-5 and especially, Chapter 6.
48. The structure and form of each psalm will be briefly considered in footnotes within the translation section.
Due to the nature of this study, the length of these discussions will depend upon the relevance of form and
structure questions to the interpretation of the respective psalm. Thus, some psalms will be considered in detail,
while others (which may have relatively little debate surrounding their structure and form) will be considered
more concisely.
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motif” contained within the psalm. Another example is the discussion of Psalm 93 
and its similarities to Exodus 15.) 

• Canonical Relationships: The canonical relationships of each psalm to its 
neighbours and their respective psalm groups will also be examined. This analysis 
considers the links and connections that serve to bind psalms together within their 
supposed psalm groups, whether they be lexical, thematic, literary or structural.

The above method will provide the general outline of the exegetical chapters in this thesis. 

The main goal of these chapters is to underline the content, message and relationship of each 

psalm and psalm group within the canonical context of both Book IV and the Psalter. As 

Psalms 90-106 respond to the theological crisis of Book III, their individual roles within the 

message of the book may help uncover the editorial purpose that lies behind their 

arrangement, therefore, it is in these chapters that the foundation for the overall thesis will be 

tested.

After the exegetical investigation, Chapter 6 will consider the overall canonical 

structure of Book IV. In this section, the evidence that substantiates the suggested four-fold 

structure of the book will be set forth, particularly regarding the apparent conjunctive and 

disjunctive features in each psalm group.

After all has been considered, the final chapter (Ch. 7) will propose the theological 

implications of Book IV as it addresses the crisis of exile and fallen human kingship. If 

Psalms 90-106 respond to both Book III and especially Psalm 89, how then do they speak? 

Moreover, if the canonical arrangement of psalms is taken seriously, then what is the 

significance of the figures Moses, King YHWH and David to the message of this Book? 

Consequently, the concluding chapter will address the importance of these questions in 

uncovering the significance of Psalms 90-106 within the editing of the Hebrew Psalter.

4.  Conclusion

In summary, the main suggestion of this work is that Psalms 90-106 have been 

purposefully juxtaposed and arranged as a response to the narrative of Davidic failure found 

in Book III, especially Psalm 89. This response to the fall of Davidic kingship in Book IV 

speaks to the crisis of exile by addressing a post-exilic audience regarding the nature of what 

has happened. Not only do these psalms confront the issue of exile, they offer the religious 

community a reason for hope in desperate times. In this light, if used properly, a canonical 

approach to Book IV should help to uncover just how important this relatively small group of

psalms is to the final form of the Psalter.  
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Having dealt with the introductory questions of method and the extent of this thesis, 

exegetical consideration of Psalms 90-106 now ensues. The scope of this work is modest but 

significant to understanding the canonical arrangement of the Psalter. How does Book IV 

speak and what is it saying? We now turn to the psalms themselves to seek an answer.
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Chapter 2
 Psalms 90-92

1.  Introduction

Psalms 90-92 form the introduction to a book that primarily focuses upon the kingship

of YHWH and they provide a distinct change in the literary setting of the Psalter. As Book IV

begins, this notable triad emerges, drawing the reader’s attention to the figure of Moses, the 

sovereignty of God, judgment against sin and YHWH as a refuge. First, as a “Moses” psalm, 

Psalm 90 emphasises the brevity of human life under God’s wrath for sin against the 

backdrop of YHWH’s eternal nature. Second, Psalm 91 expands upon the dwelling place/

refuge theme inaugurated in Psalm 90:1, but it evinces a more positive tone, expressing 

YHWH’s salvific endeavors towards those who trust in him. Finally, the sabbatical poem, 

Psalm 92, gives thanks for God’s lovingkindness to the righteous, while asserting the certain 

demise of the wicked. In this way, the canonical setting of the Psalter changes from a lament 

over the fall of Davidic kingship and exile to concern over the people’s iniquity and the 

seeking of refuge in the God of Israel as a response.

In this chapter, each of these psalms will be exegetically examined with special 

consideration of their inter-relationship as the first section of Book IV. Both their lexical and 

thematic correlations will be surveyed to determine the nature of their association, as well as 

the overall presentation that they make at the beginning of the book. This chapter will begin 

to lay the groundwork for understanding the function and message of Psalms 90-106. Much 

of what is discussed in this part of the study will impact the following chapters. So, the basis 

of this thesis begins here and the overall picture presented in Psalms 90-106 will be 

progressively uncovered throughout the remaining chapters.

2.  Psalm 90: An Introduction to Book IV

As Psalm 90 commences Book IV (and Part 2 of the Psalter), it is considered by many

to be the beginning of the answer to why Davidic kingship has apparently failed.1 By 

introducing the second major section of the Psalter, this psalm provides a transition from one 

emphasis—Davidic kingship—to another—God as sovereign Ruler.2 As an individual 

composition, its message centres upon the sovereignty of YHWH and provides insight into 

the relationship between God and humanity. The psalm pictures YHWH as the eternal 

1. See Wilson, Editing, 215; McCann, Psalms, 1040; Wenham, “Rejoice,” 94.
2. McCann, Psalms, 1040.



Creator who judges humans for their sin, while it also portrays humanity’s existence as 

transitory and completely dependent upon God. 

2.1  Translation

Psalm 90
My¶IhQølTaDh_vy`Ia hºRvOmVl hD;lIpV;t

:ríOdÎw rêOdV;b …wn#D;l Dty¶IyDh hD;tAaœ NwâøoDm yGÎnOdà⋲a
l¡EbEt◊w X®r∞Ra l`ElwâøjV;tÅw …wd#D;l¨y Myôîr„Dh —M®r§RfV;b

:l`Ea h¶D;tAa M#DlwøoŒ_dAo M¶DlwøoEmá…w

1 A prayer of Moses, the man of God.
O Lord, you have been a adwelling place 
for us from generation to generation.3

2 Before the mountains were born, 
and byou brought forth the land and the 
world and from everlasting unto 
everlasting, you are God.4

  …wb…wâv rRma#ø;tÅwŒ a¡D;kå;d_dAo vwønTa∑ b∞EvD;t
:Má∂dDa_y´nVb

róObSoÅy y∞I;k lwømVtRaœ MwâøyV;k ÔKyG‰nyEo`V;b MyÓˆnDv PRlºRa y§I;k
:hDl◊y`D;lAb hñ∂r…wmVvAa◊w

3 You return man unto dust 
and say, “Return, O sons of men.”

4 For a thousand years in your eyes 
are like yesterday when it passes by
and a watch in the night.

:PáølSjÅy ry¶IxDjR;k r®q#O;bA;bŒ …wóyVhˆy h∞DnEv MD;tVmår◊z∑
:v`EbÎy◊w l¶Elwøm◊y b®r#RoDlŒ P¡DlDj◊w Xy∞IxÎy r®qO;bA;b

5 You csweep them away, (they become like)
sleep. In the morning, they are like grass 
which changes.

6 In the morning, it flourishes and changes
in the evening, it fades and withers.

:…wnVl`DhVbˆn ñÔKVtDmSjAbá…w ÔK¡RÚpAaVb …wny¶IlDk_y`I;k
:ÔKy`RnDÚp rwñøaVmIl …wn#EmUlSoŒ ÔKó®;d◊g‰nVl …wny∞EtOnOwSo D;tAv

7 For we are consumed in your anger
and in your wrath, we are dismayed.

8 You have placed our iniquities before you,
our secrets sins in the light of your face.

3. After the superscription “A prayer of Moses, the man of God,” the overall structure of Ps 90 can be divided
into four sections: A: God as a Dwelling Place (vv. 1-2); B: God’s Sovereignty and Humanity’s Ephemerality
(vv. 3-10); C: Desire for Wisdom (vv. 11-12); D: A Plea to YHWH (vv. 13-17). Ps 90 contains a variety of
genre characteristics and many different opinions have arisen regarding the form-critical nature of this psalm.
Scholars have classified it in various ways, with most acknowledging its communal nature. It appears, however,
that while Ps 90 contains various elements of the form-critical genres, it ultimately does not fit the mould of any
particular one. For instance, it has a hymnic introduction (vv. 1-2), followed by a section of lament (vv. 3-10).
An element of wisdom is also present (vv. 11-12), which finally leads to a plea/petition (vv. 13-17). Thus, it can
be considered a mixed poem in the form of a communal hymn or prayer, which contains lamentation, a wisdom
section and a plea to God.
4. Interestingly, these verses form a distinct chiastic structure with the themes of God, creation and time (see
Johannes Schnocks, “‘Ehe die Berge geboren wurden, bist du.’: Die Gegenwart Gottes im 90. Psalm,” Bibel und
Kirche 54 [1999], 164; Johannes Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit und Gottesherrschaft. Studien zu Psalm 90 und dem
vierten Psalmenbuch [BBB 140; Berlin: Philo, 2002], 128).
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…wny∞EnDv …wny™I;lI;k ÔK¡Rt∂rVbRoVb …wânDÚp …wnyEmÎy∑_lDk y∞I;k
:h‰g`Rh_wømVk

—t°Or…wb◊gI;b M§Ia◊w hÓÎnDv MyºIoVbIv M¶RhDb …wny°EtwønVv_y`Em◊y
vy#IjŒ z¶Dg_yI;k N‰w¡DaÎw l∞DmDo MD;bVh∂r◊w∑ hGÎnDv My§Inw„ømVv

:hDp`UoÎ…nÅw

9 For all our days turn in your fury; 
we finish our years like a sigh. 

10 The days of our years, in them, are 
seventy years and if with strength, eighty 
years. But their pride is labour and sorrow
for it is soon cut off and we fly.

:ÔK`Rt∂rVbRo #ÔKVtDa√rˆyVk…wŒ ÔK¡RÚpAa zâOo Aoédwøyœ_y`Im
:h`DmVkDj b∞AbVl a#IbÎn◊wŒ oóådwøh N∞E;k …wnyEmÎy∑ twâønVmIl

11 Who knows the power of your anger
and, daccording to the fear of you, your 
fury?

12 Therefore, teach us to number our days
that we may gain a heart of wisdom.

:ÔKyá®dDbSo_lAo M#EjÎ…nIh◊wŒ y¡DtDm_dAo hÎwh◊y∑ h∞Db…wv
h#DjVmVcˆn◊wŒ h¶Dn◊…når◊ná…w ÔKó®;dVsAj r®qâO;bAb …wn∞EoV;bAc

:…wny`EmÎy_lDkV;b

13 Return, O LORD, how long?
and relent upon your servants.

14 Satisfy us in the morning with your 
lovingkindness, and we will sing and 
rejoice in all our days.

:h`Do∂r …wny¶Ia∂r twGOnVv Œ …wn¡Dtyˆ…nIo twâømyI;k …wnEjV;mAc
:M`Rhy´nV;b_lAo #ÔK√r∂dShÅwŒ ÔK¡RlFoDp ÔKyâ®dDbSo_lRa h∞Ra∂r´y

15 Let us rejoice according to the days you 
have afflicted us; the years we have seen 
evil.

16 Let your work appear to your servants 
and your majesty upon their sons.

…wnyédÎy∑ h∞EcSoAm…w …wny¶ElQDo …wny#EhølTa y¶DnOdSa MAoôOn —y§Ihyˆw
:…wh`En◊nwø;k …wny#édÎyŒ h¶EcSoAmá…w …wny¡ElDo h¶Dn◊nwø;k

17 And let the favour of the Lord our God be
upon us and establish the work of our 
hands, for us; and establish the work of our 
hands.5

Translation Notes
Verse 1
a. The main point for discussion in v. 1 is the term Nwom (“dwelling”). Some LXX manuscripts 
read katafugh/ which would suggest replacing Nwom with zwom (“fortress/refuge”), but the 
evidence for this is slight and appears unconvincing.6

5. The two part nature of the psalm (vv. 1-12 and 13-17) has led many scholars to conclude that it was
originally two compositions. Having said this, there appears to be no reason to assume that it is not a single
composition (Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 144; Willem A. VanGemeren, Psalms [EBC; Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1991], 592; Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 60-150: A Continental Commentary, translated by Hilton
C. Oswald [Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993], 214; James L. Mays, Psalms [IBC; Louisville: John Knox Press,
1994], 290), especially when considering that the second part of the psalm builds upon the first, as well as the
seemingly precise connection between the two parts. For detailed argument supporting the unity of the psalm,
see Pierre Auffret, “Essai sur la structure litteraire du Psaume 90,” Bib 61 (1980), 262-276. 
6. See Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, Psalms 2: A Commentary on Psalms 51-100, translated by
Linda M. Maloney (Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 417; Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 42-46;
Derek Kidner, Psalms 73-150: A Commentary on Books III-V of the Psalms (TOTC; London: IVP, 1975), 328;
A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book of Psalms (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1910), 549; Kraus, Psalms
60-150, 213; Walter Harrelson, “A Meditation on the Wrath of God: Psalm 90” in Scripture in History and
Theology: Essays in Honor of J. Coert Rylaarsdam, eds. Arthur L. Merrill and Thomas W. Overholt (Pittsburgh:
Pickwick Press, 1977), 191, n. 1.
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Verse 2 
b. The question often arises as to who (or what) is the subject of the verb llwjtw. Many 
scholars disregard the Masoretic pointings, which render the verb as polel 2ms, and consider 
it a polal 3fs (lAlOwj;VtAw , “and the earth and the world were brought forth”).7 Aquila’s and 
Symmachus’s Greek translations of the OT support this possibility, as does the Targum. 
However, the MT rendering makes sense in the context, and the most likely translation is 
“and you [i.e. God] brought forth (through labour pains) the land and the world.”8

Verse 5
c. This verse probably contains the most difficult phrase to translate in the psalm: hDnEv MD;tVmår◊z. 
It has been rendered in various ways, with no apparent consensus among scholars on this 
matter. In the MT, Mtmrz means “you pour forth/sweep them away.”9 However, it has been 
suggested that Mrz actually refers to the similar root orz “to sow” (reflecting the concept of 
“offspring” or something similar). Likewise, the term hDnEv (“sleep”) is considered by some to 
be hDnDv (“year”)—often times duplicated (hDnDv hDnDv “year after year”).10 This would appear to fit 
the context if one considers v. 3 to be referring to the continuation of life from one generation
to the next. However, the MT does not support this conclusion,11 and there is a coherence in 
the MT’s reading worth retaining. 

Verse 11
d. The translation “according to the fear of you, your fury” (Ktrbo Ktarykw) is one that 
attempts to be intelligible while trying to reflect a formally correspondent interpretation of 
the MT. With the difficulty of this phrase, many commentators have suggested diverse 
explanations of textual corruption or what it most likely reflects. Some proposed the phrase 
Ktrbo Kt hary ymw, “and as the fear before you, so your wrath” (or . . . ary ymw, “and who 
fears”),12 after the LXX.13 Another suggestion is to read an interrogative kî at the beginning of
the phrase and har (“to see”) rather than hary (“fear”).14 However, neither possibility seems 
to explain persuasively the meaning of the phrase. Therefore a more literal translation has 
been chosen.

7. A. A. Anderson, The Book of Psalms, Volume II, Psalms 73-150 (NCB; London: Marshall, Morgan &
Scott, 1992), 650; Mitchell Dahood, Psalms II, 51-100: Introduction, Translation, and Notes (AB; Garden City,
New York: Doubleday, 1970), 323; John Eaton, The Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary with an
Introduction and New Translation (London: T & T Clark, 2003), 323; VanGemeren, Psalms, 593.
8. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 417; McCann, Psalms, 1041. See also Samuel Terrien, The Psalms:
Strophic Structure and Theological Commentary (ECC; Cambridge: Eerdmans, 2003), 643.
9. In support of the translation “You sweep them away, (they become like) sleep,” see Hans-Peter Müller,
“Sprachliche Beobachtungen zu Ps xc 5f,” VT 50 (2000), 397-398. Booij is also in favour of not amending the
MT, but chooses to read the text differently: “When thou pourest sleep upon them,” (“Psalm 90,5-6: Junction of
Two Traditional Motifs,” Bib 68 [1987], 396).
10. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 213; Paul Haupt, “The Prayer of Moses the Man of God,” JBL 31 (1912), 116.
Whitley takes a different route, believing Mtmrz to be a noun and that hnv “should be pointed as the feminine
participle s¥oœna®,” i.e., “Their offspring changeth,” (“The Text of Psalm 90,5,” Bib 63 [1982], 556-557).
11. See Erhard E. Gerstenberger, Psalms, Part 2, and Lamentations (FOTL 15; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
2001), 159.
12. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 214; Bruce Vawter, “Postexilic Prayer and Hope,” CBQ 37 (1975), 461.
13. Some LXX manuscripts contain kai« ajpo\ touv fo/bou sou to\n qumo/n sou.
14. Mitchell Dahood, “Interrogative kˆ® in Psalm 90,11; Isaiah 36,19 and Hosea 13,9,” Bib 60 (1979), 573.
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2.2  Themes and Theology

2.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Sovereignty of God

Both the Psalter and Hebrew Bible are permeated with references to or about God’s 

supremacy over all things. However, some passages particularly exalt this aspect of divine 

sovereignty, and Psalm 90 appears to fall into this category. For instance, it manifests the 

sovereignty of God in his work as Creator (vv. 2, 3) and Ruler/Judge (vv. 7, 8), and even in 

some way, his dominion stems from his eternality (vv. 1, 2, 4). Also, God’s rule over both 

human life and time presents one of the main foci of Psalm 90,15 consequently revealing that 

YHWH controls every aspect of human life. In this manner, the concept of sovereignty 

pervades the entire psalm.16 

YHWH’s work as the Creator further underscores this motif of supremacy. After 

referring to God as the perpetual dwelling place of his people, the psalmist alludes to this in 

v. 2 by referring to his creative works. This creational theme continues in v. 3 as God 

“return(s) men unto dust,” which inevitably “sounds like Genesis 3:19.”17 Moreover, the 

thematic idea of God as Creator naturally entails his ruling over creation, and Psalm 90 

exhibits the characteristic of God’s reign in his relationship with humankind; he returns 

humanity to the very substance from which they were created (“dust”) and controls their end, 

possibly commanding it (v. 3, “Return, O sons of men”). In this light, the psalmist reveals 

that God brings death upon humanity (v. 5). Thus, these verses establish God’s sovereign rule

over his creation, and particularly his human creatures, as he determines both their life and 

expiration. Also included in the concept of God’s rule is his position as judge over his 

creatures, an idea present in vv. 7-9 and 11. God’s anger (Pa) and wrath (hmj) arise in 

15. Schnocks, “Ehe die Berge,” 167.
16. The names of God in Ps 90 provide another element that underscores this theme and appear to be carefully
selected as they encompass the imagery of his sovereignty. Brueggemann states, “It is instructive that this term
is the generic word for sovereign, Nwda. It is not until v. 13 that the historical name of Yahweh is used, and then it
is used only once in the entire psalm. It is used only at the turn of the psalm into the lament. Here it is enough to
establish sovereignty as the context for all that follows,” (The Message of the Psalms: A Theological
Commentary [Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984], 111). In addition, the term la in v. 2 contains connotations of the
“the supreme God” (see HALOT, 49; Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 549).
17. Mays, Psalms, 292. There is, however, some debate as to whether this verse refers to Gen 2-3 (see Hossfeld
and Zenger, Psalms 2, 422). Though the term for “dust” is different in Genesis (rpo), the creational idea seems
to be implied by the broader context within this section of Ps 90 (see Harrelson, “Meditation”, 186; Anderson,
Psalms, 651; Franz Delitzsch, Bibilical Commentary on the Psalms, Vol. III, translated by David Eaton
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1889), 6; Kidner, Psalms, 328; W. O. E. Oesterley, The Psalms: Translated
with Text-Critical and Exegetical Notes [London: SPCK, 1959], 406; Konrad Schaefer, Psalms [Berit Olam;
Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2001], 226; VanGemeren, Psalms, 593).
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response to the iniquity of humanity (vv. 7-9), and these elements display both the judgment 

and “fury” (v. 11, hrbo) of God against sin.

 In addition, Broyles observes that Psalm 90 “appeals to the eternal God to show pity 

to his perishing people,”18 and the eternal nature of God presented in this psalm suggests or 

implies his sovereign control of all things. In both the introduction (vv. 1-2) and v. 4, the 

eternality of God stands as a prominent theme and magnifies the portrayal of YHWH’s 

supremacy by focussing upon him as the Ultimate, without beginning and without end.

God as Dwelling Place/Refuge

Psalm 90 opens with the metaphor of God as a perpetual “dwelling place” for the 

people of Israel, and as the psalmist introduces the poem with this important theme, the idea 

of God as a dwelling place/refuge comes to the forefront of Book IV. Interestingly, as this 

metaphor presents an ongoing truth for Israel, it displays the image of refuge as primarily a 

spiritual reality. Terrien explains, “Although the word ‘home’ or ‘dwelling place’ may have 

been used with diverse meanings (cf. Isa 13:2; Jer 9:10), from devastated cities to heavenly 

mansions (Deut 26:15; Zech 2:17) and even to sanctuary and temple (Ps 26:8), it is also the 

symbol of spirituality for God’s people (Pss 71:3; 91:3).”19 

By introducing this theme after the crisis in Psalm 89, the editor provides a 

remarkable announcement to the audience. According to Creach, “This statement of 

confidence reminds that Yahweh was a source of security and protection before Israel had a 

human king.”20 Thus, for a post-exilic audience, this refuge theme serves as an 

encouragement to a people whose concept of nationhood or home has been irrevocably 

changed. As McCann suggests, “As a response to exile, v. 1 is a particularly pertinent and 

powerful affirmation: God is really the only ‘dwelling place’ that counts . . . Indeed, such has 

always been the case—‘in all generations.’”21 Therefore, it appears that this theme may serve 

to refocus the Israelites’ attention to their need of God—who is declared to be their King and 

the King of all creation in Psalms 93-100—as well as his provision. 

18. Craig C. Broyles, Psalms (NIBCOT; Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1999), 359.
19. Terrien, Psalms, 643.
20. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 94.
21. McCann, Psalms, 1041.
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2.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Ephemerality of Humankind

In a contrasting manner, the portrayal in Psalm 90 of the eternal nature of God occurs 

simultaneously with the ephemerality of human life. While God exists “from everlasting to 

everlasting,” humans “wither” like the “grass” (vv. 5-6) and return to the “dust” (v. 3).22 

Human life in comparison with God’s existence is relatively brief, lasting “seventy” or 

“eighty” years, as well as being full of “labour and sorrow” (v. 10). As Psalm 90 presents this

transitory characteristic in a straightforward manner, it appears to connect brevity with 

humanity’s iniquity (vv. 7-8). Interestingly, the shortness of life is not necessarily despised in

the psalm, rather acknowledged as being difficult, and in a sense, vain. 

While the transitoriness of life appears to be a result of sin, God’s mandate makes this

transitory nature certain.23 Verse 3 may be understood as a sovereign command of God in 

which he decrees the surety of death (“Return, O sons of men”). This verse leads Weiser to 

conclude, “[Man] is formed of dust and returns to dust according as God’s will decrees. Here 

we catch echoes of the ancient tradition of the story of the Fall; and the poet deliberately 

chooses phrases which characterize the frailty of human nature.”24 

Humanity’s Sinfulness/Iniquity

In his commentary, Mays explains that “the theological account of the human 

predicament offered by the psalm is the wrath of God at human sinfulness.”25 As the psalmist 

proclaims in an almost confessional manner, the “iniquity” (Nwo) of humanity is the reason for 

YHWH’s wrath and anger (vv. 7-8), with even their “secret sins” (Mlo) not being hidden from

God (v. 7).26 Furthermore, vv. 7-8 show that the sin/iniquity of humanity incurs God’s wrath, 

and he judges them accordingly.27 In this way, the psalmist presents the judgment of God as a

22. Eaton says that the psalm highlights “the pitiful brevity of human life in contrast with the eternity of God.
The rapid withering of Palestine’s herbage provides a favourite image of man’s transience,” (Psalms [London:
SCM Press, 1967], 222).
23. Marvin E. Tate, Psalms 51-100 (WBC; Dallas: Word Books, 1990), 441. 
24. Artur Weiser, The Psalms: A Commentary, translated by Hebert Hartwell (OTL; London: SCM Press,
1962), 597.
25. Mays, Psalms, 292.
26. Schnocks, “Ehe die Berge,” 169: “Die Art und Weise, wie der Text in diesem Zusammenhang von der
menschlichen Schuld spricht, reflektiert bereits die Vorstellung von struktureller Sünde als Begründung der
conditio humana.”
27. Brueggemann comments, “[T]he speaker can concede that trouble in life stems not from the inscrutable
hand of Yahweh, but as just punishment for sin,” (Message, 112).
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pressing reality and sin as the cause of that judgment; as a result, humankind is “consumed” 

(v. 7) by God’s anger.

With the sinfulness of humanity in view, the tenor of God’s role as Judge comes to 

the forefront in Psalm 90 as he punishes the people for their iniquity—a feature that speaks 

volumes after the crisis of Book III. In scripture, the exile presents a clear example of God’s 

disciplinary action against his people,28 and as Book IV addresses the nation of Israel post-

exile, the audience can certainly relate to this dramatic theme. Eaton suggests, “A lament now

describes how the community is undergoing God’s wrath; he is not passing over or covering 

their guiltiness, but keeping it very much in mind.”29 In this light, the psalm reveals to the 

audience that their sin has caused YHWH’s judgment, which has ultimately been manifested 

in the fall of kingship and captivity.

Dependence upon God

The idea of God as a “dwelling place” (v. 1, Nwom) for his people naturally implies their

dependence upon him for everything, including life itself. In fact, both the sovereignty and 

Creator/Ruler aspect of God (discussed above) intimate this dependency as well. Also, the 

term vwna (v. 3, “man”) may add to this theme of dependence. Anderson comments, “vwna in 

this particular context may suggest man in his frailty (see on 8:4), who is both utterly 

dependent upon God and mortal (cf. 103:15).”30

On this note, vv. 13-17 render an emotional plea for God’s help and mercy as the 

psalmist calls upon YHWH to “return” (bwv) and “relent” (Mjn), to act in the lives of his 

people. As Zenger comments, “The closing verses, 13ff., beg for a turning away from wrath, 

the averting of a particular crisis, the changing of a concrete time of misery into a time of 

joy.”31 Moreover, these verses picture YHWH as the only one who can satisfy (v. 14, obc) his

people with lovingkindness (dsj) and cause them to rejoice (v. 15) in the light of the “days” 

(twmy) and “years” (twnv) of affliction and evil. Westermann highlights the importance of v. 

15: “The petition for restoration in v. 15 has the same parallelism ‘days - years’ that we have 

previously met in v. 9 (but it also occurs at vv. 4, 5, 6, indeed it runs as a leit-motif [sic] 

through the entire psalm). By repeating this parallelism, the author deliberately links the plea 

28. Deut. 28:64-68.
29. Eaton, Psalms, 222-223.
30. Anderson, Psalms, 651.
31. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 420.
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in distress from the communal lament with the motif of human transitoriness.”32 

Westermann’s comments suggest that humanity’s dependence upon God is linked with their 

ephemerality, which implies an important focus upon the creator/creature relationship in 

Psalm 90. After v. 15, v. 16 requests that the work (lop) of the Lord (ynda) be made known to 

his “servants” (dbo) and his “majesty” or “beauty” (rdh)33 to “their sons” (Mhynb, i.e. “their 

children”). Finally, the psalm concludes with an expression of desire for God’s “favour” (Mon)

and a call for him to establish (Nwk) the work of his servants. The imperatives of v. 17 (Nwk) 

also convey a hopeful request, acknowledging the complete dependence of the people for 

these things to take place. Notably, the emphasis of Israel’s dependence upon God begins in 

v. 1 with the reference to God as “dwelling place” and continues through vv. 3-12 to the 

psalm’s conclusion (vv. 13-17). In this way, Psalm 90 emphasises the people’s reliance upon 

YHWH as Creator and Ruler.

2.3  Other Elements

2.3.1  Mosaic Motif

Superscription

It would seem that if any superscription in the Psalter were of editorial significance, 

Psalm 90’s should be considered preeminent among them as the only psalm in the Psalter 

with a Mosaic superscription (“A prayer of Moses, the man of God” Myhlah_vya hvml hlpt).34

It has been labelled with the name of the most prominent leader in the history of Israel who 

guided the nation out of Egypt and through the wilderness during its conception. Psalm 90’s 

authorial ascription becomes even more notable when considering both the other occurrences 

of Moses’ name in the Psalter and the canonical placement of Psalm 90. First, the name 

“Moses” (hvm) occurs eight times in the psalms and only once outside of Book IV (Ps 

77:21).35 Second, as the introductory psalm to Book IV, there appears to be an emphasis on 

the person of Moses and the Mosaic period, beginning in Psalm 90 and continuing throughout

the book. Consequently, this Mosaic motif may be intended to serve as a reminder of 

32. Claus Westermann, The Living Psalms, translated by J. R. Porter (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 164.
33. This term may also add to the theme of God as Ruler found in Ps 90. See Anderson, Psalms, 655: “The
Hebrew hadar often signifies the majesty that is characteristic of royal power (see on 96:6; cf. 104:1, 111:3).”
34. See Adrian Curtis, “Moses in the Psalms, with Special Reference to Psalm 90” in La Construction de la
Figure de Moïse/The Construction of the Figure of Moses, ed. T. Romer (Supplement 13 in Transeuphratène;
Paris: Gabalda, 2007), 89-99, for discussion of the association of Ps 90 with Moses.
35. Pss 90:1; 99:6; 103:7; 105:26; 106:16; 106:23; 106:32.
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YHWH’s sovereign rule in the past before the monarchy in Israel, and if so, its presence may 

have a significant effect on how the entire message of Book IV is understood. 

Reflections of the Mosaic Period

Other elements in Psalm 90 increase the prominence of the Mosaic motif. For 

example, numerous scholars have linked this psalm with the historical events of Israel during 

the Mosaic period. One of the more common events mentioned is the incident with the 

golden calf as recorded in Exodus 32, particularly because of the linguistic similarities 

between Exod. 32:12-14 and Psalm 90:13.36 The terms bwv (“turn”) and Mjn (“relent”) in both 

passages appear to solidify this connection, especially given the literary context of God’s 

anger (Pa). 

In Exodus 32 Moses calls upon God to “relent” (Mjn) concerning his judgment of 

Israel and, apparently, Moses is the only person with the ability to make such a call. 

Freedman explains,

Turning to Moses, in Exodus 32 Moses interceded with Yahweh to save Israel when 
Yahweh decided to destroy his people for making the golden calf. In fact, Moses tells 
God to repent, and that is even more than Amos does. Amos says to God, “Forgive” 
(Amos 7:2). On the second occasion, Amos says, “Cease” (Amos 7:5), or we might 
translate it as “Stop it!” or even “Lay off!” But only Moses has the status and the 
familiarity that permit him to tell God to “turn (sûb) . . . and repent (hinnaœhΩeœm)!” 
(Exodus 32:12). Two verses later, we are told, “And Yahweh repented [using the 
same verb] of the evil which he thought to do to his people” (Exodus 32:14).37    

This leads Freedman to conclude the following about Psalm 90: “Whoever put the heading on

Psalm 90, attributing it to ‘Moses, the Man of God’ must have known that Moses alone tells 

God to ‘turn’ and ‘repent.’”38 Consequently, as the only one who “tells” God to relent, there 

appears to be a mediatorial theme in Psalm 90 based in the figure of Moses. Thus, given the 

evidence, it seems that the linguistic reflection of Exodus 32 reinforces a Mosaic motif 

already present in the psalm.

 Scholars have also noted that Psalm 90 may allude to the wilderness wanderings as 

the older generation of Israelites was expiring. Delitzsch makes this connection: “The older 

36. Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 166; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 438; Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 552; Delitzsch,
Psalms, 15; Sheppard, “Theology,” 150-151. See also the discussion in Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 188-191.
37. David Noel Freedman, “Other than Moses. . . Who Asks (or Tells) God to Repent?” Bible Review 1 (1985),
58.
38. Freedman, “Other than Moses,” 59.
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generation that went forth from Egypt incurred the penalty of having to die off gradually 

during the forty years’ march through the wilderness; and even Moses and Aaron, Joshua and

Caleb alone being excepted, were for special reasons involved in this same punishment 

(Num. xiv. 26 ff., Deut. i. 34-89). It is this that Moses bewails here.”39

Deuteronomic Links and Language

In addition to these reflections on the Mosaic period, Deuteronomic linguistic 

elements found in Psalm 90 add to the Mosaic milieu. Commentators frequently comment on 

Psalm 90’s Deuteronomic language,40 especially its overlap with Deuteronomy 32 and 33.41 

Tate comments, 

We cannot follow exactly the midrashic tracks of the scribes who attributed this psalm 
to Moses, but their general course is reasonably clear. Earlier traditions had associated 
him with songs and poetry (Exod 15; Deut 31:30-32:47), and the similarities of 
language between Ps 90 and the song of Moses in Deut 31:30-32:47 was probably the 
starting point for either the composition of Ps 90 and/or its assignment to Moses, who 
is further designated as “the man of God” (cf. Deut 33:1; Josh 14:6; Ezra 3:2).42  

The allusions to Deuteronomy provide additional support for the “Mosaic” nature of 

this psalm. As Tate mentioned earlier, Moses as “the man of God” is found in the 

superscription of this psalm and the superscription of Deut. 33. In the MT, this phrase often 

refers to Moses (Deut 33:1; Josh 14:6; Ezra 3:2) as well as “to prophetical figures of the 

monarchic period”43 (e.g., Elijah, see 1 Kgs 17:18, 24; 2 Kgs 1:10). Another interesting 

phrase, “the work of our hands” (wnydy hcomw), found in Psalm 90:17, has possible links with 

Deuteronomy, as Anderson explains, “The phrase may refer to the daily work of the people, 

and is reminiscent of similar Deuteronomic expressions (cf. Dt. 2:7, 14:29, 16:15, etc.).”44 

Two rare forms of “day” and “year” (twmy and twnv) also occur in Psalm 90:15 and 

Deut. 32:7, and the fact that these terms both occur in the same verse in Deuteronomy 32 

39. Delitzsch, Psalms, 11. On this note, with its lamenting language, other scholars suggest that Psalm 90 can
be read within the setting of Pisgah (Deut 34), just prior to Moses’ death (Brueggemann, Message, 111).
40. See Alan M. Harman, Psalms (MCS; Fearn, Ross-shire: Christian Focus Publishers, 1998), 308; Eaton, 
Psalms, 323; VanGemeren, Psalms, 595. For a complete examination of links with Deuteronomy, see Delitzsch,
Psalms, 2-16.
41. See Weiser, Psalms, 595; Mays, Psalms, 294; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 421; Dahood, Psalms II,
322; Delitzsch, Psalms, 3; Werner H. Schmidt. “‘Der Du die Menschen lässest sterben’: Exegetische
Anmerkungen zu Ps 90,” in Was ist der Mensch . . . ? Beitrage zur Anthropologie des Allen Testaments: FSH.
W. Wolff, eds. Frank Crüsemann, et al. (Munich: Kaiser, 1992), 119.
42. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 438.
43. Gerstenberger, Psalms, 158.
44. Anderson, Psalms, 655.
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suggests an important link.45 Haupt considers this similarity to be part of the reason for the 

editorial superscription: “The title was suggested by the references in the opening couplet to 

the creation of the world and by certain phraseological parallels (twmy, twnC) in Deut. 32 which

had long since been ascribed to Moses.”46 As another important term, the noun form of lop 

(v. 16, “work”) occurs only in Deut. 32:4 and 33:11 within the Pentateuch,47 and reveals one 

more way in which the two literary works relate to one another.48 So we can see that Psalm 

90 is immersed in language and imagery that points the reader to Moses.

2.4  Canonical Relationships

2.4.1  Relation to Psalm 89

On the surface, some clear thematic similarities exist between Psalms 89 and 90. The 

oppressing of the people by God himself (89:39-46 [38-45]; 90:7-9, 15) reveals that YHWH 

has brought affliction upon his people, and while Psalm 89 provides no apparent reason for 

the oppression, Psalm 90 establishes that their hardship results from human sin (vv. 7-9). 

Also, a “call” occurs in both psalms for God to show or remember his dsj (89:47-52 [46-51];

90:13-17), which follows a section of lament concerning the present affliction.49 The 

psalmist’s plea for God to display his dsj in the light of the present turmoil provides an 

important correspondence in between the two psalms.50 Thus, structurally speaking, both 

psalms contain a section of lament responding to God’s oppression, followed by a call for 

God to show his goodness to Israel.

Significant Terms and Themes

Both Psalms 89 and 90 also share significant terminology that links them.51 First, the 

divine epithet ynda (“Lord”) occurs twice at the end of Psalm 89 (vv. 50, 51 [49, 50]) and 

45. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 438. See also Delitzsch, Psalms, 16; Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 553; deClaissé-Walford,
Reading, 85.
46. Haupt, “Prayer of Moses,” 118. 
47. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 438; Delitzsch, Psalms, 17.
48. Also, deClaissé-Walford notes, “In Deuteronomy 32:36, Moses tells the ancient Israelites that YHWH ‘will
have compassion (Mjn) upon His servants (Mydbo).’ In Psalm 90:13, the psalmist entreats YHWH to ‘have
compassion (Mjn) on Your servants (Mydbo),’” (Reading, 85).
49. See David M. Howard, Jr., “A Contextual Reading of Psalms 90-94” in The Shape and Shaping of the
Psalter, ed. J. Clinton McCann, Jr., (JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 110, 111.
50. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 413; McCann, Psalms, 1043.
51. For a complete list of all the correlations between Ps 89 and 90 (as well as Book IV of the Psalter), see
Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 281-285.
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twice in Psalm 90, both at the beginning and end (vv. 1, 17).52 Also, lbt (“world”) occurs in 

both psalms (89:12 [11]; 90:2). In addition, God’s “wrath” (hmj) occurs in both Psalms 89:47

[46] and 90:7.53 Given the fact that three consecutive psalms (Pss 88, 89, 90) all contain this 

reference, it seems to be a significant connection. The rare root akd, which means “to crush” 

as a verb and “dust” as a noun, is likewise worthy of consideration in the relationship 

between Psalms 89 and 90.54 The verb takd occurs in Psalm 89:11 [10] and the noun akd in 

Psalm 90:3. In Psalm 89, the term refers to YHWH as the one who crushed “Rahab” (i.e. 

Egypt), and in Psalm 90, it refers to God turning man into back into “dust.” This root occurs 

only six times in the Psalter,55 so its appearance in juxtaposed psalms further strengthens the 

association between Psalms 89 and 90.

Beyond these main terms, similar thematic phrases connect Psalms 89 and 90 as well. 

First, they both contain the phrase “the light of your face” used in reference to God (89:16 

[15], Kynp_rwab; 90:8, Kynp rwaml).56 Second, the phrase often translated “in/to all generations” 

stands at the beginning of both psalms (89:2 [1], rdw rdl; 90:1, rdw rdb) and again in Psalm 

89:5 [4] (rwdw_rdl).57 Although this phrase occurs several times in the Psalter, it is only found 

in juxtaposed psalms in one other case (Pss 145-146). Also, the inclusion of Mda_ynb (“the 

sons of men”) in Psalms 89:48 [47] and 90:3, may serve as a further link in the light of the 

creational theme in both verses.58

The “How long?” cry found in Psalms 89:47 [46] (hm_do) and 90:13 (ytm_do) may also

highlight the relationship between the two psalms.59 Although these phrases vary slightly, 

their employment at the beginning of the “call” section (discussed above) suggests an echo of

each other. The psalmist in Psalm 89:47 [46] cries out, “How long, O LORD” (hwhy hm_do), in

response to YHWH’s oppression of Israel. He then continues, “Will you be hidden forever? 

Will your wrath burn like fire?” Likewise, Psalm 90 responds to God’s affliction in a similar 

52. Cole comments, “If 89.50 asks Adonay the whereabouts of the faithfulness promised to David, 90.1
confesses that Adonay has been with them throughout all generations,” (Book III, 219).
53. See Cole, Book III, 221. This root (hmj) occurs 16 times in the Psalter, with nine of them referring to God’s
“wrath/anger” (Pss 6:1; 38:1; 59:13; 78:38; 79:6; 88:7; 89:47; 90:7; 106:23).
54. For further semantic study on this root and related terms, see Howard, Structure 93-100, 107. See also Cole,
Book III, 220.
55. Pss 34:19; 72:4; 89:11; 90:3; 94:5; 143:3.
56. Harman, Psalms, 309; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 413; Cole, Book III, 221-222.
57. See Cole, Book III, 219-220.
58. See Haupt, “Prayer of Moses,” 121; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 413; Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, “Ps 89
und das vierte Psalmenbuch (Ps 90-106),” in “Mein Sohn bist du” (Ps 2,7), eds. Eckart Otto and Erich Zenger
(Stuttgart: Verlag Katholisches Bibelwerk, 2002), 177; Cole, Book III, 220.
59. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 413; Hossfeld, “Ps 89,” 177; Cole, Book III, 222.
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manner. The psalmist calls out in response to God’s punishment for sin, “Return, O LORD, 

how long?” (ytm_do hwhy hbwv), and then declares, “And relent upon your servants.” In each 

case, the psalmist beseeches YHWH as to “how long” his anger and wrath will come against 

Israel, calling upon him to show his dsj to his people once again. 

Canonical Context

Having considered the linguistic and thematic connections between Psalms 89 and 90,

the canonical context offers even further insight into their relationship. As was stated earlier, 

Books I-III of the Psalter have apparently been thematically grouped around the Davidic 

covenant and its apparent failure, a theme which undoubtedly occupies a major part of Psalm 

89. The fall of kingship is ultimately seen in the exile of God’s people, and as a post-exilic 

psalm, Psalm 89 displays the woes of Israel and its confusion over exile. 

The importance of Books IV-V is increased in its provision of a response to this 

apparent failure.60 The position of Psalm 90, therefore, as the introduction to Book IV and 

Part 2 of the Psalter, would seem to be of considerable significance. For instance, as Psalm 89

asks the pertinent question “How long?” until Yahweh will remember his promises, and this 

“call” closes Part 1 of the Psalter, Psalm 90 follows as “a prayer of Moses the man of God.” 

It begins the subsequent book by picking up on the language of Psalm 89, repeating the 

question “how long?” Psalm 90, however, reveals that the reason for YHWH’s wrath against 

his people stems from their sin and unfaithfulness, which is the way it has always been, even 

since the days of Moses. When Israel sins against the holy God and turns from serving him, 

they encounter the wrath of God for disobedience. In this regard, it appears that Psalm 90 

answers the question as to why the Davidic kingship has fallen; it is because of sin. It is also 

of importance that the editor places a “pre-Davidic psalm” at the beginning of a book that 

begins to answer the problem of the fall of Davidic kingship. As Book IV was compiled for a 

post-exilic audience, Psalm 90 is significant because it reminds the reader of the 

quintessential leader of Israel, Moses, during whose time of leadership YHWH alone was 

King over Israel.61 

Consequently, the position of Psalm 90 may serve as a re-orientation for the post-

exilic community of faith. Though Israel’s hope in the Davidic kingship has fallen, their hope

60. See Wilson, Editing, 215.
61. See McCann, Psalms, 1040: “Thus it seems more than coincidental that Book IV immediately takes the
reader back to the time of Moses, when there was no land or Temple or monarchy.”
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in YHWH should never fail because he has proven his faithfulness “in all generations.” Just 

as he led Israel out of Egypt and through the wilderness to the Promise of Land in the days of

Moses, so also Israel must now turn to YHWH as in the days of Moses for refuge, mercy and 

forgiveness. 

Overall, as they appear in their final positions in the Psalter, it seems that the 

correlations between Psalms 89 and 90 suggest purposeful interaction. Psalm 89 concludes 

Book III by focussing on God’s covenant with David and its apparent failure, while calling 

on YHWH to remember his promises and act on behalf of Israel. Psalm 90 begins Book IV 

by continuing the theme of God’s punishment of his people because of their iniquity, while 

calling on YHWH to relent and show his goodness to them. Perhaps Psalm 90 reveals Israel’s

need for repentance because their sin has caused their tribulation. Whatever its purpose, there

appears to be enough evidence to conclude that Psalm 90 was intentionally placed as a 

response to Psalm 89, and therefore, it may be understood as the beginning of the answer to 

Psalm 89 and Israel’s woes.

2.5  Conclusion: Psalm 90

Many of the themes previously discussed in Psalm 90 continue in the remainder of 

Book IV. The themes of God’s sovereignty and his works as the Creator/Ruler climax in the 

Kingship of YHWH Psalms 93-100, which appear to be the central composition of the book. 

Likewise, the frailty, sinfulness and dependency of humankind also occur in subsequent 

psalms. Of particular interest, the Mosaic motif in Psalm 90 arises in various ways in Book 

IV, from specific occurrences of Moses’ name to references of events pertaining to the 

Mosaic period. 

Accordingly, it appears that Psalm 90 has a special function at the beginning of Book 

IV. Not only does it begin to answer the crisis in Psalm 89 but also introduces prominent 

themes and motifs which permeate the book. In some sense, every psalm in Book IV should 

be considered in the light of Psalm 90 and its message, and in another, it functions together 

with the remaining psalms to manifest a dramatic picture of the relationship between God and

his creation. The elements previously examined in the psalm often seem to have a significant 

impact on the poems of Psalms 91-106, and for that reason, the psalm should be regarded as a

crucial text in both its position and message. 
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3.  Psalm 91: YHWH as Refuge

With its high view of God’s gracious protection, Psalm 91 stands out as a message of 

hope at the beginning of Book IV. Following on from Psalm 90, it contains many of the same

themes, extending them in various ways and adding its own dimension as well. In this part of 

the study, we will examine Psalm 91 in its canonical context with a particular focus on its 

relation to Psalm 90, highlighting lexical and thematic similarities. Also, a Mosaic motif 

present in Psalm 91 will be considered, which may help to explain its juxtaposition alongside 

Psalm 90. In addition to its canonical placement, the themes and theology of this poem will 

be analysed. When all of these things are taken into account, the significance of the psalm, 

and its placement and role within Book IV, may become more clear in its literary setting. 

3.1  Translation

Psalm 91
y#å;dAv Œ l¶ExV;b NwóøyVlRo rRt∞EsV;b bEvOyœ

:N`DnwølVtˆy
y¡It∂d…wxVm…w y∞IsVjAm hÎwhy`Alœ r#AmOa

:wáø;b_jAfVbRa \y#AhølTaŒ

1 The one who dwells in the secret place of 
the Most High, shall abide in the shadow of 
the Almighty.62

2 aI will say to the LORD, “My refuge and 
my stronghold, my God, in him I will 
trust.”

rRbñ®;dIm v…w#qÎy j¶AÚpIm ÔKVly`I…xÅy∑ a…wâh y§I;k
:twáø…wAh

wy∞DpÎnV;k_tAj`At◊w JKDlœ JKRs∞Dy —w°øt∂rVbRaV;b
:wáø;tImSa hâ∂rEjOs`Vw h™D…nIx h¡RsVjR;t

3 For he will deliver you from the snare of 
the fowler from the pestilence of death.

4 With his pinions, he will cover you, and 
under his wings, you will take refuge; his 
truth is a shield and buckler.63

62. The overall structure of Ps 91 can be divided into two parts: A: The Protection and Provision of YHWH (vv
1-13); B: Reasons for Divine Protection (vv 14-16). See Mays, Psalms, 296; Schaefer, Psalms, 227; McCann,
Psalms, 1046; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 450; Weiser, Psalms, 605. Some scholars consider Ps 91 a “didactic poem”
that contains a large focus on wisdom (see, e.g., Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 221). However, while the psalm does
contain aspects of wisdom, it is not typically viewed as a didactic poem but a psalm of confidence and trust (see,
e.g., McCann, Psalms, 1046-1047). It is difficult to deduce the original setting from which Ps 91 arose, but the
language of the psalm provides some interesting suggestions. Several scholars believe that the temple is in view
with statements such as “the secret place of the Most High” (v. 1) and the images of God’s “wings” as refuge (v.
4), which may point to the seraphim’s wings that were above the ark (see, e.g., Schaefer, Psalms, 228; Broyles,
Psalms, 361). Others take a different direction, considering Ps 91 to contain royal/kingship motifs that would
suggest its use in Israelite kingship rituals (e.g., Dahood, Psalms II, 329). However, if Ps 91 does contain
phrases and images of a royal/kingship motif, this theme is well hidden, and therefore, may not necessarily
impact the canonical function of Ps 91.
63. The term hrjs is a hapax legomenon and a difficult term to translate. HALOT suggests “wall” (750). See A.
A. MacIntosh, “Psalm XCI 4 and the Root rjs,” VT 23 (1973), 56-62, who proposes that the term conveys the
idea of (supernatural) protection. Most English versions follow the Targum, which has alygo (“round shield”).
Thus, most scholars translate the word “buckler” (i.e. a small, round shield). See BDB, 695.
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X#EjEmŒ hDl◊y¡Dl dAj∞AÚpIm a∂ryItœ_aøl
:M`Dmwøy P…wñoÎy

d…wñvÎy bRf#®;qImŒ JKóølShÅy lRpâOaD;b rRb®;dIm
:Mˆyá∂rFhDx

5 You will not fear the dread of night, nor the
arrow that flies by day,

6 Nor the pestilence that walks in the 
darkness nor the destruction that devastates 
at noon.

h¶DbDb√r…w PRl#Ra —°ÔK√;dI…xIm lôOÚpˆy
:v`D…gˆy aâøl ÔKy#RlEaŒ ÔK¡RnyImyIm

t™AmU;lIv◊w fy¡I;bAt ÔKy∞RnyEoV;b qår∑
:h`Ra√rI;t My∞IoDv√r

7 A thousand will fall at your side, and ten 
thousand at your right; it will not approach 
you. 

8 Only with your eyes you will look, and the 
recompense of the wicked you will see.

D;tVm∞Ac NwGøyVlRoŒ y¡IsVjAm h∞Dwh◊y h∞D;tAa_y`I;k
:ÔK`RnwøoVm

bñårVqˆy_aøl oÅgG‰n◊wŒ h¡Do∂r ÔKy∞RlEa h∞R…nUaVt_aáøl
:ÔK`RlFhDaV;b

9 For you, O LORD, are bmy refuge; you 
have made the Most High your dwelling 
place. 

10 Evil will not befall you, and the plague 
will not come near your tent.

#ÔK√rDmVvIlŒ JK¡D;l_h‰…wAx◊y wyDkDaVlAmœ y∞I;k
:ÔKy`Rk∂r√;d_lDkV;b

:ÔK`Rl◊går NRb∞RaD;b PäO…gI;t_NRÚp ÔK◊n…wóaDÚcˆy Mˆy¶AÚpA;k_lAo

11 For his angels he will command for you, 
to keep you in all your ways.

12 Upon their hands they will carry you, lest 
you smite your foot against the stone.

säOm√rI;t JKúOr√dI;t NRt∞RpÎw lAj∞Av_lAo
:Ny`I…nAt◊w ry∞IpV;k

…wh#Eb◊…gAcSaŒ …wh¡EfV;lApSaÅw qAvDjœ y∞Ib y§I;k
:y`ImVv oñådÎy_y`I;k

13 Upon the lion and the adder you will 
tread; you will trample the young lion and 
the serpent.

14 “Because he has loved me, therefore I will
deliver him; I will set him on high, because 
he has known my name.

y¶IkOnDa_wáø;mIo …whG´nToRa`Vw —yˆn°Ea∂rVqˆy
:…wháédV;bAkSa`Aw …wh#ExV;lAjSaŒ hó∂rDxVb

…wh#Ea√rAa◊wŒ …wh¡EoyI;bVcAa MyImÎy∑ JK®râOa
:y`ItDo…wvy`I;b

15 He will call me and I will answer him; I 
will be with him in distress; I will rescue 
him and I will honor him.

16 With length of days I will satisfy him, and 
I will cause him to see my salvation.”

Translation Notes
Verse 2
a. Many scholars change rAmOa (“I say/will say”) to rmay (“who/he says”) following the LXX 
(e˙rei√).64 The change, however, is unwarranted as Zenger explains, “The MT can be retained 
(for the syntax see GKC 116x): rAmOa (first person singular) introduces performative utterance; 
the change proposed by many commentators . . . , following the LXX, making this a general 
statement (rmay, “who says” instead of rma, “I say”) destroys the pragmatism of the psalm.”65

Verse 9
b. With the change in this verse from second person speech to first person, it has been 
suggested that ysjm should read Ksjm.66 However, when considering the alternation of speech 

64. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 220; Anderson, Psalms, 656; Weiser, Psalms, 604.
65. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 427.
66. See Dahood, Psalms II, 333; Anderson, Psalms, 658; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 220; Oesterley, Psalms, 408.
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present in Ps 91, it would seem that the change in v. 4 is not out of the ordinary, but part of 
the psalmist’s poetical technique.67

3.2  Themes and Theology

3.2.1  Theocentric Themes

God as Refuge

In his study on the metaphor of God as a refuge in the Psalter, Creach states the 

following about Psalm 91:

Psalm 91, an untitled psalm, is likewise important because of its position and content. 
Hugger rightly argues that refuge is the central motif of Psalm 91, the key to proper 
exegesis of the poem. The psalm describes the faithful believer as one who “lives in 
the shelter of the Most High” (91.1) and records the confession of such a person, “my 
refuge and my fortress; my God in whom I trust” (91.2). Yahweh’s protection for the 
righteous is pictured as the cover of Yahweh’s wings; his faithfulness is a shield 
(91.4). In short, the psalm is a kind of microcosm of all the refuge language of the 
Psalter.68

While the psalm clearly centres around the idea of refuge, the background to this 

theme is debated among scholars. Many believe that in Psalm 91 the temple comprises the 

particular place of refuge, while other scholars suggest a spiritual dimension. For example, 

Broyles believes that the imagery is derived from the temple and ark of the covenant,69 while 

Terrien does not. Instead, he argues, “The ‘secret’ or ‘secrecy’ designates a hiding place and 

does not associate a temple with a fortress (even cf. Job 22:14; Ps 18:12). The ‘secret place’ 

may well be the consciousness of psychological security, not a geographical construction of 

public worship (Pss 32:7; 119:114; cf. Pss 27:8; 31:21; 61:5).”70 Whether or not the temple is 

the source of the imagery, however, does not affect the conclusion that in this psalm God 

functions as a refuge for the faithful wherever they may be.

Moreover, at the forefront of this metaphor arises the matter of God’s protection of 

his people, and Psalm 91, in not distinguishing between the temporal or spiritual, addresses 

the whole of life experience.71 Mays explains this idea of protection: 

“Refuge” used as a metaphor for God’s care and protection is a pervasive theme in the 
Psalter. It is frequently employed in prayers and confessions of confidence in God as 

67. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 427-428.
68. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 94.
69. Broyles, Psalms, 361.
70. Terrien, Psalms, 649.
71. McCann, Psalms, 1047.
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a noun (e,g., 14:6; 46:1; 61:3) and as a verb (“take refuge,” e.g., 2:11; 5:11; 11:1). In 
general secular use, the verb means to seek protected space (Judg. 9:15). In its 
liturgical context, it means to look to the LORD for security from threatening dangers. 
Verb and noun belong to the psalmic vocabulary of trust in God (note the parallel in 
v. 2). They are primarily items in a word field used to speak of the LORD as protector 
of those who hold to him: fortress, stronghold, dwelling place, shelter. The idiom 
“shadow/shade of the wings of the LORD” belongs to the vocabulary (see v. 4; 17:8; 
36:7; 57:1; 63:7).72

Thus, it appears that the psalmist’s main purpose in developing this theme is to celebrate the 

protection that the faithful have in YHWH, even when the situations of life turn bleak. With 

this refuge theme in mind, it can be said that “[t]he spirit of the psalm reflects so dramatically

the protective love of Yahweh, the covenant God.”73

3.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Dependence upon God

Naturally following and intimately connected to the idea of God as a refuge is the 

theme of the faithful’s dependence upon God. As the Sovereign Refuge protects and provides

for the faithful follower, the follower in return depends upon God and trusts him as the 

guardian of life. Psalm 91 describes this dependence by highlighting God’s provision and 

care as he delivers (v. 2, 14), covers (v. 3), commands his angels (v. 11), rescues (v. 15), 

satisfies (v. 16) and causes the faithful follower to see YHWH’s salvation (v. 16). In addition,

YHWH provides himself as the refuge for his people (vv. 2, 4, 9) and their fortress (v. 2). 

Included in this theme of dependence resides the element of faith/trust, an element 

visible at the beginning of the psalm. The psalmist begins by proclaiming that the one who 

“dwells” in the “Most High” will abide under his protection and provision (v. 1) and that 

YHWH exists as “my refuge and my stronghold, my God, in him I will trust” (v. 2). In the 

divine oracle at the end of the psalm (vv. 14-16), God himself acknowledges this faith/trust to

be the reason for his special security and preservation. The concluding verse of Psalm 91 

demonstrates the apex of YHWH’s provision for the one who trusts in him: “With length of 

days I will satisfy him, and I will cause him to see my salvation.” 

72. Mays, Psalms, 296-297.
73. Ronald W. Goetsch, “The Lord is My Refuge: Psalm 91,” Concordia Journal 9 (1983), 140.
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3.3  Other Elements

3.3.1  Mosaic Motif

Juxtaposition with Psalm 90

Unlike Psalm 90 with its Mosaic title, Psalm 91 does not contain a superscription in 

the MT. However, it has often been read as part of Psalm 90 because of their shared Mosaic 

focus. Wilson explains,

Certain correspondences between the two may suggest a rationale for juxtaposition, if 
not for combination or unity. Ps 90 is attributed to Moses and praises YHWH in verse 
1 as a “refuge in all generations.” It then questions the reasons for God’s distance 
from his people and pleads for his return. Ps 91 picks up on the refuge motif in 91:1 
and suggests the protective presence of YHWH is still available to those who put their 
trust in him. Similarly, the suggestion in 91:1 that those who trust }Elyo®n “[God] 
Most High” and are protected by SÁadday “The Almighty” (two pre-Mosaic epithets of 
the deity) will also trust in YHWH, is reminiscent of the revelation to Israel of the 
divine name in Exodus (Exod 3:1-22; 6:2-8), an event in which Moses played a most 
significant role.74 

Although the evidence suggests that these two psalms are independent compositions,75 their 

juxtaposition can be viewed as being editorially deliberate, and with similar themes and the 

Mosaic nature contained in both psalms, it appears that their placement may serve as a 

couplet that introduces Book IV. This does not disregard the importance and uniqueness of 

Psalm 90 as the introduction to the book but simply acknowledges that when examining 

Psalm 90 as the first psalm of Book IV, Psalm 91 can be understood as a continuation of that 

introduction. This association allows for the shared foci of the psalms to be understood 

holistically in the light of their canonical context. 

Deuteronomic Links and Language

Psalm 91 contains some significant links with the book of Deuteronomy, the first of 

which is found in v. 14. The term qvj (“to love/cleave to in love”) has three occurrences in 

Deut. 7:7, 10:15 and 21:11, and two of those (7:7; 10:15) refer to God loving Israel. 

Anderson explains, “[T]he verb hΩ-s¥-kΩ may be a Deuteronomic term, and it is used of one’s 

love for another person (Gen. 34:8; Dt. 21:11), of Yahweh’s love for Israel (Dt. 7:7, 10:15), 

74. Wilson, Editing, 177-178. See also Sheppard, “Theology,” 151, who suggests that Ps 91 proposes an
answer to Moses’ intercession in Ps 90.
75. Wilson observes, “Data from the QPssMss indicates these hymns enjoyed an independent existence,”
(Editing, 178).
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and of one’s devotion to God (as in this verse).”76 In Deuteronomy, God “loves” Israel, and in

Psalm 91, YHWH blesses the one who trusts in him because he has “loved me . . . because he

has known my name” (v. 14).

As with Psalm 90, Psalm 91 has several connections with the “Song of Moses” in 

Deuteronomy 32,77 which adds to its Mosaic nature. First, the parallel of Ntp (“adder”) and 

Nynt (“serpent”) occurs only in Psalm 91:13 and Deut. 32:33.78 Second, the use of Pla 

(“thousand”) and hbbr (“ten thousand”) found in Psalm 91:7 also appears in Deut. 32:30. In 

the light of this similarity, Dahood concludes, “The occurrence of this pair in Deut xxxii 30 

points up further the connections between the psalm and this ancient poem.”79 One final 

connection between Psalm 91 and Deut. 32 is the term hrba (“pinions”). This very rare term 

occurs only four times in the MT80 and is used in both Psalm 91:4 and Deut. 32:11 as a 

metaphorical picture of God’s protective wings.81 Consequently, each of the above 

correspondences contributes to the Moses-related background that begins in Psalm 90, 

continues in Psalm 91 and then pervades much of Book IV.

3.4  Canonical Relationships

3.4.1  Relation to Psalm 90

Significant Terms and Themes

Several shared terms may be important for understanding the juxtaposition of Psalms 

90 and 91. The first term, Pwo (“to fly”), occurs in Psalms 90:10 and 91:5, and is very 

uncommon in the Psalter.82 In the context of Psalm 90, the term refers to the brevity of life, 

stating that when the years are finished “we fly (away).” In Psalm 91, however, the term 

appears in a different context with the “arrow” (Xj) as its subject; having been shot, the arrow

“flies” through the air. In the setting of Psalm 91, the term speaks of protection “from the 

arrow that flies by day,” conveying a positive tenor for the person who trusts in God (v. 2). 

Psalm 90, however, employs the term in a contrastingly negative manner as it refers to the 

expiration of man. This contrastive use of Pwo may display an editorial technique where a 

76. Anderson, Psalms, 659. See also Harman, Psalms, 312; Kidner, Psalms, 334; Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 558;
Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 224; VanGemeren, Psalms, 602.
77. See Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 554; Kidner, Psalms, 331.
78. Dahood, Psalms II, 333.
79. Dahood, Psalms II, 332.
80. Deut 32:11; Job 39:13; Pss 68:14; 91:4.
81. See Delitzsch, Psalms, 21. 
82. The verbal form occurs only four times (18:11; 55:7; 90:10; 91:5), and the noun (P…wo, “bird”) is equally as
scarce (50:11; 78:27; 79:2; 104:12). 
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distinct and unusual term occurs in one passage in a certain manner (positive or negative) and

its subsequent use is found in opposition to the former (e.g., hgh in Pss 1:2 and 2:1).

Another relatively rare term found in Psalms 90:4 and 91:7 is Pla (“thousand”), 

occurring only eight times in the Psalter.83 In Psalm 90:4, Pla refers to the eternal nature of 

God: “a thousand years in your [God’s] eyes are like yesterday when it passes by and (as) a 

watch in the night.” On a very different note, Psalm 91:7 says that though many may perish, 

the person who trusts in YHWH will not experience destruction: “A thousand may fall at 

your side and ten thousand at your right, (but) it will not approach you.” Though the contexts 

are different, Pla conveys the immensity of what is being described, and may, therefore, be 

understood as a linking term between the psalms. 

Moreover, both Psalms 90:1 and 91:9 contain the term Nwom (“dwelling place”), and 

with its uncommon use in the Psalter, the presence of Nwom in consecutive psalms suggests 

deliberate juxtaposition.84 On this note, the term highlights one of the primary thematic 

correlations between Psalms 90 and 91, i.e. God as a “dwelling place/refuge.” While Psalm 

90 introduces this theme in v. 1 with Nwom, Psalm 91:1 continues it by referring to “the one 

who dwells” (bvy) in the secret place of “the Most High.” With an additional five 

metaphorical references, Psalm 91 heightens and intensifies this theme: hsjm (vv. 2, 9, 

“refuge”), hdwxm (v. 2, “stronghold/fortress”), hsj (v. 4, “to take refuge”) and Nwom (v. 9, 

“dwelling place”). This intensification of the “dwelling place/refuge” theme from Psalm 90 to

91 may begin to explain the psalms’ juxtaposition; as the first psalm introduces the theme, 

the subsequent psalm then continues and strengthens it. 

The span of life provides additional thematic correspondence between Psalms 90 and 

91, negatively pictured in the light of sin in the former but positively displayed in the latter.85 

In Psalm 90:10, the psalmist says, “The days of our years, in them, are seventy years and if 

with strength, eighty years. But their pride is labour and sorrow for it is soon cut off and we 

fly.” On the other hand, for the one who trusts God, YHWH says, “With length of days I will 

satisfy him, and I will cause him to see my salvation.” While these verses could be 

understood as contradictory, the editorial intent was probably to juxtapose complementary 

83. This root is used 8 times as “thousand” (50:10; 60:2; 68:18; 84:11; 90:4; 91:7; 105:8; 119:72), once as
“cattle” (8:8), and once as a verb (144:13).
84. The term occurs only 5 times in the psalms (26:8; 68:6; 71:3; 90:1; 91:9). Reindl also acknowledges the
similar usage of the term in both psalms (see “Weisheitliche Bearbeitung von Psalmen: Ein Beitrag zum
Verständis der Sammlung des Psalter” in Congress Volume Vienna 1980, ed. J. A. Emerton [Leiden: Brill,
1981], 351). 
85. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 170; McCann, Psalms, 1047.
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perspectives on the issue of brevity. In others words, both psalms reveal two sides of the 

same coin; the transitoriness of humanity can be viewed as a negative aspect of life (Ps 90) 

but for those who trust in YHWH, they will know the positive aspects of life on this earth, 

however long it may last (Ps 91). Scholars have acknowledged the importance of Nwom and 

life’s brevity in Psalms 90 and 91. For instance, Creach comments on this relationship:

[Psalm 91] also has two important ties to Psalm 90 that perhaps indicate a purposeful 
juxtaposition of the two works. Both psalms describe Yahweh as maœ{o®n (Pss. 90.1; 
91.9). Also, both psalms discuss the problem of longevity. Psalm 90 states that 
Yahweh has been Israel’s maœ{o®n, in contrast to human strength which is futile and 
fleeting, and passes quickly. Psalm 91 declares, however, that the one who makes 
Yahweh a maœ{o®n will be protected and “no scourge will come near your tent” (Ps. 
91.10). The psalm concludes with the promise, “with long life I will satisfy them, and 
show them my salvation” (Ps. 91.16). Thus, the problem of mortality and premature 
death, introduced in Psalm 90, is dealt with positively in Psalm 91.86 

In this way, Psalm 91 once again resumes a previous theme found in Psalm 90 and displays 

the theme in a different light.

All of the connections between Psalms 90 and 91 suggest an intimate relationship of 

one psalm building upon another in order to enhance and instruct one’s understanding of life, 

particularly for those who trust in YHWH. As these psalms complement each other in 

numerous ways, Psalm 91 displays an increase in hope after Psalm 90 explains the reality of 

judgment against sin. Tate concludes, “Ps 90 deals with the somber reality of the finitude and

temporality of life under the judgment of God while Ps 91 expounds the divine protection 

which is available against the sinister powers which threaten human welfare. The prayer of Ps

90 is answered by the confident instruction of Ps 91.”87

3.5  Conclusion: Psalm 91 

With its relationship to Psalm 90 and emphasis on trust in YHWH, Psalm 91 serves as

an important element in the opening section in Book IV. The exaltation of God as a refuge 

for the faithful excites confidence in those who trust and depend upon him for their holistic 

welfare in life. In this way, Psalm 91 advances the answer (that began in Ps 90) to Psalm 89: 

YHWH is the dwelling place/refuge for his people and their trust must be placed in him as 

the sovereign ruler of the cosmos. Also, with its Mosaic motif, it continues to refer back to 

86. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 94-95. See also McCann, Psalms, 1047; Delitzsch, Psalms, 19.
87. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 459.
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the period when God alone was King over Israel. As he delivered his people in the days of 

Moses, so can he once again if they would seek refuge in him and trust in his sovereign 

provision for their lives. 

Thus, the focus of Psalm 91 drives at the heart of the issue regarding the exile. In the 

past, Israel did not seek YHWH or his ways, nor did they trust him or keep his covenant. 

Therefore, he has punished them with exile and removed them from the land of inheritance. 

However, if they would return to YHWH and hope in him alone, when they call upon him, he

will answer (91:15). In this way, Psalm 91 can be seen as a call for the people of God after 

the exile to return to him in trust and faith, and if they do, he will provide for them and satisfy

them with long life and salvation (v. 16). 

4.  Psalm 92: A Sabbath Psalm

As the final psalm in the first section of Book IV, Psalm 92 comprises a psalm of 

thanksgiving that expresses worship of the sovereign God who rules over both the righteous 

and the wicked. By sounding a high note of praise to YHWH for his works and dominion, the

psalm completes the series of Psalms 90-92, which began with a lament/plea (Ps 90) followed

by an assertion of confidence and trust (Ps 91). Thus, there appears to be an increase in 

positive perspective from one psalm to the next, which suggests canonical interaction within 

this first sub-group of the book. Their internal relation to one another also appears to be quite 

significant. Having examined the canonical relationship between Psalms 90 and 91 above, the

correspondences between them and Psalm 92 will be considered in this section, as well as 

Psalm 92’s relationship to Psalms 93-100. As the final psalm before Psalms 93-100, it 

contains some themes that may serve as a segue into the major concepts of the Kingship of 

YHWH section. 

4.1  Translation

Psalm 92
:t`D;bAÚvAh MwâøyVl ry#Iv rwñøm◊zIm

∞ÔKVmIvVl r™E;mÅzVl…w h¡DwhyAl twõødOhVl bw#øf
:NwáøyVlRo

1 A Psalm. A Song for the Sabbath Day.88

2 It is good to give thanks to the LORD, and 
to sing praises to your name, O Most High.

88. Several scholars have noticed that Ps 92 contains an overall chiastic structure, and many have also
acknowledged that v. 9 [8] functions as the center or pivot of the psalm (see Tate, Psalms 51-100, 464; Pierre
Auffret, Voyez de vos yeux: Étude structurelle de vingt psaumes, dont le psaume 119 [VTSup 48; Leiden: Brill,
1993], 311). On this note, Ps 92 can be structured as follows: A: Praise (vv. 2-4); B: The Works of the Lord and
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:twáølyE;lA;b #ÔKVtÎn…wámTa‰wŒ ÔKó®;d`VsAj r®qâO;bA;b dy∞I…gAhVl
NwâøyÎ…gIh y™ElSo lRb¡Dn_yElSoÅw rwøcDoœ_yElà⋲o

:rwáø…nIkV;b

3 To declare in the morning your 
lovingkindness, and your faithfulness in the 
nights,

4 Upon the ten-stringed lute and the harp, 
with the playing upon the lyre. 

y™EcSoAm`V;b ÔK¡RlFoDpV;b h∞Dwh◊y yˆn∞A;tVjA;mIc y§I;k
:N`E…nårSa ÔKyâ®dÎy

…wõqVmDo d#OaVmŒ h¡Dwh◊y ÔKy∞RcSoAm …wâl√dÎ…g_hAm
:ÔKy`RtObVvVjAm

5 For you have made me glad, O LORD, by 
your work; at the works of your hands, I 
will sing for joy.

6 How great are your works, O LORD, your 
thoughts are very deep.

Ny¶IbÎy_aøl ly#IsVk…wŒ oó∂d´y aâøl rAoA;bœ_vy`Ia
:taáøz_tRa

…wxyIxÎ¥yÅw∑ bRc#Eo wñømV;k —My°IoDv√r AjûOrVpI;b
:d`Ao_yédSo Mñ∂dVm`DÚvIhVl N‰w¡Da yElSoâOÚp_lD;k

7 A stupid man does not know, and a fool 
does not understand this:

8 When the wicked sprouted like grass, and 
all the workers of iniquity flourish, (it was) 
that they might be destroyed forever. 

:h`Dwh◊y M¶DlOoVl Mw#ørDm h¶D;tAa◊w 9 But you are on ahigh forever, O LORD.

h∞E…nIh_y`I;k hGÎwh`Vy —ÔKy&Rb◊yOa hºE…nIh y§I;k
:N‰w`Da yElSoñOÚp_lD;k …w#d√rDÚpVtˆyŒ …wd¡Ebaøy ÔKy∞Rb◊yOa

NRm∞RvV;b y#Itø;lA;bŒ y¡In√råq My∞Ea√rI;k M®r∞D;tÅw
:N`DnSoår

10 For behold your enemies, O LORD! For 
behold your enemies shall perish. The 
workers of iniquity shall be scattered. 

11 But you have exalted my horn like the 
wild ox, bI have been anointed with fresh 
oil. 

My#IoérVm y¶AlDo My™Im∂;qA;b \yñ∂r…wQvV;b yGˆnyEo f¶E;bA;tÅw
\:y`Dn◊zDa hÎnVo¶AmVvI;t

NwâønDbV;lA;b z®r™RaV;k jó∂rVpˆy r∞DmD;tA;k qyî;dAxœ
:h`R…gVcˆy

12 And my eyes looked at my foes, when the 
evildoers rise up against me, my ears will 
hear.

13 The righteous sprout like a palm tree, like 
a cedar in Lebanon, it grows.

twëørVxAjV;b h¡Dwh◊y ty∞EbV;b MyIl…wtVvœ
:…wjyáîrVpÅy …wny∞EhølTa

My™InEv√;d h¡DbyEcV;b N…wâb…wn◊y dwäøo
:…wáyVhˆy My∞I…nÅnSoáår◊w

14 Being planted in the house of the LORD, 
in the courts of our God, they shall sprout.

15 They will still bear fruit in old age; they 
will be fat and green.

Humanity’s Misunderstanding (vv. 5-7); C: The Wicked Flourish (v. 8); D: God on High Forever (v. 9); C':
God’s Enemies will Perish (v. 10); B': The Understanding of the Righteous (vv. 11-12); A': Praise (vv. 13-16).
For a similar assessment of the structure of Ps 92, see Auffret, Voyez de vos yeux, 311. While Alden also detects
a chiastic structure in this psalm, he divides it as follows: A vv 1-5; B 6-7a; C 7b; C 8; B 9; A 10-15, (“Chiastic
Psalm (II): A Study in the Mechanics of Semitic Poetry in Psalms 51-100,” JETS 19 [1976], 199). While the
overall opinion among scholars appears to be that Ps 92 is a psalm of thanksgiving, there is no real consensus
regarding the details of its form. On this note, Zenger offers a possible suggestion for the psalm’s classification:
“The psalm accordingly combines elements of the hymn, the psalm of thanksgiving, and the Wisdom didactic
poem. A look at the commentaries shows that interpretations diverge depending on which of these three levels
of text is taken as the starting point of the interpretation (thanksgiving song of someone who has been rescued,
wisdom song of a Wisdom teacher in a school, song by temple musicians). In our opinion what is important is
that in interpreting one should maintain the three perspectives in their tension-filled layering upon one another,”
(Psalms 2, 436).
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y#îr…wxŒ h¡Dwh◊y r∞DvÎy_y`I;k dyˆ…gAhVlœ
:wáø;b hDtDlOo_aøl`Vw

16 To declare that the LORD is upright; my 
rock, and there is no unrighteousness in 
him.

Translation Notes
Verse 9
a. The LXX reads u¢yistoß (“Most High”).89 The MT Mwrm (“high/height”), however, should 
be read as an accusative of place, and therefore, the given translation is to be preferred.90

Verse 11
b. Many scholars have noted that llb does not have a passive meaning in the qal,91 and it is 
only here that some translate ytlb as passive. Booij replaces the MT with ytglb, which reads,
“I shine with fresh oil.”92 Tate suggests a transitive meaning, referring back to v. 11a: “As 
if I were a wild ox, you have raised my horn, which I have rubbed with fresh oil.”93 Zenger 
translates the verb in the second person, “you have poured over me . . .”94 Others follow this 
route, apparently reading yInAtø;lA;b (“you have poured out upon me”),95 which follows the Syriac 
and Targum. Having examined these suggestions and seeing the idea of “anointing” as being 
present in the verse, the current translation has been given, but with an admission of 
uncertainty as to the exact rendering of the term.

4.2  Themes and Theology

4.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Sovereignty of God

Along with Psalms 90 and 91, Psalm 92 displays the sovereignty of God, but it does 

so in the context of his rule over both the righteous and the wicked. Initially, the psalm 

highlights YHWH’s supremacy in his judgment of the wicked (vv. 7-8 [6-7]) as the psalmist 

states that when they sprout like grass and flourish, it is ultimately for their eternal 

destruction (v. 7 [6]). Also, the sovereignty of God is present in the exaltation of the 

righteous: “But you have exalted my horn like the wild ox, I have been anointed with fresh 

oil” (v. 11 [10], emphasis mine). Moreover, YHWH exalts the righteous and plants them like 

a tree in the house of God (vv. 13-14 [12-13]) so that they will still produce fruit in old age 

and prosper (v. 15 [14]). Thus, in Psalm 92, both YHWH’s gracious rule over the righteous 

and his judgment upon the wicked display his sovereignty.

89. Few commentators (such as Weiser, Psalms, 613, 614) follow the LXX.
90. See Anderson, Psalms, 663; Kraus, Psalm 60-150, 227.
91. See, e.g., Th. Booij, “The Hebrew Text of Psalm xcii 11,” VT 38 (1988), 210; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms
2, 435.
92. Booij, “Psalm xcii 11,” 213.
93. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 461, 463.
94. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 434.
95. See Kraus, Psalm 60-150, 227; Weiser, Psalms, 613, 614; Oesterely, Psalms, 412; VanGemeren, Psalms,
606.
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In addition, the structure of Psalm 92 even emphasises the idea of God being a Ruler/

Judge, being the central focus of the psalm (v. 9 [8], “But you are on high forever, O 

LORD”).96 Likewise, the subsequent verse underscores this dominion theme: “For behold 

your enemies, O LORD! For behold your enemies shall perish. The workers of iniquity shall 

be scattered” (v. 10 [9]).97 Canonically speaking, the importance of this sovereignty motif 

comes to the forefront when considering the following section of Book IV (Pss 93-100). Tate 

says, “The basic meaning of Mwrm is ‘height’ and it serves as a synonym for the heavens where

God dwells and is enthroned (93:2-4; Jer. 17:12).”98 This being the case, it appears that Psalm

92 brings the kingship of YHWH into focus, making it a precursor to the Kingship of YHWH

Psalms 93-100.99

Also, one of the primary foci of Psalm 92 pertains to the righteous character of God’s 

rule. As the psalmist praises YHWH for his goodness, faithfulness and justice, this 

celebration revolves around his righteous nature. For example, in v. 16 [15], the psalmist 

highlights the complete righteousness of God as he says positively that YHWH is “upright” 

(rvy), and negatively, there is no “unrighteousness” (hlwo) in him. Verses 2-4 [1-3] also imply

God’s righteousness as they display “the desirability of praising Yahweh for his loyal-love 

and faithfulness.”100 As an illustration, the psalmist’s declaration of the wicked being brought 

to destruction (v. 7 [6]) provides an example of God’s righteous rule as he delivers justice 

against the unjust. Thus, the characteristic of God as righteous, intimately tied to his role as 

Ruler/Judge, emphasises the manner in which he sovereignly governs humanity.

God as Dwelling Place/Refuge

Along with Psalms 90 and 91, Psalm 92 appears to continue the theme of God as a 

dwelling place/refuge. First, the righteous man dwells with YHWH as a tree planted in “the 

house of God,” in his “courts” (92:13-15 [12-14]). These phrases refer to the place where 

God dwells,101 and since the righteous are planted there, they can be seen as dwelling in/with 

96. McCann, Psalms, 1050. 
97. See Harman, Psalms, 314; McCann, Psalms, 1051.
98. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 467.
99. “‘Exalted’ connotes the Lord’s authority as the supreme Judge, a theme more fully developed in the psalms
ascribing kingship to the Lord (Pss 93-100),” (VanGemeren, Psalms, 605).
100. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 466.
101. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 441: “This metaphor [i.e the righteous planted ‘in the house of
YHWH’] first of all adopts the idea of the fullness of life associated with Zion as the paradisiacal mountain of 
God and the dwelling place of the ‘great king,’ which was realized in ancient Near Eastern temple complexes
and royal residences by means of handsome parks as real symbols . . .”
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God. Thus Psalm 92 continues the contextual theme of dwelling with God. The righteous in 

Psalm 92 can be seen as examples of those who take refuge in God and have found him to be 

a dwelling place.102

Verses 13-15 [12-14] can also be understood as continuing this motif. In Psalm 

52:8-10 [6-8], “refuge” (zwom) and “house of God” (Myhla tyb) are employed in the same 

context. The imagery of Psalm 52 conveys that the wicked will not have God as a refuge but 

the righteous will dwell in his house. This is further indication that the dwelling place/refuge 

motif links Psalm 92 with Psalms 90 and 91. 

Finally, with the occurrence of “rock” (v. 16 [15], rwx), the psalmist appears to 

conclude the psalm by referring to God as a refuge. In his study of the metaphor of refuge, 

Brown explains that “rock” (rwx) is a part of this imagery, and he comments on its use in 

Psalm 18:1-2: “Not fortuitously, reference to refuge (cast verbally) is lodged at the center of 

this litany of epithets, associated most intimately with the riveting image of ‘rock’ (sΩu®r).”103 

In this way, the first section of Psalms 90-92 manifests a notable picture of YHWH as the 

only refuge for his people, as it begins with (Ps 90:1), is centred around (Ps 91) and 

concludes with (Ps 92:16 [15]) the imagery of God as a dwelling place/refuge.104 

4.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

The Righteous and the Wicked

Essentially, Psalm 92 highlights the contrast between those who are righteous and 

those who are wicked. The contrast between these two categories of people is common in 

wisdom literature and the Psalter as well, most notably in Psalm 1.105 In Psalm 92, the 

distinction made between the righteous and the wicked concentrates on the end result of their 

chosen life paths. Though the wicked appear to flourish in their ways for a time, the end 

result of that life will be destruction forever (vv. 7-10 [6-9]). The righteous, on the other 

102. Erich Zenger, “Kanonische Psalmenexegese und christlich-jüdischer Dialog: Beobachtungen zum
Sabbatpsalm 92” in Mincha: Festgabe fur Rolf Rendtorff zum 75. Geburtstag (Neukirchen: Neukirchener,
2000),” 253: “Schließlich nimmt Ps 92,13-16 mit seiner Metaphorik vom Verwurzeltsein im Haus JHWHs
durch ein Leben in Gerechtigkeit und durch das Gotteslob die mit Ps 90,1 über der Teilkomposition Ps 90-92
stehende Vertrauensaussage »Allherrscher (Adonaj). Wohnung bist du uns geworden von Geschlecht zu
Geschlecht« auf, deren kompositionelle Bedeutung durch die Wiederholung in Ps 91,9 »Den Höchsten (vgl. Ps
92,2) hast du gemacht zu deiner Wohnung« unterstrichen wird: Die Rezitation von Ps 92 ist so gewissermaßen
ein »Wohnung nehmen« im Schutzbereich »des Höchsten«.” 
103. William P. Brown, Seeing the Psalms: A Theology of Metaphor (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press,
2002), 19. See also Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 28.
104. See Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 95-96.
105. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 467.
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hand, will ultimately prosper as a result of the favour of God (v. 11-15 [10-14]). What is 

more, Psalm 92 further states that the wicked will be scattered but the righteous will be 

planted firmly in the house of God. 

That being said, the function of Psalm 92 as instruction comes into view. It confronts 

the reader with the righteousness and goodness of God as being exhibited to those who 

worship, give thanks and praise him (v. 2 [1]). It thereby reveals that God’s works and 

salvation are intended to benefit the righteous but not the wicked.106 The final verse (v. 16 

[15]) accentuates this assurance for the faithful as it reminds them of the certainty of 

YHWH’s righteousness, being a rock for his people. Thus, “The conclusion underscores the 

main idea; God’s just governance is a guarantee for those who trust in him.”107 

To a post-exilic audience, this guarantee of God’s rule over them and his judgment 

upon the wicked would serve as an encouragement in the light of their present experience. It 

reminds them that YHWH, their God, remains “on high” and rules over everything regardless

of present circumstances, and this fact would provide hope for future deliverance.108 The 

affirmation of God’s deliverance would encourage a post-exilic audience to trust YHWH as 

the sovereign Ruler enthroned over all things, and consequently, in its canonical context, 

Psalm 92 points forward to the kingship of YHWH theme found in Psalms 93-100. Thus, in a

time when human kingship has fallen, the kingship of God reminds Israel of their greatest 

need—to trust the Great High King who has always been their king. Therefore, they must 

take refuge in him, for the wicked may prosper now but the righteous will ultimately triumph.

4.3  Other Elements

4.3.1  Mosaic Motif

Sabbath Psalm

The superscription of Psalm 92 (“A Psalm, A Song for the day of the Sabbath”) has 

confused scholars for many centuries.109 As the only Sabbath psalm in the MT, it remains 

unclear as to why the psalm has been given this title. Vogel states, “As has been universally 

106. Mays comments, “The creation of the world and the salvation of the people of the LORD are, together,
assurance that life belongs to the righteous, not to the wicked. The sovereignty of the LORD will be vindicated
in human life just as it has been in cosmos and history. This is the lesson of Psalm 92,” (Psalms, 298).
107. Schaefer, Psalms, 232.
108. See McCann, Psalms, 1050.
109. While it exists as the only psalm designated for a specific day in the MT, the Greek psalter contains seven
psalms which are labeled for each day of the week. Tate explains, “In the Greek texts . . . seven psalms are
associated with the sabbath week: 24; 48; 82; 94; 81; 93; 92—in this order for each of the days,” (Psalms
51-100, 465).
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observed, not one word in Psalm 92 refers to the Sabbath, and its encomiums to the Lord are 

unique neither to this psalm nor to the day it purports to honor.”110 

By way of explanation, it has been suggested that the editor gave the psalm this 

superscription because of the creational aspects of its content, possibly reflecting the seventh 

day creational rest.111 Another possibility suggests that the seven occurrences of the divine 

name hwhy provide the reason for the superscription.112 Sarna, in his work on the sabbath 

dimension of Psalm 92, proposes that the creational and socio-moral elements furnish the 

main explanations for the psalm’s title, and the presence of the seven divine names was 

possibly a factor as well.113 While each of the previous reasons are possible explanations for 

the title, it remains difficult to say exactly why Psalm 92 was chosen to be the only Sabbath 

psalm in the final form of the Psalter. 

Though mystery surrounds the reason for this designation, Psalm 92’s superscription 

may provide insight as to why it has been included in the first section of Book IV. Since the 

superscription of Psalm 92 is unique and the term tbv in the noun form occurs only in this 

psalm in the Psalter, it would seem that the use of this term in the canonical context of the 

Moses-saturated Psalms 90-91 may provide a possible reason for its inclusion in the first 

section of Book IV. When considering the significance of the Sabbath, the connection 

becomes more explicit. Sarna comments, “Above all, in biblical theology, the Sabbath, ‘holy 

unto God,’ is the symbol of the covenant between God and Israel; thus its neglect could be 

looked upon as one of the causes of the national disasters.”114 

On this note, Exod. 31:12-18 records the giving of the Sabbath as a sign of the Mosaic

Covenant and emphasizes its importance. It is significant to note that YHWH spoke these 

words to Moses upon Mount Sinai as a sign of the Mosaic/Sinaitic Covenant. So, the giving 

of the Sabbath to the nation is intimately linked to the person of Moses himself, the mediator 

of the divine covenant with Israel. The Sabbath was instituted to serve as a reminder to the 

nation of the covenant with YHWH. Therefore, within the framework of Psalms 90-92, it 

seems reasonable that the Sabbath superscription may be seen as an extension of the Mosaic 

110. Dan Vogel, “A Psalm for Sabbath? A Literary view of Psalm 92,” JBQ 28 (2000), 212.
111. See Gerstenberger, Psalms, 169; Eaton, Psalms, 225; Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 558; Schaefer, Psalms, 230;
Tate, Psalms 51-100, 466; Terrien, Psalms, 655.
112. See vv. 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16. See Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 329; McCann,
Psalms, 1050; Schaefer, Psalms, 230; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 464.
113. Nahum Sarna, “The Psalm for the Sabbath Day (Ps 92),” JBL 81 (1962), 168.
114. Sarna, “Sabbath Day,” 157. Also on this note, a connection between the neglect of the Sabbath and the
occurrence of exile may implicitly factor into Ps 92 as a response to exile in the context of Book IV. See Exod
31:12-18; Isa 58:13-14.
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theme found in the two previous psalms. In this way, it appears that Psalm 92 begins with a 

strongly Moses-related flavour.

Deuteronomic Link

The Deuteronomic language in Psalm 92:16 [15], which appears to be a reference to 

Deut. 32:4, provides further reason for viewing this psalm as continuing the Mosaic motif of 

Psalms 90 and 91:115

Deut 32:4, “The rock (rwx)! Perfect is his work, for his ways are just; a God of 
faithfulness and (in whom) there is not unrighteousness (lwo); righteous and upright 
(rvy) is he.”
Ps 92:16 [15], “To declare that the Lord is upright (rvy); my rock (rwx), and there is no
unrighteousness (lwo) in him.”

With the appearance of these three distinct terms in each verse (rwx, lwo, rvy), Psalm 92:16 

[15] seems to be a direct allusion to Deut. 32:4, which belongs to the greater corpus of the 

well-known “Song of Moses.” Zenger states, “With a quotation from the ‘theodicy psalm’ in 

Deuteronomy 32 (cf. Deut 32:4), which Moses, aged 120, gives to his people before his death

as a ‘summary of life,’ the psalm encapsulates its ‘teaching’ in v. 16 [15]. In addition to the 

concept of righteousness developed in the psalm as a whole, here YHWH presides as ‘rock’ 

(rwx).”116 

As previously noted, many correspondences exist between the “Song of Moses” and 

Psalms 90-92. This is further accentuated by Psalm 92:16 [15]’s reflection of the language of 

Deuteronomy (and that of “Moses” himself). In this manner, Psalms 90-92 as a whole may be

considered as beginning with a Mosaic introduction (90:1) and ending with a Mosaic 

conclusion (92:16 [15]).117

115. With these verses, Zenger states, “The conclusion of the compositional unit Psalms 90-92 with 92:15 [16]
once again alludes to the great theodicy poem of Moses in Deuteronomy 32,” (“God of Israel’s Reign,” 168).
See also Anderson, Psalms, 664; Delitzsch, Psalms, 32; Harman, Psalms, 315; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2,
441; Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 562.
116. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 441.
117. See Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,”! 168.
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4.4  Canonical Relationships

4.4.1  Relation to Psalm 90

Significant Terms and Themes

Several terms appear to link Psalms 90 and 92 together as the beginning and 

conclusion of the first section in Book IV. The first, Xwx (“to flourish/blossom”), is present in 

Psalms 90:6 and 92:8 [7],118 and this rare term occurs in the MT only nine times,119 with five 

occurrences in the Psalter.120 This correspondence indicates a significant link between both 

psalms, especially when the context and uses of the term are considered. Both instances refer 

to humankind as “flourishing” for a time. Psalm 90:6 metaphorically depicts the brevity of 

human life: “In the morning it flourishes (Xyxy) and sprouts; toward the evening it fades and 

withers.” Then, Psalm 92:8 [7] refers to brevity of life for the wicked: “When the wicked 

sprouted like grass and all the workers of iniquity flourished (wxyxyw), it is that they might be 

destroyed forever.” Interestingly, both psalms present the metaphor of “grass” (90:5, ryxj; 

92:8 [7], bco) as sprouting (90:5b, Plj “to change”; 92:8 [7], jrp “to bud, sprout”), followed 

by the term Xwx, amplifying the transience of life in each passage. 

Another term, rqb (“morning”), occurs several times in Psalm 90 (vv. 5, 6, 14) and 

once in Psalm 92 (v. 3 [2]). This term is found only five times in Book IV (90:5, 6, 14; 92:3 

[2]; 101:8), and its importance as a link becomes clear when examining its contextual usage 

in each psalm. In both Psalms 90:14 and 92:3 [2], there is a reference to God’s dsj 

(“lovingkindness”) in the morning (rqb). The psalmist of Psalm 90 calls out to YHWH in v. 

14: “Satisfy us in the morning (rqbb) [with] your lovingkindness (Kdsj).” In Psalm 92:3 [2], 

the psalmist says to YHWH (v. 1) that it is good “to declare your lovingkindness (Kdsj) in 

the morning (rqbb).”121 This phrase (Kdsj rqbb) is extremely rare in the MT with all four of 

its occurrences in the Psalter (59:17; 90:14; 92:3 [2]; 143:8).122 So the occurrence of this 

118. See Zenger, “Kanonische,” 253; Kraus, Psalm 60-150, 229; Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 561; Tate, Psalms 51-100,
466; VanGemeren, Psalms, 605; Howard, “Psalms 90-94,” 112.
119. Num 17:23; Isa 27:6; Ezek 7:10; Pss 72:16; 90:6; 92:8; 103:15; 132:18; Song 2:9. 
120. It is interesting to note that three of the occurrences in the Psalter are found in Book IV.
121. See Zenger, “Kanonische,” 253; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 442; McCann, Psalms, 1050;
VanGemeren, Psalms, 604; Howard, “Psalms 90-94,” 112.
122. In Ps 59:17, the preposition Vl is found instead of ;Vb.
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terminology in such close proximity suggests deliberate association between the psalms,123 

providing further evidence that Psalms 90-92 form a distinct section within Book IV. 

In addition, a similar thematic link also exists between Psalms 90 and 92 as the tenor 

of YHWH’s “work” (lop) occurs in each psalm. First, in the light of the years that YHWH 

has afflicted his people (90:15), the psalmist calls for God to reveal his “work” (Klop) to 

them in a positive manner (v. 16), asking for him to show his goodness to his servants in a 

way that they will clearly behold his majesty. Likewise, Psalm 92:5 [4] contains an apparent 

fulfillment of this plea when the psalmist declares, “For you have made me glad, O YHWH, 

by your work (Klop); I will sing for joy at the works (ycomb) of your hands.” Thus, Psalm 92 

furthers this theme, from that of an expressed desire (Ps 90) to a moment of worship after 

having beheld God’s work (Ps 92). On this note, Harman writes, “The prayer of Psalm 

90:14-16 has been answered, and now there can be joy over God’s saving actions. The 

‘deeds’ and ‘works’ of the LORD are his actions in delivering the psalmist from the evil 

designs of his enemies (see verses 9-11).”124 This plea and response interaction provides 

further evidence for seeing deliberate connection between Psalms 90 and 92, and for viewing 

Psalm 92 as the concluding psalm of the sub-group of Psalms 90-92.

4.4.2  Relation to Psalm 91

Significant Terms and Themes

The relationship between Psalms 91 and 92 needs also to be briefly examined in order

to display the unity of Psalms 90-92. Some of the more significant terms present in both 

Psalms 91 and 92 are fbn and Nwylo. The first term, fbn (“to look”), occurs seventeen times in 

the Psalter and only five times in Book IV.125 Another term, Nwylo (“Most High”), occurs only 

four times in the book (91:1, 9; 92:2 [1]; 97:9), three of which are in Psalms 91 and 92.126 

However, when considering the context of each psalm, the most interesting term that Psalms 

91 and 92 share is Mv (“name”).127 In Psalm 91:14, near the conclusion of the psalm, God says

of the one who loves him, “I will set him on high, because he knows my name (ymv).” Then, 

123. With this phrase, the aNE background of deliverance that occurs “in the morning” (i.e. Morgenmotiv) after
the night provides a strong link between the two psalms. See Bernd Janowski, Konflicktgespräche mit Gott:
Eine Anthropologie der Psalmen (Neukirchener-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 2003), 94-95, 162-165, for further
discussion of the Morgenmotiv.
124. Harman, Psalms, 313. See also McCann, Psalms, 1051.
125. Pss 91:8; 92:12; 94:9; 102:20; 104:32
126. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 170; Schaefer, Psalms, 230.
127. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 170; Dahood, Psalms II, 336; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 442.
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at the beginning of Psalm 92, the psalmist (one who loves God) says, “It is good to give 

thanks to YHWH and to sing praises to your name (Kmvl), O Most High.” Given the 

emphasis in both psalms on the name of God, this interaction appears to serve as a link 

between the poems. The psalmist’s declaration in Psalm 92:2 [1] places him in the category 

of those who experience the loving protection of YHWH according to Psalm 91:14.

4.4.3  Relation to Psalms 93-100

Not only does Psalm 92 conclude the first section of Book IV (Pss 90-92), it also 

contains similarities with the Kingship of YHWH psalms that follow. A significant 

connection with Psalms 93-100 is found in v. 9: “But you are on high (Mwrm) forever, O 

Lord.”128 As McCann observes, “. . . Ps 92:8 [9] anticipates Ps 93:4 and the subsequent series 

of psalms proclaiming God’s reign (Psalms 95-99). . .”129 This general connection between 

Psalm 92:9 [8] and Psalms 93-100 appears to provide a preview of the “high” kingship of 

YHWH that follows, such as the specific connections found in Psalms 93:4 (“The Lord on 

high [Mwrmb] is mighty”) and 99:1-2 (“The Lord reigns; let the peoples tremble! He sits 

[enthroned] over the cherubim; let the earth tremble! The LORD is great in Zion; he is 

exalted [Mwr] over all the peoples”). 

Psalm 92 also relates particularly to Psalm 94 in that they both contain wisdom 

elements and promote God as the Judge of the wicked.130 In addition, Psalms 92:7 [6] and 

94:8 are strikingly similar:131

Ps 92:7 [6], “A stupid man (rob) does not know, and a fool (lysk) does not understand 
(Nyb) this.”
Ps 94:8, “Understand (Nyb), O dull ones (rob) among the people! Fools (lysk), when 
will you be wise?” 

Further similarities between Psalms 92 and 94 include hbvjm (92:6 [5]; 94:11, “thought”), rvy

(92:16 [15]; 94:15, “upright/straight”), Nwa ylop (92:10 [9]; 94:4, 16, “workers of iniquity”) 

and rwx (92:16 [15]; 94:22, “rock”).132 With all of the similarities between the psalms, it 

appears that they form a hedge around Psalm 93 as it begins the Kingship of YHWH section. 

128. See Tate, Psalms 51-100, 467; VanGemeren, Psalms, 605; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 442-443. Also,
the term Nylo may be significant in the light of the height imagery (92:9) and the kingship of YHWH theme in
Pss 93-100.
129. McCann, Psalms, 1050. 
130. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 443. 
131. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 172.
132. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 172, for his discussion of these similar terms.
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This would suggest that Psalm 94 links Psalms 90-92 with Psalms 93-100. Therefore, even 

though Psalms 90-92 form a complete section, the evidence displays a significant level of 

interrelation between the larger sections of Book IV, especially at the fringes of each 

section.133

4.5  Conclusion: Psalm 92

Psalm 92 serves as the conclusion to the opening section in Book IV. It exalts and 

praises YHWH as Ruler over the faithful and Judge of the wicked and thereby, provides 

assurance to the audience that God reigns over all things. Psalm 92 thus advances the answer 

(that began in Pss 90 and 91) to Psalm 89: YHWH is the sovereign ruler of the cosmos, over 

both the righteous and the wicked. The faithful, therefore, have every reason to trust in the 

faithfulness and lovingkindness of a righteous God who reigns on high. 

Also, with its Mosaic motif, Psalm 92 functions together with Psalms 90 and 91 as a 

reference to the period when God alone was King over Israel, signifying that this King will 

once again deliver his people as he did in the exodus if they will seek him and trust in his 

sovereign rule over their lives. In addition, the focus on God as the sovereign Ruler in Psalm 

92 anticipates the kingship of YHWH motif that dominates Psalms 93-100. Consequently, 

this suggests that Psalm 92 was intentionally placed as both the conclusion to Psalms 90-92 

and a precursor to the Kingship of YHWH psalms.

5.  Conclusion: Psalms 90-92

After the crisis of Psalm 89, the presentation in Psalms 90-92 offers a new perspective

to the reader that encourages both faith and hope. Kingship has fallen and exile has come, but

the one who takes refuge in the Lord shall not be dismayed for YHWH alone is a dwelling 

place for the righteous. In this way, the first section of Book IV is tightly knit together by its 

lexical, thematic and theological correspondences. As Book IV begins to provide a response 

to Books I-III, the first section says, “Look to YHWH for comfort and protection, and you 

shall find it.” 

In addition, Psalms 90-92 seem to be a prelude to the celebration of YHWH’s 

kingship in Psalms 93-100. As the reader approaches the grand section on the reign of God, 

the sovereign rule of YHWH has already been etched into the mind. His creational reign over

133. This editorial concept will be examined more throughout the study. See Chapters 3 and 6 for further
discussion of the relationship between Pss 92-94.
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humanity has been manifested in the judging of iniquity and the wicked (Pss 90, 92), as well 

as in the control of life (Ps 90). Moreover, both the blessing of the faithful and the protection 

of the righteous (Pss 91, 92) display God’s sovereign provision for his people. Thus, the 

foundation of the reign of YHWH has been implicitly laid out in Psalms 90-92 as the book 

transitions into the climax of praise found in the Kingship of YHWH psalms. Having 

surveyed this foundation, we must now turn to the next section of Book IV.
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Chapter 3
Psalms 93-100

1.  Introduction

As the introduction of Book IV, Psalms 90-92 highlight the sovereignty of God, 

Psalms 93-100 then draw the reader’s attention primarily to the kingship of YHWH, 

providing an overall picture of God’s reign. As Book IV continues, these eight psalms 

emphasise the rule of the Great High King over all of creation and especially over his 

covenant people. Initially, Psalm 93 accentuates the creational and eternal rule of God, while 

Psalm 94 illustrates YHWH’s kingly function as Judge of the earth. Next, Psalm 95 picks up 

on the Mosaic motif of Psalms 90-92 by warning its audience to worship God and obey him 

as King. Following this, the core group of Psalms 96-99 provides an overarching portrait of 

the praise of King YHWH as ruler of both Israel and the nations. Interestingly, there exists a 

crescendo of praise throughout these psalms, which finds its climax in the doxology of Psalm

100. In this way, the literary perspective of the Psalter changes from YHWH as a sovereign 

refuge (Pss 90-92) to YHWH as King (Pss 93-100). As a result, this shift may reveal a 

significant editorial purpose of highlighting the unique nature of God’s reign as opposed to 

David’s failed kingship lamented in Psalm 89. 

In this chapter, each of the psalms will be exegetically examined with special 

reference to how they may be responding to the theological crisis of Psalm 89 and Book III. 

Moreover, an attempt will be made to show that the editorial position of these psalms impacts

how the message of Book IV should be understood in its address to a post-exilic audience. 

Therefore, once again, lexical and thematic correlations will be considered, as the overall 

presentation of YHWH’s kingship in Book IV is assessed. 

2.  Psalm 93: “YHWH Reigns”

With Psalm 93, a new section in Book IV begins, and while some of the previous 

themes of Psalms 90-92 continue, this section (Pss 93-100) centres upon the theme of the 

high kingship of YHWH. Though Psalm 93 is the shortest psalm in the book, its brevity does 

not diminish its importance. As the introduction to Psalms 93-100, it declares that “YHWH 

[and no one else] reigns,” and anticipates the subsequent praises of YHWH as king in Psalms 

95-100. The imagery of Psalm 93 pictures YHWH as enthroned on high and robed in the 

royal garments of majesty and strength as he reigns over creation. To the psalmist YHWH 



sovereignly rules without question, and he presents an image of assurance that YHWH’s 

reign will be everlasting.

2.1  Translation

Psalm 93
 r¡DΩzAaVtIh zâOo hÎwh◊y∑ v∞EbDl v¶EbQDl t…w©a´…g JKDlDm h∞Dwh◊y

:fwáø;mI;t_lA;b l#EbE;tŒ Nwñø;kI;t_PAa
:hD;t`Da M∞Dlwøo`Em z¡DaEm ∞ÔKSaVsI;k NwâøkÎn

1 The LORD reigns, he is clothed with 
majesty. The LORD is clothed; he has 
girded himself with strength. Indeed, the 
world is established, it will not be shaken.1

2 Your throne is established from of old; you
are from everlasting.

 …wäaVcˆy M¡Dlwøq twêørDh◊n …wâaVcÎn hGÎwh`Vy —tw°ørDh◊n …wôaVcÎn
:M`DyVk∂;d twêørDh◊n

ryäî;dAa M¡Dy_yérV;bVvIm Myâîryî;dAa My#I;bår Mˆy§Am —tw°ølO;qIm
:h`Dwh◊y MwêørD;mA;b

3 The floods have lifted up, O LORD, the 
floods have lifted up their voice, the floods 
have lifted up their pounding.

4 aMightier than the sounds of many waters, 
than the breakers of the sea, the LORD on 
high is mighty.

 hGÎwh◊yŒ v®dúOq_hÎwSaÅn ñÔKVtyEbVl d#OaVm …w˛nVmRa‰n —ÔKy°RtOd`Eo
:My`ImÎy JK®râOaVl

5 Your testimonies are very trustworthy; 
holiness befits your house, O LORD, 
forevermore.

Translation Notes
Verse 4
a. This verse is difficult to translate because of its odd construction, and there appears to be 
several ways that it can be rendered.2 It literally says, “More than the voices of many waters, 
mighty ones, breakers of the sea, mighty on high is the LORD.” BHS suggests yrbvmm ryda 
(“mightier than the waves”) as a replacement for yrbvm Myryda (“mighty ones, breakers”). The 
translation in this study has been chosen because it simply conveys the apparent meaning of 
the verse: YHWH is on high and mightier than the waters of the sea.

1. Several scholars have chosen to divide Ps 93:1 (see, e.g., Dahood, Psalms II, 339), but it seems that vv. 1-2
can be read as a unit (Tate, Psalms 51-100, 474). Therefore, the structure of the psalm is as follows: A:
YHWH’s Enthronement (vv. 1-2); B: YHWH’s Enthronement Over Chaos Forces (vv. 3-4); C: YHWH’s
Testimonies (v. 5). The general agreement among scholars is that Ps 93 comprises a hymn or a psalm of praise.
In addition, this psalm has also been classified as an “enthronement psalm” because of its royal motif regarding
the kingship of YHWH. On this note, an enthronement psalm must not be confused with a “royal psalm,” as
Limburg explains, “These enthronement psalms, as they are called, are not to be confused with royal psalms,
which are associated with events in the life of the king in Jerusalem. In the enthronement psalms, God is the
king; in the royal psalms, the king is the king,” (Psalms [Westminster Bible Companion; Louisville:
Westminster John Knox, 2000], 317). According to Watts, there are five characteristics of the Kingship of
YHWH psalms: A. The characteristic and unique expectation of these Psalms that all the earth, all peoples, or
the nations should be present; B. References to other gods; C. The signs of exaltation and kingship; D. The
words showing characteristic acts of Yahweh, including creating, making, establishing, sitting, doing wonders,
judging, doing righteous acts, and saving; E. All the words which indicated the attitude of praise before this
heavenly king (“Yahweh Mālak Psalms,” ThZ 21 [1965], 343).
2. See, e.g., Weiser, Psalms, 617; Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 331.
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2.2  Themes and Theology

2.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

With the opening verse, Psalm 93 declares the kingship of YHWH and begins a 

section of psalms in Book IV primarily focussed on this theme of God’s reign. The psalm 

introduces us to the phrase Klm hwhy (“The LORD reigns”), and while scholars are in 

agreement on its kingship background, its translation has long been debated. This debate 

finds its root in Mowinckel’s assertion that the YHWH-malak psalms (47, 93, 95-99) are a 

group of “enthronement” psalms that were employed during the yearly Autumn Festival. 

During this festival, it is believed that YHWH’s enthronement was celebrated in a manner 

similar to other ancient Near Eastern observances that centred around enthronement—

particularly the Babylonian New Year festival (the }akitu) when the god Marduk was 

celebrated as the conqueror of the chaotic primeval waters.3 As a result of this proposed 

background, Mowinckel and his supporters translate Klm hwhy as “YHWH has become king,” 

signifying the particular time or event of his enthronement as repeated in the annual festival.

Mowinckel’s theory has attracted robust support and criticism over the past century,4 

but regarding the enthronement festival, it seems highly unlikely that an annual autumn 

enthronement festival could escape entirely without explicit mention in the Old Testament 

text itself.5 Nothing exists in the MT suggesting that Israel participated in a yearly 

enthronement festival, especially not in the psalms themselves.6 If such an important festival 

existed, there should be some record of it in the scriptures.7 Therefore, the proposal of an 

enthronement festival is largely speculative and it does not appear to provide valid reason for 

translating Klm hwhy as “YHWH has become king.”

Since Mowinckel, evidence has arisen in support of the translation “the LORD reigns/

is king.” Howard explains, 

3. See Mowinckel, Psalms, Vol. I, 106ff.
4. Howard, Structure 93-100, 36.
5. See Kidner, Psalms, 338; McCann, Psalms, 1053.
6. Harman, Psalms, 315.
7. In a recent article, Roberts defends Mowinckel’s theory and comments (quoting Mowinckel) that “it is not a
question ‘“of a new festival unattested in the sources” but of a little regarded or totally ignored aspect of the
well known and well attested autumn and New Year’s festival, the feast of tabernacles,’” (“Mowinckel’s
Enthronement Festival: A Review” in The Book of Psalms: Composition and Reception, eds. Peter W. Flint and
Patrick D. Miller, Jr. [VTSup 99; Leiden: Brill, 2005], 105). However, in opposition to Roberts’ position, there
is no suggestion in the OT that there was any enthronement celebration during the Feast of Tabernacles. To
imply that such a celebration took place within this feast remains speculative.
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The debate over the translation raged through the 1950s, but essentially came to a halt
with the appearance of a thorough treatment (Michel 1956) of all the relevant 
passages where YHWH or }lhym is described as reigning. In addition, Michel studied 
all cases of the verb mlk used with respect to human accessions to the throne. His 
conclusion was that Mowinckel’s translation was incorrect, and that the correct 
understanding is something like “YHWH reigns!” or “It is YHWH (and no other) who 
reigns/exercises kingship!” . . . Michel’s conclusion has prevailed, and no major 
English Bible version translates the clause following Mowinckel.8 

Likewise, Kraus has suggested two reasons for reading “YHWH is king/reigns.” First, “The 

verbal statement hwhy Klm refers to a lively and stirring event, to the conclusion of the act of 

enthronement (cf. 1 Kings 1:11; Ps. 47:8; Isa. 52:7); the statement of a condition Klm hwhy, on 

the other hand, describes an unchangeable state of being (cf. 1 Kings 1:18; Pss. 93:1; 96:10; 

97:1; 99:1).”9 Second, “The conception of an actual (cultic) enthronement of Yahweh is 

rejected in the context of Psalm 93 with the statement: ‘Firm stands your throne from of old, 

from eternity you are, O God!’ The unchanging, eternal state of Yahweh’s being king is here 

emphatically stressed.”10

Roberts, however, suggests that this translation (“YHWH reigns”) is not necessary for

several reasons. First, he concludes that Michel’s study is methodologically flawed,11 as 

others have contended.12 Second, Roberts believes that in some ways “the debate is chasing 

after a red herring.” He explains, “Those who reject Mowinckel’s translation seem to assume 

that such a translation would imply that Yahweh’s reign was neither eternal nor continuous, 

that such a festal shout would imply a cessation of Yahweh’s rule for a brief period each 

year — but this would appear to be a rationalistic misunderstanding of cultic language.”13 

This entails that the cultic declaration of YHWH’s reign provides an enactment and not a 

statement of ontology. Also, Roberts does not agree with Kraus’ position: “Kraus’s 

objections to the assumed illegitimate mythicization of Yahweh in Israelite worship is 

unconvincing, and his view that the ‘unchanging and continuous’ rule of Yahweh excludes a 

cultic celebration of Yahweh’s accession to the throne is simply wrong.”14 Roberts’ 

8. Howard, Structure 93-100, 36. See D. Michel, “Studien zu den sogenannten Thronbesteigungspsalmen,” VT
6 (1956), 40-68. See also Anthony Gelston, “A Note on Klm hwhy,” VT 16 (1966), 507ff.  
9. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 233.
10. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 234.
11. Roberts, “Mowinckel’s Enthronement Festival,” 106.
12. See Marc Zvi Brettler, God is King: Understanding an Israelite Metaphor (JSOTSup 76; Sheffield: JSOT
Press, 1989), 142-144; J. H. Ulrichsen, “JHWH maœlaœk: einige sprachliche Beobachtungen,” VT 27 (1997),
361-374. See also Tate, Psalms 51-100, 472. While it does seem that “The LORD reigns” is the best translation
in Ps 93:1, it must be admitted that Michel’s study appears partially deficient. 
13. Roberts, “Mowinckel’s Enthronement Festival,” 106.
14. Roberts, “Mowinckel’s Enthronement Festival,” 107.
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arguments are perfectly valid and provide some support for the translation “YHWH has 

become king.” 

However, the debate does not arise from linguistic consideration alone, and in the 

light of the lack of evidence for an enthronement festival, Klm hwhy does not naturally appear 

to be a pronouncement of an occurrence of enthronement but a declaration of the timeless 

reign of YHWH. In addition, the everlasting nature of God’s kingship supports the translation

“YHWH reigns/is king,” even within a cultic setting. Psalm 93:2 substantiates this 

conclusion: “Your throne is established from of old; you are from everlasting.” Thus, it does 

indeed appear that the “unchanging, eternal state of Yahweh’s being king is here 

emphatically stressed.”15

Having declared the reign of YHWH, the remainder of Psalm 93 accentuates the royal

theme of kingship. The imagery it presents elevates the kingly status of YHWH beyond that 

of any other king. In v. 1, YHWH is said to be clothed in majesty and girded with strength, 

which is imagery appropriate to that of a warrior king.16 Also, the throne of God stands 

“established from of old” (v. 2),17 and he rules “on high” over the waters (vv. 3-4).18 Psalm 93

particularly displays the divine rule of God in his sovereignty over creation, announcing his 

unchangeable and eternal position as Creator and Lord.19 YHWH’s sovereignty has been 

established in ages past, and the psalmist’s statement “the world is established, it will not be 

shaken” displays his rule over creation. Eaton explains, “[YHWH] is portrayed in the full 

vestments of royalty, symbolizing his majesty as active and effective. From this power has 

proceeded the Creation,—the ordering and establishing of the living realm. This sphere of life

(teœbeœl, world) has been secured against the attacks of Chaos. The royal triumph of God and 

his work as Creator form a single conception . . .”20 

The kingship of YHWH theme in Psalms 93-100 appears to be the central theological 

focus of Book IV. Though indications of this theme are seen in Psalm 92, its  presentation 

occurs clearly in Psalm 93 where YHWH is pictured as the great Creator-King who reigns 

15. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 234.
16. Robert Davidson, The Vitality of Worship: A Commentary on the Book of Psalms (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1998), 309. See also Tate, Psalms 51-100, 479.
17. “[The] throne was the ceremonial seat of a king, and it came to symbolize kingship as a whole,” (Anderson,
Psalms, 667).
18. The “height” imagery may have implications of YHWH’s rule and kingship over the gods of the pantheon
(95:3; 96:4-5; 97:9). In these passages, YHWH is described as being “above” all other gods (95:3; 96:4) and is
declared “the LORD Most High over all the earth . . . very exalted (tylon) above all gods” (97:9).
19. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 236.
20. Eaton, Psalms, 228.
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over all things. Consequently, a post-exilic audience would be reminded by this psalm that 

YHWH, and no other, is King regardless of what the present circumstances might suggest. 

Davidson comments, 

There is an unashamed theological imperialism at work here. Even when, as we have 
frequently seen in the Psalms, people of faith in Israel found it difficult to see how 
this kingship of the LORD was being demonstrated in the often apparently 
meaningless events in which they were caught up, they still held tenaciously to this 
belief. If they had not, the whole fabric of biblical faith would have collapsed.21 

In this way, after the crisis of Book III, the kingship of YHWH serves to re-establish the 

audience in their absolute trust of the One True God who reigns over creation, chaos and 

even their present circumstances after exile. This theme gives Israel hope that their God has 

always reigned, and indeed, still does. 

As a result, this hope has an eschatological dimension. Since YHWH has always been

the Great High King who still reigns, an expectation arises of a manifestation of his reign for 

Israel’s good. McCann explains, 

The probability that Psalm 93 was placed literarily to respond to events that called 
into question God’s faithfulness and love (see Ps 89:49) is significant, for rampant 
evil in our world still raises similar questions in people’s minds. In other words, the 
affirmation that God reigns is eschatological; it is always made amid circumstances 
that seem to deny it—exile, evil, alienation, sin, suffering, death. Yet, Psalm 93 joins 
the psalter as a whole in asserting unequivocally and enthusiastically that God alone 
rules the world and that God’s purposes can be trusted. In short, the real and 
fundamental truth about the world is simply this: God reigns.22 

YHWH’s reign will be ultimately demonstrated in the future, but for now, Israel must 

remember his kingship and trust his sovereignty even though the visible signs of it have been 

difficult to discern in the exile and post-exile.

2.3  Other Elements 

2.3.1  Similarities with Exodus 15

McCann has noted strong similarities between Psalm 93 and the Song of the Sea in 

Exod. 15:1-18. To begin with, both texts contain a celebration of God’s defeat over the 

waters (Ps 93:3-4; Exod 15:8). “The song in Exodus 15 is also framed by a verbal form of the

21. Davidson, Vitality, 309.
22. McCann, Psalms, 1054.
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root that appears in 93:1 as ‘majesty’ (see Exod 15:1, 21).”23 Moreover, in the light of Psalm 

93:1 (“YHWH reigns”), Exodus 15 “culminates in the proclamation of God’s reign (v. 18).”24

YHWH’s “strength” (93:1) also occurs twice in the Song of Moses and Israel (Exod 15:2, 

13). Additionally, the term “mighty” (Myryda) in Psalm 93:4 occurs in Exod. 15:10 as it 

describes the waters of the sea. A final correlation between Psalm 93 and Exodus 15 is the 

movement of each text from sovereignty to instruction. McCann comments,

As suggested above, the movement from vv. 1-4 to v. 5 is not unnatural. The 
affirmation of v. 5a is virtually identical to that of Ps 19:7b; like Psalm 93, Psalm 19 
also moves from creation to God’s instruction (cf. vv. 1-6 with vv. 7-14). In fact, the 
exodus narrative, to which Psalm 93 alludes, makes a similar movement from the 
proclamation of God’s sovereignty (Exod 15:1-21, esp. v. 18) to Sinai and the 
proclamation of God’s will (Exodus 19-24).25 

With this evidence, it seems necessary to highlight the significant relationship 

between Psalm 93 and Exodus 15, and the importance of this relationship becomes most 

notable in the literary context of Book IV. For instance, Exod. 15:1 describes the chapter as 

being a song that both Moses and Israel sang after they were delivered by YHWH from the 

Egyptians through the Red Sea. Therefore, with Book IV containing both a strong Mosaic 

focus in Psalms 90-92, the connection between Psalm 93 and Exodus 15 adds to the Mosaic 

flavour of Book IV. The language and imagery of Psalm 93 accentuate this motif of Book IV,

further emphasising the thematic unity of the book. In the end, the presence of this language 

and imagery simply underlines the editorial purpose of re-orienting the reader both to Israel’s

history and YHWH’s everlasting kingship over his people.

2.4  Canonical Relationships

2.4.1  Relation to Psalm 92

Significant Terms and Themes

There are two important terms that link Psalms 92 and 93: tyb (“house”) and Mwrm 

(“high”). In Psalms 92:14 [13] and 93:5, the “house” (tyb) of YHWH occurs near the end of 

each psalm.26 The other term, Mwrm, is used in both psalms to describe YHWH’s status.27 In 

Psalm 92:9 [8], the psalmist exclaims, “But you are (on) high (Mwrm) forever, O LORD.” In 

23. McCann, Psalms, 1053-1054.
24. McCann, Psalms, 1053. Note the Hebrew of Exod 15:18: dow Mlol Klmy hwhy.
25. McCann, Psalms, 1054. 
26. See Tate, Psalms 51-100, 476; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 449.  
27. This term occurs only three times in Book IV (92:10; 93:4; 102:20).
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the following psalm, YHWH is pictured as being “on high” (Mwrmb) over the floods (93:4). 

The use of this term in both texts appears to be a royal reference: YHWH is “on high,” 

reigning and ruling over his enemies (92:10 [9]; 93:4).28 This royal motif links the two 

psalms.29 Therefore, the royal tenor of Psalm 92 operates as a bridge to Psalm 93, where the 

climactic kingship of YHWH motif in Book IV begins.

In addition to the textual and thematic links, a liturgical connection exists between 

Psalms 92 and 93. According to the Mishnah,30 Psalm 93 was recited on the day before the 

Sabbath.31 With Psalm 92 as a Sabbath psalm, this connection suggests that both psalms were

previously employed on subsequent days in Jewish liturgies.32 This liturgical connection may 

be one reason the editor of Book IV placed the psalms together.33

Psalms 92-94

Interestingly, with the links between Psalms 92 and 93, Tate suggests that they should

be read together, ultimately implying that Psalms 92-94 may be a possible unit.34 He begins 

his argument by noting the common editorial technique in the Psalter of pairing a 

superscripted psalm with a non-superscripted psalm: 

The situation in Books IV-V of the Psalter is not so clear because of large runs of 
untitled psalms in these books. Nevertheless, it is suggestive for the relationship of 
Pss 92 and 93; at least it is not surprising to find that the untitled Ps 93 is closely 
related, editorially, to titled Ps 92 (which stands out in the midst of one of the longer 
runs of untitled Psalms in the Psalter). Wilson (Editing, 178) concludes that an 
original unity of Pss 92 and 93 “seems out of the question.” In this regard, he is 
probably correct, but this does not exclude an editorial unity of tradition and usage.35 

In addition, Tate furthers his proposal by considering the links between Psalms 92 and 94. He

explains, 

The links between 92 and 94 may indicate also that 93 is to be read with 92. Note the 
use of rob (“brutish/dull/dunderhead”) in 92:7 and 94:8, in the context of language at 

28. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 449.
29. Howard, Structure 93-100, 171.
30. Tamid 7:4. Note also the superscription in the LXX.
31. See Tate, Psalms 51-100, 477. 
32. This reversal of Sabbath psalm and then Friday psalm implies that purposeful editing within the Psalter
outweighs praxis. In other words, the editors chose to not follow common liturgical arrangement because they
appear to have a different intent in the final MT composition.
33. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 446: “The result is a linking to the superscription of Psalm 92, which also
appears plausible from a composition-critical point of view.”
34. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 476-477.
35. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 476.
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home in the wisdom literature in both psalms. Also note the rwx (“rock”) in 92:16 and 
94:22; the speakers in both psalms claim Yahweh as their “Rock” (rwx also occurs in 
Ps 95:1 and only elsewhere in Book IV in 105:41). The “evildoers” (Nwa ylop) appear 
in 92:8, 10 and in 94:4, 16; and only elsewhere in Book IV in 101:8, though noun 
forms of lop occur in 90:16; 92:5; 95:9; 104:23. The significant wisdom features of 
Pss 92 and 94 also provide linkage between these two psalms.36

Thus, Tate concludes, “[I]t seems to be arguable, at least, to read Pss 92-93-94 as an editorial 

trilogy of psalms.”37

While this evidence is important, there are also indications that Psalms 92-94 should 

not be viewed as a unit. The first indication has already been seen in the tight thematic and 

linguistic unity of Psalms 90-92.38 Secondly, the significance of the “kingship of YHWH 

theme” that spans Psalms 93-100 delimits these psalms as a section in themselves. In contrast

to Tate’s conclusion, the evidence suggests a sophisticated binding and transition between the

two sections of Psalms 90-92 and 93-100. In this view, the two sections are bound together 

by the interlocking function of Psalms 92 and 94 (thematically and linguistically) around 

Psalm 93, making a smooth transition from one section to the other.39 This view allows for 

distinguishing between the major sections of Book IV, while highlighting the intricate 

transition from the previous section to the next.40

2.4.2  Relation to Psalm 94

Significant Terms and Themes

Several lexical links exist between Psalms 93 and 94. The first connection is akd (“to 

crush/pound”) and ykd (“pounding”). In Psalm 93:3, the floods lift up their “pounding” (Mykd),

and in Psalm 94:5, the wicked “crush” (wakdy) the people of YHWH.41 Another link arises 

between twag (“majesty/pride”) and Myag (“proud ones”). In Psalm 93:1, YHWH is clothed 

with “(proud) majesty,” which interestingly stands in contrast to the “proud, arrogant people”

mentioned in Psalm 94:2.42 

36. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 476.
37. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 477.
38. See Chapter 2.
39. A similar view of the binding between Pss 90-92 and 93-100 is found in Wilson, “Shaping,” 76. While
Wilson’s view is admittedly slightly different, he still sees Pss 93 and 94 as binding together 90-92 and 93-100.
See also McCann, Psalms, 1057: “The similarity suggests that the apparent intrusion of Psalm 94 into the series
of enthronement psalms (93; 95-99) may serve the purpose of binding this collection more explicitly to Psalms
90-92, which open Book IV . . .” 
40. See further discussion in Chapter 6.
41. Howard, Structure 93-100, 106; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 339.
42. Howard, Structure 93-100, 106. See also McCann, Psalms, 1057.
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Along with these links, thematic connections also highlight the juxtaposition of 

Psalms 93 and 94. For example, the clear kingship motif of Psalm 93 anticipates the implicit 

royal illustration of God in Psalm 94. First, both Psalms 93:4 (“on high”) and 94:2 (“Rise up, 

O Judge of the earth”) present a picture of YHWH’s exaltation. In addition, the presence of 

the divine throne (93:2) and the “throne of destruction” of human judges (94:20) add to this 

royal association of the psalms.43 Moreover, both psalms contain references to YHWH’s “law

in different but related terms (93:5, twdo, ‘testimonies’; and 94:12, hrwt, ‘Torah’).”44

2.4.3  Relation to Psalms 93-100

As an introduction, Psalm 93 begins the kingship of YHWH theme in the book, which

is expanded upon in the following seven psalms. It contains many correlations with other 

psalms in this section and is the first of six psalms (Pss 93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99) within this sub-

group that refers to YHWH as “king” (Klm). In addition, Psalm 93 corresponds to many of 

these psalms semantically, thematically and in other ways. For example, Howard and 

Jefferson explain their connections:

Psalm 93 has numerous individual links with Psalms 96-99, including some that stand
out as key-word links. In particular, its strongest connections are with Psalm 96, the 
first of the four Kingship of YHWH psalms in that group (most notable are the 
repetitions of YHWH mlk and }p-tkwn tbl bl-tmwt√). Key-word links with Psalms 98 
(YHWH, mlk, ym, and nhrwt) and 99 (YHWH mlk and {dt) serve to bind Psalm 93 to 
the group as a whole.45 

The roaring of the sea, so prominent in Ps 93, is mentioned in Ps 96 11. Ps 97 contains
the general idea of Yahweh’s supremacy over the forces of nature found in both Ps 93 
and Ps 96. It also contains the idea of the exaltation of Yahweh of Ps 93 4, using Nwylo 
rather than Mwrm to express it. Ps 98 7 also refers to the roar of the sea, using a phrase 
of Ps 96 11. The next verse uses the word twrhn with the sense of floods as in Ps 93 3. 
Ps 99 contains the idea of the exaltation of Yahweh, using the same root as the Mwrm of 
Ps 93 4.46 

These connections provide strong indication that Psalms 93-100 should be viewed as the 

contextual setting of Psalm 93.

43. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 449-450.
44. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 449. See also Howard, Structure 93-100, 108.
45. Howard, Structure 93-100, 171.
46. Helen G. Jefferson, “Psalm 93,” JBL 71 (1952), 159.
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2.5  Conclusion: Psalm 93

Based upon the exegetical examination of Psalm 93, support has been given for 

viewing it as the introductory psalm in the second section of Book IV (Pss 93-100). 

Moreover, the psalm interacts with Psalms 92 and 94, both thematically and linguistically, to 

bind Psalms 90-92 and 93-100 together. The kingship of YHWH motif is introduced in this 

psalm and awaits elaboration in the following psalms of this sub-group. Furthermore, with its

affinities to Exodus 15, it continues the Mosaic tenor that spans much of Book IV. With these

things in mind, the evidence suggests that the editor carefully placed Psalm 93 to function as 

a link with the preceding sub-group of Book IV and introduction to the central collection.

The main function of Psalm 93, however, consists in its exaltation of YHWH as king. 

Being the dominant motif of Book IV, everything prior to Psalm 93 builds in anticipation to 

the concept “YHWH reigns.” Likewise, every psalm in Book IV that follows Psalms 93-100 

must be considered in the light of this theme as well. Consequently, Psalms 90-106 announce 

wonderful news to its post-exilic audience: “The King is here. His throne is of old, and he 

reigns over all things, even over the events of Israel’s past and present.” This reminder can 

only bring assurance to the people of God.

3.  Psalm 94: The Judge of the Earth

As a poem of mixed style, Psalm 94 emphasises the role of God as the “Judge of the 

earth” and his rule over both the righteous and the wicked. The psalmist calls upon YHWH 

with a passionate plea to render justice to those who “crush” God’s people as he reaffirms his

trust in the faithfulness of God to deliver the righteous—a faithfulness regarding which he 

can personally testify (vv. 17-19). Even though the wicked appear to prevail, their end is 

destruction, and YHWH himself will bring this judgment upon them. Thus, Psalm 94 

presents the reader with the picture of a God who righteously rules and governs all things, 

regardless of the present dilemmas afflicting his people.
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3.1  Translation

Psalm 94
:oÅy`Ipwøh twâøm∂q◊n l™Ea h¡Dwh◊y twñøm∂q◊n_lEa

:My`Ia´…g_lAo l…w#m◊…gŒ b¶EvDh X®r¡DaDh f∞EpOv aEcÎ…nIhœ
1 God of vengeance, O LORD, God of 

vengeance, shine forth.47

2 Rise up, O Judge of the earth, return 
recompense upon the proud.

My¶IoDv√r y#AtDmŒ_dAo h¡Dwh◊y —My¶IoDv√r y™AtDm_dAo
:…wzáølSoÅy

:N‰w`Da yElSoñOÚp_lD;k …w#rV;mAaVt`IyŒ q¡DtDo …wêrV;båd◊y …woy∞I;bÅy

3 How long shall the wicked, O LORD, how
long shall the wicked exult?

4 They pour forth, they speak arrogance; all 
the workers of iniquity boast of 
themselves.

:…wá…nAo◊y ñÔKVtDlSjÅn`Vw …wóaV;kåd◊y h∞Dwh◊y ∞ÔKV;mAo
:…wj`E…xår◊y My∞Imwøty`Iw …wgúørShÅy r∞Eg◊w hÎnDmVlAaœ

5 They crush your people, O LORD, and 
afflict your heritage.

6 The widow and the alien they kill, and the 
orphan they murder.

:bíOqSoÅy y¶EhølTa Ny#IbÎyŒ_aøl◊w ;h¡D¥y_hRa√rˆy aâøl …wrVmaâø¥yÅw∑
:…wly`I;kVcA;t y¶AtDm My#IlyIsVk…wŒ M¡DoD;b MyâîrSoO;b …wnyI;bœ

7 And they say, “The LORD does not see, 
and the God of Jacob does not 
understand.”

8 Understand, O dull ones among the people;
and when, O foolish ones, will you 
comprehend?

aâølSh Nˆy#AoŒ r`ExñOy_M`Ia o¡DmVvˆy aâølSh N‰zäOa o`AfâOnSh
:fy`I;bÅy

:tAoá∂;d Mâ∂dDa d™E;mAlVm`Ah Ajy¡Ikwøy aâølSh Mˆywø…gœ r∞EsOySh

9 He who planted the ear, does he not hear? 
He who formed the eye, does he not see?

10 He who instructs the nations, does he not 
reprove, ahe who teaches man knowledge?

:lRb`Dh hD;m¶Eh_yI;k Mó∂dDa twâøbVvVjAm AoédOyœ hGÎwh`Vy
ñÔKVt∂rwø;tImá…w ;h¡D¥y …w…nâ®rV;sÅyV;t_rRvSa rRb∞R…gAh —yôérVvAa

:…w…ná®dV;mAlVt

11 The LORD knows the thoughts of man 
that they are a breath.

12 Blessed is the man whom you instruct, O 
LORD, and (to whom) you teach your law,

47. Ps 94 forms a basic structure of three stanzas: A: A Call for God to Judge the Wicked (vv. 1-7); B: A
Warning to the Wicked and Instruction for the Righteous (vv. 8-15); C: YHWH is the Deliverer of His People
(vv. 16-23). See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 239. Howard separates vv. 8-15 into two sections (vv. 8-11 and 12-15).
He observes a break at v. 12, “where the subject matter and the poetic structure change,” (Structure 93-100, 49).
While there does appear to be a “change” at v. 12, the wisdom motif of vv. 8-15 unifies this section within the
psalm. Therefore, the change at v. 12 can be viewed as creating two subsections within vv. 8-15. With its
various generic qualities, the form-critical classification of Ps 94 proves to be a complicated task.
Conventionally, it has been considered a lament, but the psalm remains too complex for this simple designation.
It does indeed contain elements of lament (both communal and individual), but also consists of wisdom (vv.
8-15) and thanksgiving (vv. 17-19). With its mingled nature, some classify Ps 94 as a mixed poem with a
unified message (see Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 452; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 239). The whole of Ps 94
does appear to function as a communal lament, but the mixed style of the psalm cannot be denied. It seems,
therefore, appropriate to view this psalm as a unique lament that incorporates a variety of genre elements in
order to convey a specific message.
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:tAj`Dv o∞Dv∂rDl hä®rD;kˆy d§Ao oó∂r yEmy∞Im wäøl fyâîqVvAhVl
:báOzSoÅy aâøl w#øtDlSjÅn◊wŒ wóø;mAo h∞Dwh◊y vâOÚfˆy_aøl —y§I;k

13 To give him rest from the days of evil, 
until a pit is dug for the wicked.

14 For the LORD will not forsake his 
people, and his heritage he will not 
abandon.

 wy#∂rSjAa◊wŒ f¡DÚpVvIm b…wâvÎy q®dRxœ_dAo_y`I;k
:b`El_yérVvˆy_lD;k

yIlŒ b¶E…xÅyVtˆy_y`Im My¡IoérVm_MIo yIlœ M…wêqÎy_y`Im
:N‰w`Da yElSoñOÚp_MIo

15 For unto righteousness, justice will 
return, and all the upright in heart will 
(follow) bafter it.

16 Who will arise for me against the 
evildoers? Who will stand for me against 
the workers of iniquity?

h∞Dm…wd h™DnVk`Dv —f⁄AoVmI;k y¡I;l hDtâ∂r◊zRo hÎwh◊y∑ y∞El…wl
:y`IvVpÅn

:yˆnáédDoVsˆy hGÎwh◊yŒ ñÔK√;dVsAj y¡Il◊går hDf∞Dm yI;t√rAmDaœ_MIa

17 If the LORD had not been my help, my 
soul would have dwelt in silence.

18 If I say, “My foot has slipped,” your 
lovingkindness, O LORD, sustains me.

:y`IvVpÅn …wñoVvAoAv`Vy ÔKy#Rm…wj◊nA;tŒ y¡I;b√rIqV;b y∞AÚpAo√rAc bêOrV;b
:qáOj_yElSo l∞DmDo r™ExOy twóø…wAh a∞E;sI;k ÔK√rVbDj◊y`Ahœ

19 When my anxious thoughts are many 
within me, your consolation delights my 
soul.

20 Can a throne of destruction associate with
you, one that plans trouble by statute?

:…woy`Iv√rÅy yâîqÎn Mä∂d◊w qyóî;dAx vRp∞Rn_lAo …w;dwøgÎy∑
:y`IsVjAm r…wâxVl \y#Ahøla´wŒ b¡D…gVcImVl y∞Il h∞Dwh◊y yWIh◊yÅw

21 They band together against the soul of the
righteous, and the blood of the innocent 
they condemn.

22 But the LORD has been my stronghold, 
and my God, the rock of my refuge.

M¡EtyImVxÅy M¶DtDo∂rVb…w MGÎnwøa_tRa —M°RhyElSo bRv§D¥yÅw
:…wny`EhølTa h¶Dwh◊y M#EtyImVxÅyŒ

23 And he has returned their iniquity upon 
them and will destroy them by their evil; 
the LORD our God will destroy them.

Translation Notes
Verse 10
a. In the MT, v. 10b (“he who teaches man knowledge?”) is often regarded as defective. 
Since vv. 9-10a contain alh to complete each rhetorical question, many have suggested that a
negative is implied in the final phrase of v. 10. VanGemeren explains that this omission may 
be by ellipsis.48 Others have proposed viewing the defection as haplography, which entails 
tod (“knowledge”) being read as todm (“without knowledge”).49 It is, however, unnecessary 
to view the MT in v. 10b as inadequate. The phrase “he who teaches man knowledge” is 
simply in parallel with “he who instructs the nations” in v. 10a.50

48. VanGemeren, Psalms, 613.
49. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 238; Dahood, Psalms II, 348.
50. Tate, Psalms 50-100, 484: “The rhetorical question in 10a carries over into 10b, and the jykwy alh is
understood after the colon in 10b: ‘The one who teaches humankind—does he not rebuke?’ This is probably an
example where voice inflection indicated the meaning.” See also Weiser, Psalms, 621; 
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Verse 15
b. Some amend wyrjaw (“and after it”) to tyrjaw (“and a reward,” i.e. “and a reward shall come
to all the upright in heart”).51 Oesterely reads bl_yrvyk wtyrjaw (“and his latter end [be] like the
upright in heart”).52 Tate follows Dahood in reading wyrjaw as “with him,” or “after him (in 
turn, or in like manner).”53 This phrase is admittedly difficult to translate, but it seems that the
message of v. 15b is “the upright in heart will follow after righteousness.”54

3.2  Themes and Theology

3.2.1  Theocentric Themes

YHWH as Judge

Psalm 94 expresses Israel’s belief that YHWH functions as the supreme Arbitrator 

who delivers justice to all the world.55 Particularly, the psalm refers to him as the “Judge of 

the earth” (v. 2) and centres “around the theme of Yahweh as the divine judge.”56 Even before

the title “Judge of the earth” occurs in v. 2, the psalmist calls out to YHWH as the “God of 

vengeances” (v. 1 [2x]). This expression sets the stage for the theme of YHWH as Judge 

formally introduced in v. 2 when he is summoned to arise and render judgment upon the 

wicked. This attribute of vengeance in v. 1, however, should not to be understood by the 

human concept of selfish revenge but in the sense of divine vindication. Sarna explains, “The 

specific epithet used here, ‘God of retribution,’ is paralleled in verse 2 by ‘judge of the earth.’

The understanding of ‘retribution’ is thus clarified: It is not an arbitrary or vindictive act, but 

a judicial intervention against the guilty.”57 This idea of righteous retribution becomes clear 

as the psalm continues with the request that the wicked be brought to justice for both their 

evil deeds (vv. 5-6) and their arrogant attitudes towards YHWH (vv. 3-4, 7). Thus, the 

psalmist remains unambiguous about the just nature of God’s judgment as compared to those 

who sit on a “throne of destruction” and use statutes in an unrighteous manner (v. 20). These 

evildoers are inclined to oppress the righteous and the innocent (v. 21), but the Righteous 

Judge will return justice upon them for their wickedness (v. 23). 

Inherent to the idea of God as Judge is the rule of YHWH over his creation, and 

within the literary context of Psalms 93-100, the kingship of YHWH is naturally reflected in 

51. See, e.g., Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 238.
52. Oesterley, Psalms, 417.
53. Tate, Psalms 50-100, 485. See also Dahood, Psalms II, 349.
54. See VanGemeren, Psalms, 614. See also Harman, Psalms, 318.
55. Mays, Psalms, 302.
56. Broyles, Psalms, 370.
57. Nahum Sarna, “Songs of the Heart: Understanding the Book of Psalms,” Bible Review 9 (1993), 38. See
also Mays, Psalms, 303; Anderson, Psalms, 671; Broyles, Psalms, 370.
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Psalm 94. The beginning of Psalm 94 introduces the kingship of YHWH.58 For example, the 

term Mqn (“vengeance”) primarily occurs in reference to executive activity of the king rather 

than judicial endeavours.59 Tate comments,

The meaningful function of Ps 94 in its context is strengthened further by the 
recognition that the opening petitions in vv 1-2 address Yahweh in language that 
denotes kingship and finds parallel language in Pss 96-99. The function of twmqn 
(“vindication/vengeance”) is a royal one, a function of a king or king-like person, who 
“rises” to judge and to mete out the proper recompense for the proud ones of the earth 
(v 2). Mendenhall (The Tenth Generation, 76-77) summarizes the evidence for the 
usage of the root Mqn and finds that it refers to executive rather than to judicial action; 
the exercise of an imperium, not the exercise of private self-help, though it transcends 
normal legal procedures. Yahweh exercises the divine imperium of the heavenly King 
and Judge of the Earth (v 2). The concepts here comport well with the judging 
function of Yahweh in Pss 96-99, who will put things in right order and correct the 
injustice and inequity of human society.60 

The occurrence of “justice” and “righteousness” in Psalm 94 also add to the tenor of 

kingship, for “[j]ustice and righteousness are the hallmarks of God’s reign (see Pss 96:13; 

97:2; 98:9; 99:4).”61 Thus, Psalm 94 pictures YHWH as the ruling Judge who both reigns in 

righteousness over the earth and will bring relief to the righteous and judgment to the wicked.

In this way, the psalm uniquely complements the surrounding Kingship of YHWH psalms, 

and “even though Psalm 94 does not directly say that God reigns, it reinforces the 

proclamation explicit in Psalms 93; 95-99.”62

Faithfulness of YHWH

As the righteous “Judge of the earth,” Psalm 94 underscores YHWH’s faithfulness on 

behalf of his people. No matter how great the adversity that Israel undergoes, God will not 

abandon the faithful but will continue to show his covenant faithfulness towards his 

“inheritance” (v. 14). Interestingly, the psalmist does not deny the present difficulties of life 

58. The language of vv. 1-2 is of a theophanic nature. See Tate, Psalms 50-100, 490. In the light of this 
language, Howard shows how Ps 94 relates to the Kingship of YHWH psalms: “. . . Psalm 94:1-2 is a call for a 
theophany, for Yhwh to appear and act. Watts has pointed out that ‘words showing characteristic acts of 
Yahweh, including creating, making, establishing, sitting, doing wonders, judging, doing righteous acts, and 
saving’ are another feature of the kingship-of-Yhwh psalms . . . Thus, even as a psalm celebrating the kingship-
of-Yhwh, Psalm 94 is not as inappropriately placed as is commonly supposed,” (“Psalm 94 Among the 
Kingship-of-YHWH Psalms,” CBQ 61 [1999], 683-684).
59. G. E. Mendenhall, “The ‘Vengeance’ of Yahweh” in The Tenth Generation: The Origins of the Biblical
Tradition (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), 76-77.
60. Tate, Psalms 50-100, 489-490. See also Howard, Structure 93-100, 46.
61. McCann, Psalms, 1058.
62. McCann, Psalms, 1057.
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and the oppression experienced at the hands of the wicked. In fact, he is very lucid in his 

description of the treachery that the righteous experience. However, present circumstances do

not negate the relationship into which YHWH has entered with his people. The psalmist 

highlights that “even though temporarily life may be difficult, Yahweh will not be disloyal to 

his people, nor will he abandon permanently his heritage. He ‘will not cast away his people, 

for his great name’s sake’ (1 Sam. 12:22).”63 

Even from personal experience, the psalmist can testify to the faithfulness of YHWH. 

In vv. 17-19, he says, “If the LORD had not been my help, my soul would have dwelt in 

silence. If I say, ‘My foot has slipped,’ your lovingkindness, O LORD, sustains me. When 

my anxious thoughts are many within me, your consolation delights my soul.” In addition, 

the psalmist confesses that YHWH remains “my stronghold,” “my God” and “the rock of my 

refuge.” The personal nature of this confession underlines the inherent manner in which all 

God’s people must relate to him. They should rely on YHWH alone and look to him as their 

refuge during this time of oppression. 

For the post-exilic believer, this psalm encourages faith in the midst of tyranny and 

injustice, as well as the belief that vengeance, indeed, belongs to the LORD (see Deut 32:35).

As the psalmist testifies of the faithfulness of YHWH throughout his own life, the audience 

must remember this fact for their present situation. Kraus says, “Yahweh’s covenant and 

salvation faithfulness over against his people provides the best comfort for him who is 

tempted. The life of the individual pious person is preserved in the covenant people of 

Yahweh—therefore he is not surrendered to the whims of the wicked.”64 Thus, regardless of 

what happens, the reader must not surrender to the ways of evil. He should trust that the 

LORD will not forsake his inheritance and rely on the faithfulness of the righteous Judge.

3.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

The Righteous and the Wicked

The theme of the righteous and the wicked first occurs in Book IV in Psalm 92,65 and 

is of particular importance in Psalm 94. The psalm displays the righteous as those who are 

not arrogantly opposed to YHWH and who do not oppress the weak of society (i.e. the 

widow, the sojourner and the orphan, v. 6). On the other hand, they remain “blessed” (v. 12, 

63. Anderson, Psalms, 674.
64. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 241.
65. See “Psalm 92” in Chapter 2.
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yrva) because they are instructed by the LORD and taught by his law (hrwt).66 In this way, 

they receive rest from the evil days and the pit and, by the judgment of God, justice will 

return and the upright in heart will follow after righteousness (v. 15). 

The wicked are completely opposite to the righteous, and Psalm 94 employs very 

descriptive language to depict their nature. “They are ‘the proud,’ ‘the wicked,’ ‘dullest of 

people,’ ‘fools,’ ‘evildoers,’ ‘wicked rulers.’ Their arrogant words and deeds are given 

prominence; they boast, ‘crush your people,’ ‘kill the widow and the stranger, . . . murder the 

orphan,’ ‘contrive mischief by statute,’ ‘band together . . . and condemn the innocent to 

death.’”67 Thus, the conduct of the wicked opposes the basic tenets of Israelite moral law, and

their attitude is apparently indifferent towards the instruction that YHWH has given (see 

94:12).68 Consequently, the righteous must not follow in the ways of the wicked, which, in 

the end lead to destruction (v. 23; see 92:7-8 [6-7]). Instead, they should uphold the 

instruction of the LORD so that their fate will not be the same (vv. 12-13). 

3.3  Canonical Relationships

3.3.1  Relation to Psalm 95

Significant Terms and Themes

Psalm 94 contains strong connections with Psalms 92, 93 and 95, but especially with 

Psalm 95.69 Initially, the connections between the two psalms are displayed in various lexical 

repetitions. Hossfeld summarises them: 

First among the lines of connection to Psalm 95 is the concatenatio between the 
conclusion of Psalm 94 and the beginning of Psalm 95, involving both the confident 
expression “rock” as divine title (94:22; 95:1) and the group expression “we” (94:23; 
95:1). The designation Mo, “people,” remains constant (94:5, 8, 14; 95:7, 10). The 
divine title la, “El/God” (94:1; 95:3), Myhla, “Elohim/God,” with a suffix (94:22-23; 
95:7), and the proper name YHWH are maintained throughout. The universal realm of 

66. See Ps 1.
67. Schaefer, Psalms, 234-235. 
68. Unfortunately, it remains uncertain who “the wicked” are in this psalm (see Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2,
454). However, this ambiguity has not kept commentators from speculating on the identity of this group. 
Several scholars believe that the psalmist refers to foreign oppressors who have treated Israel unjustly. Others, 
while admitting this possibility, believe that it is more likely a domestic persecution of an upper class of 
Israelites. Kidner says, “These tyrants are not necessarily foreign; they may equally be home-born, like the 
apostate king Manasseh or the cynics of Isaiah 5:18ff,” (Psalms, 340; see also Davidson, Vitality, 312). Perhaps 
it may be that the psalm is intentionally ambiguous, in such a way that it refers to all who are wicked, i.e. both 
foreign and domestic. 
69. Howard, Structure 93-100, 120.
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God’s effectiveness, the “earth” or “world,” is indicated (94:2; 95:4) as well as God’s 
creative activity (rxy, “form/create,” 94:9; 95:5).70 

However, the most important linguistic link between Psalms 94 and 95 is rwx (“rock”), found 

at the end of Psalm 94 and the beginning of Psalm 95.71

Thematically speaking, Howard has also shown that the sovereignty of YHWH is a 

clear connection between the psalms.72 Psalm 94:2 calls God the “Judge of the earth,” while 

Psalm 95:4 states that the depths of the earth remain in his hand. Related to this theme of 

sovereignty, YHWH as Creator occurs in both psalms as well: “He is the One who ‘forms’ 

(ysΩr) the eye (94:9) and dry land (95:5), as well as the One who ‘plants’ the ear (94:9) and 

‘makes’ the sea (95:5). In 95:6, he is also the Maker of his people.”73 Both psalms also 

contain the covenantal motif as a final thematic similarity. Psalm 94 refers to the federal 

relationship between YHWH and Israel, calling the nation both his “people” (vv. 5, 14) and 

“heritage” (vv. 5, 14), and likewise, Psalm 95 highlights this relationship with the praise of 

vv. 1-7c and the prophetic oracle in vv. 7d-11.74

In addition, contrasting motifs also connect Psalms 94 and 95. The references of lop 

(“to do, make”) refer to the workers of iniquity in Psalm 94:4 and 16, while Psalm 95:9 

speaks of the favourable works of God toward Israel.75 Also, “God’s omniscience (94:11) 

contrasts with the guilty lack of knowledge on the part of the people (95:10),” and “the 

human group of those ‘of upright heart’ (94:15b) is distinguished from the people with 

‘hearts gone astray’ (95:10).”76 

Howard suggests one final connecting factor between Psalms 94 and 95—a structure/

genre correspondence. As community psalms, Psalms 94 and 95 contain major non-hymnic 

portions (i.e. the wisdom section of 94:8-15 and the prophetic oracle of 95:7d-11), which are 

hortatory admonitions to God’s people.77 Thus, even in the very nature of their construction 

the psalms show a strong similarity of type.

70. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 456.
71. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 120.
72. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 121.
73. Howard, Structure 93-100, 121.
74. Howard, Structure 93-100, 121.
75. Howard, Structure 93-100, 121. See also Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 456.
76. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 456. See also Howard, Structure 93-100, 121.
77. Howard, Structure 93-100, 120-122.
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3.3.2  Relation to Psalms 93-100

Psalm 94 does not appear to be misplaced in its canonical position as some have 

suggested, and even though Psalm 94 is often not viewed as a Kingship of YHWH psalm, it 

contains elements that clearly display the rule of God by implication.78 With the focus upon 

YHWH’s rule, its placement seems quite natural in this series of kingship psalms, especially 

when we see that Psalms 96:13, 97:2, 98:9 and 99:4 each refer to the role of God as Judge as 

well as King.79 Consequently, the inclusion of Psalm 94 testifies to the ingenious editorial 

work that comprised Book IV as the psalm proves to have a strong connection (linguistically 

and thematically) to the psalms that both precede and follow it.80 Also, in its literary context, 

Psalm 94 serves to remind the reader of the setting for faith in the kingship of YHWH.81 

Though the factors of life and the world may be unfavourable to God’s people, YHWH still 

reigns and rules over all things, even if present circumstances might suggest otherwise. 

Therefore, the audience can confidently say, “YHWH is Judge, and he will judge with 

righteousness. The wicked will face destruction, but the righteous will sing the praises of 

their King forever.”

3.4  Conclusion: Psalm 94

Psalm 94 has been shown not only to have an important function in Book IV but also 

a legitimate place among the Kingship of YHWH psalms. With its emphasis upon the judging

rule of God, the psalm accentuates YHWH’s role as King and aids the theme of kingship in 

Psalms 93-100. The faithfulness of God also provides encouragement to the psalmist and his 

readers, especially when the rule of God may apparently be questionable. The wicked may 

prevail for a time but YHWH knows their thoughts and deeds. He will bring recompense 

upon the wicked, but for those who are instructed by his law, rest will be known in the days 

of evil. With these things in mind, Psalm 94 picks up on the themes of Psalms 90-92 and 

reinforces the kingship theology of Psalms 93-100. YHWH should be praised because, as 

78. See Howard, “Psalm 94,” 683-684. 
79. “God’s role as judge—God’s establishment of justice—also belongs to the exercise of God’s rule (see Pss
9:7-8; 96:13; 97:2; 98:9; 99:4),” (McCann, Psalms, 1057).
80. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 456.
81. Eaton states, “Hardly has the great series of psalms (93-100) proclaiming the kingship of the Lord got under
way, when this psalm intervenes with its picture of a world subjected to a ‘throne of destructions’, a reign of
mindless cruelties. So the harsh context for faith in God the King is acknowledged,” (Psalms: A Historical and
Spiritual Commentary, 336).
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well as being the King who rules over all things, he is the Judge of all peoples. Therefore, 

blessed are those who learn these things and take refuge in him.

4.  Psalm 95: Worship and Warning

As the second section of Book IV continues, Psalm 95 bursts onto the scene as a 

hymn that calls the people of God to worship. While Psalm 94 lamented the actions and 

attitudes of the wicked, Psalm 95 urges singing and thanksgiving on behalf of the great God 

and King of Israel. YHWH’s work as Creator of both the world and his people provides the 

foundation for this jubilant expression of ecstatic praise. However, this is not the only 

emphasis of Psalm 95. Along with its proclamation of worship, it contains an oracle of 

warning that encourages an immediate response. The failure of a previous generation serves 

as an illustration of disobedience, and YHWH warns the audience not to follow their 

example. In this way, the psalm serves as both worship and warning in the context of the rule 

of YHWH as King. 

4.1  Translation

Psalm 95
:…wn`EoVvˆy r…wâxVl hDoy#îrÎnŒ h¡DwhyAl h∞Dn◊…når◊n …wkVlœ
:wáøl `AoyñîrÎn tw#ørIm◊zI;bŒ hó∂dwøtV;b wy∞DnDp h∞Dm√;dåq◊n

1 Come, let us sing for joy to the LORD; let 
us shout joyfully to the rock of our 
salvation.82 

2 Let us come before his presence with 
thanksgiving; let us shout joyfully with 
song to him.

82. Ps 95 consists of two parts, namely a hymn (vv. 1-7c) and a prophetic oracle (vv. 7d-11). These two parts
are structured as follows: A: The Worship of YHWH (vv. 1-7c); B: A Warning to Obey YHWH (vv. 7d-11).
Each section represents a different genre. The first part is often referred to as a hymn or double hymn. There are
two calls to worship with two reasons for worship (see Mays, Psalms, 305). Tate, Psalms 51-100, 501, suggests
that there are actually three calls (v. 1, Klh; v. 2, Mdq; v. 6, awb). The second part consists of a prophetic oracle in
which the psalmist speaks for YHWH in the first person, warning the audience with a reminder of the exodus
generation. While most scholars are in complete agreement with these classifications, some have sought to be
more precise by qualifying this psalm as a liturgy, considering its liturgical nature to be an indication of the
psalm’s unity (see, e.g., G. H. Davies, “Psalm 95,” ZAW 85 [1976], 183-195). With this liturgical function in
mind, the psalm can be seen as having a strong root in temple theology (Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 460),
which may help explain its post-exilic Jewish connection to the Sabbath (see Oesterely, Psalms, 420). Finally,
Pss 50, 81 and 95 are often labeled as festal or festival psalms (see Jörg Jeremias, Kultprophetie und
Gerichtsverkündigung in der späten Königszeit Israels [Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1970],
126-127; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 459; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 498-499), because it is believed they were
often employed during the great festivals of Israel.
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 lw#ødÎ…gŒ JKRl¶Rm…w h¡Dwh◊y lwêødÎ…g l∞Ea y§I;k
:My`IhølTa_lD;k_lAo

 :wáøl MyâîrDh twäøpSowøt◊w X®r¡Da_yérVqVjRm wødÎyV;bœ r∞RvSa

3 For the LORD is a great God, and a great 
King above all gods,

4 In whose hand is the depths of the earth, 
and the heights of the mountains are his.

:…wr`DxÎy wyñ∂dÎy tRv#R;bÅy◊wŒ …wh¡DcDo a…wâh◊w MÎ¥yAhœ wâøl_rRvSa
 h¶Dwh◊y_y´nVp`Il h#Dk√rVbˆnŒ hDoó∂rVkˆn◊w h∞RwSjA;tVvˆn …waø;bœ

:…wn`EcOo

5 The sea is his, for he made it; and his 
hands formed the dry land.

6 Come, let us worship and bow down; let 
us kneel before the LORD our maker.

wúødÎy Naâøx◊w wøtyIo√rAmœ M∞Ao …wnVj§AnSaÅw …wny#EhølTa a…wôh y„I;k
:…wo`DmVvIt wñølOqV;b_M`Ia MwGø¥yAhŒ

 h#D;sAmŒ MwñøyV;k h¡DbyîrVmI;k MRkVbAbVlœ …wâvVqA;t_lAa
:r`D;b√dI;mA;b

7 For he is our God, and we are the people 
of his pasture and the flock of his ahand.83

Today, if your hear his voice,
8 Do not harden your hearts like Meribah, 

like the day at Massah in the wilderness,
:yèIlFoDp …wña∂r_MÅ…g yˆn…wGnDjV;bŒ M¡RkyEtwøbSa yˆn…w;sˆn∑ r∞RvSa
 y∞EoO;t M§Ao r#AmOaÎw rw#ødV;b f…wûq„Da —h∏ÎnDv My§Io„D;b√rAa

:y`Dk∂r√d …wño√dÎy_aøl M#Eh◊wŒ M¡Eh b∞DbEl

9 “When your fathers tested me, they tried 
me, though they had seen my work.

10 Forty years I loathed that generation, and
said, ‘They are a people who err in their 
heart, and they do not know my ways.’

:y`ItDj…wnVm_lRa N…w#aøb◊yŒ_MIa y¡IÚpAaVb yI;tVo¶A;bVvˆn_rRvSa 11 Therefore, I swore in my anger, indeed,
they shall not enter into my rest.”84

Translation Notes
Verse 7
a. The Peshitta and Targum read “his people and the sheep of his pasture.” The term wdy (“his 
hand”) is then shifted to the next phrase and the plural imperative …wo;√d (“know!”) is then 
added.85 Passages such as Jer 23:1, Ezek 34:31, Pss 74:1, 79:13 and 100:3 are often cited as 
support for this emendation. Kraus translates the verse as follows: “For he is our God, and we
are his people—the sheep of his pasturing. Recognize his activity today! Oh, that you would 

83. Interestingly, vv. 1-7c appear to have a chiastic structure: A. Call to Worship (vv. 1-2); B. Hymn to
Yahweh the Creator-King (vv. 3-5); A'. Call to Worship (v. 6); B'. Hymn to Yahweh the Covenant-God (v. 7a-
c). See Charles Bruce Riding, “Psalm 95:1-7c as a Large Chiasm,” ZAW 88 (1976), 418. See also Marc Girard,
“Analyse Structurelle du Psaume 95,” Science et Esprit 33 (1981), 179-189; Pierre Auffret, “Essai su la
Structure litteraire du Psaume 95,” BN 22 (1983), 47-69.
84. The two-part nature of Psalm 95 has led some scholars to question its original unity. See, e.g., Theodor
Seidl, “Scheltwort als Befreiungsrede: Eine Deutung der deuteronomistischen Paränese für Israel in Ps
95,7c-11” in Das Volk Gottes: Ein Ort der Befreiung. FS Elmar Klinger, eds. Hildegund Keul and H.-J. Sander
(Würzburg: Echter, 1998), 109-120. However, most modern scholars accept the original unity of the psalm, and
when its thematic congruence is considered, the evidence supports this conclusion. For instance, Dahood notes
that the flock metaphor occurs in both parts (v. 6, 10), and suggests that this metaphor unifies the psalm
(Dahood, Psalms II, 355; both yot and ykrd wody in v. 10 are used elsewhere in the OT referring to sheep, see Jer
50:6). Another correspondence between vv. 1-7c and 7d-11 is the reference to YHWH’s “pasture” (v. 7b) and
YHWH’s place of “rest” (v. 11). See Girard, “Psaume 95,” 188; Howard, Structure 93-100, 59. In addition, the
liturgical nature of Ps 95 (mentioned above) appears to support an orderly progression from the first section of
the psalm to the second.
85. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 458; BHS.
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listen to his voice!”86 However, this alteration remains unnecessary. The MT makes perfect 
sense and is supported by the LXX and Vulgate.87

4.2  Themes and Theology

4.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

The kingship of YHWH theme is continued in Psalm 95’s acclamation of YHWH as 

Creator and Ruler of both the created order and Israel. After the first call to worship (vv. 1-2),

the psalmist pictures YHWH as the “great God” and “great King,” who is “above all gods” 

(v. 3). With this “pair of royal titles,”88 the kingship theme then continues with the focus on 

YHWH as Creator. God has the absolute right to rule as king because he has made 

everything: “In [his] hand is the depths of the earth, and the heights of the mountains are his. 

The sea is his, for he made it; and his hands formed the dry land (vv. 4-5).” The psalmist uses

both the vertical axis (“depths of the earth” and “heights of the mountains”) and the 

horizontal (“sea” and “dry land”)89 to reveal God’s all-encompassing reign.

Not only is this creational work apparent in the formation of the earth, it is also 

manifested in the establishment of Israel. After the declaration of YHWH’s work in creation 

(vv. 4-5), the psalmist adds another call to worship: “Come, let us worship and bow down; let

us kneel before the LORD our maker” (v. 6). In this verse, the psalmist acknowledges 

YHWH to be the “Maker” (hco) of Israel. With this title (“our Maker”), YHWH’s role as 

King over Israel is shown to be rooted in his creation of a people for himself. 

Moreover, God’s creation of Israel as his people occurred through his election and 

covenant, and the covenantal motif in vv. 6-7c and vv. 7d-11 highlights God’s role as their 

Suzerain. In addition, the imagery of God as the Shepherd of his people enhances the theme 

of kingship, particularly when considering the ancient Near Eastern context. In that historical 

setting, kings were often called “shepherds,”90 and this metaphor pictures YHWH as 

governing and watching over his people in the way a shepherd would his flock. 

Correspondingly, God tenderly cares for his people by governing their lives and leading them

86. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 244. Weiser, Psalms, 625, simply removes wdy and does not add wod.
87. Anderson, Psalms, 679. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalm 2, 459; VanGemeren, Psalms, 618; Dahood,
Psalms II, 354.
88. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 461.
89. See Schaefer, Psalms, 236.
90. See McCann, Psalms, 1062: “In the ancient Near East, kings were known as the shepherds of their people
(see Jer 23:1-4; Ezek 34:1-10), so it is especially fitting that this metaphor appears in a psalm that celebrates
God’s kingship (see also Pss 23:1; 74:1; 79:13; 80:1; 100:3; Ezek 34:11-16).” See also Kraus, Psalms 60-150,
247.
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in the direction they should go. While this shepherd imagery does present a picture of care, it 

also entails that YHWH rules over his people as a suzerain, and they must respond to him as 

their king. Mays explains, 

The shepherd image used to interpret the relation of God to people is far more than a 
lovely pastoral metaphor. It is a royal image of the relation of a king to those he rules 
and portrays his role as leader, provider, and protector (see 77:20; 78:52; 80:1; 100:3 
and the comment on Psalm 23) and so is a way of talking about the LORD as king of 
his people. The LORD rules this people, not only because they live in his world, but 
even more because they owe him their existence.91

Thus, the kingship of YHWH theme is continued through both the Creator and Shepherd 

imagery of Psalm 95. 

Regardless of the present conditions, the psalmist calls the audience to respond in 

worship of the one true King and not to harden their hearts like past generations. In a post-

exilic setting, the psalm serves as a reminder that YHWH is the “great King” over all 

creation, as well as the Shepherd-King of his people. The audience must now look to him as 

their Ruler and trust him because he cares for them as a shepherd does his sheep. 

Consequently, the psalmist provides them with only two options: They can either refuse to 

listen and harden their hearts; or, they can worship YHWH and obey him as their King. The 

choice is theirs.

4.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Worship and Obedience

Commenting on Psalm 95, Anderson states, “The main themes of the Psalm are the 

kingship of Yahweh, his ownership of the world because he had created it, his care for the 

Covenant people, and the responsibilities of those who are in a Covenant relationship with 

him.”92 In this light, the psalmist reveals that the covenant responsibilities of Israel entail 

worship of YHWH and obedience to his covenant, and he does this through both the hymn 

and oracle. Primarily, the hymn of the psalm (vv. 1-7c) focuses on the worship of God, while 

the oracle (vv. 7d-11) serves as a warning to obey the word of YHWH lest the audience 

experience the same fate as the exodus generation.

91. Mays, Psalms, 306.
92. Anderson, Psalms, 677.
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In vv. 1-7c, the psalmist encourages his audience to worship YHWH through singing 

(v. 1), joyful shouting (vv. 1, 2) and thanksgiving (v. 2). These verbal acclamations of praise, 

however, are not the only forms of worship that the psalmist urges. There also exists a call to 

manifest a spirit of devotion in the physical posture of the congregation. In v. 6, the psalmist 

says, “Come, let us worship and bow down; let us kneel before the LORD our maker.” Thus, 

in this worship of God, those who hear the psalmist must show adoration and reverence for 

him in both words and actions. 

The worship offered by the people has its basis in the covenant relationship between 

Israel and YHWH. Israel must praise God because he is their personal God and King, and in 

the calls to worship, the psalmist emphasises this covenant relationship. He refers to YHWH 

as “the rock of our salvation” (v. 1) and “our maker” (v. 6). When he comes to v. 7, the 

psalmist places significant stress upon the people’s ownership of YHWH, as well as 

YHWH’s ownership of Israel: “For he is our God, and we are the people of his pasture and 

flock of his hand.” The “for” (yk) indicates that Israel should enter into worship of YHWH (v.

6) because of his work of entering into covenant with them.93 He has “made” them his own 

(v. 6), and they are, therefore, to worship him, and him alone. 

After the summons to corporate worship of YHWH, the psalm continues with an 

oracle from God himself (vv. 7d-11), which serves as an entreaty for the people to obey the 

“voice” of YHWH (v. 7). In the immediate context of the covenant (v. 7), the psalmist 

carefully urges his listeners to obedience.94 In this light, the exodus generation (the generation

with whom the covenant was made) is presented as a negative example of those who did not 

obey their Shepherd-King. The psalmist warns his audience not to follow in their footsteps by

hardening their hearts in a similar manner, because the result of their disobedience was 

YHWH’s anger and judgment and they were not allowed to enter into his “rest” (v. 11). 

In the wilderness setting during the exodus period, the “rest” of God most certainly 

refers to the promised land of Canaan.95 However, for the psalmist’s immediate audience 

(most likely in the temple), already being in the land of promise, the “rest” of God takes on a 

more spiritual meaning, probably referring to the presence of God in the temple.96 On the 

other hand, for post-exilic Israel, the “rest” is most likely eschatological. Oesterley 

93. See Davidson, Vitality, 315.
94. With the term “Today” (Mwyh), there is a sense of immediacy for the people to respond. See Frank-Lothar
Hossfeld, “Psalm 95: Gattungsgeschichtliche, kompositionskritische und bibeltheologische,” in Neue Wege der
Psalmenforschung, eds. Klaus Seybold and Erich Zenger (Frieburg: Herder, 1994), 36.
95. Dahood, Psalms II, 355; Davidson, Vitality, 317.
96. Howard, Structure 93-100, 57.
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comments, “By rest, or resting-place, the promised land was originally meant (cp. Deut. 129),

but the psalmist uses it in a more spiritual sense; perhaps, in view of Isa. 3218, where the word

occurs, it is used here in an eschatological sense, as there.”97 On this note, the eschatological 

nature of this rest has been well-placed among Psalms 93-100 where both eschatological and 

kingship themes are prominent. Also, to an audience that has just experienced exile, this 

sense of “rest” would be of great significance. The land no longer remains controlled by the 

nation of Israel, nor is the glory of the temple the same. Thus, the “rest” of YHWH now has 

an eschatological significance to the post-exilic Israelites, and the psalm cautions them that 

without obedience they will not enter into it. Just as disobedience led to the exodus 

generation’s debarment from entrance into the land, and a later generation’s exile, so their 

disobedience will result only in judgment and the withdrawal of God’s rest.

In the light of these things, Psalm 95 emphasises the responsibilities of the covenant 

people to worship YHWH and obey him. If the audience desires to enter God’s rest, there are 

no options. As the great King, YHWH has made Israel his own people by his grace, and from

the psalmist’s perspective, his favour towards them provides every reason to worship and 

keep his commands. Thus, this psalm of worship and warning captures the attention of its 

readers and incites them to choose “today” whom they will serve.

4.3  Other Elements

4.3.1  Mosaic Motif

Meribah and Massah

The oracle of Psalm 95:7d-11 resumes the Mosaic motif that began Book IV. As 

Psalms 90-92 (and possibly Ps 93) were shown to contain this tenor,98 this psalm contains the 

same Leitmotif by explicit reference to the exodus generation and their rebelliousness in the 

wilderness. The terms Meribah and Massah (“dispute” and “testing”) refer to the event when 

Israel quarrelled with Moses and tested YHWH. Consequently, their rebellion led to God 

commanding Moses to strike the rock so that the Israelites would have water to drink.99 It is 

unclear, however, to which Meribah and Masseh event Psalm 95 refers. For instance, in 

Exod. 17:1-7, Moses is commanded to strike the rock, and in Num. 20:2-13, he is told to 

speak to it (which he then disobediently strikes). 

97. Oesterley, Psalms, 421-422.
98. See the earlier studies in Chapters 2 and 3.
99. Dahood notes that “rock” (rwx) in Ps 95:1 is a “probable allusion to the rock that yielded water in the desert,
according to Exod xvii 1ff,” (Psalms II, 353). See also Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 460.
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Having said this, Tate suggests that Exodus 17 may be the key passage for Psalm 

95:8: 

Meribah and Massah occur together in Deut 33:8 and in Exod 17:7. Massah only is 
mentioned in Deut 6:16 and 9:22. Meribah occurs without Massah in Num 20:1-13 
and in Ps 81:7 . . . Perhaps, the key passage for Ps 95:8 is Exod 17:7: “And he called 
the name of the place Massah and Meribah, because of the faultfinding (byr) of the 
children of Israel, and because they put the LORD to the proof (hsn) by saying, ‘Is the 
LORD among us or not?’”(RSV).100

Furthermore, both Exodus 17 and Psalm 95 contain rwx (“rock”), while ols is used for “rock” 

in Numbers 20. Regardless of the precise referent, the incident at Meribah and Massah is 

essentially a testimony to the unbelief of that generation as they questioned the goodness of 

God towards the nation of Israel (Exod 17:7, “Is the LORD among us, or not?”).

As a testimony, this event occurs in Psalm 95 and Book IV as a warning to the present

audience about questioning YHWH’s faithfulness. God had proven his faithfulness to the 

exodus generation many times but they refused to trust him and acknowledge his presence 

among Israel. Similarly, YHWH has shown his goodness to Israel in every generation, and 

the reader must not question his faithfulness now or his constant presence with his people. 

Tate comments, “The testing of the Meribah-generation was the questioning of the reality of 

the presence of Yahweh.”101 Likewise, if the psalmist’s audience questions the presence of 

their King and his covenant faithfulness, YHWH will judge them in a similar manner. If they 

do not worship him (vv. 1-7c) or obey his voice (v. 7d), they will prove their unbelief in the 

presence of YHWH. Thus, this warning would also ring true in the ears of post-exilic Israel, 

having already witnessed the judgment of God on behalf of the previous generations. 

Deuteronomic Language

As with Psalms 90-92, Psalm 95 reflects significant Deuteronomic language and 

themes underlining the Mosaic association. While having several linguistic similarities, two 

particular terms in Psalm 95 are distinctly Deuteronomic. First, “The use of ‘today’ (Mwyh) 

recalls the frequent use of this term throughout the book of Deuteronomy.”102 This term 

occurs often in the sermonic material of Deuteronomy103 and frequently in the context of 

100. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 502.
101. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 502. See also Davies, “Psalm 95,” 194.
102. W. Dennis Tucker, Jr., “Psalm 95: Text, Context, and Intertext,” Bib 81 (2000), 538.
103. Davidson, Vitality, 316.
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Israel’s needing to listen to God.104 In addition, the term functions as a “stylistic device” that 

“stresses the urgency of hearing the message,”105 which is certainly appropriate to the purpose

of Psalm 95. Second, the reference to God’s “rest” (hjwnm) in v. 11 alludes to the promised 

land in Deuteronomy.106 Although the term “rest” occurs in several places in the MT, only in 

Psalm 95:11 and Deut. 12:9 is there reference to “entering into (the) rest” (hjwnm[h] la awb).107 

Also, Howard has shown that significant correspondences exist between the “Song of 

Moses” (Deut 32) and Psalm 95. First, “[T]he psalm speaks of the rebellious wilderness 

generation but in the context of addressing a later generation (vv. 7d-11). The first generation

addressed in this way was the generation in Deuteronomy 32, namely, the children of the 

rebellious generation.”108 In Moses’ song, he urges the people not to repeat the errors of their 

fathers, and the psalmist, whose function is similar to Moses, exhorts a later generation in a 

similar way.109 Also, only the exodus generation is referred to in both texts; no other part of 

Israel’s history is mentioned.110 Second, both poems “share several divine names and titles.” 

Howard states, “YHWH of course occurs in both. The word sΩwr ‘Mountain’ occurs in Ps 

95:1a and six times, referring to YHWH, in the Song. The word }l ‘God’ occurs in Ps 95:3a 

and at least twice in the Song; }lhynw ‘our God’ occurs in Ps 95:7a and once in the Song; hw} 

‘he’, referring to YHWH, occurs in Ps 95:5a and 7a and occurs three times in the Song.”111 In

the light of these things, it seems that the psalm possibly reflects the great “Mosaic” poem of 

Deuteronomy 32. Thus, the psalmist appears to rely upon both the language of that book and 

the Song of Moses in order to exhort his readers in a typical Deuteronomic fashion. 

The Mosaic Motif and Book IV

 These features in Psalm 95 continue the “Mosaic” nature of Book IV of the Psalter. 

Of the first six psalms that have been examined, four (Pss 90-92, 95) contain reference of 

104. Gerstenberger comments, “Emphasis on ‘today’s’ opportunity to listen to the will of God is found most of
all in Dtr texts (cf. Exod 34:11; Deut 4:40; 6:6; 7:11; 8:19; 9:3; 11:2: 29:9-14: 30:11, 15; etc.),” (Psalms, 183).
See also McCann, Psalms, 1062.
105. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 502.
106. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 248; Davidson, Vitality, 317.
107. Georg Braulik, “Gottes Ruhe—Das Land oder the Tempel? Zu Psalm 95, 11” in Freude an der Weisung des
Herrn: Beiträge zur Theologie der Psalmen. Festschrift Heinrich Groß, eds. Ernst Hagg and Frank-Lothar
Hossfeld (Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1987), 41.
108. Howard, Structure 93-100, 61.
109. Howard, Structure 93-100, 61. Note also that although Moses refers to YHWH mostly in the third person,
both he and the psalmist quote YHWH. 
110. Howard, Structure 93-100, 60-61.
111. Howard, Structure 93-100, 60-61.
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some sort—implied or direct—to Moses. As will be seen, many of the remaining psalms 

incorporate a “Mosaic” element, and consequently, when considering the literary context, 

Moses and the period in which he lived become quite prominent in Book IV. This presence 

naturally gives rise to questions regarding the editorial purpose of this theme. While the 

purpose of this motif is explicitly addressed below,112 its presence appears to be a significant 

response to the crisis of exile in Book III. This being said, it is possible that this motif serves 

to re-orient the reader to Israel’s past to learn to trust in YHWH as king and not turn from 

him like past generations. Having examined the message of Psalm 95, the psalm itself 

certainly suits this view.

4.4  Canonical Relationships

4.4.1  Relation to Psalm 96

Significant Terms and Themes

There are numerous similarities between Psalms 95 and 96. Most notably, both 

psalms contain two sets of significant words: hwhy and Klm; and Myhla_lk_lo. In Psalm 95:3, 

the psalmist declares, “For the LORD (hwhy) is a great God, and a great King (Klm) above all 

gods (Myhla_lk_lo).” Likewise, Psalm 96:4, 10 state (respectively), “For great is the LORD 

and greatly to be praised; he is to be feared above all gods (Myhla_lk_lo),” and “Say among 

the nations, ‘The LORD reigns (Klm hwhy) . . .”113 In addition, YHWH is called “great” (lwdg) 

in Psalms 95:3 and 96:4, and the term lwdg occurs among the reasons for praising God.114 The 

liturgical use of awb (“come”) is also present in Psalms 95:6 and 96:8, and both psalms 

contain vocabulary for worship: “to sing” (95:1; 96:12, Nnr) and “to worship” (95:6; 96:9, 

hwj).115 Along with this theme of worship, Psalms 95 and 96 contain the motif of YHWH’s 

sovereign rule: “He is Creator ({sÍh: 95:5a, 96:5b), and he is sovereign over the sea (ym: 95:5, 

96:11) and other elements of nature (95:4-5; 96:5, 11-12). He is above the gods, as well 

(95:3, 96:4-5).”116 

In addition to being Kingship of YHWH psalms, the structure of Psalms 95 and 96 

also serves as a correspondence between them. Psalms 95:1-6 and 96:1-9 are both hymns that

begin with calls to worship (95:1-2; 96:1-3) followed by reasons for worship (95:3-5; 

112. Chapter 7 will consider the presence of Moses in Book IV.
113. Howard notes, “These are stronger links than the links between most other adjacent psalm pairs in the
93-100 group,” (Structure 93-100, 132).
114. Howard, Structure 93-100, 132.
115. Howard, Structure 93-100, 132.
116. Howard, Structure 93-100, 132.
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96:4-6), and then, another call to worship occurs (95:6; 96:7-9). Within this structural 

comparison, it is important to note that “[e]ach of the reasons-for-praise sections opens by 

speaking of YHWH’s greatness and mentions YHWH’s sovereignty over the gods and 

nature.”117 With these linguistic, thematic and genre/structural connections, Psalms 95 and 96 

appear to have been juxtaposed for the purpose of continuing the already present kingship of 

YHWH theme.

 

4.4.2  Relation to Psalms 93-100

Obviously, Psalm 95 connects to Psalms 93-100 by its kingship imagery, which is 

explicitly found in Psalms 93, 96, 97, 98 and 99, and implicitly in Psalms 94 and 100.118 With

the declaration of YHWH as King above all other gods (see 96:4; 97:7, 9) and the praise of 

God as king being the central idea of the psalm (see 96, 97, 98, 99, 100), Psalm 95 functions 

well in the second section of Book IV as it bridges the first part (Pss 93-94) with the second 

(Pss 96-100).119 With Psalms 93 and 94, it extends the elements of resistance against 

YHWH’s rule from the forces of chaos (Ps 93) and the wicked (Ps 94) to his own covenant 

people.120 Also, it appears to form a frame with Psalm 100 around the core group of Psalms 

96-99.121 In the light of these things, Psalm 95 proves to be an integral part of the second sub-

group in Book IV as it helps to unite Psalms 93-100 both thematically and theologically.

Psalms 95 and 100

The frame formed by Psalms 95 and 100 is worthy of further examination. First, both 

psalms highlight YHWH’s covenant relationship with Israel, his role as Creator and the 

praise of God.122 They are also both hymns containing the hymnic element of a call to 

worship (95:1-2; 100:1-2). In addition, Psalm 100 shares a significant correlation with Psalm 

95. In Psalm 100:3, the psalmist states, “Know that the LORD, He is God; it is he who has 

made us, and, indeed, we are his people and the flock of his pasture.” This verse is of course 

similar to Psalm 95:6-7 (“Come, let us worship and bow down; let us kneel before the LORD

our maker. For he is our God, and we are the people of his pasture and the flock of his 

hand”). These two verses are unique in the whole MT as Tucker has noted that Psalms 95 and

117. Howard, Structure 93-100, 132.
118. See the earlier section on Ps 94. The kingship motif can be seen in the shepherd imagery of Ps 100:3.
119. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 462.
120. McCann, Psalms, 1063.
121. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 141; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 462; McCann, Psalms, 1061.
122. Howard, Structure 93-100, 138.
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100 are the only places in the Hebrew Bible where the three ideas of God as Maker and 

Shepherd and his people as sheep converge in a single context.123 In this way, these psalms 

“stand in dialogue.”124

While Psalms 95 and 100 form a frame about Psalms 96-99, it does not appear to 

suggest (contra Howard)125 that Psalms 95-100 comprise the second section of Book IV. The 

kingship of YHWH is so prominent in this portion of the Psalter that its presence in Psalm 93

and Psalm 94 implies their inclusion within this section. Also, when considering the unity of 

Psalms 90-92, it seems probable that they are to be distinguished as the opening section. Most

likely, Psalm 95 does not function as the first psalm of this unit but as a “bridge from the first

part of the group (Psalms 93-94: establishing the royal rule) to the second part (Psalms 

96-100: universal application of the royal rule).”126 

4.6  Conclusion: Psalm 95

As a psalm about worship and warning, Psalm 95 stimulates its audience to praise the 

great God and King of Israel, while cautioning them not to make the same mistake as the 

exodus generation. YHWH stands worthy of praise because he is the Creator and Ruler of the

earth, as well as the covenant God of Israel. As the sheep of YHWH’s hand, his people are 

called to heed his voice and respond in an appropriate manner. Thus, the sombre poem 

elevates the importance of God’s people in fulfilling the covenant responsibilities of 

obedience and worship. To neglect these duties would, in essence, be a denial of the presence

of God among his people, and lead to their expulsion from the “rest” of YHWH. In this way, 

the message of Psalm 95 “participates in the response to the theological crisis raised by the 

shape and content of Books I-III.”127 Exile has occurred, and now the present audience must 

respond in trust and obedience to YHWH as their King, lest they suffer the same judgment as

previous generations. 

123. Tucker, “Psalm 95,” 536: “There are several texts that mention God as both creator and shepherd (Isa 43,1,
15; Deut 32:6). In addition, Ps 79,13 and Ezek 34,31 use the same vocabulary to speak about pastures and
sheep. But Ps 95 and 100 are the only places in the Hebrew Bible where these three concepts converge, using
terminology that explicitly refers to God as Maker and Shepherd, and to his people as sheep.”
124. Tucker, “Psalm 95,” 536.
125. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 166. 
126. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 462.
127. McCann, Psalms, 1061.
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5.  Psalm 96: The Universal Reign of YHWH

With Psalm 96, the core group128 in Psalms 93-100 begins, along with an intensity of 

worship that is without match thus far in Book IV. The centrality of the praise of YHWH as 

King in this psalm draws the reader into a more comprehensive understanding of God’s reign.

Nothing exists beyond his sovereign rule, and all of creation remains accountable to him as 

the coming Judge. While both Psalms 95 and 96 contain a strong worship emphasis, Psalm 96

does not continue the explicit warning against disobedience present in Psalm 95. There may, 

however, be an implicit warning as Psalm 96 pictures YHWH the King as the coming Judge, 

but his judgment in this psalm appears to refer (primarily) to the reestablishment of a right 

order in creation. Having said this, the psalmist entreats all of the congregation, the peoples, 

the nations and the cosmos to worship YHWH for he is great and “greatly to be praised.”

5.1  Translation

Psalm 96
 hGÎwhyAlŒ …wry¶Iv vó∂dDj ry∞Iv hÎwhyAlœ …wry∞Iv

:X®r`DaDh_lD;k
MwGøyVlŒ_Mwáø¥yIm …wõrVÚcA;b wóømVv …wâkßrD;b hÎwhyAlœ …wry∞Iv

:wáøtDo…wv◊y

1 Sing to the LORD a new song; sing to the 
LORD all the earth.129

2 Sing to the LORD, bless his name; 
Proclaim his salvation from day to day.

128. Pss 96-99.
129. No consensus has arisen on the psalm’s structure, and with so many different views, it remains impossible
to list them all. However, most divide Ps 96 into either two, three or four sections, but the dividing of these
sections vary. See, e.g., Dahood, Psalms II, 357; Jörg Jeremias, Das Königtum Gottes in den Psalmen: Israels
Begegnung mit dem kanaanäischen Mythos in den Jahwe-König-Psalmen (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck and
Ruprecht, 1987), 123; Howard, Structure 93-100, 65. For the sake of organisation, it appears that three distinct
sections arise in Ps 96 based on the three summons to praise; three imperatives occur in both vv. 1-2a and 7-8a,
and four jussives in vv. 11-12. Also, these sections appear to show a progression of praise from Israel (vv. 1-6)
to the nations (vv. 7-10) to the cosmos (vv. 11-13). See Erich Zenger, “Theophanien Des Königsgottes JHWH:
Transformationen von Psalm 29 in den Teilkompositionen Ps 28-30 und Ps 93-100” in The Book of Psalms:
Composition and Reception, eds. Peter W. Flint and Patrick D. Miller, Jr. (VTSup 99; Leiden: Brill, 2005), 424.
Therefore, Ps 96 can be sectioned as follows: A: All Praise to YHWH, the God above other gods (vv. 1-6); B:
All Praise to YHWH, the Great King (vv. 7-10); C: All Praise to YHWH, the Coming Judge (vv. 11-13).
Relatively little disagreement exists among scholars regarding the form of Ps 96 (Howard, Structure 93-100,
64). With the centrality of the praise of YHWH as King, the psalm has been classified both as a hymn and a
Kingship of YHWH psalm. While a general consensus exists regarding the genre of the psalm, further
discussion involves the relation of Ps 96 to 1 Chronicles 16 and Isaiah 40-66. Some scholars have suggested that
the Chronicler was dependent upon Ps 96 as he constructed his psalm. Also, some believe that the author of Ps
96 relied upon Isaiah 40-66 when writing the psalm. However, the correspondence between Ps 96 and both 1
Chronicles 16 and Isaiah 40-66 does not necessarily mean that one author was dependent upon another. Each
compiler may be drawing upon a long standing tradition of praise founded on a conceptual basis of the
uniqueness and supremacy of YHWH (see Davidson, Vitality, 317; Dahood, Psalms II, 357; Eaton, Psalms: A
Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 340; VanGemeren, Psalms, 620).
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:wy`DtwøaVlVpˆn My#I;mAo`DhŒ_lDkV;b wúødwøbV;k M∞Iywø…gAb …wêrVÚpAs
a…w#hŒ añ∂rwøn dóOaVm l∞D;lUhVm…w h∞Dwh◊y lwûødÇÎg y¶I;k

:My`IhølTa_lD;k_lAo

3 Tell among the nations his glory, among 
all the peoples his wonders.

4 For great is the LORD and greatly to be 
praised; he is to be feared above all gods.

 hGÎwhy`AwŒ My¡IlyIlTa My∞I;mAoDh y∞EhølTa_lD;k —y§I;k
:h`DcDo Mˆy¶AmDv

:wáøv∂;dVqImV;b t®r#RaVpIt◊wŒ zñOo wy¡DnDpVl rñ∂dDh◊w_dwøh

5 For all the gods of the peoples are 
worthless things, but the LORD made the 
heavens.

6 Majesty and splendour are before him; 
strength and beauty are in his sanctuary. 

dwñøbD;k hGÎwhyAlŒ …wñbDh My¡I;mAo twâøjVÚpVvIm hÎwhyAlœ …wâbDh
:záOoÎw

…wañøb…w h#Dj◊nImŒ_…wáaVc wóømVv dwâøbV;k hÎwhyAlœ …wâbDh
:wy`DtwørVxAjVl

7 Ascribe to the LORD, O families of the 
peoples, ascribe to the LORD glory and 
strength.

8 Ascribe to the LORD the glory of his 
name; bring an offering and come into his 
courts.

wyGÎnDÚpImŒ …wly¶Ij v®dúOq_tår√dAhV;b hÎwhyAlœ …wâwSjA;tVvIh
:X®r`DaDh_lD;k

lEbE;tœ Nwâø;kI;t_PAa JK#DlDm h§Dw„h◊y —M∏ˆywø…gAb …wûrVmIa
:MyáîrDvyEmV;b My#I;mAoŒ NyñîdÎy fwóø;mI;t_lA;b

9 Worship the LORD ain holy splendour; 
tremble before him all the earth.

10 Say among the nations, “The LORD 
reigns; indeed the world is established, it 
will never be moved; he will judge the 
peoples with equity.”

:wáøaølVm…w MGÎ¥yAhŒ M¶Ao√r`Iy X®r¡DaDh l∞EgDt◊w MˆyAmDÚvAhœ …wâjVmVcˆy
…wGn◊…når◊yŒ z¶Da wóø;b_rRvSa_lDk◊w yådDcœ zâølSoÅy

:rAo`Dy_yExSo_lD;k

11 Let the heavens be glad, and let the earth
rejoice; let the sea thunder and all its 
fullness;

12 Let the field exult and all that is in it. 
Then all the trees of the forest will sing 
for joy

 X®r¶DaQDh f©OÚpVvIl aDb y¶I;k a#Db yWI;k —h∏Îwh◊y y§EnVpIl
:wáøtÎn…wmTaR;b My#I;mAo◊wŒ q®d¡RxV;b l¶EbE;t_fáOÚpVvˆy

13 Before the LORD, for he is coming, for 
he is coming to judge the earth. He will 
judge the world in righteousness and the 
peoples in his faithfulness.

Translation Notes
Verse 9
a. The phrase “in holy splendour/array” (vdq_trdhb) has traditionally been considered to refer
to the worship of God in the Levitical vestments. However, recent discussion has suggested 
that “holy splendour” actually refers to YHWH’s splendour. In this view, the “array” or 
“adornment” is believed to be metaphorical, similar to the use of hrdh in Prov 14:28.130 Also, 
support for this interpretation is found in the Ugaritic term hdrt, which  is translated “dream, 
vision,” (see Keret I, 3:51). The Ugaritic parallel has led some to consider Ps 96:9 as 
implying a theophanic appearance of YHWH. Therefore, many modern scholars believe that 
96:9a depicts the worship of YHWH in the holy splendour of his appearance.131 This 
suggestion is not without merit given the images of theophany in Ps 96 (e.g., v. 9b).

130. Howard, Structure 93-100, 63.
131. See, e.g.,  Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 251; Howard, Structure 93-100, 63; Eaton, Psalms, 234-235.
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5.2  Themes and Theology

5.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

With the declaration “The LORD reigns” (v. 10), Psalm 96 continues the prominent 

kingship of YHWH motif which is central to Psalms 93-100. When considering the climactic 

nature of v. 10,132 the hymn itself appears to be unified by this theme, and the “[p]roclamation

of Yahweh’s kingship serves as a catalyst for the whole text, supporting its hymnic 

structure.”133 The function of v. 10 regarding this motif is quite spectacular: “Say among the 

nations, ‘The LORD reigns; indeed the world is established, it will never be moved; he will 

judge the peoples with equity.’” This verse announces YHWH’s rule as well as the two 

specific elements of his kingship present in Psalm 96—his roles as creator and judge. 

To begin with, the element of YHWH’s role as creator first occurs prior to v. 10. In 

the context of vv. 1-6, the psalmist praises YHWH above all other gods because these so-

called gods are “worthless things/idols” (Mylyla). He supports his conclusion about the “gods”

by noting that “the LORD made the heavens” (v. 5) and stating that “majesty and splendour” 

are before YHWH and “strength and beauty are in his sanctuary” (v. 6).134 Also, in the latter 

part of the psalm, the same heavens made by God (v. 5) are summoned to praise in v. 11, 

along with everything else in creation (vv. 11-12). 

In addition to being Creator, divine kingship manifests itself in Psalm 96 through 

YHWH’s role as judge. Introduced in v. 10, v. 13 then expands this element as all of creation 

is called to worship YHWH because he comes to judge the earth, both the world in 

“righteousness” and the peoples in his “faithfulness.” This judgment that the King will render

does not necessarily refer to judgment against criminal deeds but to a positive act of making 

things right in creation.135 Its seems likely, therefore, that the judgment of God in Psalm 96 

primarily concerns the reinstitution of a right order to both the nations and the world. This 

conclusion, however, does not exclude the idea of punishment; it simply focuses upon the 

governmental side of judgment.136

132. Zenger, “Theophanien,” 431.
133. Gerstenberger, Psalms, 189.
134. Some commentators interpret these terms by personification, thereby viewing “majesty,” “splendour,”
“strength” and “beauty” as attendants to YHWH (see Tate, Psalms 51-100, 514).
135. Brueggemann, Message, 145. See also Weiser, Psalms, 630.
136. Kirkpatrick clarifies, “The predominant aspect of judgement here is not punishment but government,
although no doubt government must include punishment (Is. xi. 3, 4),” (Psalms, 579).
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Also, the kingship of YHWH theme in Psalm 96 contains two noticeable 

characteristics: God’s rule is both universal and eschatological. First, the universal essence of

God’s reign includes all of the peoples, the nations and creation as being under the sovereign 

jurisdiction of his kingship. Second, the kingship of YHWH motif in this psalm contains an 

eschatological overtone, regarding which Oesterley comments, “While the whole psalm 

bears, mostly by implication, an eschatological character, it is only in the concluding verses 

that this becomes definite in expression.”137 In v. 13, the psalmist writes, “[F]or he is coming, 

for he is coming to judge the earth. He will judge the world in righteousness and the peoples 

in his faithfulness.” As McCann comments, “Israel affirmed God’s just and righteous rule as 

a present reality, and yet the experience of God’s justice and righteousness was for Israel and 

is for us always in the midst of ongoing injustice and brokenness. In short, the affirmation of 

God’s reign, here as always, is eschatological.”138 

Thus, the kingship of YHWH theme in Psalm 96 has dramatic implications for the 

audience of Book IV regarding their present understanding of God’s involvement in the 

created order, both in the present and the future. Even if current circumstances would appear 

otherwise, “YHWH reigns,” and his kingship exists not only over his people but also over all 

the peoples of the earth, the nations and the creation. Consequently, his rule as a present 

reality entails an eschatological appearance in which the King himself will judge all of 

creation with righteousness and in his faithfulness. Therefore, the audience has every reason 

to trust him now and be devoted to his covenant. Accordingly, the only appropriate response 

is to sing to YHWH and declare among the nations that he is King, even if they believe that 

the exile and fall of Jerusalem suggest otherwise.

5.2.2  Anthropocentic Themes

Worship

The worship of YHWH as king clearly pervades Psalm 96 and its message as each 

strophe begins with a multiple summons to worship. In vv. 1-6, a threefold command occurs 

for the present congregation to “sing to the LORD,” and likewise, the second section (vv. 

7-10) contains three occurrences of “ascribe to the LORD.” A final summons to creation 

appears in vv. 11-12 consisting of four jussives: “let the heavens be glad,” “let the earth 

rejoice,” “let the sea thunder” and “let the field exult.” The psalm also contains many other 

137. Oesterley, Psalms, 422. 
138. McCann, Psalms, 1066.
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expressions regarding the worship of YHWH, mostly verbal acclamations to or about God 

(vv. 2b, 3) and worshipping him (vv. 8b, 9b). Liturgical images pertaining to temple worship 

are also present: “sanctuary” (v. 6, vdqm), “offering” (v. 8, hjnm) and “courts” (v. 8, rxj). 

Overall, Psalm 96 is a worship-centred hymn, exalting YHWH as the Great High King over 

all gods, all nations and the entire earth.

As Psalm 96 portrays the universal nature of the kingship of YHWH, worship in this 

psalm is also fundamentally universal. The parameters of praise extend beyond the Israelite 

congregation to the peoples, the nations and the components of creation, and YHWH’s 

kingship serves as the rationale for this expansion of praise.139 His continual salvation (v. 2), 

wonders (v. 3), glory (vv. 3, 7, 8), sovereignty and dominion all stem from his kingly 

function and contribute to the grounds for this global worship. 

Of particular interest regarding the praise of YHWH is the “new song” (v. 1, vdj ryv) 

that the psalmist commands to be sung. There have been several suggestions as to what “new 

song” refers and the nature of its use, but McCann offers three possibilities by way of 

summary: 

(1) The new song perhaps should be understood as Psalm 96 itself as it was sung in 
the Temple upon the occasion of the re-enthronement of God at an annual New Year 
festival (see 1 Chr 16:23-33, where most of Psalm 96 appears as part of the praises 
accompanying David’s movement of the ark to Jerusalem) . . . (2) The “new song” 
may also be understood as the response to a historical event, such as the return of the 
exiles from Babylonian captivity . . . (3) The new song may be sung not so much in 
celebration of what God has done or is doing but in anticipation of what God will 
do.140

These options, however, “are not mutually exclusive.”141 McCann continues, “The liturgical 

celebration of God’s reign in the present is related to experience of God in the past, and both 

the past and the present dimensions lead to the anticipation of a transformed future. In other 

words, a liturgical or historical reading of Psalm 96 will also inevitably have an 

eschatological dimension . . .”142

139. “God’s reign is the motive for all creatures to rejoice,” (Schaefer, Psalms, 238-239).
140. McCann, Psalms, 1064-1065.
141. McCann, Psalms, 1065.
142. McCann, Psalms, 1065.
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In this light, many scholars perceive the “new song” as having an eschatological 

focus.143 Interestingly, this conclusion is supported by another Kingship of YHWH psalm. 

The same construction (“Sing to the LORD a new song”) also introduces Psalm 98. While the

relation of Psalms 96 and 98 will be discussed later, it is important to note that both psalms 

emphasise the praise of YHWH as king universally and eschatologically. So, Psalm 96 

encourages the present audience to engage in the worship of YHWH with the future hope and

expectation of collaborating with the nations and creation in the praise of God as king. 

Regarding McCann’s above suggestions, it seems that “new song” is best viewed as 

anticipating what God will do.

5.3  Canonical Relationships

5.3.1  Relation to Psalm 97

Significant Terms and Themes

Of all the texts in Psalms 93-100, Psalms 96 and 97 share the greatest number of 

common terms, and many of these terms link the two psalms together. The most important 

links are first, Klm hwhy (96:10; 97:1, “The LORD reigns”) and second, Xrah lgt (96:11; 97:1, 

“let the earth rejoice”).144 Also of significance are the terms “worthless things/idols” (96:5; 

97:7, Mylyla),145 “heavens” (96:5, 11; 97:7, Mymv), “glory” (96:3, 7, 8; 97:6, dwbk),146 “rejoice” 

(96:11; 97:1, 8, lyg)147 and “tremble” (96:9; 97:4, lyj).148 

In addition, prominent thematic correspondences exist between Psalms 96 and 97. As 

Kingship of YHWH psalms, both of them obviously contain the theme of kingship, being 

expressed in universal terms; he not only reigns over the peoples and creation149 but even 

over the other so-called “gods” (96:4-5; 97:9). Included in this motif, YHWH’s role as judge 

appears in Psalms 96 and 97.150 Worship exists as another shared focus in Psalms 96 and 

97,151 with both psalms revealing the scope of this praise to be universal; the peoples and 

143. See, e.g., Tate, Psalms 51-100, 514; Harman, Psalms, 321. See also Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 252: “vdj ryv is
the ‘eschatological song’ that breaks out of the category of space and time and embraces all things (cf. Isa.
42:10; Pss, 98:1; 149:1; Rev. 5:9).”
144. Howard, Structure 93-100, 142.
145. These are the only occurrences of this term in the Psalter.
146. “Heavens” and “glory” only occur here among Pss 93-100.
147. These are the only occurrences of this term in Book IV.
148. The only other occurrence of this term in Book IV is Ps 90:2. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 142-143, for
his discussion of these terms.
149. Howard, Structure 93-100, 144.
150. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 144.
151. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 143-144.
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creation are witnesses of YHWH’s glory and righteousness (see 97:7), and Psalm 97:7 even 

calls the worthless “gods” to worship him. Also of important note, Psalms 96 and 97 are the 

only Kingship of YHWH psalms to contain every theme that Watts highlights as distinctive 

of this genre.152 

5.3.2  Relation to Psalms 93-100

The most interesting canonical relationship of Psalm 96 consists in its function within 

Psalms 96-99. As has been previously suggested, Psalms 95 and 100 appear to form a frame 

around Psalms 96-99, which appear to operate together in order to present an alternating view

of the praise of YHWH. Howard explains, “In this group joyful, unfettered praise in Psalms 

96 and 98 alternates with more restrained praise in Psalms 97 and 99, psalms that focus to a 

greater extent on YHWH’s awesome and terrible majesty.”153 With this interchange, it 

appears that Psalms 96-99 follow an A-B-A'-B' pattern.154 These relationships between the 

psalms will be considered further when Psalms 97, 98 and 99 are examined. However, the 

correspondence of Psalm 96 with 98 will now be observed, which will begin to display the 

impressive canonical activity in this portion of Psalms 93-100.

Psalms 96 and 98

To begin with, many scholars have noted the strong ties that exist between Psalms 96 

and 98,155 and Howard considers these two psalms to have a stronger relationship than Psalms

96 and 97.156 While some of their similarities were observed in the Kingship of YHWH 

section above, a general summary of their congruence will now be provided.157 Initially, each 

psalm commences with the same exact opening (“Sing to the LORD a new song”) and 

concludes with almost the same ending (96:11-13; 98:7-9).158 Also, YHWH as King appears 

152. Watts, “Yahweh Mālak,” 343. See the above study on Ps 93 for a list of these distinctive themes.
153. Howard, Structure 93-100, 154.
154. Howard, Structure 93-100, 154.
155. See, e.g., Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 477: “Psalm 97 is closely lied to its neighbors, Psalms 96 and 98,
which in turn are so closely related that they have been called ‘twin psalms.’”
156. Howard, Structure 93-100, 145.
157. Not every correspondence between Pss 96 and 98 will be considered. For a detailed study of these, see
Howard, Structure 93-100, 144-150.
158. Jeremias, Königtum Gottes, 121: “Beide sind miteinander eng verwandt. Es genügt hier einstweilen, darauf
hinzuweisen, daß sie wörtlich gleich beginnen und mit nahezu wörtlich gleichen Versen enden (96,11-13 par.
98,7-9).” See also Davidson, Vitality, 317; Howard, Structure 93-100, 146.
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in both psalms, along with his wonders (twalpn)159 and equity (Myrvym).160 As noted above, the 

universal praise of YHWH fills each psalm as they are “both rich in imperatives of praise 

(96:1-3, 7-9; 98:1, 4-6).”161 Likewise, the psalms display God as sovereign over creation and 

the nations, and his judgment has an eschatological objective.

Even a cursory reading of Psalms 96 and 98 reveals the lucid correspondence between

them, and when further considering Psalms 97 and 99, it does appear that an alternating 

sequence exists among these psalms of “unfettered praise” and “restrained praise.” Notably, 

this alternation does not hinder the central purpose of this section—to exalt YHWH as the 

Great High King. Instead, it accentuates this aim by revealing that YHWH should be both 

praised and feared for his universal kingship.

5.4  Conclusion: Psalm 96

As a masterpiece of praise, Psalm 96 brings the reality of YHWH’s kingship to all the

peoples of the earth. Consequently, worship should be rendered to the God of Israel, not only 

from his people but also from the nations and creation itself. As the Creator and Judge of the 

earth who is coming to establish equity in the world, YHWH stands worthy of such universal 

praise. In this way, the canonical function of Psalm 96 among the Kingship of YHWH psalms

manifests creative editorial work as it emphasises (along with Psalms 97-99) the universal 

necessity of worshipping the King. 

Thus, Psalm 96 presents the audience of Book IV with a lofty view of God and calls 

for an appropriate response. Interestingly, the psalm offers no explanation for their present 

circumstances, only the eschatological reality that YHWH reigns and that one day a right 

order will be established in the world. In this way, Psalm 96 offers a great hope and 

encouragement for the reader to “sing to the LORD” and “proclaim his salvation from day to 

day.”

6.  Psalm 97: The Dominion of the King

The section of Psalms 93-100 continues as Psalm 97 declares the universal reign of 

the King, and while Psalm 96 manifested rapturous praise, this psalm is more subdued in its 

worshipful expression. However, with the pronouncement of YHWH’s kingship, rejoicing 

159. This term only occurs among Pss 93-100 in 96:3 and 98:1.
160. This term is found only in Pss 96:10, 98:9 and 99:4 in Book IV.
161. Howard, Structure 93-100, 154.
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exists both among the world and the covenant people. In this way, the universal scope of 

Psalm 96 continues in Psalm 97, as all of creation is astounded by the revelation of God’s 

glory and righteousness. The psalm presents this revelation in dramatic fashion as it portrays 

YHWH’s appearance with remarkable theophanic imagery, and his kingly appearance reveals

certain implications for the people of God. While their salvation is one effect of his rule, 

those who are righteous must also hate evil and reflect the ethical characteristics of their 

King. Having said this, Psalm 97 entreats the faithful to rejoice and give thanks with the 

present hope of YHWH’s (future) kingdom and to live in a manner worthy of their 

Sovereign.

6.1  Translation

Psalm 97
:My`I;bår My¶I¥yIa …w#jVmVcˆyŒ X®r¡DaDh l∞EgD;t JKDlDmœ h∞Dwh◊y

:wáøaVsI;k NwâøkVm f#DÚpVvIm…wŒ q®d¶Rx wy¡DbyIbVs l∞Rp∂rSoÅw N∞DnDo
1 The LORD reigns, let the earth rejoice, let 

the many coastlands be glad.162

2 Clouds and thick darkness surround him; 
righteousness and justice are the 
foundation of his throne. 

:wyá∂rDx by∞IbDs f™EhAlVt…w JK¡ElE;t wy∞DnDpVl vEa
:X®r`DaDh l∞EjD;tÅw h™DtSa∂r l¡EbE;t wyâ∂q∂rVb …wry∞IaEh

3 Fire goes before him, and burns up his 
adversaries all around.

4 His lightnings light up the world; the earth 
sees and trembles.

 NwêødSa yG´nVpI;lImŒ h¡Dwh◊y y∞EnVpI;lIm …w;sAmÎn∑ gGÅnwø;dA;k My#îrDh
:X®r`DaDh_lD;k

:wíødwøbV;k My∞I;mAoDh_lDk …wäa∂r◊w wúøq√dIx Mˆy∞AmDÚvAh …wdy∞I…gIh

5 The mountains melt like wax from before 
the LORD, from before the Lord of all the 
earth.

6 The heavens declare his righteousness and 
all the peoples see his glory.

162. While no consensus exists among scholars regarding the structure of Ps 97, the general conclusion remains
that the psalm can be divided into three parts: vv. 1-6, 7-9 and 10-12 (see Dahood, Psalms II, 361; Hossfeld and
Zenger, Psalms 2, 470; Howard, Structure 93-100, 73), or vv. 1-5, 6-9 and 10-12 (see Mays, Psalms, 310;
McCann, Psalms, 1068; Schaefer, Psalms, 240; Limburg, Psalms, 328). Several commentators have made other
suggestions. See Tate, Psalms 51-100, 518; Weiser, Psalms, 632; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 257. However, Ps 97
does seem to have a tripartite nature and may be best analysed by the following division: A: The Reign of
YHWH (vv. 1-6); B: The Response to YHWH’s Appearance (vv. 7-9); C: The Righteous and the Wicked (vv.
10-12). See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 470: “The psalm divides into three sections: theophany (vv. 1-6),
effects of the theophany (vv. 7-9), and application to the present (vv. 10-12).” Ps 97 composes a hymn
expressing praise for YHWH who reigns over all things. In the light of v. 8, it has also been suggested that this
may be a “victory psalm” of the Divine-Warrior King (see Tate, Psalm 51-100, 518). In addition to these genres,
evidence in vv. 10-12 implies that the psalmist was influenced by classic wisdom tradition. This feature,
however, does not change the hymnic genre of the psalm but simply comprises a notable distinction within it.
Finally, a correspondence between Ps 97 and the book of Isaiah can be seen, but not as much as Ps 96 and Isa
40-66. See above in “Psalm 96.”
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 My¡IlyIlTaD;b My¶IlVlAhVt`I;mAh lRs#Rp yédVbWOo_lD;k —…wvôøb´y
:My`IhølTa_lD;k wølŒ_…wwSjA;tVvIh

hó∂d…wh◊y twâønV;b hÎnVl´gD;tÅw∑ NwGø¥yIx —j°AmVcI;tÅw hWDoVmDv
:h`Dwh◊y ÔKy∞RfDÚpVvIm NAo™AmVl

7 Let all those who worship idols be 
ashamed, who boast of worthless things; 
worship him all you gods!

8 Zion hears and is glad, and the daughters 
of Judah rejoice because of your 
judgments, O LORD.

dñOaVm X®r¡DaDh_lD;k_lAo NwñøyVlRo hGÎwh◊y h§D;tAa_y`I;k
:My`IhølTa_lD;k_lAo Dty#ElSoÅnŒ

 wyó∂dyIsSj twâøvVpÅn rEmOvœ oñ∂r …wQa◊nIc hGÎwh◊y y¶EbShOa
:M`ElyI…xÅy My#IoDv√rŒ d¶A¥yIm

9 For you are the LORD Most High over all 
the earth; you are greatly exalted above all 
gods.

10 aHate evil, you who love the LORD, who 
keeps the souls of his godly ones; he will 
deliver them from the hand of the wicked.

:h`DjVmIc b¶El_yérVvˆyVlá…w qyóî;dA…xAl AoâürÎz rwäøa
:wáøv√d∂q rRk∞EzVl …w#dwøh◊wŒ h¡Dwhy`A;b MyIqyî;dAxœ …wâjVmIc

11 bLight is sown for the righteous, and for 
the upright of heart, gladness. 

12 Be glad, O righteous ones, in the LORD, 
and give thanks to his holy memory.163

Translation Notes
Verse 10
a. The RSV provides the translation “The LORD loves those who hate evil,” and several 
scholars follow this option.164 By doing this, YHWH is considered the subject of the sentence,
and ybha (“those who love”) is changed to the participle bEhOa (“one who loves”) and the 
imperative wanc (“hate!”) to yEa◊nc (“those who hate”). Although this alternative provides a 
smooth transition from this sentence to the following colons, the emendation is unnecessary 
for two main reasons: “LXX agrees with MT, and MT does not present any extreme 
difficulty.”165 Also, vv. 10 and 12 are structurally parallel, and each verse contains an 
imperative.166 Therefore, the MT has been retained in the above translation.

Verse 11
b. The metaphor “light is sown” is unusual and has induced some scholars to consider other 
possibilities. The main suggestion is to amend orz (“to sow”) to jrz (“to arise”).167 Dahood 
keeps orz and replaces “light” (rOwa) with “field” (r…wa): “A sown field awaits the just.”168 
However, the MT metaphor does make sense,169 and its oddness does not seem to be a 
sufficient reason for rejecting it.170

163. The notably dissimilar elements of this psalm have led some to question its unity. While the psalm does
appear to be a compilation containing materials from older prophetic and liturgical traditions, the unity of Ps 97
need not be doubted (Jeremias, Königtum Gottes, 142-143). It is most likely that the psalmist relied upon prior
works in order to compose this poem. See Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 579.
164. See Oesterley, Psalms, 425; Anderson, Psalms, 690; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 256-257.
165. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 517. 
166. Howard, Structure 93-100, 72.
167. See, e.g., Howard, Structure 93-100, 72; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 517; Oesterley, Psalms, 425.
168. Dahood, Psalms II, 362-363.
169. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 469.
170. See Eaton, Psalms, 236: “Some take ‘sown’ to mean that the way is abundantly strewn with grace; in any
event, the blending of ‘plant’ and ‘light’ metaphors is found in several languages and need not be doubted here.”
See also Terrien, Psalms, 680.
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6.2  Themes and Theology

6.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

The Kingship of YHWH motif continues in Psalm 97 with the nature of YHWH’s 

reign being described in a way similar to the other kingship psalms. For example, it reveals 

God’s rule to be universal, encompassing the whole of creation (v. 1-2, 4-6, 8-9), as well as 

being supreme; he sovereignly presides over everything as he governs and judges the peoples

of the earth. In addition, there exists an eschatological nature to his rule in that the full 

manifestation of God’s kingdom has not yet been established. Thus, in one way or another, 

each of these elements is found in Psalm 97 and has been discussed in the previous psalms of 

this second section in Book IV. Nevertheless, there remain some conspicuous features in this 

psalm pertaining to YHWH’s kingship which warrant further examination.

First, as the kingship of YHWH motif is clearly established in the pronouncement of 

v. 1 (“The LORD reigns,” Klm hwhy), the psalm characterises God’s rule more particularly in 

terms of “righteousness and justice”—characteristics which are noted to be the foundation of 

God’s throne (v. 2). Interestingly, these terms occur throughout this psalm, which seems to 

imply that God’s reign must be understood in the light of these ethical attributes. Mays 

comments,

Among the descriptive features used to evoke the LORD’s rule, only the word pair 
“righteousness/justice” occurs in all three parts of the psalm, an indication of its 
importance in the psalm’s understanding of the kingship of the LORD. A king’s 
throne was the central symbol of his kingship, and, by implication, its base 
represented that on which his rule was founded. The foundation of the LORD’s 
throne, says the psalm, is not built of attributes of pure power but of qualities of 
ethical conduct. In naming righteousness and justice as the symbolic base of the 
LORD’s throne (v. 2; 89:14), the psalm puts the focus on the attributes that lay at the 
center of the prophetic understanding of the LORD’s reign.171

Thus, the psalm distinguishes the reign of YHWH as virtuous and ethical, contrary to the 

wicked mentioned later in the psalm. 

Another feature of YHWH’s kingship in Psalm 97 entails the theophanic nature of his

coming. The theophany of vv. 1-6 has generated immense discussion among scholars 

regarding the reign of God in this psalm. The psalmist describes the enthroned King as being 

surrounded by “clouds” (v. 2, Nno) and “thick darkness” (v. 2, lpro) with “fire” (v. 3, va) 

171. Mays, Psalms, 312.
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coming forth from him to destroy his enemies. There is also the imagery of “lightning” (v. 4, 

qrb) emanating from him and illuminating the world. With his theophanic appearance, the 

earth trembles, the mountains melt like wax, the heavens proclaim YHWH’s righteousness 

and the peoples see his glory. Naturally, the psalmist’s description of God’s manifestation is 

quite impressive as it presents an intimidating picture for his adversaries.

Some scholars believe that this theophany should be understood primarily from a 

liturgical setting, but this perspective appears to miss the eschatological and apocalyptic 

dimension of this psalm.172 Certainly, the imagery of Psalm 97 is based upon past historical 

appearances of YHWH and in turn was employed in cultic worship, but the worshipping 

congregation’s hope was that there would be a future epiphany similar to the theophanic 

picture in the psalm and other parts of scripture. In addition, the canonical context of this 

psalm points to an eschatological interpretation. McCann argues that the Psalter’s final form 

“suggests that Psalm 97 and the others should be heard eschatologically . . .”173 

With the additional connection of this language in Psalm 97 to the Day of the LORD 

motif, further support is provided for understanding the psalm eschatologically. The 

metaphors of “clouds and thick darkness” are employed in Joel 2:2, Zeph. 1:15 and Ezek. 

34:12 as descriptions of the coming Day of the LORD. Consequently, this connection opens 

Psalm 97 to an eschatological interpretation,174 and so Psalm 97 has also been considered to 

have an apocalyptic dimension.175 Cook argues that 

[W]e should raise the possibility that the Psalter may contain not only examples of 
apocalyptic redaction but also, perhaps, entire psalms written from the standpoint of a 
proto-apocalyptic Weltanschauung. Ps 97 suggests itself here. Ps 97 may be described 
as a postexilic eschatological hymn of Yahweh’s kingship who’s [sic] eschatology is 
pointed toward that found in apocalyptic literature.176

If this is the case, it would suggest that this psalm “is not simply an instance of the standard 

cultic application of theophany language. Rather, the judgment theophany in the first strophe 

of Ps 97 describes the apocalyptic coming of God.”177

172. Kraus argues, “. . . Psalm 97 is to be understood first of all not cultically but eschatologically,” (Psalms
60-150, 258).
173. McCann Psalms, 1069.
174. Terrien, Psalms, 680.
175. See Oesterley, Psalms, 424.
176. Stephen L. Cook, “Apocalypticism and the Psalter,” ZAW 104 (1992), 94.
177. Cook, “Apocalypticism,” 94-95.
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In addition, the theophanic appearance of King YHWH in Psalm 97 may suggest that 

the theophany provides a literary fulfillment of the announcement of the coming Judge in 

Psalm 96.178 Canonically speaking, this proposal certainly has merit as Psalm 96 says that the 

King is coming, while Psalm 97 describes his appearance. This fulfillment would advocate 

both the present reality of YHWH’s reign and the certainty of his future coming to establish 

righteousness and justice throughout his creation. 

These features of YHWH’s kingship in Psalm 97 serve to remind the audience of the 

present and future, universal and righteous judgment of the King. They build upon previously

introduced elements of God’s kingship in Book IV and further describe the implications of 

his reign for the lives of his people. Thus, the kingship theme in Psalm 97 further serves 

within Book IV to encourage the faithful to trust their King and live in a manner that 

demonstrates his righteousness in the present time (see 97:10-12), while expectantly waiting 

for his kingdom to be fully established. 

6.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Worship

As in Psalms 95 and 96, the reality of YHWH’s kingship in Psalm 97 evokes worship 

from his subjects, while it furthers the praise mentality of Psalms 96-99. Although its praise 

is not as euphoric as Psalms 96 and 98, the psalm certainly contains a universal 

understanding of the worship of God calling the earth (Xra) and the coastlands (Myya) to 

rejoice in the reign of YHWH and later the heavens (Mymv) and the peoples (Mymo) witness the 

King’s righteousness and glory (v. 6). 

This universal praise also includes YHWH’s own covenant people. Verses 7-8 

recount that Zion and the daughters of Judah (i.e. towns of Judah)179 hear of the King’s 

appearance and victory over his enemies (see v. 3). Their praise comes as a result of 

YHWH’s judgments, which reveal that he is the LORD Most High over all the earth and 

exalted above other gods.180 In fact, even the gods are called to worship YHWH (v. 8). Also, 

178. McCann comments, “The first section (vv. 1-5) is written in the style of a theophany (a description of
God’s appearing), as if to portray the coming of God mentioned in Ps 96:13,” (Psalms, 1068). Zenger
interestingly remarks, “Der gezielt zwischen die Abfolge Ps 96 und 98 (s.o.) gesetzte Psalm 97 gibt dem in Ps
96 und 98 konstatierten „Kommen“ JHWHs als dem rettenden Eingreifen JHWHs zugunsten Israels die
dramatische Perspektive einer Vernichtungstheophanie,” (“Theophanien,” 438).
179. See Ps 48:11 [12]. See also Eaton, Psalms, 236; Dahood, Psalms II, 361. This designation could also be a
reference to the covenant community (see Lam 1:15; 2:2, 5).
180. Note the “height” imagery in these kingship psalms (93:4; 95:3; 96:4-5; 99:2).
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the structure of the psalm appears to reinforce the theme of worship. The term jmc (“to be 

glad”) forms an inclusio around Psalm 97,181 implying that this psalm serves to elicit joyful 

worship for the King and his reign.

Interestingly, Psalm 97 has been considered by some to be a victory song, 

“celebrating a victory by the Divine Warrior-King over those who worship idols and gods.”182

The celebration of Zion and Judah in v. 8 as a result of the judgments of YHWH suggests this

conclusion. If v. 3 is understood as the King’s victory over his enemies, then the jubilation of 

v. 8 can be viewed as a reaction to the triumph. This conclusion is certainly possible, 

especially when considering its juxtaposition to Psalm 98 (also possibly a victory song). 

However, the praise of Psalm 97 also seems to be an anticipation of the future, victorious 

epiphany of YHWH. Thus, it may well have been employed as a victory song, but the 

ultimate victory hoped for in Psalm 97 is yet to come.

The Righteous and the Wicked

Psalm 97 contains the wisdom-oriented theme of “the righteous and the wicked,” 

which was initially introduced into Psalms 93-100 in Psalm 94. This motif primarily occurs 

in vv. 10-12, with the righteous in this psalm being described in several ways. They are 

designated as those who hate evil and love YHWH, as “his godly ones” (wydysj), “righteous” 

(qydx) and “upright in heart” (bl_yrvy). Also, the “light” (rwa) given to the righteous stands as 

a metaphor for salvation,183 which is manifested in the preservation of their souls (v. 10). On 

the other hand, the wicked in Psalm 97 are those who “worship idols” and “boast in worthless

things” (v. 7). By their devotion to nonentities, they prove their rejection of YHWH for what 

is evil. The wicked also seek to oppress the righteous (v. 10; see Ps 94).

Having said this, in addressing a post-exilic audience, Psalm 97:10-12 implies that the

(future) appearance of God’s kingdom has not yet come to fulfillment. The wicked still 

persecute and tyrannize the righteous (v. 10), and the denial of YHWH’s kingship is 

prevalent in the world. However, the reality of God’s reign exists in the righteous as they 

exemplify the kingdom of God in their manner of life. Zenger explains, 

They have a way of thinking and willing that is oriented to YHWH’s rectitude/
righteousness: an “honest way of thinking,” and as “righteous persons” (vv. 11b, 12a) 
they desire to realize “righteousness and law” in their deeds. They can live this way, 

181. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 476.
182. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 518.
183. See Eaton, Psalms, 236; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 476.
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even in the midst of a world full of the wicked, because they now already, in their 
daily lives, perceive and gratefully accept the protecting (v. 10b) and saving (v. 10c) 
nearness of the God of righteousness.184

Therefore, the righteous can know that the kingdom of God (though not yet consummated) 

remains a definite reality because of their personal knowledge of YHWH’s saving grace.  

The imperative in v. 10 (“hate evil”) contrasts the righteous and the wicked and calls 

the present audience to examine where their allegiance lies. Is it with YHWH, or the 

worthless idols and self-rule of the world? If their love is for YHWH, then their actions and 

intentions must reflect a faith that appropriately responds to his kingship—a faith that hates 

evil and rejoices in what is good.185 In the light of the crisis of Book III, Psalm 97 encourages 

the reader to acknowledge the reign of YHWH, while exhibiting a hopefulness in the future 

establishment of universal order. In this way, the reality of his kingship and future coming 

transforms the reader to live ethically in the present, while rejoicing and giving thanks for 

God’s preserving grace. Thus, McCann rightly asserts, “It is the proclamation of and 

participation in a new reality in which joy and gladness are possible even now in the midst of 

evil.”186

6.3  Canonical Relationships

6.3.1  Relation to Psalm 98

Significant Terms and Themes

As with the rest of the kingship of YHWH psalms, Psalms 97 and 98 contain similar 

terms and themes that connect them in their canonical context. However, they do not share as

many correspondences as other psalm pairs among Psalms 96-99. Howard notes that “[t]his is

because Psalm 98 is most strongly linked to Psalm 96, whereas Psalm 97 is to Psalm 99.”187 

Nevertheless, the relationship between Psalms 97 and 98 provides a notable rationale for their

juxtapostion,188 and when considering all of these similarities, Psalms 97 and 98 appear to be 

184. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 476.
185. Brueggemann comments, “The programmatic statement of verse 10 indicates the criterion by which all will
be judged. ‘Hate evil’ is derived from the covenantal love of ‘good,’ of justice, of Yahweh (cf. Amos. 5:15).
The ‘saints’ of verse 10 are the covenant keepers, and life is cast in terms of righteousness and wickedness.
Thus the raw power of the new king is mediated in terms of the torah commitments of Israel. God’s rule
requires obedience,” (Message, 147).
186. McCann, Psalms, 1070.
187. Howard, Structure 93-100, 155.
188. See Howard Structure 93-100, 155-157, for a detailed examination of the relationship between Pss 97 and
98.
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carefully placed together in order to further the intent of Psalms 93-100, which is the 

exaltation of God’s kingship. 

According to Howard, five main terms link the two psalms.189 First, of primary 

importance in all Kingship of YHWH psalms are the terms hwhy and Klm (97:1; 98:6). In 

addition, three terms provide further concatenation between the two psalms. The word vdq 

(“holy”), which refers to YHWH’s holy memory and holy arm, occur in Psalms 97:12 and 

98:1.190 Also, in Psalm 97:10, the righteous are called wydysj (“his godly ones”), and Psalm 

98:3 refers to YHWH’s dsj (“lovingkindness”) for his people. Moreover, the root rkz occurs 

in both psalms, referring to YHWH’s “memory” (or “name”) in Psalm 97:12 and to him 

actively remembering in Psalm 98:3.

Other thematic correspondences between Psalms 97 and 98 are YHWH’s 

righteousness and justice, sovereignty over all the earth, kingship, praise and covenant 

people.191 First, the righteousness and justice/equity of God appear in Psalms 97:2, 6, 8 and 

98:9 and are revealed as qualities of his judgments as King. YHWH’s universal sovereignty 

is also displayed in these psalms as his kingdom spans the earth (97:1, 5, 9; 98:9), coastlands 

(97:1), nations (97:6; 98:2) and all of creation (97:6; 98:7-8). The covenant people are also 

prominent in Psalms 97 and 98. In Psalm 97:8, Zion and the daughters of Judah rejoice 

because of YHWH’s judgments, while Psalm 98:3 explains that God “has remembered his 

lovingkindness and his faithfulness to the house of Israel.” As Kingship of YHWH hymns, 

both psalms also centre upon the praise of YHWH among both Israel and the nations. Psalm 

98 is more jubilant in nature (like Ps 96), while the worship of Psalm 97 is more reserved 

(like Ps 99). Nevertheless, they still share the thematic emphasis of praise to YHWH the 

King.192

6.3.2  Relation to Psalms 93-100

As has been previously shown, Psalms 96-99 stand in an alternating arrangement as 

Psalms 96 and 98 contain the sheer praise of YHWH, while Psalms 97 and 99 both exhibit 

189. Howard, Structure 93-100, 155-156.
190. Note that this term appears in the conclusion of Ps 97 and the beginning of Ps 98. 
191. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 156.
192. A final similarity worthy of note is the structural arrangement of both psalms. They form a “rough chiastic
arrangement of themes” as 97:1-6 and 98:4-9 have a universal perspective, while 97:7-12 and 98:1-3 focus upon
Israel (Howard, Structure 93-100, 157).
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praise but remain sombre in their tone. Having examined the relationship between Psalms 96 

and 98,193 the correspondence between Psalms 97 and 99 should also be noted.

Psalms 97 and 99

While correspondences between Psalms 97 and 99 provide evidence of an alternating 

pattern in Psalms 96-99, the correlations between the two are not quite as impressive as 

between Psalms 96 and 98.194 Nonetheless, their relationship remains noteworthy. Initially, 

these psalms are connected by the phrase “the LORD reigns” (Klm hwhy), which appears in the

opening verse of each psalm (97:1; 99:1), and interestingly, Psalm 93 is the only other psalm 

in Psalms 93-100 that begins with Klm hwhy. Also, two particular terms distinguish Psalms 97 

and 99 among this second section of Book IV. First, the term Nno (“cloud”) occurs in Psalms 

97:2 and 99:7,195 and in both psalms, “cloud” appears to be employed in a theophanic 

setting.196 Secondly, the term Nwyx (“Zion”) connects both psalms (97:8; 99:2).197

Thematically, Psalms 97 and 99 contain several similar motifs, expressing the themes 

of YHWH’s kingship, justice/judgment, righteousness and holiness.198 Initially, both psalms 

begin with an acclamation of YHWH’s kingship (“the LORD reigns”) and continue with the 

exaltation of his reign. Mention of God’s justice/judgment (fpvm)199 and righteousness (qdx/

hqdx)200 also appear in these psalms, which are further descriptions of the nature of his rule.201

Another similarity is the emphasis on the holiness of YHWH (97:12; 99:3, 5, 9).

A final thematic connection is the “height” imagery. Psalm 97:9 states, “For you are 

the LORD Most High (Nwylo) over all the earth (Xrah_lk_lo); you are greatly exalted (hlo) 

above all gods.” Similarly, Psalm 99:2 declares, “The LORD is great in Zion, and he is 

exalted (Mwr) above all the peoples.”202 As mentioned earlier, this “height” imagery reflects 

193. See section on Ps 96.
194. Howard, Structure 93-100, 157. See Howard (157-159) for a detailed examination of the relationship
between Pss 97 and 99.
195. This term is found elsewhere in Book IV only in Ps 105:39.
196. In Ps 97:2, clouds and thick darkness surround YHWH in his theophanic appearance. Likewise, in Ps 99:7,
YHWH is said to have spoken to Moses, Aaron and Samuel in the “pillar of cloud” (Nno dwmo). Thus, the
theophanic use of Nno provides a significant link between the two psalms. See Howard, Structure 93-100,
158-159.
197. This term occurs only five times in Book IV, and the other three occurrences are in one psalm (102:14, 17,
22). See Howard, Structure 93-100, 159.
198. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 159.
199. Pss 97:2, 8; 99:4.
200. Pss 97:2, 6; 99:4 (hqdx).
201. The occurrence of “equity” (Myrvym) in Ps 99:4 also accompanies this theme.
202. Note also the “height” imagery in the context of “Zion” (97:8-9; 99:2).
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the elevated status of God’s kingship. With no such imagery in Psalm 98, its presence in 

Psalms 97 and 99 suggests a further connection between them.

6.4  Conclusion: Psalm 97

In its literary context, the prophetic proclamation of YHWH’s coming in Psalm 96 

finds fulfillment in the theophany of Psalm 97. The dramatic theophanic language of Psalm 

97 pictures the kingship of YHWH in a vivid and revelatory manner. This epiphany 

announces that the King has defeated his enemies, which in turn provides the faithful with 

hope for the eschatological fulfillment of the psalm’s depiction. Moreover, the characteristics

of righteousness and justice in the reign of YHWH demand the reflection of these attributes 

in the lives of his followers. They must reject what is contrary to their Sovereign’s nature and

rejoice in the preserving salvation which he has given to the righteous. 

Consequently, the audience of Book IV is once again challenged to respond to the 

Great High King of all creation in an appropriate manner. Having said this, the eschatological

hope in the psalm offers valuable encouragement to them in the present reality of a fallen 

world. In this way, Psalm 97 evokes faith in the reader for the King reigns now and his 

kingdom will soon be consummated.

7.  Psalm 98: The Victorious Reign of YHWH

As the second sub-group in Book IV nears a conclusion, Psalm 98 offers a universal 

call for worship of God (strikingly similar to Psalm 96), which excites the congregation to 

blissful praise of King YHWH. While Psalm 97 is a hymn of praise that contains the grave 

tone of defeat for God’s enemies, Psalm 98 urges singing in celebration of the Divine-

Warrior’s victories, which he has gained by his own power. In this psalm, the victorious 

actions of YHWH reveal the dimensions of both his kingship and faithfulness toward Israel. 

God’s deeds stand as a witness to both the world and Israel of his salvation and lead to 

jubilant expression of his present reign over all creation. The past actions of YHWH on 

behalf of the covenant people testify to the righteous character of the Sovereign, and God’s 

salvation, thereby, is shown to have implications for the nations as well. Previous victories, 

however, are not the only emphasis of this psalm. Along with its proclamation of the present 

reign of God, the psalm anticipates his future coming to judge the world according to the 

characteristics of his kingship (i.e. righteousness and equity). In this way, the psalm 
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interestingly serves as a reminder of the past, a declaration of the present and a prophetic 

announcement of the future. 

7.1  Translation

Psalm 98
 twâøaDlVpˆn_y`I;k v∂dDjœ ry∞Iv —h∏Îwhy`Al …wry§Iv rw&øm◊zIm

:wáøv√d∂q Aowõør◊z…w wGønyIm◊yŒ wñø;l_hDoy`Ivwøh h¡DcDo
 h¶D;lˆ…g MGˆywø…gAhŒ y¶EnyEoVl wóøtDo…wv◊y hÎwh◊y∑ Aoyâîdwøh

:wáøt∂q√dIx

A psalm.
1 Sing to the LORD a new song, for he has 

done wonderful things, his right hand and 
his holy arm have worked victory for 
him.203

2 The LORD has made known his salvation; 
he has revealed his righteousness for the 
eyes of the nations. 

 …wña∂r l¶EaQ∂rVcˆy tyºEbVl wøtÎn…wm`†a`Rw —w°ø;dVsAj r§AkÇÎz
:…wny`EhølTa t¶Ao…wv◊y t#EaŒ X®r¡Da_yEsVpAa_lDk

:…wr`E;mÅz◊w …wân◊…når◊w …wäjVxIÚp X®r¡DaDh_lD;k hÎwhy`Alœ …woyâîrDh

3 He has remembered his lovingkindness 
and his faithfulness to the house of Israel; 
all the ends of the earth have seen the 
salvation of our God. 

4 Shout to the LORD all the earth; break 
forth and rejoice and sing praise.

:há∂rVmˆz lwêøq◊w rwGø…nIkV;bŒ rwóø…nIkV;b h∞DwhyAl …wêrV;mÅz
JKRlWR;mAh —y§EnVpIl …woy#îrDhŒ r¡Dpwøv lwêøq◊w twørVxâOxSjA;bœ

:h`Dwh◊y

5 Sing praise to the LORD with the lyre, 
with the lyre and the voice of song.

6 With trumpets and the voice of the horn, 
shout joyfully before the King, the LORD.

:;h`Db yEbVvâOy◊w l#EbE;tŒ wóøaølVm…w MÎ¥yAhœ M∞Ao√rˆy
:…wn`E…når◊y MyñîrDh dAjGÅyŒ P¡Dk_…waSjVmˆy twõørDh◊n

7 Let the sea thunder and its fulness, the 
world and those who dwell in it. 

8 Let the rivers clap their hands; let the 
mountains rejoice together

203. Ps 98 is usually divided into three parts: vv. 1-3, 4-6 and 7-9. The sections of the psalm appear as follows:
A: YHWH’s Past Victories (vv. 1-3); B: YHWH’s Present Reign (vv. 4-6); C: YHWH’s Future Coming (vv.
7-9). See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 480; Howard, Structure 93-100, 80; Mays, Psalms, 312; McCann,
Psalms, 1072; VanGemeren, Psalms, 627; Weiser, Psalms, 636-637. Some scholars opt for a two-part division
(see, e.g., Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 263). Ps 98 is generally considered a hymn of praise, and there has been
relatively little disagreement among scholars on this issue. Likewise, it can also be classified as a Kingship of
YHWH psalm. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 79-80. Moreover, two texts with which Ps 98 has strong
affinities are Ps 96 and Isaiah 40-66. On this note, the suggestion has been made that because Pss 96 and 98 are
so alike linguistically and structurally, they are products of the same author. Most scholars, however, argue that
this conclusion is unnecessary and, most likely, the psalms are derived from the same cultic tradition for similar
worship settings (see, e.g., Weiser, Psalms, 636-637). Similarly, the correspondences between Ps 98 and Isaiah
40-66 has led some to view the psalm as dependent upon the latter. This, however, remains debatable (see
Eaton, Psalms, 237; Henk Leene, “Psalm 98 and Deutero-Isaiah: Linguistic Analogies and Literary Affinity” in
Actes du quatrieme Colloque International Bible et Informatique, Amsterdam, 15-18 aout 1994, ed. R. F.
Poswick [Paris: Champion, 1995], 313-340). These correspondences are probably best explained in a way
similar to the relation between Pss 96 and 98. It seems likely that each compiler was dependent upon a long
standing tradition of praise and employed similar language based on this tradition.
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 l¶EbE;t_fáOÚpVvˆy X®r¶DaQDh f©OÚpVvIl aDb y¶I;k hGÎwh◊y_y´n`Vp`Il
:MyáîrDvyEmV;b My#I;mAo◊wŒ q®d¡RxV;b

9 Before the LORD, afor he is coming to 
judge the earth. He will judge the world in 
righteousness and the peoples in equity.

Translation Notes
Verse 9
a. With the striking similarities between Pss 96:13 and 98:9, some scholars supply an 
additional “for he is coming” (ab yk) clause in 98:9.204 Howard explains that the missing 
second clause in 98:9 has occurred by haplography.205 However, the only manuscript support 
for this inclusion is the Greek Codex Alexandrinus. Therefore, the reasons suggested for this 
addition, while plausible, are not entirely convincing, and the MT construction of this verse 
has been retained in the above translation.

7.2  Themes and Theology

7.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

Like other kingship psalms, Psalm 98 exalts God in his function and role as king and 

reveals the extensive dimensions of his reign. Similar to Psalms 96 and 97, this psalm 

highlights the dual nature of YHWH’s rule, regarding both the universal and particular.206 It 

focuses upon the universal scope of God’s kingdom, and the particular (i.e. Israel) is naturally

included. “The house of Israel” (v. 3) has benefitted from the special election of God, and 

thereby, his kingship especially affects a specific people.  

Another element of YHWH’s kingship in Psalm 98 is the solitary emphasis upon 

YHWH and his work. For instance, no mention occurs of other so-called “gods” (cf. Pss 95, 

96, 97) or humans who may contest his rightful authority. Instead, YHWH stands as the sole 

contestant who himself has gained victory by “his right hand and his holy arm” (v. 1).207 

While the presence of God’s enemies may be implicit (particularly in the canonical 

context),208 they are without mention here. Only the victorious triumph of the King comes 

into focus.

This language of victory has occasioned the belief that Psalm 98 is a Divine-Warrior 

victory song, i.e. a song “celebrating the return of Yahweh the commander of the heavenly 

hosts who is leading the Israelite army back home after waging victorious holy war.”209 The 

204. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 262-263; Oesterley, Psalms, 427.
205. Howard, Structure 93-100, 79.
206. See Schaefer, Psalms, 243.
207. Davidson, Vitality, 323.
208. McCann, Psalms, 1073.
209. Tremper Longman, III, “Psalm 98: A Divine Warrior Victory Song,” JETS 27 (1984), 267-268.
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occurrence of “his right hand and his holy arm” (v. 1, wvdq owrzw wnymy) elsewhere in the OT 

occurs in the context of God’s work as the Divine-Warrior, and Longman also observes that 

the “designation ‘new song’ occurs seven times in the OT (Ps 33:3; 40:3; 96:1; 98:1; 144:9; 

149:1; Isa 42:10) and twice in the NT (Rev 5:9; 14:3), each time in a holy war context.”210 

Likewise, with the imagery of military victory in v. 1, the term “salvation” (v. 1, ovy) is 

understood by many scholars as referring to “victory.”211 Another indication of Psalm 98 as a 

Divine-Warrior song is the references to YHWH as saviour (v. 3), king (v. 6) and judge (v. 

9). Interestingly, Miller has noted that the three functions of the Divine-Warrior are saving, 

ruling and judging.212 Thus, the psalm can be viewed as a description of how YHWH 

demonstrates his kingship, namely “through his military victories.”213

Naturally, the question has arisen regarding the historical event from which the psalm 

was derived. The two most common suggestions entail either the exodus or the return from 

exile (the second exodus). Unfortunately, the psalm is intentionally ambiguous with no way 

of ascertaining to which event the psalmist may be referring. However, with the linguistic 

similarities of this psalm to both Exodus 15 and Isaiah 40-66, there seem to be theological 

and eschatological indications that this psalm should be considered from either an exodus or 

a second exodus viewpoint. McCann explains,

Every major item of vocabulary recalls Exodus 15: “song” (see Exod 15:1, 21), 
“marvelous things” (see Exod 15:11), “right hand” (see Exod 15:6, 12), “holy arm” 
(see Exod 15:11, 16), “salvation” (see Exod 15:2). The stated purpose of the exodus 
was that the Egyptians might know God’s sovereignty (see Exod 7:5; 8:10; 9:14; 
14:4, 18). Thus Ps 98:2 is also reminiscent of the exodus, and v. 3 recalls Exod 9:16, 
which suggests that the ultimate purpose of the exodus was to make God manifest 
“through all the earth.” As suggested above, vv. 1-3 are also similar to Isa 52:7-10 (cf. 
Ps 98:3b with Isa 52:10b), and more generally, the universalistic perspective of Psalm 
98 is like that of Isaiah 40-55 . . . Psalm 98 thus reinforces the analogy drawn in 
Isaiah 40-55 between the exodus and the return of the exiles from Babylon. In effect, 
both events are revelatory of God’s basic character, which is best summarized by the 
word pair “steadfast love and faithfulness” . . . Because the perspective of Psalm 98 is 
finally eschatological (see v. 9), it invites its readers to extend the analogy as they 
discern manifestations of God’s reign that result in justice and righteousness for the 
world . . .214 

210. Longman, “Psalm 98,” 269.
211. See Longman, “Psalm 98,” 269; Davidson, Vitality, 322. 
212. Patrick D. Miller, Jr., The Divine Warrior in Early Israel (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 1973),
172-175.
213. Longman, “Psalm 98,” 272.
214. McCann, Psalms, 1072-1073.
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From this eschatological perspective, the psalm anticipates a future act of YHWH similar to 

the exodus and second exodus events but on a cosmic level. Therefore, it seems appropriate 

to consider this psalm from a theological viewpoint of all God’s victorious works, 

particularly those of the exodus and return from exile.215

This eschatological nature of YHWH’s kingship becomes explicit in v. 9216 as the 

psalmist declares that he is coming to render judgment upon the earth (see Pss 94, 96, 97). As

in Psalm 96, this judgment will restore right order to the world. YHWH will come and judge 

with “righteousness” and “equity,” and in this appearance, his kingdom will be completely 

established.217

In the light of these things, Psalm 98 presents the kingship of YHWH in a victorious 

context as the Divine-Warrior has vanquished his enemies and currently reigns over the earth.

With his future advent, he will bring judgment and stability to an unstable world, and all the 

ends of the earth will see the ultimate salvation of God. Therefore, this reality provides hope 

to the post-exilic audience for which Book IV was compiled. Though they are without a 

human king, the true King is reigning and his past victories have proven his sovereign rule 

over the nations and creation. Also, the eschatological hope of the kingdom of God furnishes 

the motivation for praise of the great Sovereign who has shown his salvation to Israel and the 

nations. For the faithful, only faith and worship entail the proper responses to YHWH, their 

King.

Faithfulness of YHWH

Psalm 98:3 candidly expresses the faithfulness of YHWH as the psalmist declares, 

“He has remembered his lovingkindness and his faithfulness to the house of Israel; all the 

ends of the earth have seen the salvation of our God.” The occurrence of “faithfulness” and 

“lovingkindness” introduces this motif in Psalm 98 and reveals that the primary recipient of 

YHWH’s faithfulness is the “house of Israel.” Through sovereign election, the covenant 

people have benefited from God’s fidelity time and again, even while their own faithfulness 

has proved deficient. 

215. The Mosaic-nature of Book IV, as well as the affinities of the book with Isaiah 40-66 (see Jerome Creach,
“The Shape of Book Four of the Psalter and the Shape of Second Isaiah,” JSOT 80 [1998], 63-76), also suggests
considering this psalm from an exodus/second exodus viewpoint.
216. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 265.
217. Note the theophanic imagery of this psalm (see Pss 96, 97).
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The extent of YHWH’s faithfulness, however, is not limited to Israel. God’s loyalty 

regarding his people essentially serves a universal objective. His faithfulness to a chosen 

nation and his actions on their behalf (vv. 1-3) manifest his salvation to “the ends of the 

earth” (v. 3). In his sovereign plan and purpose, Israel functions as a medium through which 

the nations will observe the righteousness and salvific work of God. Consequently, these 

nations would be converted to YHWH by this witness. Weiser explains, 

In God’s plan of salvation the election of Israel has its appointed place. Israel stands 
out among the nations not as a people who are distinguished from other nations by 
special superior qualities, and whose election could therefore be regarded as a kind of 
reward for these superior qualities, but as the people in whose history the divine will 
to save is continually made manifest afresh both in promise and in threat, in grace and 
in judgment as the meaning of history in general. The meaning of their election is 
therefore that a duty is laid upon them, that they are meant to serve God’s plan of 
salvation. The psalmist sees in the propagation of the Kingdom of God throughout the 
world the divine mission which has been entrusted to his people. The history of his 
people as the Heilsgeschichte of God reaches its ultimate universal goal with God’s 
recognition by the world, with the coming of the Kingdom of God on earth.218 

In this way, the faithfulness that God “remembers” towards Israel is a faithfulness that affects

the nations. Thus, the psalm reveals that God has made his salvation known both particularly 

and universally. 

Having said this, the faithfulness of YHWH appears to be an important theme in the 

canonical perspective of Book IV. For instance, the theological crisis of exile in Book III 

ends as Psalm 89:50-51 [49-50] questions YHWH’s remembrance of his faithfulness (hnwma) 

and lovingkindness (dsj).219 As an answer to this crisis, Book IV picks up on the faithfulness 

theme and directs the reader’s attention to the reality of YHWH’s fidelity. This answer begins

in Psalm 90:13-14, as “Moses” requests that God “relent” toward his servants and “satisfy” 

them with his “lovingkindness.” Psalm 92:2 [1] continues this theme as the psalmist states 

that it is good to “declare” God’s “lovingkindness in the morning” and his “faithfulness in the

nights.” Furthermore, acknowledgment of YHWH’s faithfulness occurs in Psalm 94:17-19 

when the psalmist personally testifies to God’s loyalty. Then, Psalm 98 reveals that his 

218. Weiser, Psalms, 638.
219. “As for its present literary setting as part of a collection of enthronement psalms (Psalms 93; 95-99), Psalm
98 participates in the response of Book IV to the theological crisis articulated in Book III, especially in Ps
89:38-51 . . . In particular, v. 3 sounds as if it could be a direct response to the question of Ps 89:49 (see also
‘remember’ in Pss 89:47, 50; 98:3). In addition, the characterization of Book IV as a Moses-book (see Psalm 90;
Introduction), and the similarity between Ps 98:1-3 and Isa 52:7-10 also reinforces other indications that Book
IV has been shaped in part to respond to the crisis of exile and its aftermath . . . ” (McCann, Psalms, 1072). 
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fidelity extends not only to Israel but also to the nations. This theme, however, does not find 

its end in Psalm 98. It occurs throughout Book IV, especially in the final psalms,220 and 

therefore, appears to feature prominently in the theology of the book.

Thus the faithfulness of YHWH in this psalm, and Book IV in general, reaffirms for 

the reader that God has not forgotten his covenant simply because of exile and the absence of 

a human king. In fact, exile itself manifests YHWH’s faithfulness to the covenant stipulations

as Israel broke the terms and God punished them according to his promise. However, the 

fidelity of God is further manifested in the return from exile and the eschatological promise 

of the coming kingdom. This kingdom will encompass both Israel and the nations (Pss 96, 

97, 98), and he will then render his judgment to the world with righteousness and equity. In 

the end, this motif draws the reader’s attention to their King who has always been faithful and

always will be.

7.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Worship

The theme of worship has been discussed in the previous three psalms, and many of 

the characteristics of worship found in Psalms 95, 96 and 97 also occur in Psalm 98. For 

example, Psalm 98 employs similar praise language as it encourages the universal worship of 

YHWH from Israel, the nations and creation. These features of worship are notably 

prominent ideas in the core group, Psalms 96-99 (especially Ps 96). Therefore, Psalm 98 

stands as a suitable inclusion within this section as it both mirrors Psalm 96 and continues the

worship of God as king.

The psalmist begins this worship by calling the congregation to sing “a new song”221 

to YHWH for he has done wonderful things and gained victory for himself (v. 1). In vv. 4-6, 

an ecstatic summons to the earth occurs for singing and musical praise before King YHWH 

in the light of the things he has done (i.e. salvation; vv. 1-3). With a three-fold command (v. 

4), the psalmist calls the earth to “break forth” (jxp), “rejoice” (Nnr) and “sing praise” (rmz) to 

YHWH. Additionally, the use of the “lyre” (rwnk), “song” (hrmz), “trumpets” (hrxwxj) and 

“horn” (rpwv) is encouraged in this praise (vv. 5-6). This summons is followed by another 

(vv. 7-9) as the psalmist commands creation to join in worship of this great King who is 

coming to judge the earth. The sea is called to “thunder” (Mor) along with the world and its 

220. See Pss 105 and 106 in Chapter 5.
221. See discussion of “new song” above in “Psalm 96.”
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inhabitants (v. 7), while the rivers and mountains (v. 8) are also involved in the worship of 

the coming Judge (v. 9).222 

Thus, Davis’s opinion seems fitting: “Psalm 98 is, in its entirety, both an exhortation 

to praise and an offering of it . . .”223 All of creation must rejoice because the kingship of 

YHWH has been manifested and will become an eschatological realisation at his coming. In 

this way, Psalm 98, as Davis states, “is a song of gratitude mingled with further expectation, 

for the psalmist takes the accomplished wonders as an earnest of the full manifestation of 

God’s mercy in judgment (cf. Ps. 101:1), when God’s just rule will be established throughout

the world (v. 9). Thus praise functions both sacrificially and pastorally, giving glory to God 

while nurturing the hope of the faithful.”224

7.3  Canonical Relationships

7.3.1  Relation to Psalm 99

Significant Terms and Themes

There are several important terms that link Psalms 98 and 99 as the last two psalms in 

the core group of Psalms 96-99. The first is, of course, hwhy (“the LORD”) and Klm (“king/

reigns”). In Psalm 98:6, the psalmist refers to YHWH as the “King,” while Psalm 99 contains

two references to God’s reign. In v. 1, the psalm contains the phrase “the LORD reigns”   

(Klm hwhy), and in v. 4, the noun “king” (JKRlRm) occurs in reference to YHWH. With both 

psalms containing these references, their relation is primarily based upon the kingship of 

YHWH theme. 

Other important linguistic links are the terms Xra (“earth”) and Mymo (“peoples”). First,

Psalm 98:9 states, “Before the LORD, for he is coming to judge the earth (Xra). He will judge

the world in righteousness and the peoples (Mymo) in equity.” Likewise, Psalm 99:1 declares, 

“The LORD reigns, let the peoples (Mymo) tremble; he sits above the cherubim, let the earth 

(Xra) quake!”225 Also, three other roots occur in reference to YHWH’s kingship that connect 

Psalms 98 and 99: “righteousness” (98:9, qdx; 99:4, hqdx), “to judge/justice” (98:9, fpv; 

222. The creational language in Ps 98 has led some scholars to conclude that the forces of chaos are in view as
the objects of the Divine-King’s victory (v. 1). See Anderson, Psalms, 693; Dahood, Psalms II, 365; Terrien,
Psalms, 684. In comparison to Ps 93, the forces of chaos play a less prominent role in this psalm and it seems
most likely that the psalmist is alluding to specific historical events in the life of Israel.
223. Ellen F. Davis, “Psalm 98,” Int 46 (1992) 172.
224. Davis, “Psalm 98,” 172.
225. Howard notes the significance of these terms: “[T]hese are the only two places—aside from 96:13, which is
identical to 98:9—in Psalms 93-100 that these two words are juxtaposed in parallel (or complementary) lines,”
(Structure 93-100, 162).
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99:4, fpvm) and “equity” (98:9; 99:4, Myrvym).226 Interestingly, all of these roots appear 

together in the same verses in both psalms (98:9; 99:4).

Thematically, as the kingship of YHWH dominates each psalm, they share the 

expression of God’s sovereign rule over Israel, the nations and creation.227 Within the context 

of YHWH as king, his role as judge explicitly occurs in Psalms 98:9 and 99:4, 8, also being 

characterised with the concepts of righteousness, justice and equity. The prominence of the 

covenant people provides a final thematic link between Psalms 98 and 99; the psalms contain 

references such as “Israel” (98:3), “Jacob” (99:4), “Moses,” “Aaron,” and “Samuel” (99:6).228

7.3.2  Relation to Psalms 93-100

Finally, it is interesting to note the literary progression of Psalms 96-98 within 

93-100. As the prophetic proclamation of YHWH’s coming in Psalm 96 finds literary 

fulfillment in the theophany of Psalm 97, Psalm 98 appears to be a literary celebration of that 

theophanic victory. So, Psalm 96 tells of the coming Judge who then appears and defeats his 

enemies in Psalm 97. Then Psalm 98 celebrates the Divine-Warrior’s victory and declares 

that his work is not yet complete. Thus, there appears to be a progression of “scenes” from 

Psalm 96 to 98. The imagery of an “established” reign of YHWH in Psalm 99 confirms this 

development.

7.4  Conclusion: Psalm 98

In the second section of Book IV, Psalm 98 provides a complementary perspective of 

the kingship of YHWH. As a victorious King, he has shown Israel and the world his 

salvation, and all of creation rejoices at the prospect of his coming kingdom. With this 

eschatological outlook, the psalm declares God’s current reign and anticipates his advent into

history when he will restore a right-order and his righteousness will be manifested before the 

world. In this way, Psalm 98 magnificently contributes to the theology of this sub-group of 

psalms. McCann comments,

Psalm 98 proclaims exuberantly the message that pervades and forms the theological 
heart of the psalter: God reigns . . . Like other enthronement psalms, Psalm 98 
presents justice and righteousness as the essence of the worldwide policy that God 
wills and enacts (vv. 2, 9). Psalm 98 also makes it clear that this policy is motivated 

226. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 162.
227. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 162.
228. Howard, Structure 93-100, 162.
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by God’s faithfulness and love (v. 3). In short, the good news is that God rules the 
universe with faithfulness and love, and the ecumenical, ecological, economic, social, 
and political implications of this message are profound . . .229

8.  Psalm 99: Holy is the King

As the last Kingship of YHWH psalm in the second section of Book IV, Psalm 99 

pictures an established King who sits enthroned, reigning over the earth from Zion. Like 

Psalms 93 and 97, it begins with the announcement “the LORD reigns,” while also 

highlighting the “holy” characteristic of God’s rule. This holiness of YHWH is practically 

revealed in the righteousness that he has established among his people and it provides the 

reason for which the psalmist calls the congregation to worship. Interestingly, the covenantal 

outlook of this psalm is furthered by the description of the nation’s historic figures who 

mediated on behalf of the people in the presence of their King, and through their intercession,

YHWH’s grace and judgment were revealed as he rendered both forgiveness and punishment 

for Israel’s sins. Finally, with YHWH being exalted above all the peoples of the earth, the 

congregation is summoned to “exalt the LORD our God” and worship before him.

8.1  Translation

Psalm 99
f…wñnD;t My#Ib…wrV;kŒ b¶EvOy My¡I;mAo …wâz◊…g√rˆy JKDlDmœ h∞Dwh◊y

:X®r`DaDh
:My`I;mAo`Dh_lD;k_lAo a…w#hŒ Mñ∂r◊w lwúødÎ…g Nwâø¥yIxV;b hÎwh◊y∑

1 The LORD reigns, let the peoples tremble; 
he sits (above) the cherubim, let the earth 
quake!230

2 The LORD is great in Zion, and he is 
exalted above all the peoples.

229. McCann, Psalms, 1073.
230. The structure of Ps 99 has received much attention from commentators, particularly regarding whether the
psalm should be analysed in two parts or three. Some scholars argue for two sections, regarding vv. 5 and 9 as a
refrain (see Howard, Structure 93-100, 87-88; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 259; Oesterley, Psalms, 428). However,
many commentators contend that there are actually three refrains in Ps 99:3, 5 and 9, and therefore, consider the
psalm to be best examined in three parts (see, e.g., Dahood, Psalms II, 368; Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and
Spiritual Commentary, 347; Davidson, Vitality, 324; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 484-485). Structurally,
both views are possible. However, it is difficult to overlook the latter position with the presence of a trisagion in
Ps 99 similar to that of Isaiah 6: “holy is he” (vv. 3, 5) and “holy is the LORD our God” (v. 9), (see Jeremias,
Königtum Gottes, 115). In addition, other evidence supports this three-part view. For example, all three strophes
contain a transition from the third person voice to a second person address towards YHWH (Jeremias, Königtum
Gottes, 115). The presence of exaltation imagery in each section (see vv. 2, 5, 9) further indicates three parts as
opposed to two. Therefore, the psalm can be divided as follows: A: The Reign of YHWH (vv. 1-3); B: The
Righteous Nature of His Rule (vv. 4-5); C: The Kingship of YHWH and His People (vv. 6-9). There has been
no great controversy regarding the genre of Ps 99, and there is widespread acceptance of the poem as a hymn of
praise which is also included within the category of the Kingship of YHWH psalms. Interestingly, Zenger
believes that Ps 99 was composed for its present literary context in Book IV, and he bases this suggestion on
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:a…wáh vwõød∂q a#∂rwøn◊w lwõødÎ…g ÔKVmIvœ …wêdwøy
MyóîrDvyEm D;t◊n∞Anwø;k hD;tAaœ b¶EhQDa fºDÚpVvIm JKRlRm zñOo◊w

:Dty`IcDo hWD;tAa —bûOqSoÅyV;b h#∂q∂dVx…wŒ f¶DÚpVvIm

3 Let them praise your great and awesome 
name. Holy is ahe!

4 And the bstrength of a king (is) the justice 
he loves. You have established equity. 
Justice and righteousness you have made in 
Jacob.

 wy#Dl◊går MõOdShAl …wwSjA;tVvIh`Vw∑ …wny#EhølTa h§Dw„h◊y …w&mVmwíør
:a…wáh vwõød∂q

wóømVv y∞Ea√rOqV;b lEa…wmVv…wœ wyGÎnShOk`V;b —N°OrShAa◊w h§Rv„Om
:M`EnSoÅy a…wâh◊w hGÎwh◊yŒ_lRa MyañîrOq

5 Exalt the LORD our God and worship at 
his footstool. Holy is he!

6 Moses and Aaron were among his priests, 
and Samuel was among those who called 
upon his name; those who called to the 
LORD and he answered them.

 qâOj◊w wy#DtOdEoŒ …wõrVmDv M¡RhyElSa r∞E;båd◊y NÎnDoœ d…wâ;mAoV;b
:wøm`Dl_NAt`Dn

M¡RhDl Dty∞IyDh aEcOnœ l∞Ea M¶DtyZˆnSo hºD;tAa …wnyEhølTa h∞Dwh◊y
:M`DtwølyIlSo_lAo M#éqOn◊wŒ

7 In the pillar of cloud he spoke to them; 
they kept his testimonies and the statute he 
gave to them.

8 O LORD our God, you answered them; 
you were a forgiving God to them, and an 
avenger of their deeds. 

 wóøv√d∂q r∞AhVl …wwSjA;tVv`Ih◊w∑ …wny#EhølTa h§Dw„h◊y …w&mVmwíør
:…wny`EhølTa h¶Dwh◊y vw#ød∂qŒ_y`I;k

9 Exalt the LORD our God and worship at
his holy mountain, for holy is the LORD
our God.231

Translation Notes
Verse 3
a. The pronoun awh can be translated as the 3ms “he,” referring to YHWH himself, or it could
refer to YHWH’s name (“Let them praise your great and awesome name. Holy is it!”). Some 
scholars have opted for the latter, suggesting that YHWH’s name is in view in the immediate 
context.232 This is certainly a valid argument, and “name” (Mv) may very well be the 
antecedent noun. In the above translation, however, the rendering “he” has been chosen 
because there is a structural element in Ps 99 in which the mention of God as “holy” appears 
three times (vv. 3, 5, 9). In vv. 5 and 9, YHWH himself is declared “holy,” and thus, it seems 
natural that v. 3 would occupy the same message.233 In the literary composition, YHWH 
himself seems to be the referent of awh, although, God’s “name” is synonymous with God 
himself, and therefore, could also be considered as the probable subject.

(what he believes to be) the similarities of the psalm to both “ancient” Kingship of YHWH psalms and
“younger” ones (see Psalms 2, 486). Zenger’s suggestion seems probable when the canonical composition of
Book IV and its post-exilic formation is considered. For a recent argument in favour of a pre-exilic origin of Ps
99, see Mark Leuchter, “The Literary Strata and Narrative Sources of Psalm XCIX,” VT 55 (2005), 20-38. He
posits that the psalm relies upon the Shiloh tradition and Mosaic intercession, which suggests that it originated
prior to the Zadokite influence. Therefore, he concludes that the psalm dates back to the reign of David and the
changing of Jerusalem from Jebusite rule to an Israelite establishment.
231. There have been some questions about the unity of Ps 99. However, the cohesive nature of this psalm
supports its uniformity. See W. S. Prinsloo, “Psalm 99: Die Here, ons God, is heilig,” HTS 49 (1993), 621-636.
232. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 85; Weiser, Psalms, 640; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 526. 
233. See Anderson, Psalms, 695.
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Verse 4
b. The construction bEhDa fDÚpVvIm JKRlRm zOo◊w (lit. “and the strength of the king loves justice”) poses 
the greatest difficulty in the psalm. Many possibilities have arisen to make sense of this 
sentence.234 The above translation reads Klm zo as a nominal clause, bha fpvm as a relative 
clause and supplies the verb “to be.”235

8.2  Themes and Theology

8.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

Psalm 99 stands as the final Kingship of YHWH psalm in the impressive collection of

Psalms 93-100, a collection concentrated upon and connected by the theme of God’s reign. 

Beginning in Psalm 93, YHWH has been proclaimed to be “king” outrightly or implicitly (Ps 

94) in seven consecutive psalms, and like the previous ones, Psalm 99 contains many of the 

distinctive elements common to this motif. For example, the universal, theophanic, righteous/

just, covenantal and exalted nature of God’s reign is revealed in the preceding psalms. 

Likewise, Psalm 99 clearly contains these elements of YHWH’s kingship, while also 

expanding upon them. 

As the psalm begins, the familiar phrase “the LORD reigns” (Klm hwhy) announces the 

universal kingship of God as the peoples (vv. 1, 2) and the earth (v. 1) are affected by his 

(theophanic)236 sovereign rule. However, unlike Psalms 96-98, the universal emphasis of 

God’s kingship is not as prominent in Psalm 99 as it draws greater attention to his covenantal 

relationship with Israel (vv. 4-9): the LORD’s enthronement in Zion (v. 2), his righteous 

work established in Jacob (v. 4) and his interaction with Israel through their mediators (vv. 

6-8). In this way, the perspective of the psalm concerns the particular more than the 

universal, but nevertheless, the emphasis of YHWH’s reign over Israel implies his reign over 

all of creation as well.237 

Psalm 99 also contains the ethical dimension of YHWH’s kingship that has proven to 

be an important factor among Psalms 93-100. Verse 4 manifests perhaps the most 

concentrated statement in this second section of Book IV regarding the righteous nature of 

234. The volume of suggestions is so great that each option cannot be examined here. See Zenger (Psalms 2,
483) for his discussion of the problems that must be considered in this verse.
235. See Broyles, Psalms, 385: “It is possible it states a general principle, ‘And a king’s strength is the
judgment/justice he loves,’ and the rest of the verse praises Yahweh directly for fulfilling the condition of being
a strong king.”
236. As in Pss 96-98, this psalm appears to emphasise the theophanic nature of YHWH’s kingship (see vv. 1, 7).
See Weiser, Psalms, 641; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 487-488.
237. See Oesterley, Psalms, 429.
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God’s rule: “And the strength of a king (is) the justice he loves. You have established equity. 

Justice and righteousness you have made in Jacob.” The righteousness/justice of God has 

been established in Israel and is worked out practically through the covenantal relationship; 

YHWH forgives his people, and he also avenges their sins. Thus, the psalmist reveals that the

equity of God’s reign has been manifested in the life of the nation.238

Related to the righteous/just nature of YHWH’s kingship in Psalm 99 is God’s 

holiness. In other Kingship of YHWH psalms, mention of the holy character of God occurs 

but this theme gains more prominence in Psalm 99 than in the others.239 YHWH is directly 

referred to as “holy” (vwdq) three times (vv. 3, 5, 9), and a fourth indication of the holiness of 

God occurs in the mention of “his holy mountain” (wvdq rhl) in v. 9.240 Also, the structure of 

this psalm emphasises the holiness of the King in each section. In vv. 1-3, the sovereign rule 

of YHWH displays his holiness, while the righteousness of God (v. 4-5) and his practical 

dealings with Israel (vv. 6-9) provide another manifestation of his holy character. Therefore, 

it appears that “holiness” infuses the psalm and its message about the King. Mays explains, 

“In its three parts, the psalm defines and modifies the basic meaning of ‘holy.’ The LORD is 

thrice holy: in supreme majesty, in justice, and in responsibility. ‘Holy’ becomes a notion that

means more than the fearful and fascinating divine; used to praise the LORD, it takes on 

connotations that the people of the LORD have come to know in their experience of his 

rule.”241 

Tied to this idea of holiness is the elevated nature of King YHWH. Like the 

occurrence of “holy is . . .”, there are also three expressions of exaltation/height imagery in 

Psalm 99 (vv. 2, 5, 9).242 YHWH is “high” (Mwr) above the peoples (v. 2), and the worshippers

to whom the psalm is addressed must “exalt” their God because he is holy (vv. 5, 9). Thus, 

the holy nature of YHWH’s reign appears to be tied to his elevated position or, inversely, he 

is exalted because he is holy, and the acknowledgment of that position is to be expressed in 

worship.

238. Mays comments, “In the vocabulary of the psalms, righteousness and justice are the attributes and acts of
God in his ruling and judging to enforce his rule. Whether his judgments were salvific or punitive with respect
to Israel depended on the case at hand, but the emphasis is on their restorative and redemptive effect . . . God’s
royal exercise of judgment in Israel was prophetic of his coming rule over the world (96:13; 98:9). It is in texts
like these that we can see the basis of the prophets’ proclamation of justice and righteousness in a theology of
the LORD’s kingship,” (Psalms, 315).
239. Eaton, Psalms, 238; Limburg, Psalms, 334.
240. Anderson, Psalms, 697.
241. Mays, Psalms, 317.
242. “If ‘holy’ is a key word in these three sections, so is the Hebrew word meaning ‘to be high,’” (Davidson,
Vitality, 324).
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The theme of YHWH’s kingship in Psalm 99 not only continues many of the ideas 

found in the previous enthronement psalms but it also speaks directly to the audience of Book

IV. The holy King who reigns over the earth has united himself to the nation of Israel and 

established his throne among them. In this way, he has chosen to enter into a unique 

relationship with Jacob in which he will be their God and they will be his people. The 

covenantal ramifications of this relationship are witnessed in his righteous rule over them, in 

their worshipful allegiance to him, and obedience remains essential to their relationship with 

the Sovereign of Israel. However, the lack of acknowledgment regarding God’s reign in the 

past has led the nation to exile. This judgment proves to be a practical example of YHWH’s 

justice (v. 4, 8), as well as the evidence that he presently reigns over their affairs. Thus, the 

response of the reader in post-exilic Israel must be to exalt YHWH and worship him, because

“holy is the LORD our God.”

8.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Worship

The theme of worship continues in Psalm 99, although this worship is much more 

reserved than the jubilant praise of Psalms 96 and 98. The reason for this reservation appears 

to be the fearsome imagery of King YHWH and the practical expression of his kingship in 

the affairs of Israel (see v. 8), or it could be the dominance of “holiness” images, which 

breeds “distance” in the heart of sinful humanity. Even so, the worship of YHWH is a 

principal objective in this psalm evidenced by three summons in vv. 3, 5 and 9. While these 

verses show that the psalm’s worship is ultimately universal (v. 3), it primarily refers to the 

worship of Israel. The temple imagery of the ark (v. 1, “the cherubim;” v. 5, “footstool”) and 

Zion (vv. 2, 9) seem to suggest this as well.243

The kingly reign of YHWH stands as the reason for Israel’s worship. The Holy One 

sits enthroned over the peoples of the earth, and his greatness has been revealed among his 

own people in Zion. With God’s holiness displayed, the psalmist calls for reverent worship 

but in a subdued tone as compared with the previous psalm. This tone simply expresses the 

243. There is some disagreement among scholars regarding this imagery. For example, Oesterley believes that
the psalm refers to the “heavenly” Zion and not to the “earthly” Jerusalem because of the universalism in this
psalm (see Psalms, 429). His position is not easily dismissed. While “footstool” (v. 5) can be a metaphor for the
ark, it can also be interpreted as Mount Zion. See Dahood, Psalms II, 369. On the other hand it would seem that
at the very least these images have their root in the ark of the covenant. See McCann, Psalms, 1075. For
discussion of the relationship between God’s earthly throne (i.e. in the Jerusalem Temple) and heavenly throne,
see Brettler, God is King, 84-85.
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two-fold nature of worship present in Psalms 96-99. The praise of God as king should be 

jubilant and euphoric (Pss 96, 98) but also serious as before the righteous Sovereign who 

both forgives and avenges (Pss 97, 99). Thus, Eaton appropriately comments, “The last of the

psalms to quote and unfold the proclamation that the Lord is now king, this has conveyed 

especially the impact of ‘the holy’, the manifestation of the dread godhead. It is an event of 

overwhelming awesomeness, at which all tremble, cast themselves down, and confess in 

praise that ‘He’, Yahweh, the Lord, he alone is holy.”244

Forgiveness and Punishment

As mentioned earlier, Psalm 99:6-9 primarily address the covenantal relationship 

between YHWH and Israel in the light of his righteous kingship. In this section, Moses, 

Aaron and Samuel stand as God’s priests who interceded on behalf of Israel. By their 

intercession, God responded to Israel with both forgiveness and punishment as the psalmist 

says, “You were a forgiving God to them, and an avenger of their deeds” (v. 8).

The presence of this theme of forgiveness and punishment in Psalm 99 has been 

thoroughly discussed in the secondary literature. Interestingly, some find it hard to accept the 

presence of both ideas in this psalm, considering it problematic.245 The theology of the OT, 

however, clearly affirms that God both forgives his people and punishes them for their 

wrongdoings.246 Exod. 34:6-7, for example, specifically highlights the juxtaposition and co-

existence of YHWH’s mercy and judgment:247 

The LORD passed before him and proclaimed, “The LORD, the LORD, a God 
merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love and 
faithfulness, keeping steadfast love for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression 
and sin, but who will by no means clear the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers 
on the children and the children’s children, to the third and the fourth generation.” 
(ESV)

244. Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 348.
245. Though there is no support suggesting textual corruption, various proposals have been offered about how to
remedy this supposed contradiction. While Whybray does not suppose that these two ideas are problematic, he
does consider it strange that the entire psalm is without reference to punishment except in this verse. Therefore,
to fit the mood of the psalm, he suggests reading an objective genitive in v. 8 rather than a subjective genitive:
“Thou wast a forgiving God to them, But also an avenger, on account of the evil deeds done to them.” See
“‘Their wrongdoings’ in Psalm 99 8,” ZAW 81 (1969), 237-238. On the other hand, Whitley suggests reading
MDqOn◊w, which is from the root hqn (“cleanse”), in the place of MEqOn◊w: “he cleanseth them from their evil deeds,”
(“Psalm 99:8,” ZAW 85 [1973], 227-230). Howard takes another route, understanding Mqn in the sense of
vindication: “And One who vindicates (them) despite their evil deeds,” (Structure 93-100, 86-87).
246. Davidson, Vitality, 325.
247. See Brueggemann, Message, 149; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 530; McCann, Psalms, 1076; Eaton, Psalms, 240. 
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In Psalm 99, this display of God’s forgiving and punishing can be viewed as an 

outworking of his kingly characteristic of holiness. His holy perfection demands justice in his

practical interactions with his covenant people, but it also entails particular fidelity to his 

promises of kindness. Thus, when he reveals both his grace and judgment, they are rendered 

from an impeccable King who governs his people according to the covenantal terms of their 

relationship.  

With exile prominent in the minds of the editor’s audience, the presence of the 

forgiveness and punishment motif is entirely appropriate to the post-exilic compilation of 

Book IV. As it addresses the theological crisis of exile in Book III, the book employs this 

theme in Psalm 99 to remind the audience of God’s faithfulness to his covenant promises in 

the punishing of Israel’s sins with banishment from the promised land. His covenant 

faithfulness is also displayed in forgiveness, having returned the Israelite remnant from 

captivity. The audience has witnessed first hand the holiness of their King in both his grace 

and judgment, and the seriousness of this reality calls for reverent submission and worship 

before YHWH. In the light of this juxtaposition of forgiveness and judgment, Weiser 

comments, 

Even in his grace God remains a holy God. And that holiness manifests itself in the 
fact that the utter seriousness of the righteousness by which he punishes the sins of 
men invariably continues to hold its own side by side with the seriousness of the love 
by which he forgives sins. It is this co-existence of God’s judgment and grace, so 
incomprehensible to the human mind, this insight into the real nature of a God who 
takes sin just as seriously as the forgiveness of sins, which is the innermost core of 
God’s holiness before which the congregation falls down and worships.248

8.3  Other Elements

8.3.1  Mosaic Motif

The presence of “Moses” and exodus/wilderness themes in Book IV give a 

pronounced Mosaic flavour to this section of the Psalter. Tate describes it as a “Moses 

Book.”249 Thus far, this motif has been examined in Psalms 90-92, 95, and is arguably present

in Psalm 93 (considering its affinities to Exod 15).250 Furthermore, Psalms 103, 105 and 106 

also contain the Mosaic Leitmotif with which the book begins, suggesting that a Mosaic 

248. Weiser, Psalms, 644.
249. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 530.
250. See “Psalm 93.”
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background encompasses the whole of Book IV.251 With the occurrence of both “Moses” and 

“Aaron,” Psalm 99 echoes the theme that marks the fourth book of the Psalter.

Moses, Aaron and Samuel

In v. 6, the psalmist refers to Moses, Aaron and Samuel as “priests” who were 

involved in calling upon YHWH on behalf of Israel, which ultimately prompted YHWH to 

answer252 as he spoke to them in “the pillar of cloud.”253 Through Moses, YHWH gave his 

“testimonies” and “statute,”254 and he proved to be faithful by his actions (v. 7). Aaron and 

Samuel mediated between God and the nation and they upheld the priestly role in which they 

served. Consequently, the inclusion of these three figures in the same context seems to be 

based upon the mediatorial function in which they were involved. Each of these OT figures 

were intercessors/mediators between the people of God and YHWH, and even though Moses 

was not officially a priest, he also fulfilled a priestly role.255 

Another important connection between these three figures may lie in the context of 

YHWH’s kingship. Moses and Aaron were pre-monarchic figures who proclaimed the reign 

of God to the nation (see Exod 15:1-18) and were the delegates of the Suzerain at Sinai and 

in the wilderness. In a similar fashion, Samuel was a prophet/priest of YHWH who was a 

proponent of God’s kingship as opposed to human kingship in pre-monarchic Israel. All three

figures, therefore, can be viewed as pre-monarchic advocates of the kingship of YHWH. 

Brueggemann comments, 

Verses 6-7 link Yahweh’s kingship more decisively to the oldest torah tradition of 
Moses and Aaron, with reference to the wilderness sojourn and to the Sinai 
commandments. There is also reference to Samuel, because Samuel is remembered as 
the one who insisted on the kingship of Yahweh in order to resist all human kings, 
whom he regarded as pretenders and as threats to and diminishments of the kingship 
of Yahweh (cf. 1 Sam. 8:7; 12:15, 25).256

251. See Chapter 7.
252. The “calling” of the people and “answering” of YHWH is another dimension of God’s kingship in Ps 99.
See Mays, Psalms, 315-316.
253. See Exod 33:9 and Num 12:5-6 for Moses, Aaron and the “pillar of cloud.” It is uncertain as to what is
Samuel’s relation to the “pillar of cloud.” It has been suggested that Samuel’s communion with YHWH in the
sanctuary where the ark was (see 1 Sam 3:3-4) is possibly in view here. See Tate, Psalms 51-100, 530; Harman,
Psalms, 329;  Anderson, Psalms, 697. 
254. The giving of “testimonies” and “statute” in this psalm, along with v. 4, highlights YHWH as the royal law-
giver. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 489-490. This aspect of God’s kingship increases the covenantal
perspective of Ps 99. 
255. See Oesterley, Psalms, 430. Moses’ mediatorial role is also highlighted in Pss 90 and 106:23. This may
suggest that his priestly function is important in Book IV.
256. Brueggemann, Message, 149.
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Thus, the theology of Psalm 99 and Book IV may link these OT figures in the context of 

God’s kingship to propound a unified picture of prominent leaders who not only 

acknowledged YHWH’s reign but were champions of YHWH as the true King of Israel. 

Exodus 15

In the light of both the kingship and Mosaic motifs in Psalm 99, it is interesting to 

note the correspondence between this psalm and the “Song of Moses and Israel” in Exod. 

15:1-18. McCann has noted significant correlation between the two compositions:

Both songs celebrate God’s reign (v. 1; Exod 15:18). In both, God is to be “exalted” 
(vv. 2, 5, 9; Exod 15:2), because God is “great” (vv. 2, 3; see “might” in Exod 15:16 
NRSV), “awesome” (v. 3; Exod 15:11), “mighty” (v. 4; see “strength” in Exod 15:2, 
13), and “holy” (vv. 3, 5, 9; Exod 15:11, 13). In both songs, people “tremble” (v. 1; 
Exod 15:14), and in both, God is established in God’s own place (vv. 1-2, 5, 9; Exod 
15:13, 17). It seems as if Psalm 99 intentionally recalls Exod 15:1-18 as a way of 
affirming for a later generation—discouraged by events like those described in Book 
III—that God still reigns.257 

In the same manner that Moses and Israel (including Aaron) sang of the exalted Warrior-

King who shall reign forever, the composition of Psalms 93-100, and specifically Psalm 99, 

appears to do the same. 

When considering the Mosaic context of Book IV, this connection between Psalm 99 

and Exodus 15 seems quite significant. Tate comments, “The emphasis on the kingship of 

Yahweh correlates with the Mosaic declaration that the Divine Warrior of Israel, Yahweh, 

would ‘reign (as king) forever and ever’ (Exod 15:18). The kingship of Yahweh is grounded 

in the Mosaic traditions, and it is fitting that the largest grouping of psalms that express it be 

positioned under the Mosaic rubric.”258 Thus, this relationship may suggest that Psalm 99 can 

be viewed as promoting a Mosaic theology of kingship, which is “YHWH alone is and 

always will be King.”

Psalm 99 and Book IV

With these things in mind, the inclusion of Psalm 99 into Book IV may be significant 

on many different levels. Primarily, the psalm relates the kingship of YHWH within the 

kingly setting of Psalms 93-100. Secondly, it functions within a Mosaic context of Book IV 

257. McCann, Psalms, 1074-1075.
258. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 530.
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to highlight the unique kingship of God over Israel from its inception until the eschatological 

establishment of his kingdom. Finally, Psalm 99 participates within Book IV to answer the 

theological crisis of Book III by pointing to the consistent reign of YHWH. In the light of 

this, McCann’s summary of the function of Psalm 99 within Book IV is a fitting explanation 

of how the psalm operates in its canonical context:

Psalm 99 is the conclusion of a collection of enthronement psalms (Psalm 93, 95-99) 
that form the theological heart of the psalter and appear to be strategically placed to 
respond to the crisis articulated in Book III, especially Ps 89:38-51 and its lament 
over the failure of the Davidic covenant . . . Book IV responds to Book III by 
proclaiming God’s reign and by offering a pre-Davidic, Mosaic perspective—a 
reminder that Moses proclaimed the reign of God (Exod 15:18) before there was land, 
Temple, or monarchy. In this regard, it is crucial that Book IV begins with the only 
psalm attributed to Moses (Psalm 90), and it is significant that Psalm 99, the climactic 
enthronement psalm, explicitly mentions Moses and Aaron (v. 6; see also Pss 103:7; 
105:26; 106:16, 23, 32), as well as Samuel, who opposed the formation of the 
monarchy on the grounds that only God could properly be considered Israel’s king 
(see 1 Sam 8:1-18).259 

8.4  Canonical Relationships

8.4.1  Relation to Psalm 100

There is not much correspondence between Psalms 99 and 100, and as has already 

been discussed, they both have more in common with Psalms 97 and 95 respectively. In this 

way, their juxtaposition appears to be primarily based upon the framing function of Psalm 

100 with Psalm 95 around the core group of Psalms 96-99. Also, as Psalm 100 functions as 

the doxology to the collection of Psalms 93-100, one would not expect the same degree of 

connection between Psalms 99 and 100 that was seen with the previous four psalms. 

However, some connections worth noting still arise between them.

First, the “name” (Mv) of YHWH obtains a place within both psalms (99:3, 6; 100:4), 

which is significant since this term only occurs elsewhere among Psalms 93-100 in Psalm 

96:2.260 Second, both psalms are hymns of praise that have a significant covenantal 

emphasis261 and open with a universal outlook which then narrows to a particular focus on 

Israel.262 Finally, the two psalms may also be connected by a Zion perspective.263  

259. McCann, Psalms, 1074.
260. Howard, Structure 93-100, 165.
261. Howard, Structure 93-100, 165.
262. Howard, Structure 93-100, 165.
263. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 165.
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8.4.2  Relation to Psalms 93-100

As Psalm 99 functions with Psalm 97 to display an alternating pattern with Psalms 96 

and 98, it can also be considered a “bridge text” that connects the previous psalms with the 

doxology of Psalm 100.264 In addition, there seems to be a progression in this core group of 

Psalms 96-99 that concludes in this psalm. As Psalm 96 foretells of YHWH’s coming, Psalm 

97 reveals his theophanic appearance in defeating his enemies. Then, Psalm 98 announces the

victory of the Divine Warrior-King and indicates a future appearance in which he will judge 

the earth. Now, in Psalm 99, the established reign of God is in view, and his subjects are 

called to worship in the presence of the Holy One of Israel.265 In this way, the “scenes” of 

YHWH’s kingship draw to a conclusion before the climactic praise of Psalm 100 ends the 

dramatic second section of Psalms 93-100. Zenger comments, “With the proclamation of the 

world king present on Zion, on his cherubim throne, in a sense the theophany-coming of 

YHWH, previously depicted again and again in ever-new images, finds its fulfillment and a 

‘resting place’ where YHWH now can, and indeed should, be revered, first by Israel itself 

(Psalm 99), and then by the nations together with Israel (Psalm 100).”266

8.5  Conclusion: Psalm 99

As the final psalm in the core group of Psalms 96-99, Psalm 99 provides 

encouragement to the people of God, reminding them that YHWH is King and has been since

the beginning of the nation. However, as it completes the Kingship of YHWH collection in 

Book IV, it also addresses the serious nature of God’s kingly rule over his covenant people. 

Their experience of both his grace and punishment is seen in the practical outworking of the 

covenant stipulations; he is a gracious King but also a just Suzerain who avenges the wicked 

deeds of his people. Thus, they should take heed of this reality and worship him alone as the 

holy King before whom the peoples of the earth tremble. 

On this note, Psalm 99 adequately contributes to the overall intent of Book IV as it 

responds to the crisis of exile and fallen human kingship in Book III. Having examined most 

of the psalms in the second section of Book IV, the cohesive nature of Psalms 93-100 

provides a theology of response to the exile. With this in mind, Tate’s comments provide an 

appropriate conclusion: “The monarchs of Israel are dead and their kingdoms are no more, 

264. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 491.
265. While there is an “established” nature of YHWH’s kingship in this psalm, it is still to be interpreted in an
eschatological perspective. See Oesterley, Psalms, 428.
266. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 491.
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fallen as all human kingdoms are destined to do, but the Great King above all gods reigns in 

power and glory, though the full measure of that glory is not yet perceived by the peoples of 

the world. Nevertheless, it is a time of trembling, of shouting, of singing, and proclaiming. It 

is a time for Ps 100.”267

9.  Psalm 100: The Goodness of YHWH

As the final psalm in the collection of Psalms 93-100, Psalm 100 stands as a 

culmination of the praise of YHWH seen in the previous seven psalms. With its seven 

imperatives, the psalm calls the congregation to exuberant worship of the God of the earth 

who has established a particular people for himself. Interestingly, the overall perspective of 

this psalm is extremely jubilant (see Pss 96, 98) as the psalmist does not shy away from 

urging the people to pay homage to their Sovereign. On this note, there may also be reason to

consider this psalm from a royal perspective. Though no explicit reference to God as king 

occurs in Psalm 100, the context of Book IV as well as the language of the song may suggest 

that it should be viewed as a celebration of YHWH’s kingship. Both the covenantal outlook 

regarding the inception of Israel and the shepherd imagery of this psalm provide significant 

connections to the divine royal theme that has dominated the second sub-group in Book IV. 

Finally, the basis for this enthusiastic summons to worship rests on the very nature of God 

himself. The goodness of YHWH is the primary reason for praise, and the everlasting nature 

of both his lovingkindness and faithfulness to Israel provides ample reason for complete 

allegiance to him.

9.1  Translation

Psalm 100
:X®r`DaDh_lD;k hGÎwhyAlŒ …woyñîrDh hó∂dwøtVl rwñøm◊zIm

:h`DnÎn√rI;b wyGÎnDpVlŒ …wañø;b h¡DjVmIcV;b h∞Dwh◊y_tRa …wêdVbIo
A Psalm for aThanksgiving

1 Shout to the LORD all the earth!268

2 Serve the LORD with gladness; come 
before him with rejoicing.

267. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 532.
268. The structure of Ps 100 consists in a basic two-part hymnic format (vv. 1-3 and 4-5) with calls to praise in
vv. 1-2 and 4, and reasons for praise in vv. 3 and 5 (see Pierre Auffret, “Essai sur la Structure litteraire du
Psaume 100,” BN 20 [1983], 7-14; Terrien, Psalms, 689; Weiser, Psalms, 645). Therefore, the division of this
psalm appears as follows: A: Worship of the Covenant LORD (vv. 1-3); B: The Goodness of YHWH (vv. 4-5).
Ps 100 is almost universally viewed as a hymn, and scholars have also noted characteristics in it that may
suggest certain nuances within this hymnic classification. First, it may have been a processional/entry hymn—a
hymn that was sung as the worshipping congregation progressed toward the temple (see Oesterley, Psalms, 430;
Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 274; Anderson, Psalms, 698; Weiser, Psalms, 645; Dahood, Psalms II, 371). When
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 aøl◊w …wnDcDoœ_a…wáh My¶IhQølTa a…wôh hÎwh◊y_y`I;k …w#o√;d
:wáøtyIo√rAm Naâøx◊w w#ø;mAoŒ …wnVj¡AnSa

w#ølŒ_…wdwáøh h¡D;lIhVtI;b wy¶DtOrExSj h#∂dwøtV;b —wy°∂rDoVv …waôø;b
:wáømVv …wñkßrD;b

3 Know that the LORD, he is God; it is he 
who has made us, and, bindeed, we are his 
people and the flock of his pasture.

4 Enter his gates with thanksgiving, his 
courts with praise! Give thanks to him! 
Bless his name!

r#OdÎwŒ rõO;d_dAo◊w wúø;dVsAj M∞DlwøoVl hÎwøh◊y∑ bwâøf_yI;k
:wáøtÎn…wmTa

5 For the LORD is good. His lovingkindness
is forever and his faithfulness to generation 
after generation. 

Translation Notes
Superscription
a. It is commonly supposed that the title hdwtl (“for thanksgiving”) implies that this psalm 
was employed during the “thank offering” ceremony269 because the term hdwt in some cases 
refers to a sacrifice of thanksgiving.270 While the psalm could have been originally employed 
in this ceremony, there is no suggestion of this usage in the psalm itself.271 Therefore, with 
additional consideration of the imperative “give thanks” in v. 4, the superscription has been 
translated “thanksgiving” instead of “thank offering,” presuming that the psalm could be sung
in any general worship service.272

Verse 3
b. Two basic options exist for this passage. First, the MT Kethiv has “and not we ourselves” 
(wnjna alw), supplying the idea that Israel did not create themselves. This option is textually 
supported by the LXX and Syriac versions. Second, the MT Qerê contains “and we are his” 
(wnjna wlw), which is confirmed by Aquila, Jerome and the Targum. While there is no 
grammatical reason to reject the Kethiv, the Qerê may be the better alternative. Howard 
explains, “First, it does not answer a question scarcely or never asked [i.e. did we make 
ourselves?]. Second, it reinforces the references to YHWH in the rest of the verse. That is, 
the term YHWH occurs in the first half of v. 3a, and YHWH is then referred to by an 
independent personal pronoun or a possessive suffix in each half of each line in the rest of the
verse, a total of five times. It is more reasonable to see l} in v. 3b (as well as in the rest of the 
verse) as a reference to YHWH than as a disruptive intrusion. A third advantage of this 
reading is that it reinforces the theme of the close relationship between YHWH and humanity
or Israel that is being developed in the verse. Since he made them, they belong to him.”273 
However, not all modern scholars believe that the Kethiv should be granted a secondary 
position.274 Similarly, Lewis has argued for a different reading of the Kethiv, suggesting that 

considering the language of progression (v. 2, “come before”; v. 4, “enter his gates”), this proposition becomes
very probable. Second, the psalm could have been originally employed in the todah (thank-offering) ceremony
(see translation note a below). While each of these suggestions is probable, the general hymnic nature of the
psalm remains clear, and for this reason, it should be considered a hymn of praise with possible sub-
classifications.
269. See Weiser, Psalms, 645; Oesterley, Psalms, 430; Anderson, Psalms, 698. 
270. See HALOT.
271. Harman, Psalms, 349.
272. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 90-91.
273. Howard, Structure 93-100, 93. Most modern commentators follow this reading. See, e.g., Oesterley,
Psalms, 430-431; Anderson, Psalms, 699; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 492-493. 
274. See, e.g., Terrien, Psalms, 690. 
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al should be read as an asseverative particle: “He has made us, and, indeed (al), we are his 
people and sheep of his pasture.”275 His suggestion is quite attractive as it “gives the intended 
meaning and explains the text as it stands.”276 This reading, while being a minority position, 
may explain why the textual differences exist. If al was originally an asseverative particle, 
then the Qerê may be a reflection of this original reading, namely by stating the affirmative 
“we are his.” Therefore, in the above translation, the emphatic reading of al is (modestly) 
preferred.

9.2  Themes and Theology

9.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

The position of Psalm 100 at the end of the second section of Book IV has invited the 

discussion of whether it should be considered a Kingship of YHWH psalm. While numerous 

commentators have acknowledged its function as a conclusion/doxology for the kingship 

Psalms 93-100,277 some challenge the possibility of it containing the kingship theme.278 

However, when considering the royal imagery of Psalm 100, the canonical position of the 

psalm, and its correspondences with the previous kingship psalms, it seems difficult to deny 

the kingship of YHWH theme in Psalm 100 and, therefore, its inclusion within this collection

celebrating YHWH’s reign. 

Arguably, the language of Psalm 100 does suggest royal imagery regarding YHWH as

the ruler of his people. The reference to God as the shepherd of Israel (v. 3) draws upon the 

ancient Near Eastern concept of a king being the shepherd of his subjects.279 Also, the 

occurrence of “gates” and “courts” (v. 4) can be understood as the meeting place of royalty,280

which indicates that the congregation is being summoned before the King.281 Special attention

must be given to the command “serve” (v. 2, wdbo) as well. Mays has contended that the use 

of this language (“serve”) posits a political dimension in this psalm:

275. Joe O. Lewis, “An Asseverative al in Psalm 100:3?,” JBL 86 (1967), 216. See also Tate, Psalms 51-100,
534. Evidence for an asseverative/emphatic use of al in scripture has been put forth by F. Nötscher, “Zum
emphatischen Lamed,” VT 3 (1953), 372-380. See also H. Neil Richardson, “A Critical Note on Amos 7:14,”
JBL 85 (1966), 89.
276. Lewis, “Asseverative al,” 216. See also Tate, Psalms 51-100, 534.
277. See, e.g., Kidner, Psalms, 355; Claus Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms, translated by Keith R.
Crim and Richard N. Soulen (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 255; Wilson, Editing, 217; McCann, Psalms,
1077; Schaefer, Psalms, 245; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 494-495; Howard, Structure 93-100, 180. Also on
this note, Mowinckel examined Ps 100 in connection with the enthronement psalms (Psalms, Vol. II, 3).
278. See, e.g., Oesterley, Psalms, 430; Anderson, Psalms, 698.
279. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 494; Eaton, Psalms, 241; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 537. See also
discussion above on Ps 95.
280. See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 494.
281. Also, this could be a cultic reference to the temple.
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The second imperative sentence (2a) guarantees that the royal setting is in view here. 
A superficial use of the lexicons might suggest that “serve” ({abad) is no more than 
“customary cultic language,” but a closer inspection of its usage in the Psalter shows 
that here it specializes in one of its possible functions, denoting the conduct 
appropriate for relation to a royal figure. “Serve Yahweh” is a command that holds 
the action in the political context and should be heard as an interpretation of cult, 
rather than the other way around. The two areas of the Old Testament tradition in 
which {abad clusters are not without significance for the psalm. [sic] In the Exodus 
tradition it designates the goal of leaving Pharaoh’s domain to go into the wilderness; 
“serving Yahweh” is clearly the alternative to remaining the slaves of Egypt’s king. 
Unless its political dimension is observed, the significance of the Exodus tradition is 
obscured. The verb also accumulates in Deuteronomic paranesis where it connotes the 
relationship to “other gods” and “Yahweh.” Again an alternative is involved, this time 
between deities; serving Yahweh excludes the granting of an authoritative role to 
another deity. Together the two clusters show that to serve Yahweh is conduct which 
excludes slavery to human government or subjection to the power of the “gods.” So 
“serve Yahweh” says how the context of cultic activity is to be understood and what 
the character of the visible activity actually is. Seen from its perspective, the other 
commands fall into place. “Come before him . . .” is entry into the sanctuary, but the 
language is also used for audience before a human king [cf. 1 Sam. 10:24]. The 
acclaiming shout of the congregation is “religious praise,” but in the rituals of 
political life one shouts acclaim (the teruœ{aœh) to the king when he appears.282 

Furthermore, the imperative phrase “serve YHWH” (hwhy_ta wdbo) only occurs twice within 

the Psalter, Psalms 2:11 and 100:2, and it clearly occurs within a royal/political context in 

Psalm 2.283 

The canonical position of Psalm 100 also suggests its inclusion into the celebration of 

YHWH’s kingship.284 With the opening words of the psalm (“Shout to the LORD all the 

earth!”), a distinct association occurs between it and the kingship praise of Psalm 98:4.285 In 

addition, the phrase “enter . . . his courts” (v. 4) only occurs elsewhere in Psalm 96:8 in the 

entire Psalter.286 The most obvious correspondence occurs between Psalms 95 and 100, which

frame the core group of Psalms 96-100.287 The striking similarities between these two psalms 

282. James L. Mays, “Worship, World, and Power: An Interpretation of Psalm 100,” Int 23 (1969), 321-322. See
also Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 494; Tate, Psalms 51-100, 537.
283. See Tate, Psalms 51-100, 537. Also, Brueggemann believes that this psalm contains “the formula of
enthronement,” whereby “[t]he act of enthronement is both remembered and done,” (see “Psalm 100,” Int 39
[1985], 66-67). 
284. Eaton comments, “Although not making explicit reference to the Lord’s kingship, this psalm is clearly
related to the preceding series (93, 95-99) in its main features,” (Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual
Commentary, 349).
285. Jörg Jeremias, “Ps 100 als Auslegung von Ps 93-100,” SK 19 (1998), 609. See also Davidson, Vitality, 326;
Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 588; McCann, Psalms, 1078. Jeremias also comments on the occurrence of
“lovingkindness” and “faithfulness” in both Pss 98:3 and 100:5 within the context of praise (610).
286. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 494. Note also the command “bless his name” in Pss 96:2 and 100:4.
287. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 138.
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have already been noted,288 and the covenantal background and shepherd imagery of Psalm 

95:6-7 is echoed in Psalm 100:3. In Psalm 95, the function of YHWH as a shepherd over his 

people clearly implies his kingship. With this framing link between Psalms 95 and 100, the 

shepherd imagery in Psalm 100 would, consequently, imply that it too serves as an indication 

of God’s kingship, especially in the literary context of Psalms 93-100.

Goodness of YHWH

The goodness of God is a significant theme in the whole of the Psalter. Psalm 100 

declares that “YHWH is good” (v. 5)—a statement that serves as a reason (or the reason)289 

for the worship of God. Consequently, the psalm contributes to this recurring affirmation 

about the essence of God’s character and proposes that he is the primary example of what is 

good. 

Accordingly, to say that YHWH is “good” implies that he is the origin of everything 

positive and beneficial in life290 and that evil receives no endorsement from him. In this way, 

“good” (bwf) can be understood as the antithesis of “evil” (or),291 and the fact that YHWH is 

good provides a rationale for personal devotion in Psalm 100. Mays explains, 

Why should a congregation form itself as a procession of those who thereby choose 
and profess the reign of Yahweh? Not because he is god, and therefore has status 
which demands the submission and glorification of men—or any variant of that 
answer, such as that he holds all power, or is wrathful against opposition. Such 
answers are at times given in Scripture and have their validity. But the answer given 
here—the primary answer without which the others lose their ultimate cogency, 
failing above all to loose joy and exaltation among men—the first answer of Israel by 
right of its place in the basic hymn—is that Yahweh is good (t√oœb).292 

In this way, the goodness of God serves as the foundation for Israel’s faith, since it “is of the 

very essence of God’s nature.”293 

 The psalmist, however, does not simply state that YHWH is good without any 

explanation of how his goodness has been manifested. In fact, he specifically recalls two 

attributes that have displayed this virtue towards his covenant people. In v. 5, the 

288. See discussion in “Psalm 95.”
289. See Mays, Psalms, 320. 
290. Patrick D. Miller, Jr., “‘Enthroned on the Praises of Israel’: The Praise of God in Old Testament Theology,”
Int 39 (1985), 12. See also Davidson, Vitality, 327.
291. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 539.
292. Mays, “Worship,” 327.
293. Weiser, Psalms, 647.
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lovingkindness (dsj) and faithfulness (hnwma) of God reveal the goodness of YHWH (“For the

LORD is good. His lovingkindness is forever and his faithfulness to generation after 

generation”). These characteristics have an everlasting nature and provide a genuine 

illustration of God’s goodness in this psalm. The first, dsj, entails a “crucial theological 

instrument [used] to describe Yahweh’s benevolent deeds for those to whom he was 

related.”294 The second, hnwma, has already proven to be a significant term in the previous 

kingship psalms295 and now reiterates the enduring loyalty of YHWH to the covenant he 

made with Israel. Thus, these terms in Psalm 99 express both how God is “good” and the 

relational nature of his goodness towards his elected people. On this note, the beginning 

statement in v. 5 does not suggest an abstract theory about God’s being but describes a 

perceptible reality that has been, and continues to be, demonstrated in the covenant 

relationship between YHWH and Israel.

Having said this, the theme of goodness in Psalm 100 functions within the context of 

God’s kingship in order to emphasise the gracious nature of YHWH’s rule over Israel. His 

persistent lovingkindness and faithfulness are constant reminders that even in bleak 

circumstances the elements of YHWH’s benevolence remain real and dependable. The 

goodness of God contains a vital reality for those who are devoted to him, for there is no 

other place to find what is essential for life itself. Consequently, this theme prepares the 

believer to give thanks and praise to God for his kindness thus far, and it also promotes an 

enduring hope for the future.296 

9.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Worship

For several psalms now, the anthropocentric theme of the worship of YHWH as king 

has been central to this section of Book IV. In Psalm 100, a climaxing finale of praise occurs 

as a seven-fold imperative summons all the earth, and Israel in particular, to pay homage to 

the Sovereign of the world. In this way, the psalm contains the universal perspective of the 

previous psalms (Pss 96-99). However, it is significant that even though all the earth is 

294. Mays, “Worship,” 329.
295. See Pss 96:8; 98:3.
296. Mays comments, “The basis of praise is the confidence that the LORD’s faithful favor in the past has
already opened up the future as the sphere of his goodness. From the vantage of worship one cannot see the
detailed what of the future, but the congregation can behold who waits there. Praise grows out of and begins to
actualize in the present, the vision of the goodness of the LORD which awaits the worshiping community in the
tomorrows of life,” (“Worship,” 329).
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invited to this worship, the covenant community remains the primary addressee of the psalm 

since the psalmist later refers to the covenantal relationship between God and his people (v. 

3). This distinction, moreover, does not deny its universal perspective but suggests that Israel 

can be understood in Psalm 100 as representative of the whole.297

Of the seven imperatives to praise in Psalm 100, two are unique within the context of 

Psalms 93-100: “serve” (wdbo) and “know” (wod).298 First, the psalmist in v. 2 commands the 

congregation, “Serve the LORD with gladness.” Some translations contain “worship” instead 

of “serve,” which is certainly a viable rendering but it does not convey the implications of 

what this statement most likely means in Psalm 100. In this context, “serve” should be 

understood in a “theopolitical” sense that contributes to an understanding of the praise of 

Psalm 100 as existing for the King. This implies that the congregation should not simply 

worship YHWH but orientate their entire being to him, living in a manner that reflects his 

rule.299 In a similar manner, the psalmist calls for the audience to “know that the LORD, he is 

God” (v. 3). This command, “know,” does not refer to a cognitive assent on behalf of the 

worshipper but to a confessional alliance—an acknowledgment of covenantal partnership.300 

This acknowledgment is made by a confession that YHWH alone is God, to the exclusion of 

other so-called deities.301 Therefore, in the context of Psalm 100, the praise being offered 

contains a confessional nature with v. 3 stating “in confessional terms what it means to 

assemble as the people who have the LORD as king.”302 Consequently, these two terms 

suggest that the worship of Psalm 100 serves as an absolute recognition of YHWH’s rule and 

kingship over Israel, as well as a summons to all believers to affiliate themselves with him 

today and forever.

Having considered the theme of worship in Psalm 100, it may be concluded that this 

psalm has been positioned as the culminating expression of praise in the second section of 

Book IV. Its function within the kingship setting of Psalms 93-100 distinguishes the psalm as

a celebration of the great Suzerain who has elected a people to govern and has revealed his 

297. Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 349. It would, however, be a mistake to interpret Ps
100 as teaching that God has a relationship to the world in the same way that he does with Israel. See Broyles,
Psalms, 387. 
298. The five remaining commands in Ps 100 are found elsewhere in Pss 93-100: “shout” (95:1, 2; 98:4, 6),
“come” and “enter” (95:6; 96:8), “give thanks” (97:12; 99:3) and “bless” (96:2).
299. McCann, Psalms, 1078.
300. See Davidson, Vitality, 327.
301. This confession of YHWH’s exclusiveness adds to the royal nature of Ps 100 as it is a proposition
contained in many of the previous kingship psalms (see 95:3; 96:4-5; 97:9). 
302. Mays, Psalms, 319.
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goodness to them in his enduring lovingkindness and faithfulness. With its jubilant outlook, 

the psalm draws its audience to a penetrating reminder of God’s gracious association with 

Israel. In this way, Psalm 100 provides a profound stimulation to commit oneself to the 

trustworthy Shepherd who has displayed his benevolence to a covenant people. Any prior 

question regarding his goodness to Israel (like Ps 89) is, thereby, answered through a ringing 

acclamation of YHWH’s fidelity as their perpetual King.

9.3  Canonical Relationships

9.3.1  Relation to Psalms 93-100

Psalm 100 has been shown to have an important position in Book IV as it completes 

Psalms 93-100.303 Not only does it function with Psalm 95 to frame the core group of Psalms 

96-99 but it also presents a final expression of the worship of YHWH as king before moving 

on to the third section of Book IV (Pss 101-104). In this way, the praise of YHWH’s kingship

that began in Psalm 93 has finally concluded in Psalm 100 as the congregation is called into 

his royal presence to give thanks for his everlasting kindness towards Israel. As a result, it 

appears that the crescendo of praise has now reached its climax.304 

9.4  Conclusion: Psalm 100

As Psalms 93-100 conclude, a final presentation of euphoric praise is set forth as 

Psalm 100 invites all the earth to join in the worship of YHWH. The psalmist declares that 

the King has shown his goodness to Israel time and again, from one generation to the next. 

Likewise, he has also been faithful, displaying his lovingkindness as the Shepherd of his 

people. To the psalmist, there is every reason to give thanks and praise to YHWH, submitting

to him in every aspect of life. The message of Psalm 100, therefore, recalls the reader to the 

reality that God is good and his kindness towards Israel has proven this.

In this way, Psalm 100 provides an adequate response within Book IV to the crisis of 

exile and fallen human kingship. Captivity and punishment were not a result of YHWH’s 

unfaithfulness. It was actually the unfaithfulness of Israel that led to exile, and now the reader

is reminded that the faithfulness of YHWH has been established and, consequently, God 

expects that his people will “serve” and “know” him alone. Therefore, complete submission 

303. The relation of Ps 100 to Pss 93-100 has been thoroughly noted above. See also “Psalm 95” and “Psalm 99”
for its specific relationship with these psalms.
304. Howard, Structure 93-100, 180.
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to YHWH and trust in his grace remains necessary for those who will devote themselves to 

his service and follow him as King. 

10.  Conclusion: Psalms 93-100

The above study shows that Psalms 93-100 form a coherent sub-group in Book IV, 

organised around the Kingship of YHWH theme. As the central section of this book, these 

psalms tout God as ruler of Israel and the nations, re-orientating a post-exilic audience to the 

sovereignty of God over their present circumstances and encouraging them to respond to 

YHWH as the only true King the nation has ever had. Thus, as Book IV continues to render a

response to Books I-III, the second section says, “Look to YHWH as King, and worship him 

alone.” 

In addition, Psalms 93-100 seem to be a climax of the celebration of YHWH’s 

kingship before moving on to the Davidic Psalms 101-104. Psalms 93-100 not only establish 

the kingship of YHWH but also the implications of his reign over the lives of his people. 

Thus, having grounded the audience in the reality of God’s kingship, the reader moves on in 

Book IV to encounter the Davidic section of Psalms 101-104, which laments the oppression 

of God’s people but also praises YHWH as the Great High King who will bring his kingdom 

to fulfillment.
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Chapter 4
Psalms 101-104

1.  Introduction

After the kingship of YHWH section, Psalms 101-104 make up a Davidic section that 

also highlights the importance of God’s reign. As Book IV continues into this third section, 

these four psalms revolve around the lament over oppression in the fall of Zion (Pss 101-102)

as well as the grace of God in both forgiveness and creation (Pss 103-104). Initially, Psalm 

101 centres upon the Davidic king’s vow to live in a righteous manner while opposing all 

wickedness. Psalm 102 then composes a lament that unites personal and corporate anguish 

over the demise of Zion. Next, with a change of demeanor, Psalm 103 calls attention to the 

salvific benefits of God towards those who fear him as King. As a conclusion to this third 

section, Psalm 104 portrays YHWH as the Creator-King who governs and sustains all of 

creation in a gracious manner. In this way, the literary setting of the Psalter changes from 

YHWH as a sovereign refuge (Pss 90-92) and YHWH as King (Pss 93-100) to a Davidic 

section that laments tribulation but praises God for his grace. As a result, this shift continues 

to reveal the significant editorial arrangement of Book IV as it responds to the theological 

crisis of Psalm 89 and exile. 

In this chapter, as before, each of the psalms will be exegetically examined with 

special consideration of how they may be responding to Psalm 89 and Book III. The Davidic 

“voice” heard in these psalms will also be discussed regarding its impact upon the function of

Book IV. Once again, this chapter will seek to provide an overview of their lexical, thematic 

and canonical relationships as they further the Psalter’s response to exile. 

2.  Psalm 101: A Royal Psalm

With Psalm 101, a new section in Book IV begins and the first Davidic psalm comes 

into view. The psalm pictures the king praising YHWH for his lovingkindness and justice as 

he commits himself to these ethical standards. Vowing to live in blamelessness and integrity, 

the king rejects all evil and determines to destroy those who are both wicked in heart and live

in a manner that reflects a perverse nature. For those who seek to follow the king in this 

dedication to piety, he will show them favour, and he will also surround himself with 

attendants who possess this upright character. With this in mind, the author of Psalm 101 

seeks to establish the importance of righteousness in both the king and his followers.



2.1  Translation

Psalm 101
h∞Dwh◊y äÔKVl h∂ry¡IvDa f¶DÚpVvIm…w_dRs`Rj rwñøm◊zQIm dGˆw∂dVl

:h∂r`E;mÅzSa
y¡DlEa awâøbD;t yAtDmœ My#ImD;t JK®rW®dV;b —hDly§I;kVcAa

:y`ItyE;b b®râ®qV;b y#IbDbVlŒ_MDtV;b JK¶E;lAhVtRa

A psalm of David.
1 Of lovingkindness and justice I will sing, 

to you, O LORD, I will sing praise.1

2 I will ponder the way of blamelessness. 
aWhen will you come to me? I will walk 
in the integrity of my heart in the midst of 
my house.

My¶IfEs_háOcSo lAo¶D¥yQIlV;b_rAbá√;d \yGÅnyEo d‰g¶RnVl —ty°IvDa_aáøl
:y`I;b q∞A;b√dˆy aäøl yIta¡EnDc

:oá∂dEa aâøl o#∂rŒ yˆ…n¡R;mIm r…wâsÎy vé;qIoœ b∞DbEl

3 I will not set before my eyes any 
worthless thing; I hate the work of those 
of deviation; it shall not cling on me.

4 A perverse heart will turn aside from me; 
evil, I will not know.

ty¶ImVxQAa w©øtwøa …whEoér —rRt°E;sAb yˆnVvwølVm
:l`Dk…wa aâøl w#øtOaŒ b¡DbEl b∞Aj√r…w MˆyÅnyEoœ_;hAb`V…g

JK®râ®dV;b JKElOhœ yñîdQD;mIo tRbºRvDl X®rRa_y´nVmRa`RnV;b —y§AnyEo
:yˆn`Et√rDv◊y a…w#hŒ My¡ImD;t

5 Whoever secretly slanders his neighbour, 
him I will destroy; (whoever has) high 
eyes and a wide heart, him I will not 
endure.

6 My eyes will be upon the faithful of the 
land, (that they may) dwell with me; he 
who walks in the way of blamelessness, 
he will minister to me. 

1. The structure of Ps 101 is usually divided into two parts (vv. 1-4 and 5-8), with the first section focussing
on the king’s commitment to God’s standards and the second on the people’s relation to these standards.
Therefore, the following structure has been chosen: A: The Commitment of the King (vv. 1-4); B: The Effects
of the Commitment upon the People (vv. 5-8). Psalm 101 appears to be a royal psalm that was uttered by the
king or some other political figure. It is naturally viewed as a psalm for the Davidic king (hence the
superscription). While scholars are generally in agreement over this classification of Ps 101, its genre and
background are a matter of debate. With its pledge-like nature, many believe the psalm to be a vow that was
uttered by the Judahite king at his coronation. Barré posits that the original use was for the instruction of king’s
attendants by the king himself at his coronation (see “The Shifting Focus of Psalm 101” in The Book of Psalms:
Composition and Reception, eds. Peter W. Flint and Patrick D. Miller, Jr. [VT Sup 99; Leiden: Brill, 2005],
206-223). Some suggest its employment at an annual enthronement festival, based upon the Babylonian new
year festival in which the king was symbolically humiliated (see Anderson, Psalms, 700). The uncertainty
regarding the existence of such a festival, however, does not appear to provide a solid background-setting from
which to interpret this psalm (see Davidson, Vitality, 328). Similarly, Kraus (Psalms 60-150, 278) and Weiser
(Psalms, 649) see an element of the Egyptian enthronement ceremony in the background. Others suggest that
the psalm was used in entering the temple, similar to Ps 26 (see Broyles, Psalms, 389). A final view is that Ps
101 is not actually a vow but a royal complaint/lament (see 101:2), (O. Kaiser, “Erwägungen zu Psalm 101,”
ZAW 74 [1962], 195-205; Leslie C. Allen, Psalms 101-150 [WBC; Waco, TX: Word Books, 1983], 5). With all
of these suggestions in mind, it seems that Ps 101 is most likely a royal complaint/lament. See the section on the
“Davidic Voice” in Ps 101 below for further discussion.
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Myóîr∂qVv r¶EbO;d h¶D¥yQIm√r hºEcOo yItyE;b b®rñ®qV;b —b°Ev´y_aáøl
\:y`DnyEo d‰g∞RnVl Nw#ø;kˆyŒ_aáøl

tyñîrVkAhVl X®r¡Da_yEoVvîr_lD;k ty¶ImVxAa My#îr∂qV;bAl
:N‰w`Da yElSoñOÚp_lD;k hGÎwh◊yŒ_ryIo`Em

7 He who practices deceit will not dwell in 
my house; he who speaks lies will not be 
established before my eyes.

8 Every morning I will destroy all the 
wicked of the land, to cut off from the 
city of the LORD all the workers of 
iniquity.

Translation Notes
Verse 2
a. The presence of the question “when will you come to me?” is often considered to be a 
strange inclusion into this psalm. The term ytm (“when?”) is found in laments, and its 
presence in this psalm, seemingly a royal vow, has caused many scholars to emend the text.2 
The most popular emendation suggested is that ytm should be changed to tma and read as a 
statement: “truth will/may come to me.”3 This reading certainly fits well within the overall 
character of the psalm. However, the text makes sense as it is,4 and changing it seems to be 
without warrant.5

2.2  Themes and Theology

2.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Faithfulness and Righteousness of YHWH

The themes of YHWH’s faithfulness and righteousness in Book IV continue as Psalm 

101:1 states, “I will sing of lovingkindness and justice, to you, O LORD, I will sing praise.” 

The two terms “lovingkindness” (dsj) and “justice” (fpvm) both imply the fidelity of God in 

the introduction of this psalm.6 Some, however, question whether YHWH’s “loyalty” and 

“justice” are actually the subject in v. 1, since the psalmist simply says that he will sing of 

these characteristics. Consequently, it has been suggested that the king’s own loyalty and 

justice provide the primary topics.7 However, these characteristics of Davidic kingship have 

their root in God, from whom the king derives these qualities.8 With this in mind, it seems 

that YHWH’s faithfulness and righteousness are ultimately in focus here, and God’s fidelity 

2. See Kaiser, “Erwägungen,” 198-199, for a survey of emendations that have been suggested.
3. See, e.g. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 276-277; Oesterley, Psalms, 432; Weiser, Psalms, 648.
4. See Th. Booij, “Psalm ci 2–‘When Wilt Thou Come to Me?’,” VT 38 (1988), 458: “The text of Ps. ci has
apparently been handed down in good condition and is supported by the ancient versions in v. 2aβ. Moreover,
the Hebrew clause maœtay taœbo®} }eœlaœy makes good sense — although we may fail to see the reference.”
5. The presence of this question in v. 2 will be discussed below.
6. Within this context, dsj is probably best understood as “loyalty” (see HALOT, 336). The other term, fpvm,
is best understood as judging in a right manner (see HALOT, 651-652; see also Anderson, Psalms, 701).
7. Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 352; Weiser, Psalms, 649.
8. See Mays, Psalms, 321.
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exists as the basis upon which the king vows to implement these characteristics in the 

remainder of the psalm.9 

With these themes in Psalm 101, the faithfulness and righteousness of YHWH remain

consistent factors throughout Book IV. In the previous psalms, YHWH is revealed to be both 

faithful to his covenant people and righteous in his actions towards them and the nations.   

When considering the function of this book as the answer to Book III, the frequent 

occurrence of these motifs provides an astounding affirmation of God’s fidelity, which 

particularly responds to the doubtful nature of Psalm 89. Though Psalm 89 begins with praise

of YHWH’s lovingkindness and faithfulness (vv. 2-3 [1-2], “I will sing of the lovingkindness

of the LORD, forever; with my mouth I will make known your faithfulness to all generations.

For I have said, ‘Lovingkindness will be built up forever; in the heavens you will establish 

your faithfulness’”), it eventually ends with utter uncertainty of his loyalty: “O Lord, where 

are your former lovingkindnesses, which in your faithfulness you swore to David?” (v. 50 

[49]; see vv. 39-40 [38-39]). The answer of Book IV and Psalm 101 states that God is and 

always has been faithful; Davidic lineage, however, did not uphold the standards of kingship 

set forth in the Davidic covenant (see 89:31-33 [30-32]) and Psalm 101. Thus, the fault does 

not lie with YHWH but with man.10

2.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

The Righteous and the Wicked

The theme of the righteous and the wicked has been previously discussed in Psalms 

92, 94 and 97, and now in Psalm 101, this motif arises again as the king vows to live in a 

righteous manner.11 Ultimately, Psalm 101 portrays the righteous in two figures: the king and 

those who follow the same standards to which the king has committed himself. As the singer 

(i.e. the Davidic king) bases his praise upon the loyalty and justice of YHWH (v. 1), he 

devotes himself to God, seeking to submit to ideals of the Great High King.12 On the basis of 

this allegiance, the king vows to (positively) live in a righteous manner (v. 2, “the way of 

9. Davidson comments, “Because of the LORD’s unswerving commitment to the king and because, in the
words of 99:4, the LORD is ‘a lover of justice,’ the same ‘loyalty and justice’ must characterize the king’s own
life and be displayed in his dealings with his people,” (Vitality, 329).
10. The Davidic nature of this psalm regarding the function of Book IV will be further examined below. See
also Chapter 7 for discussion of how Pss 101-104 and the Davidic “voice” respond to Ps 89.
11. Several scholars have noted the wisdom-connection of Ps 101 with the themes in Proverbs. See Helen Ann
Kenik, “Code of Conduct for a King: Psalm 101,” JBL 95 (1976), 391-403; J. Emmette Weir, “The Perfect Way,
A Study of Wisdom Motifs in Psalm 101,” EvQ 53 (1981), 54-59. See also Allen, Psalms 101-150, 3-4.
12. Pss 96:13; 97:2; 98:3, 9; 99:4; 100:5.
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blamelessness”; “integrity of heart”) and resolves (negatively) to reject an unrighteous/

wicked life (v. 3, “worthless thing”; “deviation”; v. 4, “a perverse heart”). His allegiance, 

however, does not imply a personal resolve to do what is right by his own strength; the plea 

for help in v. 2 reveals that the king remains conscious of needing God’s assistance in 

carrying out this commitment.13 In this way, Psalm 101 highlights the necessity that royal 

figures possess a moral character that refuses to operate by one’s own standard and ability but

by those which have been set forth and provided by YHWH.

Along with the king, the righteous of this psalm includes those who abide by the same

moral standards. Psalm 101 refers to them as “the faithful of the land” and those who walk in 

“the way of blamelessness” (v. 6). The king shows favour towards them as his “eyes are 

upon” them, and they will “minister” to him. With this idea of service, the assumption can be 

made that the officials of the king’s court may be primarily in view since they “dwell” in the 

king’s “house” (v. 7).14 As a result, not only must the king be faithful to YHWH but he must 

surround himself with virtuous attendants who strive to uphold the king’s pious 

commitments.15

In contrast to the king and his attendants, “the wicked of the land” (v. 8) represent 

those who repudiate “the way of blamelessness” and do not have “integrity” in their heart. 

Their actions of deceit (v. 7) and betrayal (v. 5) come from a character marred by arrogance 

and self-pride (v. 5). As the inward heart of the king and his faithful subjects constitutes the 

principal factor in their behavior, so from “a perverse heart” (v. 4) proceed the actions of the 

wicked. Mays comments,

The principal antonym in the recitation to “integrity of heart” is “perverseness of 
heart” (v. 4; cf. Prov. 11:20; 10:9). It means conduct that is twisted, inconsistent, and 
lacking in coherence with any inner commitment. Here it is expounded by both 
general (evil, wicked, base) and specific terms (falling away, secret slander, haughty 
arrogance, deceit, lies). The emphasis on heart makes it clear that the litany amounts 
to more than a specific list of wrongs; it is concerned with character itself, “the habits 
of the heart” out of which conduct emerges.16 

13. Mays, Psalms, 321.
14. Davidson, Vitality, 330.
15. While the immediate context of Ps 101 implies that the king’s attendants are certainly in view, the
description of the righteous in this psalm is clearly an encouragement for all to follow the king’s example.
16. Mays, Psalms, 321-322.
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Therefore, the final title “the workers of iniquity” (v. 8) reflects not only what they do but 

also who they are, and as a result, their end will be destruction through the just judgment of 

the king (vv. 5, 8); they will be “cut off from the city of the LORD.” 

2.3  Other Elements 

2.3.1  Davidic Voice

The superscription ascribes Psalm 101 to David (rwmzm dwdl). So this royal psalm 

renews the Davidic voice that was common in Books I-III but as yet unheard in this portion 

of the Psalter. In addition, the psalm has a significant connection to Israelite kingship as it 

appears to be a royal complaint/lament17 in which the king vows to YHWH to uphold the 

righteous and faithful standards that characterise Divine kingship—the kingship that he 

represents. These features make the psalm distinctly important within Book IV as it interacts 

with the previous section (Pss 93-100) and helps to answer the theological crisis of Book III.

Significance in Book IV 

With its Davidic superscription, Psalm 101 (and Psalm 103) would initially seem to 

be a strange addition to Book IV. With no mention of David since Psalm 89 or even a 

Davidic title since Psalm 86, the placement of this psalm naturally leads to the questioning of 

its purpose within a particularly “Mosaic” book, not to mention one that centres upon the 

High Kingship of YHWH, as opposed to human kingship. However, when the message of the

psalm and its placement within Book IV is considered, there appears to be a remarkable 

reason for its present location within this post-exilic setting.

Psalm 101 testifies that the Davidic king was to be committed to YHWH and his 

confidants were also to be of the same character. However, most of the succeeding Judahite 

kings fell short of this ideal picture of kingship and as a result, were found to be among the 

17. To further explain, it seems that Ps 101 is most likely a royal complaint/lament for the following reasons.
First, v. 2 contains the interrogative ytm (“when”), which only occurs elsewhere in a lament context. (See Pss
6:5; 42:3; 74:10; 80:5; 90:13; 94:3, 8; 119:82, 84. See Allen, Psalms 101-150, 5: “The question [in v. 2] sets the
tone for what follows, and controls its understanding as a negative confession.”) Second, the psalm’s similarities
with Ps 18 (where “loyal” and “blameless” also occur) may suggest that the psalmist is confessing his loyalty as
a basis for God’s favour (McCann, Psalms, 1081); he, therefore, confesses innocence (in a lamenting manner)
so that God may respond to him. Finally, Ps 101 has a hymnic beginning similar to other royal laments (see Pss
89; 144), (see Kaiser, “Erwägungen,” 195-205; Allen, Psalms 101-150, 4). Having said this, Allen’s conclusion
seems appropriate regarding the psalm’s form: “Most probably the psalm is a royal complaint, more precisely a
psalm of innocence, containing a hymnic passage and wisdom motifs,” (Psalms 101-150, 4). Thus, Ps 101
appears to be a royal complaint/lament, and this element has significant canonical implications. See below and
Chapter 7.
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wicked rather than the righteous.18 Thus, the canonical position of this psalm may serve to 

emphasise this very fact. The king was to be faithful to YHWH and rule in a manner that 

reflected the Great King’s reign (Pss 93-100). Unfortunately, this ideal never happened and 

the removal of human kingship from Israel in the form of exile was God’s way of showing 

that the Davidic line had not operated according to the terms stated in the covenant with 

David (see Ps 89:31-33 [30-32]; 2 Sam 7:14). Therefore, Psalm 101 reminds the audience of 

both the king’s responsibilities as God’s representative and, subsequently, the failure of 

Judahite kings to reflect the righteousness of YHWH. Both the superscription of this psalm 

and its juxtaposition to the kingship of YHWH section suggest this conclusion.19 

Messianic Interpretation

Having said this, Westermann has proposed that the distribution of royal psalms 

throughout the Psalter suggests that they should be interpreted messianically and 

eschatologically.20 Both the idealistic nature of Psalm 101 and its inclusion within Book IV 

next to the eschatological Kingship of YHWH psalms support his proposal.21 Consequently, 

the editorial placement of the psalm highlights the continued relevance of the Davidic 

covenant, reminding the reader that YHWH has not forgotten his covenant with David (cf. 

89:50 [49]). Though no human king currently remains in Israel, God still reigns (Pss 93-100) 

and his fidelity to the promise he made to David continues. While previous kings have not 

upheld this ideal picture of a righteous ruler and thereby Davidic kingship has fallen, the 

messianic and eschatological dimension of this covenant has yet to be revealed. Thus, there 

abides a coming manifestation of the covenant in which one will reign in a manner consistent

with God’s righteous and faithful rule. McCann explains,

Assuming the placement is not simply haphazard, one can respond that in its current 
literary setting, the royal complaint Psalm 101 is a response to the destruction of the 
monarchy, as are Psalms 90-100 . . . The voice of an imagined future king says, in 

18. Davidson comments, “It hardly matters whether this is a promise given within the coronation service or in
some other cultic act, or whether it is in response to some historical crisis; it remains a promise which was to be
repeatedly broken. Israel knew only too well what the abuse of royal power meant . . . It is hardly surprising,
therefore, that such a royal psalm was given a future messianic interpretation, with the promises understood as a
future hope to be fully realized only in an ideal kingdom yet to come,” (Vitality, 331).
19. The importance of the “Davidic” voice/figure in Book IV will be further discussed in Chapter 7.
20. Claus Westermann, “Zur Sammlung des Psalters,” ThV 8 (1961/62), 284.
21. Kirkpatrick comments, “. . . [T]he compiler of this book may have placed this Psalm here after the group of
‘accession Psalms’ which celebrate the re-establishment of Jehovah’s kingdom, in order to suggest how that
kingdom might be made a reality for Jerusalem under the sway of a true ruler, some second David, whose
kingdom would be based upon the principles of the Divine government (xcix. 4),” (Psalms, 590).
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effect, “I shall do everything right,” implying that the monarchy should be restored; 
the question in v. 2 thus asks when the restoration will occur. The cogency of this 
approach is strengthened by the juxtaposition of Psalm 101 with 102, which, while it 
starts out as an individual prayer (perhaps still to be heard as the voice of a king?), 
suddenly in v. 12 becomes an expression of hope for the restoration of Zion, the seat 
of the monarchy (cf. 101:2 with 102:13), as well as an expression of hope for the 
return of the exiles (vv. 18-22). Thus Psalms 101-102 together address the three key 
elements of the crisis of exile—loss of monarchy, Zion/Temple, and land. This loss is 
documented in Book III, to which Book IV responds . . . , and Psalms 101-102 can be 
construed as a part of that response. Even if this proposal is incorrect, it is clear that as 
years passed without the restoration of the monarchy, Psalm 101 would have been 
read either messianically or perhaps as a recital of what God intends for the whole 
people, as well as for faithful individuals . . .22

With the presence of this Davidic voice, the editor offers great comfort and hope to 

the post-exilic audience. The present reality of the fall of Israelite kingship persists but 

YHWH reigns, and his faithfulness continues toward those devoted to him as their King. His 

fidelity also continues in his promise to David, which he has not forgotten (see 98:3; 106:45).

In this light, the faithful of Israel must commit themselves to YHWH, praise him for his 

“lovingkindness” and “justice,” and have hope in the coming kingdom of God.

2.4  Canonical Relationships

2.4.1  Relation to Psalm 102

Significant Terms and Themes

Several terms link Psalms 101 and 102 as the first juxtaposed pair that follow the 

Kingship of YHWH group (Pss 93-100). The first term, qbd (“to cleave”), occurs nowhere 

else in Book IV. In Psalm 101:3, the psalmist employs the term by declaring that the work of 

deviation will not “cling” to him. Then, Psalm 102:6 [5] employs it in the opposite sense. 

Here, the lamenter exclaims, “My bones cling (qbd) to my flesh.” Another significant term is 

rts (“secret” or “to hide/conceal”), a root that only occurs four times in Book IV and three of

these occurrences are in this third section (101:5; 102:3; 104:29).23 A third lexical link may 

be Nwk (“to establish”). The psalmist makes the oath in Psalm 101:7 that the wicked will not be

“established (Nwk) before my eyes.” Then, in Psalm 102:29 [28], the psalmist utters a final 

statement of hope after lamenting his trials: “The sons of your servants will continue, and 

their descendants will be established (Nwk) before you.” The contrastive use of this term (the 

22. McCann, Psalms, 1081-1082.
23. The other occurrence is Ps 91:1.
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rejection of the wicked in Ps 101 and the acceptance of the descendants of the righteous in Ps

102) suggests that it links these psalms while furthering the idea of God’s favour towards his 

people. Finally, the “heart” of the psalmist is mentioned in both psalms (101:2, bbl; 102:5 

[4], bl). In Psalm 101, the king seeks to live according to the integrity of his “heart,” and the 

psalmist’s “heart” in Psalm 102 has been smitten and withered within him. This progression 

from strength to weakness (i.e. integrity to withering) may suggest that the editor has 

juxtaposed these psalms in order to merge their concepts together. 

Not only do these psalms connect linguistically and thematically, but there also 

appears to be a progression of lament from one text to the next. As has been suggested 

earlier, Psalm 101 may best be read as a royal lament (see v. 2) and Psalm 102 clearly 

comprises a complaint (see its superscription). These two psalms are the only laments in this 

third section of Book IV (Pss 101-104) and, given the pairing nature of Psalms 101-106,24 it 

seems that they should be read together. This being the case, Psalm 102 can be considered as 

a continuation of the lament begun in Psalm 101. Thus, the king who vows innocence and 

commitment (Ps 101) then furthers his lament in complaining about his enemies and 

confessing his hope in YHWH (Ps 102).

2.4.2  Relation to Psalms 101-104

As previously noted, Psalms 101-104 form a Davidic collection that makes up the 

third section in Book IV. As the introduction of this section, Psalm 101 highlights the 

standard to which the king must commit himself, and along with Psalm 102, it forms a 

segment of lament, which begins in Psalm 101:2 and continues throughout the following 

psalm. Psalm 103 can then be considered as responding to the message of Psalms 101-102 by

pointing to God’s salvific work, while Psalm 104 reminds the reader of the sovereignty of 

YHWH as Creator. McCann concludes, “Together, then, Psalms 103-104 affirm God’s 

cosmic sovereignty in response to the theological crisis articulated in Psalms 101-102 . . .”25 

As this study progresses, further attention will be given to this proposed interplay between 

the psalms in this third section of Book IV.

24. Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 183: “The six psalms [i.e. 101-106] that follow the Royal YHWH Psalms
93-100 are always arranged in pairs.”
25. McCann, Psalms, 1096.
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2.5  Conclusion: Psalm 101

As a royal psalm of David, Psalm 101 starts a new section in Book IV that begins 

with an emphasis upon the Davidic king, emphasising the ideal standards of Israelite 

kingship. The king must reject evil and rule in a just manner. This entails destroying the 

wicked of the land, while showing kindness to those who walk in the way of blamelessness. 

Unfortunately, the nation’s history is replete with examples of those who fell far short

of this ideal as the sinfulness of the Judahite kings, and the people, led to banishment from 

the land and exile. Nevertheless, the psalm provides the expectation that YHWH has not 

forgotten his covenant with David and that he will yet establish his kingdom in which One 

will rule according to the righteousness of God. In this way, the psalm plays upon the 

previous section on YHWH’s kingship (Pss 93-100) while furthering the message of Book IV

regarding the fall of the Davidic monarchy in Israel by giving hope of restoration to a people 

in need.

3.  Psalm 102: Suffering and Hope

While Psalm 101 emphasised the exemplary standards of Israelite kingship, Psalm 

102 displays the woes of a failed nation. As “a prayer of the afflicted,” the psalmist manifests

a solemn situation for both himself and the people. He begins by lamenting his own 

circumstance and then highlights the predicament of the community. However, as a mix of 

lament and praise, Psalm 102 announces that the time has come for YHWH to restore Zion. 

This basis for hope is found in the eternal reign of God, by which the psalmist confidently 

proclaims the coming deliverance of Israel and anticipates relief from the glaring reality of 

his own transience. As the one who laid the foundations of the earth, YHWH has the power 

to restore his people and establish their descendants before him. Thus, the psalm presents a 

picture of utter despair and yet enduring faith.

3.1  Translation
Psalm 102

JKñOÚpVvˆy hGÎwh◊yŒ y¶EnVpIl◊w PóOfSoÅy_y`Ik y∞InDoVl hD;lIpV;t
:wáøjyIc

:awáøbDt ÔKy¶RlEa y#ItDo◊wAv◊wŒ y¡ItD;lIpVt h∞DoVmIv hÎwh◊y∑

1 A prayer of the afflicted when he is faint 
and before the LORD he pours out his 
complaint.26

2 O LORD, hear my prayer and let my cry 
for help come to you.

26. Ps 102 can be divided into three sections based upon the alternation of lament and praise: A: The Agony of
the Psalmist (vv. 2-12 [1-11]); B: God Will Show Favour to Zion (vv. 13-23 [12-22]); C: A Final Lament of
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y¶AlEa_h`EÚfAh y¶Il rQAx Mw©øyV;b yˆ…nR;mIm —ÔKy∏‰nDÚp rWE;tVsA;t_lAa
:yˆn`EnSo r¶EhAm a#∂rVqRaŒ MwñøyV;b ÔK¡Rn◊zDa

:…wr`Djˆn dñéq_wømV;k \y#AtwømVxAo◊wŒ y¡DmÎy N∞DvDoVb …wâlDk_y`I;k

3 Do not hide your face from me in the day 
of my distress. Incline your ear to me; in 
the day I call, hurry, answer me!

4 For my days are completed in smoke and 
my bones burn like a hearth.

yI;tVj#AkDv Œ_y`I;k y¡I;bIl v∞Abˆ¥yÅw bRcEoDkœ_h`D;k…wh
:y`ImVjAl lñOkSaEm

:yáîrDcVbIl y#ImVxAoŒ hñ∂qVb∂;d y¡ItDj◊nAa lwõø;qIm

5 My heart has been smitten like grass and it
has withered, for I forget to eat my bread,

6 Because of the sound of my sighing my 
bones cling to my flesh. 

:twáøb∂rFj swâøkV;k yItyGˆyDhŒ r¡D;b√dIm t∞AaVqIl yItyIm∂;d
:g`D…g_lAo dñédwø;b rw#øÚpIxV;kŒ h¡RyVh`RaÎw yI;t√dñåqDv

7 I am like the aowl of the wilderness. I am 
like the owl of waste places. 

8 I lie awake, and I am like a lonely bird 
upon the roof.

:…wo`D;bVvˆn y∞I;b \y#AlDlwøhVmŒ \y¡Db◊ywøa yˆn…wâp√rEj Mwø¥yAhœ_lD;k
:yI;tVk`DsDm y¶IkVbI;b \yGÅwü;qIv◊wŒ yI;tVl¡DkDa MRj∞R;lA;k rRpEaœ_yI;k

9 All the day, my enemies reproach me; 
those who deride me have sworn against 
me.

10 For I eat ashes like bread, and my drink 
is mixed with weeping, 

:yˆn`EkyIlVvA;tÅw yˆn#AtaDc◊nŒ y¶I;k ÔK¡RÚpVxIq◊w ñÔKVmAo`Az_y`EnVÚpIm
:v`DbyIa bRc¶EoD;k yGˆnSaÅwŒ y…wófÎn l∞ExV;k \yAmÎy∑

11 Because of your indignation and your 
wrath; for you have lifted me up and 
thrown me (down).

12 My days are like a shadow stretched out 
and I wither like grass.

:ríOdÎw rêOdVl #ÔK√rVkˆz◊wŒ b¡EvE;t M∞DlwøoVl hÎwh◊y∑ h∞D;tAa◊w
 a¶Db_yI;k ;hGÎn◊n`RjVlŒ t¶Eo_yI;k Nwóø¥yIx M∞EjårV;t M…wqDtœ h∞D;tAa

:d`Eowøm

13 But you, O LORD, are enthroned forever,
and your memory to generation after 
generation.

14 You will arise and have compassion upon
Zion; for it is time to show her favour; for 
the appointed time has come.

:…wn`EnOj◊y ;hñ∂rDpSo_tRa`Vw Dhy¡RnDbSa_tRa ÔKy®dDbSo∑ …wâx∂r_y`I;k
 X®r#DaDhŒ y¶EkVlAm_lDk`Vw h¡Dwh◊y M∞Ev_tRa Mˆywøgœ …wâa√ry`Iy◊w

:ÔKá®dwøbV;k_tRa

15 For your servants accept her stones and 
take pity on her dust.

16 The nations will fear the name of the 
LORD, and all the kings of the earth, your 
glory.

Human Transience and Praise of God’s Eternality (vv. 24-29 [23-28]). With both lament and hymnic sections,
the form of Ps 102 has been an issue of great discussion, resulting in scores of interpretations. However, the
perspective for this study is that Ps 102 composes an individual lament (see Westermann, Living Psalms, 110)
and that the individual, while lamenting his own circumstances, serves as a representative of the community (see
Eaton, Psalms, 244). It should be heard from the voice of the individual lamenting his own demise in relation to
the demise of the nation, while exhibiting hope in God’s future salvation (see Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 593). The
psalmist grieves over both his own struggles and that of the destruction of Jerusalem, thereby, tying together
both personal and corporate experience (see Davidson, Vitality, 332). On this note, a few scholars (e.g., Weiser,
Psalms, 653) do not see a reference to the destruction of Jerusalem in this psalm and suggest that there is
nothing in it that demands an exilic/post-exilic interpretation. The language of vv. 14-15 [13-14], however,
appears to suggest otherwise. See Anderson, Psalms, 708; Wenham, “Rejoice,” 95. Note also that vv. 11 [10]
contains the same language as Deut 29:28, which describes the future exile of Israel (see McCann, Psalms, 187).
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:wíødwøbVkI;b h#Da√rˆnŒ Nwóø¥yIx h∞Dwh◊y h∞DnDb_y`I;k
 hGÎzDbŒ_aáøl◊w r¡Do√rAoDh t∞A;lIpV;t_lRa hÎnDÚpœ

:M`DtD;lIpV;t_tRa

17 For the LORD builds Zion. He appears in
his glory.

18 He turns to the prayer of the destitute and
has not despised their prayer. 

:;h`Dy_lR;lAh◊y a#∂rVbˆnŒ M¶Ao◊w NwúørSjAa rwêødVl taøzœ bRt∞D;kI;t
 —Mˆy§AmDÚvIm hGÎwh◊yŒ wóøv√d∂q MwêørV;mIm PyIqVvIhœ_y`I;k

:fy`I;bIh X®rWRa_lRa

19 Let this be written for a generation to 
come, and a people to be created will 
praise the LORD.

20 For he looked from his holy height, the 
LORD, from the heavens to the earth he 
looked,

:h`Dt…wmVt y∞EnV;b Aj#E;tApVlŒ ry¡IsDa tâåq◊nRa AoOmVvIl
:MÊ`DlDv…wryI;b w#øtD;lIhVt…wŒ h¡Dwh◊y M∞Ev Nwø¥yIxV;bœ r∞EÚpAsVl

21 To hear the groan of the prisoner; to free 
the sons of death; 

22 To recount in Zion the name of the 
LORD, and his praise in Jerusalem, 

 dñObSoAl tw#økDlVmAm…wŒ wó∂;dVjÅy My∞I;mAo X∞Eb∂;qIhV;b
:h`Dwh◊y_tRa

:y`DmÎy r¶A…xIq wøjO;k JK®rñ®;dAb h™D…nIo

23 When the peoples are gathered together, 
and the kingdoms, to serve the LORD.

24 He has afflicted bmy strength in the way, 
he has shortened my days. 

 rwëødV;b \y¡DmÎy y∞IxSjA;b yˆnElSoA;tœ_l`Aa y#IlEa r#AmOa
:ÔKy`RtwønVv Myâîrwø;d

:Mˆy`DmDv ÔKyâ®dÎy h™EcSoAmá…w D;t√d¡AsÎy X®r∞DaDh MyˆnDpVlœ

25 I say, “My God, do not take me away at 
half my days. Your years are throughout 
all generations. 

26 Of old you laid the foundation of the 
earth, and the heavens are the work of 
your hands.

 d‰g∞R;bA;k MD;lUk◊w∑ dñOmSoQAt hºD;tAa◊w …wdEbaøy —hD;m§Eh
:…wpáølSjÅyì◊w M∞EpyIlSjA;t v…wäbV;lA;k …wólVbˆy
:…w;m`D;tˆy aâøl ÔKy#RtwønVv…wŒ a…wóh_hD;tAa◊w

27 They will perish, but you will stand. All 
of them like a garment will wear out; like 
clothing you will change them and they 
will pass away.

28 But you are ‘the same’, and your years 
will not be complete.

:Nwáø;kˆy ÔKy¶RnDpVl M#Do√rÅz◊wŒ …wnwóø;kVvˆy ÔKyñ®dDbSo_y`EnV;b 29 The sons of your servants will live, and 
their descendants will be established 
before you.”27 

Translation Notes
Verse 7
a. The term taq refers to an unidentifiable bird, which is also listed as unclean in Lev 
11:17-18 and Deut 14:16-17. While its meaning remains unknown, the traditional English 

27. Some have suggested that the two-part nature of this psalm implies that there were two (or more) psalms or
parts combined to form Ps 102 (see, e.g., Westermann, Living Psalms, 110; Oesterley, Psalms, 433-434). There
is, however, no evidence that necessitates a rejection of the psalm’s unity, because the “form of the individual
complaint is elastic enough to contain elements of trust and praise,” (Allen, Psalms 101-150, 13). In Lam 5,
there is also a mixture of lament and praise, which suggests that a blending of these two genres is not
necessarily uncommon. (See Ralph W. Klein, “A Theology for Exiles—The Kingship of Yahweh,” Dialog 17
[1978], 133, for his comments on the interesting similarities between Lam 5 and Ps 102.)
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rendering has been “pelican” (e.g., KJV and NASB). However, given the parallelism, “desert 
owl” or “the owl of the wilderness” is probably a better translation.

Verse 24
b. This translation, “my strength” (yjk), follows the Qerê, Symmachus, Syriac and Targum. 
This option suits the context of the psalm better than “his strength” (wjk) in the Kethiv.

3.2  Themes and Theology

3.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

With Psalm 102, the kingship of YHWH theme continues from Psalms 93-100, 

further suggesting that it is the dominant motif of Book IV as a whole. This theme is 

introduced in v. 13 [12] by the announcement of YHWH’s eternal enthronement (cf. 93:2; 

99:1) and also occurs in his universal rule over Israel and the nations in vv. 16-17 (cf. Pss 

96-99). Another interesting element of God’s kingship in Psalm 102 is the height imagery in 

v. 20 [19]: “For he looked from his holy height, the LORD, from the heavens to the earth he 

looked” (cf. 93:4; 95:3; 96:4; 97:9; 99:2, 5, 9). These characteristics suggest that Psalm 102 

has been included in Book IV because (among other reasons) it echoes the collection’s focus 

on the High Kingship of YHWH. 

In contrast with the ephemerality of humanity and creation (see Ps 90), the eternal 

nature of YHWH as King remains central to this psalm. For example, though the author’s life

fades (v. 12 [11]), God reigns forever (v. 13 [12]). Also along these lines, the heavens and the

earth will pass away, revealing the transience of creation itself, but the years of YHWH will 

never end (vv. 25b-28 [24b-27]). In this way, the attribute of eternality seems to be a 

fundamental quality of the reign of God in Psalm 102—one in which the psalmist bases his 

hope that YHWH will change his, and Israel’s, current predicament for the better.28

Having always existed as king, the psalmist confesses the creative work of YHWH in 

vv. 26-27 [25-26], namely that he founded the earth and made the heavens with his own 

hands. With his role as eternal Creator, everything in creation remains under his rule and 

dominion. Consequently, having chosen to manifest his reign in the location of Zion, all of 

the kingdoms and nations of the earth will one day gather together to “serve”29 YHWH (v. 23 

[22]). This acknowledgment of the nations (as well as Zion) being subject to God and that 

28. “The central theological question of the psalm is the salvific significance of the LORD’s everlasting time
for the incomplete time of the lowly,” (Mays, Psalms, 324).
29. Note also the political nature of “serve” (dbo) that was previously discussed in “Psalm 100.”
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creation’s existence is based upon his creational work, implies that YHWH should be praised 

not only as King over Israel but also King of creation.30 Thus, the universal nature of God’s 

reign, which had an important role in Psalm 93-100, provides the basis upon which the 

psalmist praises YHWH for his future favour. With this hope in the eternal King, he declares 

that God will build Zion (v. 17 [16]). 

Also, in showing mercy to Zion, God manifests his kindness to the nations as well, 

and the psalm reveals this benevolence as part of the future act of YHWH’s reestablishing 

Zion. Thus, God’s mercy for Israel is tied to his ultimate purpose in creation itself, both the 

blessing of the nations and the fulfillment of the goal for creation remains dependent upon the

continuance of Zion. Mays explains, “The necessity is set in the kingship of God who 

chooses in sovereign freedom to be king over Israel as a way of bringing in his kingdom over

the entire world. Zion may die in the wrath of God, and God will be justified; but only if Zion

lives in the grace of God will the kingdom come and the glory be revealed.”31

The hymnic section in vv. 13-23 [12-22] also highlights the eschatological nature of 

the kingship of YHWH. Like Psalms 93-100, Psalm 102 conveys the future hope of God 

restoring Israel and gathering the nations under his sovereign rule. The psalmist says that the 

time has come for this restoration to happen and the King will arise and have compassion 

upon Israel. Though he has dealt severely with his people in exile and banishment, his 

kingship over them intimates his forthcoming grace. 

In Psalm 102, the theme of YHWH’s kingship not only continues many of the ideas 

found in the previous enthronement psalms (Pss 93-100), but it also adds its own voice to 

Book IV. The eternal God who reigns over Zion, the nations and creation will again show 

compassion to his people under affliction and gather the nations together with them so that all

of creation might serve him as King. In this way, his unique relationship to Israel is 

intimately tied to his purpose of establishing his eschatological kingdom. So, a present hope 

for salvation persists—salvation from existing afflictions and salvation of an eternal nature.  

3.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Suffering and Hope

The language of Psalm 102 portrays a vivid picture of suffering and hope from both 

the perspective of the individual and the community. As the psalmist laments his own 

30. See Allen, Psalms 101-150, 15-16.
31. Mays, Psalms, 325.
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situation, he naturally links it to the experience of the nation. In a similar way, the hope he 

has regarding God’s future display of favour towards Zion serves as assurance in his present 

suffering. Thus, the psalm, while being a complaint about the wrath of God, is also a source 

of expectation.

In vv. 2-12 [1-11], the description of the psalmist’s plight graphically displays his 

present affliction. Calling upon YHWH to answer his prayer, he provides a litany of 

symptoms that convey his predicament: His days are consumed like “smoke” (v. 4 [3]), his 

bones “burn” (v. 4 [3]), his heart withers and he forgets to eat (v. 5 [4]), he is skin and bones 

(v. 6 [5]) and he feels utterly alone (vv. 7-8 [6-7]).32 In addition, the enemies of the psalmist 

taunt him (v. 9 [8]), his meals are “ashes” and “weeping” (v. 10 [9]) and his life fades (v. 12 

[11]). Likewise, in the praise of vv. 13-23 [12-22], the corporate suffering of Israel comes 

into view. Zion lies in “stones” and “dust” (v. 15 [14]), and the “destitute” have prayed to 

God, who has considered their supplication (v. 18 [17]). The inhabitants of Zion are also 

described in v. 21 [20] as “the prisoner(s)” and “the sons of death.” 

In this way, the two-dimensional perspective of suffering in Psalm 102 unites the 

individual’s anguish with that of the community.33 In fact, the affliction of the psalmist seems

to mirror the hardship of Zion.34 The psalmist remains, however, well aware of God’s 

involvement in his current condition. Though only one statement refers to this, the psalm 

unashamedly reveals the afflicted’s predicament to be the result of divine punishment. In v. 

11 [10], the author confesses, “[I am this way] because of your indignation and your wrath; 

for you have lifted me up and thrown me (down).”35 

Thus, the individual and corporate suffering in Psalm 102 emphasises the misery that 

has come upon Israel by the will of God and propounds their desire for mercy. In the context 

of Book IV, this message rings loudly with its audience. They have suffered long and can 

heartily say with the psalmist, “. . . the appointed time has come” (v. 14 [13]). Their need 

32. Many scholars have assumed that the description of the afflicted one in this psalm refers to physical
sickness (see, e.g., Westermann, Living Psalms, 112). This assumption is certainly viable, but it is also possible
that the psalmist is using metaphorical/hyperbolic language to illustrate personal agony (see, e.g., Harman,
Psalms, 334; McCann, Psalms, 1087).
33. This link between the suffering of the individual and the community is very reminiscent of the Davidic -
anonymous “I” - laments of Books I-II, suggesting another implied Davidic overtone in Ps 102. See also
Chapter 7.
34. Schaefer, Psalms, 253.
35. The most natural assumption for this chastisement would be because of the sin of the psalmist, but there is
no mention of his transgressions in the psalm. However, with the exile in view (with the destruction of Zion), it
seems a safe assumption that the divine punishment in Ps 102 must be understood in the light of sin, at least the
sin of Israel as a whole. See Davidson, Vitality, 332-333.
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now is to call upon YHWH and know that he hears the prayers of the destitute and will 

answer them as their faithful King. 

In v. 13 [12], the psalmist begins to praise YHWH and prophetically declares that he 

will “have compassion” and “favour” upon Zion (v. 14 [13]). He will show his kindness by 

rebuilding the city (v. 17 [16]) and all the nations and kings of the earth will fear him because

of his benevolence toward Israel (v. 16 [15]). The actions of the King occur as the result of 

his hearing the prayers of the faithful (v. 18-19 [17-18]), and what he has done will be written

for a future people so that they might know how he looked down upon Israel with mercy. 

With this salvation, the name of YHWH will be recounted in Zion when nations gather to 

serve the King (vv. 22-23 [21-22]). Following this section of praise, the psalmist once again 

turns to lamenting as his transience remains (v. 24 [23]). He, therefore, calls upon God to 

show mercy and contrasts his brief life with the unending years of YHWH. In the light of 

God’s eternal nature, the psalmist stands assured of the continuation of the faithful (v. 29 

[28]).

Therefore, Psalm 102 presents a confidence based upon the continual kingship of 

YHWH. While the pressing reality of suffering and the brevity of life oppress the psalmist 

and Israel, the eternal nature of YHWH and his perpetual reign offer a substantial hope that 

provides reason for praise. Life may be withering and Zion may be in ruins, but YHWH 

reigns enthroned forever. Consequently, it is God himself that the psalmist provides as the 

ground for hope and praise, and his rule as King brings further assurance of his favour and 

compassion on behalf of the people.36 

The exile has brought such great despair upon the covenant community and it seems 

that the suffering will continue. Yet Psalm 102 establishes that YHWH is enthroned forever 

and he will once again show kindness to Israel. The hope generated from this psalm pertains 

36. Allen comments, “Hope is grounded in Yahweh himself. The assurance of God’s permanence is the answer
to his overwhelming sense of transience. So in praising trust he turns afresh to Yahweh, now as the eternal
King, worshiped as such by countless generations of his people. But this kingship does more than impinge upon
Israel’s life at a cultic point: it is necessarily manifested in the time and space of their historical experience.
Sight belies such faith, but faith can take the form of a hope centered in God’s prophetic promises. The promises
to whose fulfilment he lays claim are the logical corollary of Yahweh’s kingship, which is only temporarily
concealed from the world. He ventures to remind God of the ruined state of Jerusalem, to move him to
compassion. He appeals to Yahweh’s faithfulness, to his covenant relationship which still binds Yahweh to
Israel and Zion (‘favor,’ ‘servants’). Jerusalem is Yahweh’s earthly agency. So its despicable state is a
contradiction in terms and can by no means represent his last word,” (Psalms 101-150, 14-15).
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to a future act of God, whereby he rebuilds his people and establishes his kingdom 

throughout the world.37

3.3  Canonical Relationships

3.3.1  Relation to Psalm 103

Significant Terms and Themes

Several terms link Psalms 103 and 104, the first of which is limited to these two 

psalms in Book IV. The term Mjr (“to show compassion”) occurs in Psalm 102:14 [13] and 

twice in Psalm 103:14, and each time it refers to YHWH having compassion upon his people.

Another connecting term, rpo (“dust”), is found in the three consecutive psalms of Psalms 

102-104 and in no other psalm in this section of the Psalter. In Psalm 102:15 [14], Zion 

consists of stones and “dust,” while Psalm 103:14 states that YHWH knows that his people 

are “dust.” (Note the continuation of the theme of Israel’s fragile nature.) Also, another rare 

term, jk (“strength”), occurs in Book IV only in Psalms 102:24 [23] and 103:20. 

Futhermore, the psalmist employs jkv (“to forget”) in a contrasting manner in both 

Psalms 102:5 [4] and 103:2.38 While the psalmist, under severe oppression in Psalm 102, has 

forgotten to eat, the audience is commanded to not forget the benefits of YHWH in Psalm 

103. A final term of importance is Mynb (“sons”). While this word occurs elsewhere in Book 

IV,39 its repetition in Psalm 103 seems to respond to the statements of Psalm 102. In Psalm 

102:21 [20] and 29 [28], the psalmist announces that God’s favour will be shown to the 

faithful, referring to them as “the sons of death” and “the sons of your servants.”  

Interestingly, in Psalm 103:7, 13 and 17, this term occurs in the context of both the past and 

present grace of God toward those who fear him (i.e. his children).

In addition to these lexical correspondences, Psalms 102 and 103 also contain 

thematic parallels which seem to interact with one another. Briefly considered, the first 

shared theme is the kingship of YHWH, which is present in both psalms with Psalm 102:13 

[12] announcing the eternal reign of God and Psalm 103:19 reiterating this idea: “The LORD 

has established his throne in the heavens, and his kingdom rules over all.” Moreover, Psalm 

103:22 also speaks of his “dominion” (hlvmm). As a second correspondence between the 

37. Kraus notes that the psalmist does not point to the past actions of God but the future ones: “. . . because the
basic salvific deeds of Yahweh in history have been darkened by the exile, the petitioner in vv. 13-22 turns to
the future. He comforts himself and those who hear his prayer, not with God’s deeds of the past, but with those
of the future,” (Psalms 60-150, 285).
38. This term only occurs elsewhere in Book IV in Ps 106:13, 21.
39. Pss 90:3, 16; 105:6; 106:37, 38.
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psalms, the “name” of the LORD as the object of worship occurs in Psalm 102:16 and 22 and

in Psalm 103:1 where the psalmist begins by calling for his audience to “bless” YHWH’s 

“holy name.” Another interesting correlation is the occurrence of the “fear” of the LORD 

(102:16 [15]; 103:11, 13, 17). In Psalm 102, the nations will “fear” God, and in Psalm 103, 

those who “fear” YHWH experience his mercy.40 

Also, a contrast exists between the benefits of YHWH in Psalm 103 with his wrath in 

Psalm 102. For instance, Psalm 103 emphasises that God remains slow to anger, 

compassionate and full of lovingkindness, and this picture seems to respond to his wrath 

towards both the individual and Zion in Psalm 102. Another contrast, the brevity of human 

life, is a negative reality for the psalmist in Psalm 102, but Psalm 103:14 positively reminds 

the reader that YHWH knows “our frame,” that “we are dust.” Likewise, both psalms 

compare the existence of man to grass (102:12 [11]; 103:15), but Psalm 103 states this in the 

context of God’s everlasting lovingkindness (v. 17).41 Furthermore, Psalms 102 and 103 each 

contain extended comment on YHWH’s role as Creator (103:25-28 [24-27]; 103:11, 19-20). 

3.3.2  Relation to Psalms 101-104

As mentioned earlier, Psalm 102 has been juxtaposed to Psalm 101 as a continuation 

of lament that began the third section of Book IV. Having also noted its relationship with 

Psalm 103, there seems to be a progression from Psalm 101 to 103, and while the message of 

Psalm 104 and its relation to this section will be considered later,42 there appears to be 

remarkable interaction between the psalm pairs of Psalms 101-102 and 103-104. For 

instance, in response to the present lamentation and future hope of Psalms 101-102, Psalms 

103-104 positively highlight the everlasting faithfulness of the Creator-King, and thereby, 

move the reader into a more encouraging outlook for himself and the faithful. Thus, this 

Davidic collection speaks to the difficult situation that has befallen Israel: Human kingship 

has toppled and the nation crushed, but the true King remains faithful and those who fear him

will know his compassion.

It has been mentioned above that Psalms 101-104 can be viewed as a Davidic 

collection within Book IV. With this in mind, Psalm 102 directly follows the first Davidic 

psalm of the book and can be read along with Psalm 101 as a continuation of the king’s 

40. Note also the height imagery in both psalms (102:20 [19]; 103:11).
41. Note also the eternal nature of YHWH in both psalms.
42. See section “Psalm 104.”
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lament.43 In this way, Psalm 102 may be considered as the voice of the king, and its 

placement appears to favour this conclusion. Also, its affinities with Psalm 89 support this 

suggestion. McCann notes the relationship between the two psalms:

In view of the explicit address of exilic concerns in vv. 12-22, it is significant that v. 
23b recalls Ps 89:45a, which is in a section of lament over the failure of the Davidic 
dynasty. In Ps 89:46 the voice of an apparently deposed Davidic king inquires how 
long God will hide God’s face (see Ps 102:2) and be angry (see Ps 102:10). The king 
then asks God to remember his own (and human) transience (89:47-48; see also 
102:3-4, 11) and to remember the taunts of his enemies (89:50-51; see also 102:8). 
These similarities may be coincidental, but they increase the likelihood that the 
individual voice in Psalm 102 should be heard as a Davidic king, albeit a deposed one 
(see Psalm 101), or at least that the individual complaint in Psalm 102 be heard in 
relation to the exile.44

Though there are no explicit references to David or Israelite kingship, it seems that the editor 

has intentionally positioned Psalm 102 among the Davidic collection of Book IV so that the 

audience might read it under the assumption of its relation to Davidic kingship.45 

On this note, it appears that the editor has included the psalm among Psalms 101-104, 

intending the psalm to be viewed as Davidic. Thus, the voice of David should be heard46 as 

he laments the fall of kingship and the exile of Israel. While lamenting this dire circumstance,

there is, however, eschatological hope that the Great High King will reestablish Zion and all 

the nations will be gathered under his rule. In this way, Psalm 102 functions within Psalms 

101-104 to respond directly to Psalm 89: Though Israelite kingship has fallen into demise, the

covenant that God made with David remains valid, and a new Davidic king will arise, 

bringing the divine kingdom to universal fulfillment.47 Thus, the answer of Book IV to the 

crisis of Book III is extended by uniting the kingdom of God with the messianic Davidic king

who will come to reign over Israel.48

43. Regarding the identify of the psalmist, Eaton has suggested that the individual lamenting in this psalm
could be the king (Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 355). While this suggestion remains
possible on its own, it gains even more merit when considering the canonical placement and editorial
juxtaposition of the psalm to Ps 101. 
44. McCann, Psalms, 1088.
45. See Gunild Brunert, Psalm 102 im Kontext des Vierten Psalmenbuches (SBB 30; Stuttgart: Katholisches
Bibelwerk, 1996), 257-258.
46. See Brunert, Psalm 102, 257-258.
47. See Brunert, Psalm 102, 261-262.
48. This will be further discussed in Chapter 7.
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3.4  Conclusion: Psalm 102

With its mixture of lament and praise, Psalm 102 offers a dramatic picture of pain and

hope. The psalmist declares that his life withers under present affliction, but the eternal 

enthronement of YHWH provides every reason to praise God for his favour towards Israel. 

This grace will be manifested in the (re)building of Zion and the consummation of God’s 

universal kingdom. The faithful, therefore, will find deliverance, and their children’s children

will be established before the King. Thus, the psalm ends on a note of expectation, namely, 

one that promotes trust and faith that YHWH will fulfill his covenant promises.

Interestingly, in Psalm 101, the standards of Davidic kingship were put forth as the 

king and his officials were to reflect the righteous and loyal nature of divine kingship. The 

reality of the failure of the Davidic kings to uphold this standard has now come into view 

with the message of Psalm 102; exile has come upon the land, and the Israelite kings are no 

more. Hope, however, still remains. For YHWH is the eternal King who is faithful to his 

covenant promises, and his kingdom will soon be established and all the nations will gather 

in Zion to praise him. In this way, Psalm 102 calls the reader to take courage and trust the 

King, for he is coming.

4.  Psalm 103: Forget Not His Benefits

With Psalm 103, a fresh expression of thanksgiving and praise begins as the psalmist 

highlights the grace and compassion of YHWH towards his people. The gloomy picture of 

present reality in Psalm 102 hopes for future mercy and Psalm 103 now changes into a 

realised portrait of the covenantal faithfulness of the High King. As the psalmist blesses 

YHWH for his benefits, he is led to praise God for his forgiveness and compassion. YHWH 

has not dealt with his people according to their sins but has continually been gracious to those

who fear him and keep his covenant. Not only does the psalmist remind himself to bless 

YHWH, but the reality of God’s mercy excites him to call everything within God’s dominion

to praise. This wonderful assertion of God’s salvific mercy comes to a conclusion in the same

manner in which it began: “Bless the LORD, O my soul!”
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4.1  Translation

Psalm 103
 \y#Ab∂rVqŒ_lDk◊w h¡Dwh◊y_tRa yIvVpÅn∑ y∞IkßrD;b —d‹ˆw∂dVl

:wáøv√d∂q M¶Ev_tRa
:wy`Dl…wm◊…g_lD;k y#IjV;kVvI;tŒ_lAa◊w h¡Dwh◊y_tRa yIvVpÅn∑ y∞IkßrD;b

Of David.
1 Bless the LORD, O my soul, and all that is

within me, bless his holy name.49

2 Bless the LORD, O my soul, and forget 
not all of his benefits,

:yIk◊y`DaUlSjA;t_lDkVl a#EpOrDhŒ yIk¡EnOwSo_lDkVl Aj¶ElO;sAh
:My`ImSjår◊w dRs∞Rj yIk#érVÚfAoVm`AhŒ yIk◊y¡D¥yAj tAj∞AÚvIm l∞Eawø…gAh

3 Who forgives all your iniquities, who 
heals all your diseases,

4 Who redeems your life from the pit, who 
crowns you with lovingkindness and 
compassion.

:yIk◊yá∂r…wo◊n rRv∞R…nA;k väé;dAjVtI;t JK¡Ey√dRo bwâøÚfA;b oÅy∞I;bVcA;mAh
:Myáîq…wvSo_lDkVl My#IfDÚpVvIm…wŒ h¡Dwh◊y twêøq∂dVx h∞EcOo

5 Who satisfies ayour days with good, (so 
that) your youth will be renewed like the 
eagle.

6 The LORD works righteousness and 
justice for all who are oppressed.

:wyDtwáølyIlSo l#Ea∂rVcˆyŒ y¶EnVbIl h¡RvOmVl wy∞Dk∂r√;d Aoyâîdwøy
:dRs`Dj_bår◊w Mˆy∞AÚpAa JK®r™Ra h¡Dwh◊y N…wâ…nAj◊w M…wâjår

7 He made known his ways to Moses, his 
deeds to the sons of Israel.

8 The LORD is compassionate and gracious,
slow to anger and abounding in 
lovingkindness.

:rwáøÚfˆy M∞DlwøoVl aäøl◊w byóîrÎy jAx¶RnDl_aáøl
 l¶AmÎ…g …wny#EtOnOwSoAkŒ añøl◊w …wn¡Dl hDc∞Do …wnyEaDfSjAkœ aâøl

:…wny`ElDo

9 He will not always contend (with us), nor 
keep his anger forever.

10 He does not do to us according to our 
sins, nor reward us according to our 
iniquities.

49. No consensus exists on the structure of Ps 103, and its division varies from one commentator to the next. A
few options are as follows: vv. 1-2, 3-5, 6-13, 14-18, 19-22 (see Weiser, Psalms, 658); vv. 1-2, 3-5, 6-18, 19-22
(see Anderson, Psalms, 712; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 290); vv. 1-2, 3-5, 6-19, 20-22 (see VanGemeren, Psalms,
650); vv. 1-5, 6-10, 11-14, 15-18, 19-21 (see N. H. Parker, “Psalm 103: God is Love. He will have Mercy and
Abundantly Pardon,” CJT 1 [1955], 191-196). In addition, Willis has offered a rhetorical analysis of Ps 103,
whereby he divides the psalm into vv. 1-5, 6-10, 11-14, 15-19 and 20-22 (“‘So Great is His Steadfast Love’: A
Rhetorical Analysis of Psalm 103,” Bib 72 [1991], 525-537). For the purpose of this study, a three-part structure
based upon a thematic and stylistic arrangement is preferred (see Allen, Psalms 101-150, 21; McCann, Psalms,
1091): A: Thanksgiving for Benefits (vv. 1-5); B: God’s Grace Towards His People (vv. 6-18); C: Worship of
the King (vv. 19-22). Ps 103 is considered by most commentators to be an individual thanksgiving, with hymnic
qualities (see, e.g., Anderson, Psalms, 712; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 290; Weiser, Psalms, 658; VanGemeren,
Psalms, 650). These hymnic features, however, have led some to suggest that it comprises a communal hymn
(see, e.g., Kidner, Psalms, 364; Eaton, Psalms, 246-247). While expressions of plurality do exist (vv. 10, 12),
the psalm as a whole seems to be uttered from a singular voice. Westermann states that “the whole psalm links
together individual praise with hymnic motifs, vv. 6-7, 19, 20-22a,” (Living Psalms, 239). See also Oesterley,
Psalms, 437. Therefore, the psalm appears to be a individual thanksgiving song, whereby the psalmist associates
his personal blessings with those of the community. In addition, as the second and final psalm with a Davidic
superscription (dwdl) in Book IV, it should to be viewed, canonically speaking, as continuing the Davidic voice
in this collection.
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w#ø;dVsAjŒ r¶AbÎ…g X®r¡DaDh_lAo MˆyAmDvœ A;hâOb◊gIk y§I;k
:wy`Daér◊y_lAo

 …w…n#R;mImŒ qy¶Ij√r`Ih bó∂rSo`A;m`Im j∂r◊zImœ qâOj√rI;k
:…wny`EoDvVÚp_tRa

11 For as high as the heavens are above the 
earth, so great is his lovingkindness upon 
those who fear him.

12 As far as the east is from the west, so far 
has he removed from us our 
transgressions.

:wy`Daér◊y_lAo hGÎwh◊yŒ M¶Ajîr My¡InD;b_lAo bDaœ M∞EjårV;k
:…wnVj`DnSa r¶DpDo_yI;k r…w#kÎzŒ …wnóérVxˆy oâådÎy a…wäh_yI;k

13 As a father has compassion upon his 
children, the LORD has compassion upon 
those who fear him.

14 For he knows our frame; he remembers 
that we are dust.

:Xy`IxÎy N∞E;k h#®dDÚcAhŒ Xy¶IxV;k wy¡DmÎy ry∞IxDjR;k vwønTa
 dwâøo …w…nä®ryI;kÅy_aøl◊w …w…n¡RnyEa◊w wâø;b_h∂rVb`Do Aj…wêr y§I;k

:wáømwøqVm

15 (As for) man, his days are like grass; as a 
flower of the field, so he flourishes.

16 For the wind passes over it, and it is no 
longer, and its place recognises it no more.

wy¡Daér◊y_lAo MDlwøoœ_dAo◊w M∞DlwøoEm —h‹Îwh◊y dRs§Rj◊w
:My`InDb y¶EnVbIl w#øt∂q√dIx◊wŒ

:M`DtwøcSoAl wy#∂dü;qIpŒ yñérVkOzVl…w wóøtyîrVb yñérVmOvVl

17 But the lovingkindness of the LORD is 
from everlasting unto everlasting upon 
those who fear him, and his righteousness 
to children’s children,

18 To those who keep his covenant and 
remember to do his precepts.

 lñO;kA;b w#øt…wkVlAm…wŒ wóøaVsI;k Ny∞IkEh MˆyAmDÚvA;bœ hGÎwh`Vy
:hDl`DvDm

 wúørDb√d y∞EcOo AjOkœ yérâO;bˆ…g wy¶DkQDaVlAm hGÎwh◊y …wñkßrD;b
:wíørDb√;d lwêøqV;b Ao#OmVvIlŒ

19 The LORD has established his throne in 
the heavens, and his kingdom rules over 
all.

20 Bless the LORD his angels, mighty in 
strength, who do his word, obeying the 
voice of his word.

:wáønwøx√r y¶EcOo wy#Dt√rDvVmŒ wy¡DaDbVx_lD;k hÎwh◊y∑ …wâkßrD;b
 wóø;tVlAvVmRm twñømOqVm_lDkV;b wy#DcSoAm_l`D;k —h‹Îwh◊y …wôkßrD;b

:h`Dwh◊y_tRa y#IvVpÅnŒ y¶IkßrD;b

21 Bless the LORD all his hosts, his 
ministers, doing his will.

22 Bless the LORD all his works, in all 
places of his dominion; bless the LORD, 
O my soul!

Translation Notes
Verse 5
a. It is difficult to translate the term ydo (“ornament”) in this context, hence the many 
different translations (NASB, “years”; ESV, “you”; NIV, “your desires”; KJV, “thy 
mouth”).50 Kraus chooses to use “your days,”51 while Allen follows the common emendation 
ykdo (“your existence”).52 For the above translation, the simple designation of “your days” has
been chosen because no matter what ydo means in this verse, it can be understood as referring
to the length of the addressee’s life.53

50. LXX has ejpiqumi÷av (“desire”), Targum “days of your old age” and Syriac “your body.”
51. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 288.
52. Allen, Psalms 101-150, 18. See also VanGemeren, Psalms, 652; Anderson, Psalms, 714.
53. Cf. ESV, “you”; Oesterley, Psalms, 438.
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4.2  Themes and Theology

4.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Kingship of YHWH

As with Psalm 102, this psalm also contains the prominent kingship of YHWH theme,

with its final section (vv. 19-22) devoted to the praise of God’s reign. Particularly, three 

statements refer to his rule: his throne (ask) has been established (v. 19), his kingdom (twklm)

rules over all (v. 19) and his dominion (hlvmm) encompasses everything (v. 22). The language

of Psalm 103 naturally recalls the universal reign of God present in the Kingship of YHWH 

Psalms 93-10054 and it continues this theme in Book IV, furthering the expression of God as 

Sovereign. 

Similar to other psalms containing this kingship motif, Psalm 103 highlights God’s 

righteousness and justice (see 96:13; 97:2; 98:2, 9; 99:4) by stating in v. 6 that “The LORD 

does righteousness (twqdx) and justice (Myfpvm) for all who are oppressed.” The statement 

begins the second section of the psalm (vv. 6-18), which appears to be a detailed explanation 

of the righteous and just acts of God as pertaining to salvific endeavors.55 

This explanation revolves around the compassion (Mjr/Mwjr) and lovingkindness 

(dsj) of YHWH, and both of these qualities occur several times in this second section of 

Psalm 103 (vv. 4, 8, 11, 17, dsj; v. 13 [2x], Mjr; v. 8, Mwjr ). Their combined use in the 

Psalter appears “in contexts that involve human sin and divine anger and the resolution of 

God’s forgiveness (51:1; 77:7-10; 78:38-39; 102:13).”56 In this way, the righteous acts of 

YHWH as king in Psalm 103 primarily concern his covenantal grace in salvation. Salvation 

is, therefore, necessarily linked with the kingship of YHWH, which seems to be why the 

psalmist elaborates upon the grace of God in vv. 6-18 and then calls for worship of the King 

in vv. 19-20. Mays comments,

The LORD’s steadfast love can be as great as the heavens are high above the earth, 
because the LORD’s throne is established in the heavens (vv. 11, 19). The LORD can 
remove our transgressions from us as far as the east is from the west because his 
kingdom rules over all (vv. 12, 19). These are poetic ways of stating one of the 
fundamental points of psalmic theology: The salvation of the LORD is the 
manifestation of the reign of the LORD in the world (. . . note the way the theme of 
the LORD’s kingship is connected with the salvation of Zion in 102:12-22). The 
grace of the LORD is a sovereignty of grace.57

54. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 293.
55. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 293.
56. Mays, Psalms, 328.
57. Mays, Psalms, 330.
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Thus, God’s kingship in some sense naturally entails salvation for Israel, even if their current 

experience remains troubled. 

4.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Salvation

The salvific implications of YHWH’s kingship appear to be the primary focus of 

Psalm 103. From the beginning, the psalmist calls the audience to forget none of God’s 

“benefits,” which are subsequently described in vv. 3-5: pardon from iniquity (v. 3), healing 

of diseases (v. 3), redemption (v. 4), crowning with lovingkindness and compassion (v. 4), 

satisfaction (v. 5) and renewed life (v. 5). The completeness of this list produces a holistic 

image of salvation. Westermann explains, “The succession of these six verbs, forgive-heal-

redeem-crown-fill-rejuvenate, serves to convey, in a compelling fashion, how God’s actions 

thus pictured in the song of praise embrace the whole of a person’s being. It is not speaking 

of an abstract forgiveness of sins but of the whole man, redeemed and renewed in body and 

soul.”58

 Following this list of benefits (vv. 3-5), the righteous acts of YHWH toward his 

people are recalled and expounded upon in vv. 6-18. Though Israel has sinned, YHWH has 

manifested his mercy and grace toward them, and the psalmist expresses this covenantal 

dedication of YHWH in v. 8: “The LORD is compassionate and gracious, slow to anger and 

abounding in lovingkindness.” From this verse, the rest of the psalm appears to draw its 

explanation of the relationship of YHWH to sinners. For instance, God will not be angry with

them forever (v. 9), nor has he dealt with them in a manner that their rebelliousness deserves 

(v. 10), rather he has removed their sin (v. 12). This graciousness reflects the fatherly nature 

of God (v. 13), revealing that he knows the condition of his people (v. 14)—that they are 

weak and transient (vv. 14-16). Furthermore, YHWH’s everlasting lovingkindness remains 

upon the faithful and their descendants (vv. 17-18). Thus, the salvific “benefits” of the LORD

are expounded upon at length in Psalm 103 and provide the basis for its thanksgiving and 

praise of God as King.

Also of particular importance in Psalm 103 is the topic of sin found in vv. 3, 10 and 

12, in which “all three sin words in the Old Testament vocabulary are used (iniquity, sin, 

transgression).”59 The reality of sin appears to be a pressing issue for the psalmist and its 

58. Westermann, Living Psalms, 239.
59. Mays, Psalms, 327. 
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presence among the people poses an obvious problem. However, it is interesting to note the 

contexts in which sin occurs in this psalm. In each case, it is mentioned in the setting of 

forgiveness (see vv. 3, 10, 12). Nevertheless, this forgiveness is not without condition. It is 

given only to “those who fear the LORD” (vv. 11, 13, 17), i.e. “those who keep his covenant 

and remember to do his precepts” (v. 18). In this way, the entire psalm underlines the saving 

benefits that come from allegiance to YHWH based upon a reverent response to him as King.

The forgiveness of God in Psalm 103 adds to the canonical voice of Book IV. The 

primary Hebrew term that explicitly refers to forgiveness (jls) occurs in this psalm,60 and 

this verb occurs only here in Book IV and two other times in the Psalter (25:11; 86:5). 

Furthermore, Parker comments, “The word ‘forgive’ (salach) in v. 3 is used only of divine 

pardon prompted by divine grace.”61 Along with the overall theme of salvation, these things 

suggest that Psalm 103 stands as the announcement in Book IV of God’s forgiveness toward 

his people, i.e. those who fear him.

On this note, Psalm 103 declares God’s compassion and grace toward those who have

sinned against him and yet turn to him in reverence. It reveals that God has not dealt with 

Israel according to its sin but according to his covenant mercy. Even in judgment, YHWH 

has been gracious, showing compassion and lovingkindness to those who fear him and 

removing their sins as far as the east is from the west. These actions are the result of the 

everlasting grace of God (v. 17) towards those who seek to obey the King and keep his law 

(v. 18). Notably, this stands as a timely message for the audience of Book IV, as well as an 

appropriate response to the crisis of exile. The King who has been praised since Psalm 93 is 

again extolled, not simply for his kingship but for the implications of his kingship—salvation 

for his people and forgiveness of their sins. So Psalm 103 responds to the conundrum of 

human sin and divine punishment highlighted in the first section of Book IV (Pss 90-92).

4.3  Other Elements

4.3.1  Mosaic Motif

Like several psalms in Book IV, Psalm 103 contains both the name of “Moses” (v. 7) 

and the exodus theme which is a distinct characteristic of this psalm book. First, the psalm 

begins with the command to not “forget” YHWH’s benefits (v. 2), and Deuteronomy is 

replete with warnings of the same nature. In Deut. 4:9, 23, 6:12, 8:11 and 32:18, Moses 

60. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 291; Anderson, Psalms, 713.
61. Parker, “Psalm 103,” 193. 
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cautions Israel against forgetting what YHWH has done for them.62 With the presence of this 

command in v. 2 and the “benefits” in vv. 3-5, in the context of “Moses” (v. 7),63 it seems that

Psalm 103 points back to the era of the nation’s foundation, and with the background of 

Exodus 33-34 for Psalm 103:7-8, there is further reason to conclude this.

Exodus 33-34

Many commentators note the allusion in Psalm 103:7-8 to Exodus 33-34,64 which 

immediately follows the golden calf incident. Particularly, Psalm 103:7 echoes Exod. 33:13 

when Moses asks God to show him his “ways.” Also, Psalm 103:8 comprises an almost direct

quote of Exod. 34:6 (“The LORD, the LORD God, compassionate and gracious, slow to 

anger, and abounding in lovingkindness and truth”).65 These verses recall a crucial time in the

history of Israel. As the nation was beginning, the people disobeyed God by idolatry, and in 

the midst of such sin, YHWH reveals that he is gracious and merciful even to a sinful people.

This Mosaic motif and recollection of Israel’s Exodus is significant to the message of 

Book IV, and when considering the linguistic similarities between Psalm 103 and Isaiah 

40-66, the return from exile as the second exodus comes into view. Mays explains, 

The story of the wilderness way of the people of the LORD is a story of the LORD’s 
steadfast love and compassion. The language used by the psalmist suggests that more 
is in mind than Israel’s foundation story. At a number of points, the language 
corresponds to that of the prophecy in Isaiah 40-66. (Compare v. 5 with Isa. 40:31; v. 
9 with Isa. 57:16; v. 11 with Isa. 55:9; vv. 15-16 with Isa. 40:6-8.) In the psalm, the 
ways of the LORD revealed to Moses are understood as confirmed and renewed in the 
restoration from the exile. Not only the exodus but the return from exile is reflected in 
the psalm’s praise.66

Thus, while the Exodus may be the background for Psalm 103, it reflects the exilic/post-

exilic language and ideas of Isaiah 40-66: “God’s ways revealed to Moses are confirmed in 

the restoration after the exile.”67

62. See Anderson, Psalms, 712-713: “‘To forget’ is not so much a slip of memory, as a deliberate act of
ignoring the goodness of God (see on 119:16). Similar warnings are frequent in Deuteronomy (4:9, 23, 6:12,
8:11, 32:18).” See also Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 291. 
63. Brueggemann interestingly comments, “It is as though, when Israel thinks of such things as listed in verses
3-5, Moses inevitably comes to mind,” (Message, 160).
64. See, e.g., D. F. O’Kennedy, “The Relationship Between Justice and Forgiveness in Psalm 103,” Scriptura
65 (1998), 111; Davidson, Vitality, 337; Broyles, Psalms, 396; Schaefer, Psalms, 255-256; Wenham, “Rejoice,”
107.
65. McCann, Psalms, 1092.
66. Mays, Psalms, 329.
67. Schaefer, Psalms, 256. 
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Significance in Book IV

For the audience of Book IV, this example of God’s kindness to the nation at the 

beginning of its history serves as a reminder of YHWH’s grace toward a sinful people. 

Consequently, in their post-exilic situation, they are re-oriented to the covenantal faithfulness

of their King. Though disobedience has brought about exile and affliction, God shows 

lovingkindness and compassion to those who fear him and keep his commandments (v. 

17-18; see Exod 20:6; Deut 5:10). As he was merciful after the golden calf incident and 

revealed his ways to Moses, so he will show mercy to Israel again and they will see his grace.

Therefore, the audience can have the hope that if they fear God and keep his covenant, they 

will surely know his salvation.

4.4  Canonical Relationships

4.4.1  Relation to Psalm 104

Significant Terms and Themes

As a psalm pair, Psalms 103 and 104 contain several rare lexical connections in Book 

IV. First, the plural construct yyj (“lives”) is only found in Psalms 103:4 and 104:33. Second, 

the term rpo (“dust”) occurs in both psalms, referring to human beings in Psalm 103:14 and 

all created beings in Psalm 104:29.68 Another term, jwr (“breath/wind/spirit”), occurs in 

Psalms 103:16 and 104:3, 4, 29 and 30. In addition, the rare term Kalm (“angel/messenger”) 

seems to connect these two psalms as well (103:20; 104:4).69 While several more unique or 

rare shared terms exist between Psalms 103 and 104,70 one more term appears to serve as a 

significant connection. The root afj (“sin/sinner”) has not occurred thus far in Book IV and 

is only found elsewhere in Psalm 106:6. In Psalm 103:10, the psalmist refers to the 

forgiveness of sins, while Psalm 104:35 expresses the desire for the destruction of 

“sinners.”71

68. This term also occurs in Ps 102:15 [14], see “Psalm 102.”
69. This term is only found elsewhere in Book IV in Ps 91:11.
70. E.g., hdc, “field” (103:15; 104:11); ryxj, “grass” (103:15; 104:14); vwna, “man” (103:15; 104:15 [2x]); trv,
“to minister” (103:21; 104:4); hbg, “high/to be high” (103:11; 104:18); Mwqm, “place” (103:16, 22; 104:8); rbo,
“to pass over” (103:16; 104:9). 
71. See Klaus Koch, “Redemption and Creation in Psalms 103-105: A Study in Redaction History within the
Book of Psalms” in For the Sake of the Gospel, ed. Gnana Robinson (Arasaradi, Madurai: T. T. S. Publications,
1980), 67.
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Probably the most significant link between these two psalms is the inclusio “Bless the

LORD, O my soul” (103:1, 22; 104:1, 35, hwhy_ta yvpn ykrb).72 This similarity has lead some 

to the conjecture that these psalms were penned by the same author. Whether or not this is the

case, it seems likely that Psalms 103 and 104 share this phrase to signify their association in 

Book IV,73 and therefore, they should be read together or at least in the light of one another. 

In addition, the message of Psalm 104 seems to emulate the concluding section of 

Psalm 103. In Psalm 103:19-22, the psalmist calls all the heavenly beings to “bless” YHWH, 

while Psalm 104 appears to continue this idea. Koch explains,

The conclusion of 103 praises the Lord who has his throne in heaven and is sending 
his messengers to do his Word; it invites the host of his ministers to do his will and 
ends with his creatures, which are called to bless Yahweh in every place of his 
dominion (vv. 19-22). Would it be only by chance that the beginning of the following 
Ps. 104 exalts the greatness of the God who had stretched out the heavens 
(shamaiyˆ®m) and built his abode above it? Who has his messengers (mal}akˆ®m) and his 
ministers (mesharetˆ®m) around him? The whole hymn deals with the creatures 
(ma{aœsÍˆ®m vv. 13.24.31) and their special places in the world. Such striking verbal 
connections between the conclusion of 103 and the introduction of 104 must have 
been intended. Ps. 103 and 104 should be read and sung together! If read after 103, 
the content of 104, namely the large extent of nature, its beauty and efficacy—a 
theme unique in the Bible—does not concern an independent realm of the Lord’s 
activity. The greatness of nature is the consequence of his omnipotent and heavenly 
Kingdom, mediated by his super-human messengers and ministers (103:19-22).74

Thus, it seems that just as Psalm 102 can be read as a continuation of Psalm 101,75 Psalm 104

can be viewed as functioning together with Psalm 103 to present a holistic picture of God’s 

kingly work in his creation.

A Davidic Pair

Canonically speaking, the voice of David/the Davidic king should be heard in Psalms 

101 and 102,76 and now in Psalm 103, the second and final Davidic superscription in Book IV

occurs. With the apparent pairing of Psalms 103 and 104, it seems that Psalm 104 should also

be viewed as Davidic. The shared inclusio in both psalms provides the primary reason for this

suggestion, which appears to be an editorial technique used to bind the psalms together. 

72. See Koch “Redemption,” 64: “There is no other text in the Old Testament, where a singer addresses his
own soul in such a manner (Ps. 146:1 is the closest parallel, but with the summons to praise, not to bless).”
73. This pairing of Pss 101-102 and 103-104 will be further discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.
74. Koch “Redemption,” 64-65.
75. See section “Psalm 102.”
76. See “Psalm 102.”
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Wilson explains, “The clearest, single shared characteristic which binds psalms 103 and 104 

together is the formulaic expression with which each opens and concludes: brky nps¥y }t 

YHWH (103,1.2.22; 104,1.35). This verbatim repetition of phrases—especially at the end of 

103 and the beginning of 104—calls to mind once more the technique employed in clay 

tablets to indicate correct sequence.”77 In addition, further evidence implies that these psalms 

have been historically considered as a couplet: 

Here again the Mss testify to a tradition of combination for psalm 103 with its 
Davidic superscript (ldwd) and psalm 104 with no superscript, but a hllwyh postscript. 
The effect of this combination is to extend Davidic authority to the second 
composition as well as the first. Kennicott cites eight Hebrew Mss which so combine, 
de Rossi another two. Targum, Syriac and LXX all divide these psalms. LXX also 
provides psalm 104 with its own Davidic superscript. The presence of this superscript 
is supported by data from two Qumran psalms manuscripts. In 11QPsa, psalm 104 
immediately follows psalm 118 and is introduced by the superscript ldwyd (the exact 
Hebrew reflex of LXX). Again, in 4QPse, psalm 104 occurs following what may be 
the remains of psalm 118. Although the context is broken, and no superscript is 
extant, the position of the opening lines of 104 suggests the possibility that such a 
superscript was originally present.78

In this way, Psalms 103 and 104 are included as a Davidic pair with the previous Davidic pair

(Pss 101-102) to form the canonical context of Psalms 101-104. Thus, this distinct 

arrangement of psalms functions together to bring a Davidic voice to this third sub-group in 

Book IV. 

4.4.2  Relation to Psalms 101-104

While Psalm 102 pictures the plight of both the psalmist and Zion but holds out a 

future hope of restoration, Psalm 103 offers thanksgiving and praise to King YHWH for his 

covenantal compassion and lovingkindness. As the psalmist calls his soul to “bless the 

LORD,” the entire psalm centres upon the salvific benefits that God gives to those who fear 

him. There is reason to rejoice and give thanks when forgiveness has been realised, especially

in the light of the nation’s sin. As a picture of God’s compassionate grace, this psalm 

provides a fitting response to Psalm 102.79

77. Gerald H. Wilson, “The Use of ‘Untitled’ Psalms in the Hebrew Psalter,” ZAW 97 (1985), 412-413.
78. Wilson, “‘Untitled’ Psalms,” 412.
79. Kirkpatrick notes the response of Ps 103 to 102: “The hope of the preceding Psalm (v. 13) has been
realised. Sorrow has been turned into joy. God has forgiven the sins of His people and taken them back into His
favour. Praise and thanksgiving take the place of complaint and supplication,” (Psalms, 599).
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As was suggested above, Psalms 101 and 102 form a section of lamentation and hope,

while Psalms 103 and 104 respond with the praise of the everlasting faithfulness of the 

Creator-King.80 Having examined Psalm 103, this proposal certainly seems to have merit. 

The message of Psalm 103 within Book IV stands as a compelling response to Psalm 89 and 

Book III. The exile has posed a dramatic hindrance to the faith of Israel, and now the remnant

is reminded of God’s covenant compassion and lovingkindness—a reminder that the eternal 

King YHWH saves those who fear him and shows them his benefits.81

4.5  Conclusion: Psalm 103

Psalm 103 is one of the most remarkable expressions of God’s forgiving grace in the 

Psalter, and it offers a profound message within Book IV. Namely, the salvation of YHWH 

stems as a product of his kingship, and because he reigns, his people can know that he 

pardons and has compassion upon those who fear him. This message has a significant 

application to a people in need of mercy, i.e. a people who have experienced captivity. In 

addition, as a Davidic psalm, hope arises in Book IV that God’s promise to David still 

endures and it will be fulfilled in the future.82 Therefore, the hope needed in the light of exile 

has been provided in Psalm 103: God forgives those who fear him, and his lovingkindness as 

their King is everlasting.

5.  Psalm 104: YHWH the Creator

With Psalm 104, the praise that began in Psalm 103 regarding the grace and 

compassion of YHWH towards his people now extends to the universal goodness of God in 

behalf of his creation. Beginning and ending with the same phrase as Psalm 103 (“Bless the 

LORD, O my soul”), the psalm paints a picture of the Creator-King and his relationship to 

80. See “Psalm 102.”
81. McCann comments, “If Book IV is a response to the crisis of exile elaborated in Book III . . . , then Psalm
103 is extremely well-placed. In fact, Psalm 101 and especially Psalm 102 (see vv. 12-22) have just rehearsed
the problem again—loss of monarchy, Zion/Temple, and land. In this literary context, it is possible to hear
Psalm 103 as the praise anticipated in Ps 102:15, 18, 21-22 (see ‘name’ in 102:15, 21; 103:1). Part of the
strategy of Book IV is to return the reader to the perspective of the Mosaic era, in which the reign of God was
celebrated without land, Temple, or, monarchy . . . , and Psalm 103 is congruent with this perspective (see v. 7).
In particular, Ps 103:8-10 recalls God’s self-revelation to Moses in Exod 33:12-34:7 (cf. esp. Exod 34:6 with Ps
103:8), and two key words from this episode become key words in Psalm 103: ‘steadfast love’ (dsj hΩesed, vv. 4,
8, 11, 17) and ‘mercy’/‘compassion’ (vv. 4, 8, 13). Of course, the good news of God’s love and compassion,
manifest in God’s willingness to forgive, is precisely what the exiles needed to hear (see vv. 19-22). This theme
will also be continued in Psalm 104, which is verbally linked to Psalm 103 by its opening and concluding
invitation.”
82. See “Psalm 101,” “Psalm 102” and Chapter 7.
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the works of creation. As the psalmist speaks of the greatness of YHWH, he describes God’s 

royal appearance in the establishing of the earth. Having made all things, God continually 

deals with his creation in a gracious manner; he gives his creatures both life and the provision

that extends their days until he takes their “breath” away. With the creative works of God in 

view, the psalmist rejoices in behalf of God’s glorious endeavors and also calls YHWH to do 

likewise. While this psalm comprises a wonderful assertion of God’s marvelous work in 

creation, it contains a final reminder of its present imperfection. In the light of the beauty of 

YHWH’s work, the psalmist expresses the desire that the wicked would no longer exist in

this creation. With this hope of a return to purity, the psalmist concludes: “Bless the LORD, 

O my soul! Praise the LORD!”

5.1  Translation

Psalm 104
 D;tVlâådÎ…g \yAhølTa∑ h∞Dwh◊y h¶DwQh◊y_tRa y#IvVpÅn y¶IkßrD;b

:D;tVv`DbDl râ∂dDh◊w dwøhœ dóOaV;m
:h`Doyîr◊yA;k Mˆy#AmDv Œ h¶Rfwøn h¡DmVlAÚcA;k rwøaœ_hRfáOo

1 Bless the LORD, O my soul! O LORD my
God, you are very great; you are clothed 
in majesty and splendour,83

2 Covering yourself with light as a garment,
stretching out the heavens like a curtain, 

83. The “stylistic detail” of Ps 104 suggests a five-part division: A: God and the Heavens (vv. 1-4); B: God and
the Earth (vv. 5-13); C: God and People (vv. 14-23); D: All God’s Works (vv. 24-30); E: God’s Joy and Human
Joy (vv. 31-35), (McCann, Psalms, 1097). There is no general agreement among scholars on the structure of this
psalm. Other suggestions are as follows: vv. 1-4, 5-9, 10-12, 13-18, 19-24, 25-26, 27-30, 31-35 (Kraus, Psalms
60-150, 298); vv. 1-23, 24-30, 31-35 (Virgil Howard, “Psalm 104,” Int 46 [1992], 177-178); vv. 1-4, 5-9, 10-18,
19-23, 24-26, 27-30, 31-35 (VanGemeren, Psalms, 658; Anderson, Psalms, 718); vv. 1-4, 5-9, 10-13, 14-18,
19-23, 24-26, 27-30, 31-35 (Broyles, Psalms, 298; Allen, Psalms 101-150, 31). There is general agreement that
Ps 104 comprises a hymn of praise, and some further identify it as a descriptive hymn. While the genre of the
psalm receives relatively little focus, the relationship of Ps 104 to other aNE works has been a topic of great
discussion. Most notably, the psalm is comparable to Canaanite and Egyptian cosmological material. It contains
links to the Ugaritic Baal myth (see P. C. Craigie, “The Comparison of Hebrew Poetry: Psalm 104 in the Light
of Egyptian and Ugaritic Poetry,” Semitics 4 [1974], 16-17, for a description of these links) and has similarities
with the Egyptian hymn of Akhenaten (Amenophis IV), which praises Aton the sun-disk. Many studies have
been undertaken regarding the nature of the influence of these traditions (see, e.g., Craigie, “Comparison,”
10-21; Paul E. Dion, “YHWH as Storm-god and Sun-god: The Double Legacy of Egypt and Canaan as
Reflected in Psalm 104,” ZAW 103 [1991], 43-71; see also Allen, Psalms 101-150, 28-31, for a summary of
works on this subject), but it is clear that, whether or not the similarities are intentional, the author presents a
distinctly Israelite cosmology in this psalm (see McCann, Psalms, 1096-1097). Having said this, Ps 104
significantly corresponds to Genesis 1, and many have noted the correlations between them. See, e.g., A. van
der Voort, “Genèse I, 1 A II, 4ª et le Psaume civ,” Revue biblique 58 (1951), 321-347; Kidner, Psalms, 368.
This relation between the two biblical texts further suggests that the psalmist wrote from a markedly Hebraic
view of creation.
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wóøb…wk√r My¶IbDo_MDÚcAh wy¶DtwZø¥yIlà⋲o Mˆy#A;mAb há®r∂qVm¶Ah
:Aj…wír_yEp◊nA;k_lAo JK#E;lAhVm`AhŒ

:f`Ehøl v∞Ea wy#Dt√rDvVmŒ twóøj…wr wy∞DkDaVlAm h∞RcOo

3 Who lays the beams of his upper 
chambers upon the waters, who makes the 
clouds his chariot, who walks upon the 
wings of the wind,

4 Who makes the wind his messengers, his 
ministers a flaming fire.

:d`RoÎw M¶Dlwøo fw#ø;mI;tŒ_lA;b Dhy¡RnwøkVm_lAo X®rRaœ_dAs`Dy
:Mˆy`Dm_…wdVmAo`Ay My#îrDhŒ_lAo wóøtyI;sI;k v…wâbV;lA;k MwøhV;tœ

5 He established the earth upon its 
foundations; it will never be shaken 
forever and ever.

6 You covered it with the deep as a 
garment; the waters stood above the 
mountains.

:N…wázEpDj´y #ÔKVmAoáårŒ lwõøq_NIm N…wós…wn◊y ∞ÔKVtâ∂rSoÅ…g_NIm
D;t√dWAsÎy —h§Rz Mw#øqVmŒ_lRa twóøo∂qVb …wêd√r´y MyîrDhœ …wâlSoÅy

:M`RhDl

7 At your rebuke they fled; at the voice of 
your thunder they hastened away. 

8 aThey went up to the mountains, they sank
down to the valleys, the place which you 
established for them.

twñø;sAkVl N…w#b…wv◊yŒ_lA;b N…wúrøbSoìÅy_lA;b D;tVmAcœ_l…wb`V…g
:X®r`DaDh

:N…wákE;lAh◊y My#îrDhŒ Ny¶E;b My¡IlDj◊…nA;b MyˆnÎyVoAmœ Aj∞E;lAvVm`Ah

9 You set a boundary (that) they shall not 
pass over, they shall not return to cover 
the earth.

10 He sends forth springs in the valley; they
go between the mountains.

:M`DaDmVx My∞Ia∂rVp …wërV;bVvˆy yó∂dDc wâøt◊yAj_lD;k …wqVvÅy
MGˆyaDpFoŒ Ny¶E;bIm Nwóø;kVvˆy Mˆy∞AmDÚvAh_Pwøo MRhyElSo∑

:lwíøq_…wnV;tˆy

11 They give drink to every beast of the 
field; the wild donkeys quench their thirst.

12 Over them, the birds of the heavens 
dwell; they sing among the branches.

o¶A;bVcI;t ÔKy#RcSoAmŒ yñîrVÚpIm wy¡Dtwø¥yIlSoEm MyîrDhœ hâ®qVvAm
:X®r`DaDh

Mó∂dDaDh tâådObSoAl bRcEo◊w∑ h#DmEhV;bAl —ry°IxDj Ajy§ImVxAm
:X®r`DaDh_NIm MRj#Rl ayIxwñøhVl

13 From his upper chamber he gives drink 
to the mountains; the fruit of your work 
satisfies the earth. 

14 He causes the grass to grow for the 
beasts and vegetation for man to cultivate, 
to bring forth food from the earth

NRm¡DÚvIm My∞InDÚp ly∞IhVxAhVl vwGønTa_bAb`Vl jWA;mAc◊y —Nˆy§Ay◊w
:d`DoVsˆy vwñønTa_bAb`Vl MRj#Rl◊wŒ

:o`DfÎn r∞RvSa NwGønDbVlŒ y¶Ez√r`Aa h¡Dwh◊y y∞ExSo …woV;bVcˆy∑

15 And wine (to) make glad the heart of 
man, oil to make the face shine, and bread 
to sustain the heart of man.

16 The trees of the LORD are satisfied, the 
cedars of Lebanon which he planted, 

:;h`DtyE;b My¶IvwørV;b h#∂dyIsSjŒ …wn¡E…nåq◊y MyâîrFÚpIx MDvœ_rRvSa
:My`I…nApVv`Al h¶RsVjAm My#IoDlVsŒ My¡IlEo◊¥yAl MyIhOb◊…gAhœ MyâîrDh

17 Where the bird nests, the stork whose 
home is the fir trees. 

18 The high mountains are for the wild 
goats, the rocks a refuge for the rock 
badger.

:wáøawøbVm oñådÎy vRm#Rv Œ MyóîdSowømVl AjérÎy∑ h∞DcDo
 c#Om√rItŒ_wáø;b hDl◊y¡Dl yIhy∞Iw JKRvOjœ_tRv`D;t

:rAo`Dy_wøt◊yAj_lD;k

19 He made the moon for the seasons, the 
sun knows its setting.

20 You appoint darkness, and it is night, 
when all of the animals of the forest creep 
about.
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:M`DlVkDa l∞EaEm väé;qAbVl…w P®r¡DÚfAl My∞IgSaøv MyîryIpV;kAh
:N…wáxD;b√rˆy M#DtOnwøoVmŒ_lRa◊w N…wópEsDa´y vRmRÚvAhœ jâår◊zI;t

21 The young lions roar after their prey and 
seek their food from God.

22 (When) the sun rises they are gathered 
and lie down in their dwelling places.

:b®r`Do_yédSo wâøt∂däObSoAl`Vw wóølFoDpVl Mâ∂dDa a∞Ex´y
Dty¡IcDo h∞DmVkDjV;b MD;lU;kœ hGÎwh`Vy —ÔKy°RcSoAm …wW;bår_h`Dm

:ÔK`RnÎy◊nIq X®r#DaDh h¶DaVlDm

23 Man goes out to his work and to his 
labour until evening. 

24 How many are your works, O LORD! 
With wisdom you made all of them; the 
earth is full of your possessions.

 Ny∞Ea◊w cRm®r∑_M`Dv Mˆyñ∂dZÎy bºAj√r…w lwødÎ…g M¶D¥yAh —h§Rz
:twáølOd◊…g_MIo twGø…nAfVqŒ twñø¥yAj r¡DÚpVsIm

:wáø;b_qRj`AcVl D;t√r¶AxÎy_h`Rz N#DtÎy◊wIlŒ N…wókE;lAh◊y twâø¥yˆnFa MDvœ

25 This is the sea, great and wide, which 
have swarms without number, animals 
both small and great. 

26 There the ships go, Leviathan, which you
formed to play in it.

:wáø;tIoV;b M∞DlVkDa t™EtDl N…wúrE;bAc◊y ÔKy∞RlEa MD;lU;k
:bwáøf N…wñoV;bVcˆy #ÔK√d`DyŒ j¶A;tVpI;t N…wóføqVlˆy MRhDlœ N∞E;tI;t

27 They all wait for you, to give their food 
in its time.

28 You give to them, they gather. You open
your hand, they are satisfied with good.

N…wóoÎw◊gˆy MDj…wrœ P∞EsO;t N…wñlQEhD;b`Iy ÔKy‰nDÚp ry¶I;tVsA;t
:N…wáb…wv◊y Mñ∂rDpSo_lRa`Vw

:h`Dm∂dSa y∞EnVÚp v#é;dAjVt…wŒ N…wóaérD;bˆy ÔKSj…wrœ j∞A;lAvV;t

29 You hide your face, they are dismayed. 
You gather their breath, they die and 
return to their dust. 

30 You send your breath, they are created, 
and you renew the face of the ground.

:wy`DcSoAmV;b h∞Dwh◊y j™AmVcˆy M¡DlwøoVl h∞Dwh◊y dwâøbVk y§Ih◊y
:…wn`DvTo‰yì◊w MyâîrDhR;b o™A…gˆy d¡Do√rI;tÅw X®rDaDlœ fy∞I;bA;mAh

31 Let the glory of the LORD endure 
forever. Let the LORD rejoice in his 
works, 

32 Who looks at the earth and it trembles, 
who touches the mountains, and they 
smoke.

:yáîdwøoV;b \y∞AhølaEl hä∂rV;mÅzSa \y¡D¥yAjV;b h∞DwhyAl h∂ry∞IvDa
:h`DwhyA;b j¶AmVcRa y#IkOnDaŒ y¡IjyIc wy∞DlDo bâårTo‰y

33 I will sing to the LORD with my life; I 
will praise my God while I have my 
being.

34 Let my meditation be pleasing unto him. 
I, I will rejoice in the LORD.

MGÎnyEa dwôøo —My§IoDv√r…w X®r&DaDh_NIm —My°IaDÚfAj …w;m§A;tˆy
:;h`Dy_…wlVl`Ah hGÎwh◊y_tRa yIvVpÅn∑ y∞IkßrD;b

35 Let sinners be consumed from the earth 
and let the wicked be no more. Bless the 
LORD, O my soul! bPraise the LORD!

Translation Notes
Verse 8
a. Difficulty arises when interpreting this verse. The MT can be translated, “The mountains 
rose, the valleys sank down to the place which you established for them.” This interpretation, 
unfortunately, breaks the imagery of the military metaphor of the Divine-Warrior rebuking 
the waters (v. 7). In the translation suggested above, however, the water in the previous verse 
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is considered the subject in v. 8,84 which allows for a consistent picture of “water” through to 
the following verses. Thus, if v. 8 is indeed to be a continuation of that metaphor, “. . . the 
waters run away to the sea, their home territory.”85

Verse 35
b. Some commentators follow the LXX and suggest that hy_wllh should be placed at the 
beginning of Ps 105. This conjecture is attractive and would entail that every psalm pair in 
Pss 103-106 begins and ends with the same phrases.86 However, it seems that the phrase’s 
inclusion into Ps 104 may serve as an editorial connection between Pss 104 and 105, as well 
as the two sections Pss 101-104 and 105-106. This suggestion supports the idea of Ps 104 as 
a “bridge” psalm that connects the third and final sections of Book IV. The transitional 
function of Ps 104 will be considered later in this study.

5.2  Themes and Theology

5.2.1  Theocentric Themes

YHWH as Creator-King

While several of the previous psalms in Book IV contain the notion of YHWH as 

Creator, Psalm 104 is unique as it is entirely devoted to God’s relationship with his creation. 

From one divine description at the beginning (vv. 1-4) to another at the end (v. 32), this 

psalm describes YHWH’s interaction with the created order as he reveals himself to be 

Creator, Sustainer and King of the world. While the entire psalm highlights this relationship, 

two statements draw particular interest in the psalm’s description of YHWH as Creator. First,

v. 5 states that YHWH “established the earth upon its foundations; it will never be shaken 

forever and ever.” Everything in the creation owes its existence to God, both the earth as well

as its inhabitants. He is the creator, and the world’s purpose cannot be considered apart from 

him. Since the sovereign God (described in vv. 1-4) has established it, the earth will certainly 

continue according to his rule. 

The second statement pertains to the wise manner of YHWH’s continuously creative 

function. After recounting the range of God’s work, from water to animals to humankind, the 

psalmist states, “How many are your works, O LORD! With wisdom you made all of them; 

the earth is full of your possessions” (v. 24). In “wisdom” (hmkj) YHWH has made the 

heavens and the earth, the animals, humanity, the waters, the moon, the sun, etc. He has 

skillfully arranged all parts of creation to be interconnected in the processes of life and he 

84. See Allen, Psalms 101-150, 26-27; Oesterley, Psalms, 442; Anderson, Psalms, 720.
85. VanGemeren, Psalms, 660.
86. Davidson, Vitality, 341.
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employs them to provide sustenance for the creation itself. Included in this arrangement is 

God’s control over life and death through his creative work. In fact, vv. 29-30 explicitly state,

“You hide your face, they are dismayed. You gather their breath, they die and return to their 

dust. You send your breath, they are created, and you renew the face of the ground.” As 

Creator, God gives life to each creature, and in the recurring cycle of life and death, he brings

about the continuance of his creation.87 

Directly connected to and inseparable from God’s work as Creator is his function as 

Sustainer. Certainly, the psalmist does not embrace a deistic view of God; YHWH not only 

established the world and gave life to its creatures, but he even upholds and supports the very

lives he has brought into existence. In vv. 10-23, the psalmist notes that God actively 

provides water and food for the animals and humanity (vv. 10-17), as well as supplying them 

with both living places and the daily routines in which they live and work (vv. 18-23). Such 

an explanation of the ongoing work of YHWH in sustaining his creation highlights the 

gracious nature of God toward his subjects.88 Thus, the picture of God’s sustaining work in 

Psalm 104 manifests his continued kindness as he upholds his creation through the ongoing 

work of provision and life.

This does not mean, however, that the creation exists without problems, as alluded to 

in v. 35: “Let sinners be consumed from the earth and let the wicked be no more.” This 

request may at first seem out of place in the overall positive message of Psalm 104, but the 

psalmist simply acknowledges that a problem has entered into God’s wonderful creation—the

problem of sin.89 The sinful actions of human beings have tarnished the wondrous beauty of 

creation, and the psalmist knows that sin persists as a foreign intrusion into God’s world. 

Therefore, he requests the future removal of that which does not belong and anticipates the 

eschatological restoration of God’s creation, when the wicked will be no more.90

Psalm 103 concludes with the praise of YHWH as king and Psalm 104 echoes this 

language in the first four verses. Most scholars have noted that these verses provide a royal 

87. Allen comments, “Each new generation is evidence of a renewal of Yahweh’s creative activity,
replenishing human and animal stock,” (Psalms 101-150, 34).
88. See Brueggemann, Message, 32.
89. Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 613, “There is no need to make excuse for this conclusion of the Psalm. It is not an
imprecation, but a solemn prayer for the restoration of the harmony of creation by the banishment from it of ‘all
things that cause stumbling, and them that do iniquity.’”
90. “The vision of the manifested Creator-King leads to the hope of the final consummation, when all
opponents of his rule (sinners, wicked) will have vanished from the world (cf. on 82.8),” (Eaton, Psalms, 252). 
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description of YHWH in theophanic fashion.91 The attributes in which God is clothed in v. 1 

begin the kingly epiphany. The garments of “majesty and splendour” (rdhw dwh) are “the 

insignia of kings,”92 and they recall the previous portrayal of the kingship of YHWH in Psalm

96:6. The subsequent imagery in vv. 2-4 presents YHWH as the Divine Creator-King. Allen 

explains,

[The psalmist] uses a description of divine theophany to convey a sense of the power 
of Yahweh, to whom the elemental forces of nature render homage as minions and 
adjuncts in his royal service. He paints a picture with colors borrowed from the palette 
of Canaanite lore, to the greater glory of the true God. It is a picture of Yahweh 
majestically manifesting himself from his celestial tent or palace. He appears royally 
clad in radiant light, traveling on cloud and wind, and attended by an impressive 
retinue. He comes down to create the earth and to impose upon it his benevolent 
order, and thus to extend from heaven to earth his achievement of dominion.93 

By providing this imagery, the psalmist carefully draws the reader’s attention to YHWH 

himself before considering what he has done in creation. Thus, having presented the Creator-

King in all his majesty in the introit (vv. 1-4), the remainder of the psalm can be understood 

as an explanation of the past and continuous work of the Sovereign,94 and in this way, “the 

conception of the heavenly king stands behind the whole psalm.”95

With its emphasis upon YHWH as the universal Creator-King, Psalm 104 reiterates 

the message of Psalms 93-100: YHWH reigns, and his kingship has been manifested and 

established by his work as Creator (see esp. Pss 93, 95, 96). As the universal ruler, God 

governs his creation in a gracious manner, bringing about his purposes upon the earth from 

one generation to the next. Therefore, Israel and the nations dwell under his sovereign hand, 

and his purposes will not be thwarted, regardless of the present situation.

For a post-exilic audience, this psalm provides an encouraging reminder of God’s 

gracious rule over all things, including his covenant people. As he provides for everything in 

creation, even the wants of lesser creatures, he will certainly show favour to Israel. As their 

91. It should be noted that the initial verses of this psalm contain the voice of creation—forming the earth—
while the closing verses (v. 32) obtain the voice of theophany—visiting the already created earth. The parallel
between the beginning and end of Ps 104 should be understood in this light.
92. Anderson, Psalms, 718.
93. Allen, Psalms 101-150, 33.
94. Davidson, Vitality, 340.
95. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 302. The concluding theophanic imagery (v. 32) may also support the idea that the
kingly theophanic picture under-girds the entire psalm. (Verse 32 may be an allusion to Sinai. See Adele Berlin,
“The Wisdom of Creation in Psalm 104” in Seeking Out the Wisdom of the Ancients: Essays Offered to Honor
Michael V. Fox on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday [Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2005], 75.)
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covenant King, he has a special concern for those who commit themselves to him and keep 

his covenant, i.e. those who fear him (103:17-18). They can trust in him for mercy (Ps 103), 

just as they trust in him for daily provision (Ps 104). Thus, God’s kingship over creation is 

reason to rejoice, and since he sovereignly reigns over the world, there is the hope that the 

wicked will one day be removed from the earth and complete restoration of the world will be 

accomplished. Such news in the wake of exile and the crisis of Psalm 89 is both a welcome 

reminder that God’s kingship continues and that there is hope for the future establishment of 

his kingdom. 

5.3  Canonical Relationships

5.3.1  Relation to Psalms 101-104

As previously discussed, Psalms 103 and 104 should be considered a psalm pair96 that

function as a response to Psalms 101-102. The lament of Psalms 101-102 regarding exile, 

with the request for the restoration of Zion, is answered by the unified picture of God’s 

compassion and consistent care as the Creator-King (Pss 103-104). McCann states, “Together

. . . Psalms 103-104 affirm God’s cosmic sovereignty in response to the theological crisis 

articulated in Psalms 101-102 . . . And in concert with Psalms 93; 95-99, Psalms 103-104 

contribute to the response of Book IV to the theological issues raised in Book III . . .”97

These four psalms should be viewed as two sets of Davidic couplets that contribute a 

Davidic voice to Book IV.98 As this section of psalms is read in a Davidic context and as 

Book IV responds to the fall of Davidic kingship in Psalm 89, the recurrence of “David” 

implies a future purpose for “David” in the coming kingdom of God. Therefore, in reply to 

Psalm 89:50 [49], YHWH has not forgotten his covenant with David (Pss 101-104) because 

these psalms imply a future for Davidic kingship.99 

96. Some scholars read Pss 103 and 104 as “twin psalms.” See Patrick D. Miller, Jr., “The Poetry of Creation:
Psalm 104” in God Who Creates: Essays in Honor of W. Sibley Towner, eds. William P. Brown and S. Dean
McBride, Jr. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 102. (The idea of “twin psalms” comes from Walther Zimmerli,
“Zwillingspsalmen” in Wort, Lied und Gottesspruch, II: Beiträge zu Psalmen und Propheten. Festschrift für
Joseph Ziegler, ed. Joseph Schreiner [Würzburg: Echter, 1972], 105-113. Zimmerli, however, does not refer to
Pss 103 and 104 as “twin psalms.”)
97. McCann, Psalms, 1096.
98. See “Psalm 103” above.
99. This canonical/theological message will be further considered in Chapter 7.
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5.3.2  Relation to Psalms 105 and 106

Psalms 104 and 105

Psalm 104 shares several distinct lexical connections with Psalm 105, and these 

similarities simply smooth the transition between Psalms 101-104 and 105-106. First, the 

verb vqb (“to seek”) is used of the lions who seek their food from God in Psalm 104:21, and 

in Psalm 105:3-4, it occurs regarding those who seek the LORD (“Let the heart of those who 

seek [vqb] the LORD rejoice. Seek the LORD and his might. Seek [vqb] his face 

continually”). Both psalms also share the term Nynq (“possession”) and these are the only 

occurrences (104:24; 105:21) in the entire Psalter, suggesting it is a significant linking term. 

In Psalm 104, Nynq refers to everything in creation as the LORD’s “possession,” and in Psalm 

105, Joseph was put in charge of all of the king’s (i.e. Pharaoh’s) possessions (Nynq). Thus, in 

each psalm, the term refers to a king’s possession. 

Another root that appears to link these psalms is Kvj (“darkness”). In Psalm 104:20, 

YHWH made the “darkness,” and in Psalm 105:28, “He sent darkness (Kvj) and made it dark

(Kvj).” As the only occurrences of Kvj in Book IV, both psalms reveal God’s sovereignty 

over the whole of the created order, even the darkness. In addition, Psalms 104:13, 16, 28 and

105:40 contain the term obc (“to satisfy”). In Psalm 104, YHWH “satisfies” the earth (v. 13),

the trees (v. 16) and all his creatures (v. 28), and in Psalm 105, YHWH “satisfied” his 

covenant people with manna in the wilderness (v. 40). In this way, both psalms testify to the 

fulfilling work of YHWH’s provision in behalf of his subjects.100

Miller has pointed out two other linguistic and thematic similarities between Psalms 

104 and 105 that seem to be very significant from a canonical perspective. First, the root jyc 

(“meditation/to meditate”) occurs in Psalms 104:34 and 105:2,101 which leads him to state the 

following:

At the end of Psalm 104, the psalmist says, “May my meditation (sÍˆ®hΩˆ®) be pleasing to 
him” (v. 34). Then, at the beginning of Psalm 105, the psalmist calls for the 
community to “meditate on (sÍˆ®hΩu®) all his wonderful works” (v. 2). The act referred to 
probably involves speaking out loud. I would suggest that the meditation of which 
Psalm 104 speaks is the poem itself, the praise of God that is sung in the psalm. So 
also the meditation of Psalm 105 is the praise of God’s wonderful works. The term 
“wonderful works” (niplaœ}o®t) looks backward and forward, backward into God’s 

100. Other rare terms in Book IV that these psalms share are va, “fire” (104:4; 105:32, 39); hmda, “ground”
(104:30; 105:35 [only occurrences in Book IV]); yrp, “fruit” (104:13; 105:35 [only occurrences in Book IV]);
ogn, “to touch/strike” (104:32; 105:15 [only occurrences in Book IV]). Both psalms also share the concluding
phrase hy_wllh (“Praise the LORD”).
101. Elsewhere in Book IV it is only found in the superscription of Ps 102.
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wonderful works of creation in Psalm 104 and forward into the wonderful works and 
acts for Israel in Psalm 105.102

Secondly, Miller points to a distinct arrangement of verbs unique to these psalms:

. . . [A]t the end of Psalm 104, there is the sequence of verbs “sing” (s¥ˆ®r), “sing 
praise” (zaœmar) “meditate” or “tell” (sÍˆ®hΩ), and “rejoice” (sÍaœmahΩ) to express the 
psalmist’s intention to praise (vv. 33-34). The verbs then follow the same sequence in 
Psalm 105:2-3 with the verb hithalleœl inserted before the last one. This is the only 
place in the Psalter or anywhere in the Bible where this combination appears.103 

These observations further suggest that Psalms 104 and 105 were purposefully juxtaposed to 

complement one another in the canonical reading of Book IV. With this in mind, as Psalm 

104 corresponds to both Psalms 103 and 105, it provides a fitting transition from the third 

section of the book to the fourth.

A Bridging Psalm

There also seems to be a clear “chronological” progression from Psalms 104 to 106: 

God’s work in creation (104) and God’s work in the history of Israel (105-106).104 While this 

characteristic could suggest that Psalms 104-106 can be considered a section of its own in 

Book IV, it remains more likely that Psalm 104 should be grouped with Psalms 101-103 for 

reasons mentioned above: First, the pairing nature of Psalms 101-106 suggests that Psalm 

104 is matched with Psalm 103.105 Second, as has been shown, Psalms 101-104 appear to 

constitute a Davidic section in Book IV.106 Third, Psalms 105-106 distinctly concern the 

history of Israel, especially the pre-Mosaic and Mosaic periods. Finally, Psalms 105 and 106 

appear to be “twin psalms,” which would imply that they have a shared message.107

Others have suggested that Psalms 101-106 constitute the final section of Book IV.108 

This option is possible, especially when considering the progressive flow from one psalm 

pairing to the next. However, the historical orientation of Psalms 105-106 seems to set them 

apart from the previous four psalms, as does their Mosaic focus (as opposed to the Davidic 

102. Miller, “Poetry,” 101-102.
103. Miller, “Poetry,” 102.
104. Ps 105 focuses on the Patriarchs and the formation of Israel in the Exodus, whereas Ps 106 picks up on the
wilderness rebellions. So there is chronological development between the two psalms.
105. Particularly, the unique inclusio (“Bless the LORD, O my soul”) links these psalms.
106. See “Psalm 101,” “Psalm 102” and “Psalm 103.”
107. See “Psalm 105” for the discussion of this relationship. See also Zimmerli, “Zwillingspsalmen,” 105-113.
108. Howard, Structure 93-100, 166; Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,”" 190. See Chapter 6 for further discussion
of the canonical structure of Book IV.
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focus of Psalms 101-104). In this light, it would seem that Psalms 105-106 frame Book IV 

with the beginning Mosaic section of Psalms 90-92. Thus, it is probably better to see a 

division occurring between Psalms 104 and 105.

Even so, Psalm 104 does appear to be a “bridge” psalm that helps to connect the two 

sections. While its primary function is found in Psalms 101-104, by featuring God’s work in 

creation it leads the reader into the remaining two psalms, which focus on God’s subsequent 

work in Israel. Its distinct connections with Psalm 105 (as noted above) provide a smooth 

transition from section three to section four in Book IV. Thus, the bridging nature of Psalm 

104 implies that it has an important function in ushering the reader from the Davidic section 

of Psalms 101-104 into the finale of Psalms 105-106.109

5.4  Conclusion: Psalm 104

As the crowning psalm of the third section of Book IV (Pss 101-104), Psalm 104 

focuses upon the absolute control of God over creation in bringing about his purposes. The 

psalm presents, therefore, the praise of YHWH as the Creator-King who actively gives life to 

his creatures and governs every aspect of their existence. The reality of God’s sovereign reign

and provision over the earth provides the psalmist with the hope of future restoration in 

which the wicked will no longer be a blemish upon creation. 

For Israel, the God who has chosen to enter into covenant with them exists as the 

same God who has established the earth (v. 5) and will remove sinners from it (v. 35). With 

this in mind, the post-exilic audience of Book IV is reminded that their King is the King of 

Creation, and while sin indeed remains a problem, one day it will not be. Thus, with the 

declaration of God’s coming kingdom in Psalms 93-100 and 102, this psalm provides hope 

for a future realisation of creational restoration. 

6.  Conclusion: Psalms 101-104

Psalms 101-104 form a Davidic section within Book IV that continues to emphasise 

the reign of God. After the crisis of Psalm 89, the presentation of these psalms offers a telling

scene to the reader by recalling both the inconsistency of human kingship and the occurrence 

of exile. Nevertheless, great hope arises as both the salvation of YHWH and his favour upon 

the faithful come into view. As the Creator-King, God will sustain his people until the day 

109. See further discussion in Chapter 6.
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comes when his kingdom will be consummated. In this way, the third section of Book IV 

encourages the audience to turn to YHWH for grace and protection and render allegiance to 

him as king.

Moreover, the sub-group of Psalms 101-104 appears to be editorially organised 

around a Davidic voice, and these four psalms should be viewed as two sets of Davidic 

couplets that contribute a single voice in Book IV—a voice that renders a complaint over 

exile but rejoices in the Great High King. Together, they provide a Davidic perspective that 

has not been seen since the lament of fallen kingship in Psalm 89 at the end of Book III. 

When considering this Davidic section in its canonical context, it reminds the reader that 

God’s promise to David is still valid and that he has a place in YHWH’s restored kingdom. 

Thus, as Book IV continues to render a response to Books I-III, the third section says, “Exile 

has come and human kingship has failed, but God is the true King and he has not forgotten 

his promise to David.”
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Chapter 5
Psalms 105-106

1.  Introduction

As Book IV concludes, Psalms 105-106 stand as an epilogue reviewing Israel’s 

covenantal history. Together, these two psalms revolve around the faithfulness of YHWH 

throughout the Patriarchal and Mosaic periods but also include the punishment of Israel for 

disobedience in the land of Canaan. First, Psalm 105 begins this concluding historical picture 

with a synopsis of the nation’s past, ranging from the divine promise to Abraham to the 

people’s entry into the promised land. Next, Psalm 106 overlaps Psalm 105 by recounting the

exodus, but it augments this historical portrait with events from the wilderness wandering, as 

well as noting both the sinful actions of Israel in Canaan and their removal from the land. 

Notably, this fourth and final section of Book IV spans the length of the nation’s existence 

from conception to exile. Thus, the literary setting of the Psalter changes from YHWH as a 

sovereign refuge (Pss 90-92) to YHWH as King (Pss 93-100) to Davidic lament and trust 

(Pss 101-104) to a condensed story of the covenant people (Pss 105-106). 

When considering the canonical function of Book IV, this recapitulation at the end of 

the book supports the overall message of Psalms 90-106 by furthering the response to the 

theological crisis of Psalm 89 and the exile. By reminding the audience of their own history, 

these psalms present the story of God’s faithfulness and sovereignty regarding Israel’s past, 

but they do so within the context of the people’s failure to obey YHWH. In this way, the 

psalms appear to function as a reminder that the nation’s negligence towards God brought 

about the exile. Moreover, the strong Mosaic focus in these psalms corresponds to the first 

section of psalms in Book IV. In this way, thematically speaking, Book IV comes full circle 

by beginning and ending with the figure of Moses as well as highlighting the sinfulness of 

Israel and the faithfulness of God.

2.  Psalm 105: The Faithfulness of God

With Psalm 105, the final section of Book IV begins as this psalm recounts several 

events of Israel’s history from the time of the Patriarchs to the entrance into the land. While 

emphasising the sovereignty and faithfulness of God, it also focuses upon the exodus and 

wilderness wanderings, thereby corresponding well to other psalms in Book IV. Its relation to

Psalm 106 is of particular importance as together they conclude this book of the Psalter. 

Unlike Psalm 106, however, no mention occurs in Psalm 105 of Israel’s unfaithfulness or of 



God’s punishment upon them. Instead, it highlights the gracious purpose of God throughout 

Israel’s history in fulfilling the covenant promise made to Abraham. In this way, the psalm 

shifts the reader’s focus from God as Creator (Ps 104) to God as the sovereign Ruler of 

Israel, including the nation’s life story. In this light, Psalm 105 underlines the relationship 

between God and his chosen people, a theme of particular importance within the message of 

Book IV.

2.1  Translation

Psalm 105
 My#I;mAoDbŒ …woyñîdwøh wóømVvI;b …wâa√rIq hÎwhyAl wêdwøhœ

:wy`DtwølyIlSo
:wy`DtwøaVlVpˆn_lDkV;b …wjy#IcŒ wóøl_…wrV;mÅz wäøl_…wry`Iv

1 Give thanks to the LORD, call upon his 
name. Make known among the peoples his 
deeds.1

2 Sing to him, sing praises to him. Speak 
about all of his wonders.

:h`Dwh◊y yWEvVqAbVm —b§El j#AmVcˆyŒ wóøv√d∂q M∞EvV;b …wlVlAhVt`Ih
:dy`ImD;t wy∞DnDp …wävV;qA;b wóøΩzUo◊w h∞Dwh◊y …wâv√rî;d

3 Praise his holy name. Let the heart of those
who seek the LORD rejoice.
4 Seek the LORD and his might. Seek his 
face continually.

 wy#DtVpOmŒ h¡DcDo_rRvSa wy¶DtwøaVlVpˆn w#rVkˆz
:wy`Ip_yEfVÚpVvIm…w

:wyá∂ryIjV;b bêOqSoÅy y™EnV;b wúø;dVbAo M∞Dh∂rVbAa oår‰z∑

5 Remember his wonders which he did, his 
signs and judgments of his mouth.
6 O seed of Abraham, ahis servant, O sons of
Jacob, his chosen ones

:wy`DfDÚpVvIm X®r#DaDhŒ_lDkV;b …wny¡EhølTa h∞Dwh◊y a…wh
:rwíø;d PRl∞RaVl hGÎ…wIxŒ r¶Db∂;d wóøtyîrV;b M∞DlwøoVl r∞AkÎz

7 He is the LORD our God. His judgments 
are in all the earth.
8 He has remembered his covenant forever, 
the word he commanded to a thousand 
generations, 

:q`DjVcˆyVl wâøtDo…wäbVv…w M¡Dh∂rVbAa_tRa tårD;kœ r∞RvSa
:M`Dlwøo tyâîrV;b l#Ea∂rVcˆyVlŒ qóOjVl bêOqSoÅyVl Dhâ®dyImSo`A¥yÅw

9 Which he cut with Abraham, and his oath 
to Jacob.
10 He established it for Jacob, for a statute, 
for Israel, an everlasting covenant,

1. The overall structure of Ps 105 can be divided into three parts: A: Summons to Praise (vv. 1-6); B: Reason
to Praise (vv. 7-11); C: Content of Praise (vv. 12-45), (Mays, Psalms, 338). Ps 105 is generally described as a
hymn of praise (see, e.g., Broyles, Psalms, 402). In addition, the psalm has been traditionally considered to be
of cultic origin in the light of the congregational call to worship in vv. 1-7 (see Anderson, Psalms, 725). The
fact that vv. 1-11 are almost identical to 1 Chr 16:8-22 provides another reason for viewing Ps 105 as cultic in
nature (see Gerstenberger, Psalms, 234). It is often debated which text relied upon the other: the writer of 1 Chr
16 using Ps 105 as a basis for the text (see, e.g., Delitzsch, Psalms, 112) or the reverse (see, e.g., George J.
Brooke, “Psalms 105 and 106 at Qumran,” Revue de Qumran 14 [1989], 275). As is often the case in such
circumstances, it is impossible to establish which is the earlier text.
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:M`RkVtAlSjÅn lRb#RjŒ NAo¡DnV;k_X®r`Ra_tRa N¶E;tRa #ÔKVl r#OmaEl
:;h`D;b MyñîrÎg◊w f#AoVmI;kŒ r¡DÚpVsIm y∞EtVm MDtwøyVh`I;bœ

11 Saying, “To you I will give the land of 
Canaan, the region as your possession.” 
12 When they were few in number, very few 
and sojourners in it,

:r`EjAa M¶Ao_lRa h#DkDlVmA;mImŒ ywóø…g_lRa ywâø…gIm …wkV;lAhVtˆ¥y`Aw
M∞RhyElSo jAkwäø¥yÅw Mó∂qVvDoVl Mâ∂dDa Ajy∞I…nIh_aáøl

:My`IkDlVm

13 And they themselves went from nation to 
nation, from kingdom to another people,
14 He did not allow man to oppress them, 
and he reproved kings on behalf of them:

:…woáérD;t_lAa \yAayIb◊nIl◊wŒ \y¡DjyIvVmIb …wño◊…gI;t_l`Aa
:r`DbDv MRj¶Rl_hEÚfAm_l`D;k X®r¡DaDh_lAo bDo∂r∑ aâ∂rVqˆ¥yÅw

15 “Do not touch my anointed ones, and do 
not do evil to my prophets.”
16 And he called famine upon the land; he 
broke every staff of bread.

:P`Eswøy r¶A;kVmˆn dRb#RoVlŒ vy¡Ia M∞Rhy´nVpIl j∞AlDv
:wáøvVpÅn hDa∞D;b lG‰z√rA;bŒ wyDl◊går lRb∞R;kAb …wâ…nIo

17 He sent a man before them, sold for a 
servant, Joseph.
18 They afflicted his feet with fetters, his life
was laid with iron.

:…whVt`Dp∂rVx h∞Dwh◊y täårVmIa wúørDb√d_aáø;b t¶Eo_dAo
:…wh`EjV;tAp◊y`Aw My#I;mAoŒ l¶EvOm …whóéryI;tÅyÅw JKRlRmœ jAl∞Dv

19 Until the time his word came, the word of
the Lord refined him.
20 The king sent and released him, the ruler 
of the peoples, and he set him free.

:wáønÎy◊nIq_lDkV;b l#EvOm…wŒ wóøtyEbVl NwêødDa wâømDc
:M`E;kAj◊y wy¶Dnéq◊z…w wóøvVpÅnV;b wyâ∂rDc râOsVaRl

21 He put him as lord for his house, and 
ruler over all his possession.
22 To bind his princes at will, and to teach 
his elders wisdom.

:M`Dj_X®r`RaV;b r∞D…g b#OqSoÅy◊wŒ Mˆyó∂rVxIm l∞Ea∂rVcˆy aâøbÎ¥yÅw
:wyá∂rD…xIm …whEmIxSo`A¥yÅwŒ dóOaVm wâø;mAo_tRa rRp∞R¥yÅw

23 Israel came to Egypt, and Jacob sojourned
in the land of Ham.
24 And he caused his people to be very 
fruitful, he made them mightier than their 
adversaries. 

:wyá∂dDbSoA;b l#E;kÅnVtIhVlŒ wóø;mAo aâønVcIl MD;bIlœ JK∞ApDh
:wáø;b_rAj`D;b r∞RvSa N#OrShAaŒ wúø;dVbAo h∞RvOm jAlDvœ

25 He turned their heart to hate his people, to
deal deceitfully with his servants.
26 He sent Moses his servant, Aaron, whom 
he chose.

:M`Dj X®r∞RaV;b My#ItVpOm…wŒ wy¡DtwøtOa yâérVbî;d MDbœ_…wm`Dc
:wwíørDb√;d_tRa …w#rDmŒ_aáøl◊w JK¡IvVjÅ¥yÅw JKRvOjœ j`Al∞Dv

27 They placed among them his signs and 
wonders in the land of Ham.
28 He sent darkness and made it dark, and 
bthey did not rebel against his words.

:M`DtÎg√;d_tRa tRmGÎ¥yÅwŒ Mó∂dVl M∞RhyEmyEm_tRa JK∞ApDh
:M`RhyEkVlAm y#ér√dAjV;bŒ My¡Io√;d√rApVx M∞Dx√rAa XâårDv

29 He turned their waters to blood and 
caused their fish to die.
30 Their land swarmed with frogs in the 
rooms of ctheir kings.

:M`Dl…wb◊…g_lDkV;b MyGˆ…nI;kŒ búOrDo aâøbÎ¥yÅw rAmDa
:M`Dx√rAaV;b twâøbDhRl v™Ea dó∂rD;b M∞RhyEmVvˆ…g N∞AtÎn

31 He spoke and a swarm of flies came, 
gnats upon all their territory.
32 He gave them hail for rain, flaming fire in
their land.
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:M`Dl…wb◊…g X∞Eo r#E;bAv◊yÅwŒ M¡DtÎnEaVt…w MÎnVpÅ…gœ JK∞A¥yÅw
:r`DÚpVsIm Ny∞Ea◊w qRlG‰y◊wŒ h¡R;b√rAa aâøbÎ¥yÅw rAmDaœ

33 He smote their vine and their fig tree, and
shattered the tree of their territory.
34 He spoke and locusts came, and young 
locusts, even without number.

:M`DtDm√dAa yâîrVÚp lAkaGø¥yÅwŒ M¡Dx√rAaV;b bRc∞Eo_lD;k lAkaâø¥yÅw
:M`Dnwøa_lDkVl ty#IvaérŒ M¡Dx√rAaV;b rwâøkV;b_lD;k JK∞A¥yÅw

35 And they ate all the herbage in their land, 
and they ate the fruit of their ground.
36 And He smote all the firstborn in their 
land, the firstfruits of all their strength. 

:l`Evwø;k wy∞DfDbVvI;b Ny™Ea◊w b¡DhÎz◊w PRs∞RkV;b MEayIxwø¥y`Aw
:M`RhyElSo Mâ∂;dVjAÚp l™ApÎn_y`I;k M¡DtaExV;b MˆyâårVxIm j∞AmDc

37 And he brought them out with silver and 
gold, and there was none among his tribes 
who stumbled.
38 Egypt rejoiced when they went out, for 
the dread of them fell upon them.

:hDl◊y`Dl ry¶IaDhVl v#Ea◊wŒ JK¡DsDmVl N∞DnDo câårDÚp
:M`EoyI;bVcÅy Mˆy#AmDv Œ MRj¶Rl◊w w¡DlVc a∞EbÎ¥yÅw l∞AaDv

39 He spread out a cloud to cover, and fire to
illumine the night.
40 They asked, and he brought quail and 
satisfied them with the bread of heaven.

:r`DhÎn twñø¥yI…xA;b …w#kVlDhŒ Mˆy¡Dm …wb…wâzÎ¥yÅw r…wxœ jAt∞DÚp
:wíø;dVbAo M¶Dh∂rVbAa_t`Ra wóøv√d∂q r∞Ab√;d_tRa rAkÎz∑_y`I;k

41 He opened the rock and the waters 
flowed. They went in the dry places (as) a 
river.
42 For he remembered his holy word, 
Abraham his servant.

:wyá∂ryIjV;b_tRa hGÎ…nîrV;bŒ NwóøcDcVb wâø;mAo a∞Ixwø¥yÅw
:…wvá∂ryˆy My∞I;mUaVl l™AmSoÅw M¡Iywø…g twâøx√rAa MRhDlœ N∞E;tˆ¥yÅw

43 And he brought out his people with joy, 
with a shout of joy his chosen ones.
44 And he gave to them the lands of the 
nations, and they took possession of the 
peoples’ labour,

:;h`Dy_…wlVl`Ah …wr#øx◊nˆy wy¶DtOrwøt◊w wy∂;qUjœ …wêrVmVvˆy —r…wôbSoA;b 45 So that they might keep his statutes, and 
observes his laws.
Praise the Lord!

Translation Notes
Verse 6
a. The LXX and 11QPsa contain “his servants” (wydbo). However, when considering v. 42 
(wdbo Mhrba_ta), the use of the singular “his servant” is preferred in this verse and thereby 
connects “his servant” with “Abraham.”2 In v. 6, Oesterely reads wryjb (“his chosen one”) 
instead of wyryjb, which correlates to the MT wdbo (“his servant”).3 This option, however, is 
found only in two manuscripts and 11QPsa, and does not appear to be sufficient evidence for 
changing the MT. Therefore, with vv. 42-43 containing the exact parallelism of v. 6 (wdbo and
wyryjb), the MT is preferred in the above translation.4

2. See Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 616.
3. Oesterley, Psalms, 447. See also Mitchell Dahood, Psalms III, 101-150: Introduction, Translation, and
Notes (AB; Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1970), 52; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 307; Weiser, Psalms, 671;
Anderson, Psalms, 728; Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 365.
4. See Allen, Psalms 101-150, 37; VanGemeren, Psalms, 666.
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Verse 28
b. The major issue regarding this verse consists of the “they” in “they did not rebel against 
his words.” It has been suggested that “they” refers to the Egyptians and some change wrm 
(“they rebelled”) to wrmv (“they observed”): “they did not observe his words.”5 Another 
position that follows the LXX and Syriac omits the negation (al) in v. 28, which would read, 
“. . . they [i.e. the Egyptians] rebelled against his words.”6 Kirkpatrick also believes that the 
verse refers to the Egyptians, but he is in favour of keeping the MT.7 Booij considers “they” 
to actually refer to the “darkness” of v. 28 and changes wrm to hrm.8 Others suggest that, given 
the context, Moses and Aaron of v. 26 are the subject of wrm,9 which seems most likely since 
they are the subject of the third person plural verb in the preceding verse (v. 27).

Verse 30
c. With there being one Pharaoh, several scholars read “their king” for “their kings” 
(Mhyklm).10 On the other hand, Weiser and Oesterley supply “the king” (Klmh) in v. 30.11 
However, there is really no reason to change the MT12 because the plurality of Klm can best 
be explained either “as a double plural in a genitival phrase”13 or as a plural of majesty.14

2.2  Themes and Theology

2.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Sovereignty of God

As with most of the psalms in Book IV, Psalm 105 presents the sovereignty of God 

over all things as a primary theme, particularly regarding the affairs of Israel and the 

nations.15 The psalm, however, does not simply declare this sovereignty but carefully 

illustrates it in the events of Israel’s history. In fact, the focus upon YHWH’s work in the 

nation’s past is so prominent that the people’s rebellion lacks all mention. Terrien comments, 

“It is remarkable that Psalm 105 is not interested in the sinfulness of Israel or even its protest 

against want. The singer appears to think of only one idea: praise for God’s omnipotence 

over the universe.”16

The psalm manifests the sovereignty of God in two basic ways: his choosing Israel 

and his sovereign actions over the nation’s history. First, vv. 5-12 emphasise that Israel did 

5. See Oesterley, Psalms, 447; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 306; Weiser, Psalms, 672; Eaton, Psalms: A Historical
and Spiritual Commentary, 366.
6. See Davidson, Vitality, 345; Anderson, Psalms, 733.
7. Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 621.
8. Th. Booij, “The Role of Darkness in Psalm CV 28,” VT 39 (1989), 211-212.
9. See, e.g. Delitzsch, Psalms, 118; Eaton, Psalms, 254.
10. See, e.g. Dahood, Psalms III, 50, 61.
11. Weiser, Psalms, 672; Oesterley, Psalms, 447.
12. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 308.
13. Allen, Psalms 101-150, 39. See also VanGemeren, Psalms, 670.
14. Dahood suggests this as a possibility (Psalms III, 61). See also VanGemeren, Psalms, 670.
15. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 312. See also Pss 93-100.
16. Terrien, Psalms, 724.
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not choose YHWH as its God but YHWH chose Israel. The election of the patriarchs in v. 5 

thereby displays God’s sovereign will in determining those who would inherit his blessings.17

The second way involves God’s actions concerning the events of Israel’s past, which 

is first seen in the account of Joseph’s life (vv. 17-22). The psalmist presents all of these 

events as being under the control of YHWH,18 and consequently, the psalm links sovereignty 

with providence by revealing that God used Joseph for his own purposes on behalf of the 

nation. Another illustration of God’s sovereign actions involves both the exodus account and 

YHWH giving the land to Israel. In v. 25, God made the heart of Egypt turn against his 

people and then sent Moses and Aaron who performed “His” wondrous miracles (vv. 

26-36).19 When the plagues were complete, God brought Israel safely out of Egypt with great 

wealth (v. 37) and guided them (v. 39), while providing for their needs (v. 40-42). His actions

were based upon the covenant that he made with Abraham (v. 43), and he gave them the land 

of Canaan for their own possession (v. 44). 

With this in mind, Psalm 105 reveals that YHWH maintains complete dominion over 

all things which serves as a reminder that God remains sovereign over the events of life, 

using them for his ultimate purpose. Thus, the God who brought Israel out of the land of 

Egypt, out of the house of slavery, is the same God who still rules the events of the nation. In 

the canonical context, the recalling of the mighty acts of God for a post-exilic audience 

would surely give them hope for both the present and the future. In this way, Psalm 105 

reminds them that “[God] leads those who are his through all difficulties, fulfills his word, 

perpetually remembers his covenant, and in miracles and judgments reveals his power and 

grace.”20

Faithfulness of God

Though the Pentateuch and other historical psalms (e.g., Pss 78, 106, 136) report the 

unfaithfulness of Israel along with the faithfulness of God, the psalmist of Psalm 105 chooses

to focus only upon God’s fidelity towards his people.21 Ultimately, the faithfulness of God is 

17. Mays comments, “The pairing of servant and chosen means that the ancestors and their descendants came
into such a relation to the LORD by the LORD’s sovereign initiative,” (Psalms, 339).
18. “The whole Joseph story could be read as an account of how a man rose from dust to destiny, but verses
16-17 stress that this is the story of God’s providence,” (Davidson, Vitality, 345).
19. Note the emphasis on God’s actions in the plagues that were placed upon Egypt.
20. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 312.
21. Wolverton states, “By an accent upon the positive, . . . [the psalmist] was able to emphasize without
complicating his theme (7-11) the gracious, promise-fulfilling acts of God. He made his selection to suit his
purpose,” (“Sermons in the Psalms,” CJT 10 [1964], 171).
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shown to be rooted in the promise of YHWH to Abraham and its fulfillment. In Genesis, God

entered into a covenant with Abraham (and confirmed it to Isaac and Jacob) in which he 

promised to give him land, progeny and fame,22 and Psalm 105 focuses on the land of this 

covenant. Having said this, the psalm recounts how God has fulfilled the Abrahamic promise 

of Canaan23 and revealed his faithfulness throughout the history of Israel. On this note, v. 45 

implies that the purpose of God’s promise, and the accomplishment of it, contained a specific

objective: “So that they might keep his statutes, and observe his laws.”24 Israel’s obedience to

YHWH and their dwelling in the land are thereby irrevocably linked.25

In the overall canonical context of Book IV, this connection between Israel’s presence

in the land and their obedience speaks volumes to the post-exilic audience. As Book IV 

responds to Psalm 89 (both to the apparent failure of Davidic kingship and exile), this psalm 

(by linking the obedience of Israel to their dwelling in the land) informs them that the nation 

has been punished by YHWH because they did not “keep his statutes and observe his laws.” 

Israel’s sin exists as the cause of banishment from the land, and the connection between 

Israel’s disobedience and exile becomes even more clear when examining the following 

psalm because Psalm 106 centres upon the nation’s rebellion, which led to the exile (see 

106:34-43). 

Nevertheless, while Israel has been deprived of Canaan, Psalm 105 serves as a 

reminder that the faithfulness of God remains a reality.26 Psalm 105 reminds the audience of 

God’s covenant faithfulness to Abraham in giving the land to his descendants. They would 

also remember how he brought Israel into the land and commanded them to observe his laws.

Unfortunately, they did not obey his commandments, and now, the post-exilic people must 

learn from the mistakes of their fathers and trust the God who has already proven his 

faithfulness in the past. Therefore, the psalm re-orientates the audience of Book IV to the 

faithfulness of the God of their fathers and their immediate need to obey his covenant.

22. Richard J. Clifford, “Style and Purpose in Psalm 105,” Bib 60 (1979), 423.
23. Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 367.
24. Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 368.
25. Note that this tie between obedience and the land is classic Deuteronomic theology, which will be
considered later.
26. McCann notes, “. . . [T]he psalmist’s intent in retelling the old story is to evoke the people’s grateful and
faithful response to God’s choice (see ‘chosen’ in vv. 6, 26, 43) to be related to them (see ‘covenant’ in vv.
8-10), a choice supported by the ‘wonderful works’ (vv. 2, 5) that God has done on their behalf (vv. 12-43).
Thus the psalm is not primarily about the past. Rather, it is about the present and the future . . .” (Psalms, 1103).
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2.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Dependence upon God

The theme of Israel’s dependence upon YHWH in Psalm 105 distinctly connects with 

the previous sections emphasising his sovereignty and faithfulness. While this theme has 

already been alluded to in those sections, we should note how God’s election of the nation 

implies dependence on him. The very nature of Israel’s position as God’s chosen people 

implies their reliance on him in their lives and service. Moreover, as they owe him their 

allegiance as King and adoration as Lord, they must keep his statutes and laws, i.e. the 

ground rules that govern this covenantal relationship.

With this in mind, the theme of dependence continually arises in Book IV, leading to 

the conclusion that the book intentionally highlights Israel’s need of YHWH so that the 

reader will always be mindful of it when reading this section of the Psalter. In this way, 

Psalm 105 recalls God’s former works in order to evoke a proper response in the present. 

Stevens explains, “Once past deeds are recounted and remembered, the people rely on 

YHWH’s past faithfulness so as to respond in the present. Note that the present community is

relying on YHWH’s past, not their own past. Relying on YHWH’s faithful deeds gives one 

the courage to respond in deeds of obedience and love.”27 Therefore, Psalm 105 encourages 

God’s people to trust and depend upon him and not upon themselves, as does the whole of 

Book IV.

2.3  Other Elements

2.3.1  Mosaic Motif

Moses and the Exodus

With the heavy Mosaic presence in Book IV, it seems that the occurrence of “Moses” 

in Psalm 105 is also of significance.28 In addition to Moses’ name (v. 26), the emphasis upon 

the exodus and wilderness wanderings increase the Mosaic nature of Psalm 105 by examining

much of the period in which Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt.29 The twin Psalms 105-106

27. Marty E. Stevens, “Psalm 105,” Int 57 (2003), 189.
28. Brooke comments, “It is no coincidence that Psalm 90 opens the fourth book, Psalms 105 and 106 close it,
and all three are concerned with Moses,” (“Psalms 105 and 106,”  276).
29. The book of Exodus recounts a total of ten plagues inflicted upon Egypt, while Ps 105 only includes seven,
with the ninth plague mentioned first. Naturally, much debate has arisen regarding the reason for this difference.
Some scholars believe that there existed more than one plague tradition which subsequently led to the different
accounts. For example, Loewenstamm explains that “Ps 105 confronts us with a separate form of the plague
tradition. It is hardly by chance that it enumerates seven plagues, because seven is the famous traditional
number of completeness, alternating in this function with ten,” (“The Number of Plagues in Psalm 105,” Bib 52
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return to a focus on Moses as the closing inclusio, echoing Psalms 90-92, implying that Book

IV should be read from a Mosaic, exodus/second exodus perspective. Thus, Psalm 105 serves

as a reminder of the great past event of God’s deliverance of Israel from the hands of the 

Egyptians, and such a wonderful recollection of God’s saving mercy provides hope for a 

similar future work of God, yet on a greater scale.30

Deuteronomic Language and Theology

Central to Psalm 105 is the land promised to Abraham and his descendants, and out of

all the elements found in the Abrahamic covenant (land, progeny and fame), only the land is 

“singled out” in v. 11.31 Tucker adds, “Not only is the promise of the land singled out from 

the other constituent elements of the Abrahamic promise, the concept of land governs the 

remainder of the psalm.”32 In the light of this, the book of Deuteronomy also focusses upon 

the promise of the land to Abraham’s descendants.33 Not only does Deuteronomy and Psalm 

105 share this focus of the promise of Canaan, but also “[i]n the attempt to stress the 

significance of land, the psalmist has employed much of the language and theology of 

Deuteronomy.”34 

The first similarity between Psalm 105 and Deuteronomy occurs in the congregational

confession of v. 7 (“He is the Lord our God. His judgments are in all the earth”), echoing the 

“shema” of Deut. 6:4 (“Hear, O Israel! The LORD our God, the LORD is one”).35 Verse 12 

(“When they were few in number, very few and sojourners in it”) also resonates with 

Deuteronomy, as Davidson comments,

[1971], 37). Others, however, such as Margulis, suggest that Psalm 105 “presupposes” the Pentateuch as the
source of the psalm (see “The Plagues Tradition in Ps 105,” Bib 50 [1969], 496). In the light of Margulis’
position, it seems that Loewenstamm’s suggestion of the number seven as the “traditional number of
completeness” may actually favour the belief in one plague tradition. For instance, the psalmist could be very
aware of the plague account in Exodus, but because he is writing a concise poetical account, he has chosen to
mention only seven plagues in order to signify “completeness.” In other words, his choice of plagues suited his
purpose. See Allen, Psalms 101-150, 41. 
30. Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 614: “Such a recital of the proofs of Jehovah’s faithfulness as is contained in Ps. cv
was very suitable as an encouragement to the community of the Restoration. If God had preserved the
patriarchs, and made a nomad family into a strong nation, giving them possession of the land through which
they wandered as strangers, He could again fulfil His purposes even through the feeble body of returned exiles
(Is. lx. 22).”
31. Clifford, “Style and Purpose,” 423.
32. W. Dennis Tucker, Jr., “Revisiting the Plagues in Psalm CV,” VT 55 (2005), 402.
33. See Mays, Psalms, 339.
34. Tucker, “Revisiting,” 410.
35. See Gerstenberger, Psalms, 231.
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Verses 12-15 deal with the story of the patriarchs, “few in number, of little account” 
(v. 12), thus ruling out that God’s commitment to them had anything to do with any 
greatness or merit in them. Deut. 7:7-8 strikes the same note as it explores the mystery 
of God’s choice of his people: “It was not because you were more numerous than any 
other people that the LORD set his heart on you and chose you — for you were the 
fewest of all peoples. It was because the LORD loved you and kept an oath he swore 
to your ancestors.”36 

Psalm 105:44 also provides an example of Deuteronomic language as it states, “And he gave 

to them the lands of the nations, and they took possession of the peoples’ labour.” In the 

context of YHWH as the giver, the terms “give” (Ntn) and “land” (Xra) emphasise the 

connection between the psalm and Deuteronomy. Tucker explains,

The psalmist also employs Deuteronomic language in v. 44a. There the psalmist 
announces “he gave (Ntn) them the lands (Xra) of the nations”. Throughout the book of 
Deuteronomy, statements appear suggesting that Yahweh has given (Ntn) the land 
(Xra) to Israel. The second half of v. 44 reads “and they took possession of the wealth 
of the peoples”. The entire verse appears to resemble the Deuteronomic phrase, “the 
land which Yahweh gives you to possess” (Deut. iii 19; v 31; xii 1; xv 4; xix 2, 14; 
xxv 19). Thus, clearly, the psalmist describes the giving of the land in vocabulary 
reminiscent of Deuteronomy.37 

In addition, v. 45 exhibits the final connection between Psalm 105 and Deuteronomy: “So 

that they might keep his statutes, and observes his laws.” This statement reflects a classically 

Deuteronomic understanding of the Mosaic/Sinaitic covenant and the responsibility of the 

Israel to obey God’s commandments. The element of necessary obedience in relation to the 

promise of the land is an important theme in Deuteronomy,38 linking this psalm and 

collection of psalms, once again, with Moses.

2.4  Canonical Relationships

2.4.1  Relation to Psalm 106

Significant Terms and Themes

Several terms appear to link the two historical Psalms 105 and 106 together. First, Nonk

(“Canaan,” 105:11; 106:38) and Mj (“Ham,” 105:23, 27; 106:22) are two very rare terms 

shared by both psalms, and each of these terms occur only one time in the Psalter outside of 

Book IV.39 Another root, found in the first verse of both Psalms 105 and 106 (and 106:47), is 

36. Davidson, Vitality, 344.
37. Tucker, “Revisiting,” 409-410.
38. See Tucker, “Revisiting,” 410.
39. The term Nonk occurs in Ps 135:11 and Mj occurs in Ps 78:51.
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hdy (“to give thanks”).40 Also, at the “seams” of each psalm words and phrases occur linking 

the psalms together. Zenger lists them as “the people of YHWH” (105:43; 106:4, hwhy Mo), 

“YHWH’s chosen ones” (105:43; 106:5, hwhy yryjb), “observe, keep” (105:45; 106:3, rmv) 

and “Praise the LORD” (105:45; 106:1, hy_wllh).41

With its multiple occurrences, rkz (“to remember”) proves to be one of the most 

important terms in Psalms 105 and 106.42 First, it functions with the term alp (“to be 

wondrous/wondrous works”) to refer to Israel’s act of remembering. In Psalm 105:5, the 

psalmist calls the congregation to remember what God has done, while the psalmist in Psalm 

106:7 confesses that their fathers did not remember his work. Another use of rkz in Psalms 

105 and 106 refers to God remembering his covenant. “Covenant” (tyrb) only occurs in three 

psalms in Book IV (103:18; 105:8, 10; 106:45), which is suggestive in itself, and in both 

Psalms 105:8 and 106:45, the psalmists explain that God has not forgotten his covenant. 

Consequently, the emphasis upon God’s faithfulness to the covenant in these psalms appears 

to respond to the end of Book III. In Psalm 89:47-48a [46-47a] and 50-51a [49-50a], the 

psalmist questions God’s remembrance of his covenant with David: 

How long, O Lord? Will you hide yourself forever? Will your wrath burn like fire? 
Remember what my span of life is . . . Where are your former lovingkindnesses, O 
Lord, which you swore to David in your faithfulness. Remember, O Lord, the 
reproach of your servants . . . (NASB)

Compare also Psalm 89:39-40 [38-39]: “But You have cast off and rejected, You have been 

full of wrath against Your anointed. You have spurned the covenant of Your servant; You 

have profaned his crown in the dust” (NASB). In this light, Psalms 105 and 106 respond to 

Psalm 89 by emphasising that God has not forgotten his covenant.

It has often been noted that the similarities between Psalms 105 and 106 distinguish 

them as “twin psalms,”43 and with their historical nature44 and interconnections,45 it appears 

40. This term occurs only seven times in Book IV, and the closest occurrence of it is found in Ps 100:4. 
41. Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 186.
42. See Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 186.
43. Zimmerli, “Zwillingspsalmen,” 105-113.
44. Along with the classification of Ps 105 as a hymn of praise, it is often considered a “historical psalm”
because of its re-telling of historical events in the life of Israel (see Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 308; Anderson,
Psalms, 725; Tucker, “Revisiting,” 409). While it may be true that this label does not describe the literary style
of Pss 105 or 106 (See Svend Holm-Nielsen, “The Exodus Traditions in Psalm 105,” Annual of the Swedish
Theological Institute 11 [1978], 22), it appears to be completely warranted when describing the nature of both
psalms because they contain a historical account of events in the life of the nation.
45. Pss 105:1-11 and 106:47-48 also contain part of the psalm found in 1 Chronicles 16. This similarity may
serve as a frame around both psalms, distinguishing them as a unit. See McCann, Psalms, 1112.
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that their juxtaposition is no accident. The placement of these two psalms serves to remind 

the reader of the “covenantal history” of Israel and the continuing reality of the covenant in 

the midst of judgment.46 Also, Psalms 105 and 106 both focus upon the era of Moses. When 

additionally considering occurrences of hvm (four times in these two psalms), a Mosaic motif 

is strongly established. With the presence of this same motif in Psalms 90-92, Book IV of the 

Psalter can be seen as beginning and ending with a strong emphasis on Moses. Therefore, this

element in Psalms 105-106 serves to re-orient the reader (as did Pss 90-92) to a period when 

Israel was without a human ruler and God was their only King.47 God was in control when 

there was no king. He remains in control now that there is no king.

2.5  Conclusion: Psalm 105

From the covenant that God made with Abraham, to Israel’s sojourn in Egypt, to the 

exodus and entry into the land, Psalm 105 recalls many of the significant events of Israel’s 

past. These events display the faithfulness of God to his covenant promise and his sovereign 

work over the nations in providing his people with the promised land. As the psalmist begins 

by calling Israel to worship YHWH (vv. 1-6) in the light of all that he has done for the nation,

he reminds the reader of the mighty acts of God, providing him with hope for the future. In 

this way, Psalm 105 helps to conclude Book IV with the expectation of deliverance, for just 

as YHWH has delivered Israel in the past, surely he will do it again. 

3.  Psalm 106: The Rebellion of Israel

As the fourth book of the Psalter ends, a lengthy historical psalm contrasts the 

sinfulness of Israel with the faithfulness of God. Psalm 106 begins as a congregational praise 

and confession, and it recapitulates several events in the nation’s history that recount both the

mighty works of God and Israel’s rebellion against him. Interestingly, it relates to the 

beginning of the book (Ps 90) both linguistically and thematically and it contains an exilic 

perspective as the psalmist cries for God to gather Israel from the nations. This perspective is 

quite suggestive in the light of Book IV’s response to Psalm 89, and thus, it speaks to the 

crisis of exile.

46. Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 186.
47. The implications of the theme’s presence at the beginning and end of Book IV will be considered in the
final two chapters. 
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3.1  Translation

Psalm 106
 M∞DlwøoVl y™I;k bwóøf_yI;k h∞DwhyAl …wêdwøh ;h∏Îy…wlVl`Ah

:wíø;dVsAj
:wáøtD;lIhV;t_lD;k Aoy#ImVvÅyŒ h¡Dwh◊y twêør…wb◊…g lE;lAm◊y∑ y#Im

1 Praise the Lord! Give thanks the LORD, 
for he is good, for his lovingkindness is 
everlasting.48

2 Who can speak of the mighty things of 
the LORD, (or) can declare all his 
praise?

:t`Eo_lDkVb hâ∂q∂dVx h™EcOo f¡DÚpVvIm yâérVmOv yérVvAa
:ÔK`RtDo…wvyI;b yˆn#édVqDÚpŒ ÔK¡R;mAo Nwâøx√rI;b hÎwh◊y∑ yˆnâérVkÎz

3 Blessed are those who observe justice, 
those who do righteousness at all times.

4 aRemember me, O LORD, when you 
show favour to your people, visit me 
with your salvation,

ÔK¡Rywø…g t∞AjVmIcV;b AjOmVcIlœ ÔKy#®ryIjV;b t§Abw„øfV;b —twôøa√rIl
:ÔK`RtDlSjÅn_MIo l#E;lAhVtIhVlŒ

:…wnVo`Dv√rIh …wny¶IwToRh …wny#EtwøbSa_MIo …wna¶DfDj

5 To see the goodness of your chosen ones,
to rejoice with the gladness of your 
nation, to praise with your inheritance.

6 We have sinned with our fathers; we 
have committed iniquity; we have done 
wickedness.

aâøl ÔKy#RtwøaVlVpˆn …wlyWI;kVcIh_aøl —Mˆy°årVxImVb …wny§Etw„øbSa
:P…wás_MÅyV;b M∞Dy_lAo …wërVmÅ¥yÅw ÔKyó®dDsSj bêOr_tRa …wrVkÎz∑

:wáøt∂r…wb◊…g_tRa Aoy#îdwøhVlŒ wóømVv NAo∞AmVl MEoyIvwø¥y`Aw∑

7 Our fathers in Egypt were not wise about
your wonders; they did not remember the 
greatness of your lovingkindness, and 
they rebelled bby the sea, at the Sea of 
Reeds.

8 And he delivered them for the sake of his
name, to know his might.

tw#ømOhV;tA;bŒ M¶EkyIlwø¥yÅw bó∂rTj‰¥yìÅw P…wsœ_MÅyV;b r∞Ao◊gˆ¥yÅw
:r`D;b√dI;mA;k

:b`Eywøa d¶A¥yIm M#ElDa◊gˆ¥yÅwŒ a¡Enwøc d∞A¥yIm MEoyIvwø¥y`Aw∑

9 And he rebuked the Sea of Reeds and it 
dried. And he brought them through the 
deep, like the wilderness.

10 And he delivered them from the hand of
the foe, and he redeemed them from the 
hand of the enemy.

:r`Dtwøn aâøl M#RhEmŒ d¶DjRa M¡RhyérDx Mˆy¶Am_…w;sAk◊yÅw
:wáøtD;lIhV;t …wry#IvÎyŒ wyó∂rDb√dIb …wny¶ImSaÅ¥yÅw

11 And the water covered their adversaries,
not one of them remained.

12 They trusted in his word, and they sang 
his praise.

48. The structure of Ps 106 is very basic, and many commentators divide it into three sections (see Neil H.
Richardson, “Psalm 106: Yahweh’s Succoring Love Saves from the Death of a Broken Covenant” in Love and
Death in the Ancient Near East, eds. J. H. Marks and R. M. Goad [Guilford, CT: Four Quarters, 1987], 191): A:
Summons to Praise (vv. 1-5); B: Recapitulation of Israel’s History (vv. 6-46); C: Closing Plea and Praise (vv.
47-48). When examining Ps 106, the psalm does not conform to the traditional categories of form criticism, and
scholars are rarely in agreement regarding its classification. See Allen, Psalms 100-150, 49. With its complex
genre, it is difficult to decide on a specific form-critical category for the psalm (see Gerstenberger, Psalms, 234;
Mays, Psalms, 341; McCann, Psalms, 1110). However, along with Ps 105, Ps 106 does fall into the general
category of historical psalms (see discussion on “historical psalms” above in “Psalm 105”), which explains its
juxtaposition with Ps 105.
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:wáøtDxSoAl …w#;kIjŒ_aáøl wy¡DcSoAm …wâjVkDv …wrSh`Imœ
:NwáømyIvy`I;b l#EaŒ_…w;sÅn◊yÅw r¡D;b√dI;mA;b hÎwSaAtœ …wâ…wAaVtˆ¥yÅw

13 They hastened to forget his works, they 
did not wait for his counsel.

14 They craved in the wilderness, and they 
tested God in the desert.

:M`DvVpÅnV;b Nwâøz∂r j™A;lAv◊yÅw M¡DtDlTaRv MRhDlœ N∞E;tˆ¥yÅw
:h`Dwh◊y vwêødVq N#OrShAaVlŒ h¡RnSjA;m`A;b hRvOmVlœ …wâa◊nåq◊yÅw

15 And he gave to them their request and 
he sent leanness to their soul.

16 When they became jealous of Moses in 
the camp, Aaron, the holy one of the 
LORD,

tñådSo_lAo s#AkV;tÅwŒ N¡Dt∂;d o∞AlVbI;tÅw X®rRaœ_jA;tVpI;t
:Má∂ryIbSa

:My`IoDv√r f¶EhAlV;t h#DbDhRlŒ M¡Dt∂dSoA;b v¶Ea_rAoVbI;tÅw

17 He opened the earth and it swallowed 
Dathan, and covered all of the 
congregation of Abiram.

18 And the fire burned in their 
congregation, the flame burned up the 
wicked.

:h`DkE;sAmVl …wGwSjA;tVvˆ¥yÅwŒ bóérOjV;b l‰g¶Eo_…wcSoÅy
:bRc`Eo l¶EkOa rw#Ov Œ ty¶InVbAtV;b Mó∂dwøbV;k_tRa …wry¶ImÎ¥yÅw

19 They made a calf in Horeb, and bowed 
down to a molten image.

20 And they exchanged dtheir glory for an 
image of an ox that eats grass.

:Mˆyá∂rVxImV;b twâølOd◊g h™RcOo M¡DoyIvwøm l∞Ea …wjVkDvœ
:P…wás_MÅy_lAo tw#øa∂rwønŒ M¡Dj X®r∞RaV;b twøaDlVpˆn∑

21 They forgot God their Saviour, who did 
great things in Egypt,

22 Wonderful things in the land of Ham, 
awesome things upon the Sea of Reeds.

d∞AmDo w#øryIjVb h§Rv„Om y&El…wl Mñ∂dyQImVvAh`Vl rRmaGø¥yÅw
:ty`IjVvAh`Em w#øtDmSjŒ by¶IvDhVl wy¡DnDpVl X®r∞RÚpA;b

:wíørDb√dIl …wny#ImTaRhŒ_aáøl hó∂;dVmRj X®r∞RaV;b …wsSaVmˆ¥y`Aw∑

23 And he said that he would have 
destroyed them, except Moses, his 
chosen one, stood in the breach before 
him, to turn his wrath from destroying 
(them).

24 They rejected the desirable land; they 
did not trust his word,

:h`Dwh◊y lwêøqV;b …w#oVmDv Œ añøl M¡RhyElFhDaVb …wñn◊g∂r´¥yÅw
:r`D;b√dI;mA;b M#DtwøaŒ ly¶IÚpAhVl M¡RhDl wêødÎy a∞DÚcˆ¥yÅw

25 And they murmured in their tents; they 
did not obey the voice of the LORD.

26 And He lifted his hand to them, to cause
them to fall in the wilderness,

:twáøx∂rSaD;b M#DtwørÎzVl…wŒ M¡Iywø…gA;b MDo√rÅz∑ ly∞IÚpAhVl…w
:My`ItEm y¶EjVbˆz …w#lVkaø¥yÅwŒ rwóøoVÚp lAo∞AbVl …wdVm∞D…xˆ¥yÅw∑

27 And to cause their seed to fall among 
the nations and to scatter them in the 
lands.

28 And they joined themselves to Baal 
Peor, and they ate the sacrifices of the 
dead.

:h`Dp´…gAm M#D;bŒ_X∂rVpI;tÅw M¡RhyElVlAo`AmV;b …wsyIoVkÅ¥yÅw∑
:h`Dp´…gA;mAh r#AxDoE;tÅwŒ l¡E;lAp◊yÅw sDj◊ny`IÚpœ dâOmSoÅ¥yÅw

29 They provoked (the LORD) to anger 
with their deeds, and a plague broke out 
among them.

30 And Phinehas stood and intervened and 
the plague was stayed.
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:M`Dlwøo_dAo r#OdÎwŒ rõOdVl hó∂q∂dVxIl wølœ bRv∞DjE;tÅw
h#RvOmVlŒ oår¶E¥yÅw h¡DbyîrVm y¶Em_lAo …wpyIxVqÅ¥yÅw∑

:Má∂r…wbSoA;b

31 And it was counted to him for 
righteousness from generation to 
generation, forever.

32 And they angered (him) at the waters of
Meribah, and it went badly for Moses on 
their account,

:wy`DtDpVcI;b a#EÚfAb◊yÅwŒ wóøj…wr_tRa …wõrVmIh_y`I;k
h∞Dwh◊y r™AmDa r§RvSa My¡I;mAo`Dh_tRa …wdyImVvIhœ_aáøl

:M`RhDl

33 For they rebelled against his spirit, and 
he spoke rashly with his lips.

34 They did not destroy the peoples as the 
LORD had commanded them.

:M`RhyEcSo`Am …w#dVmVlˆ¥y`AwŒ M¡Iywø…gAb …wñb√rDoVtˆ¥yÅw
:váéqwømVl M∞RhDl …wäyVhˆ¥yÅw M¡RhyE;bAxSo_tRa …wõdVbAoÅ¥yÅw

35 And they mixed with the nations, and 
learned their works.

36 And they served their idols, and they 
were a snare to them.

:Myîd`EÚvAl M#RhyEtwáønV;b_tRa◊w MRhy´nV;bœ_tRa …wâjV;b◊zˆ¥yÅw
r∞RvSa M#RhyEtwønVbá…w M§RhyÇ´nV;b_Må;d y&IqÎn M©∂d …w°kVÚpVv`I¥yÅw
:My`Im∂;dA;b X®r#DaDhŒ P¶AnTjR;tÅw NAo¡DnVk y∞E;bAxSoAl …wjV;bˆz∑

37 And they sacrificed their sons, and their
daughters to demons.

38 And they shed innocent blood, the 
blood of their sons and their daughters, 
which they sacrificed to the idols of 
Canaan, and the land was polluted with 
blood.

:M`RhyElVlAo`AmV;b …wnG◊zˆ¥yÅwŒ M¡RhyEcSoAmVb …wñaVmVfˆ¥yÅw
:wáøtDlSjÅn_tRa b#EoDt◊yÅwŒ wóø;mAoV;b h∞Dwh◊y P∞Aa_rAj`I¥yÅw

39 They became unclean by their works 
and they played the harlot with their 
deeds.

40 And the anger of the LORD burned 
against his people, and he abhorred his 
inheritance.

:M`RhyEa◊nOc M#RhDbŒ …wñlVvVmˆ¥y`Aw M¡Iywø…g_dÅyV;b M¶EnV;tˆ¥yÅw
:Má∂dÎy tAj∞A;t …w#o◊nD;kˆ¥yÅwŒ M¡RhyEb◊ywøa M…wñxDjVlˆ¥yÅw

41 And he gave them into the hand of the 
nations, and the ones who hated them 
ruled over them.

42 And their enemies oppressed them, and 
they were subdued under their hand. 

M¡DtDxSoAb …wêrVmÅy hD;mEh◊w∑ M¶ElyQI…xÅy tw#ø;bår My¶ImDoVÚp
:M`DnOwSoA;b …w;k#OmÎ¥yÅwŒ

:M`DtÎ…nîr_tRa w#øoVmDvV;bŒ M¡RhDl r∞A…xA;b a√rÅ¥yÅw∑

43 Many times he delivered them and they 
rebelled in their counsel, and they were 
low in their iniquity.

44 And he saw their distress when he heard
their cry.

:wá∂dDsSj bêOrV;k M#EjÎ…nˆ¥yÅwŒ wóøtyîrV;b M∞RhDl râO;k◊zˆ¥yÅw
:M`RhyEbwøv_lD;k y¢EnVpIlŒ My¡ImSjårVl M∞Dtwøa N∞E;tˆ¥yÅw

45 And he remembered his covenant for 
their sake, and he relented according to 
his great lovingkindness. 

46 He gave them compassion before all 
their captors.
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M¶IywZø…gAh_N`Im …wnExV;båq◊w …wny#EhølTa h§Dw„h◊y —…wn°EoyIvwøh
:ÔK`RtD;lIhVtI;b Aj#E;bA;tVvIhVlŒ ÔK¡Rv√d∂q M∞EvVl twødOhVlœ
dWAo◊w —M°Dlwøo§Dh_NIm l&Ea∂rVcˆy yºEhølTa h∏Îwh◊y_JK…wûrD;b

:;h`Dy_…wlVl`Ah N#EmDa M¶DoDh_lD;k r™AmDa◊w M#DlwøoDh

47 Save us, O LORD, our God and gather 
us from the nations to give thanks to your 
holy name, to boast in your praise.49

48 Blessed be the LORD, God of Israel, 
from everlasting unto everlasting. And 
all the people said, “Amen.” Praise the 
Lord!50

Translation Notes
Verse 4
a. Several of the ancient versions contain the plurals “remember us” (wnrkz) and “visit us” 
(wndqp). In the light of the communal tenor of the psalm (e.g., v. 6), many scholars choose to 
follow this evidence.51 A replacement, however, seems unwarranted as Allen explains, “The 
readings wnrkz ‘remember us’ and wndqp ‘notice us’ despite wide attestation (see BHS) are to be
rejected as cases of assimilation to the first plural suffixes of vv 6, 7. The representative of 
the religious community who has issued to them the summons to praise now prays on his 
own account.”52

Verse 7
b. Commentators often change My_lo (“by the sea”) to Nylo (“Most High”).53 Support for this is
found in the LXX, which contains ajnabai÷nonteß (“going up,” believed to be based on Mylo, 
“going up”), and in Ps 78:17 (a similar historical psalm), which reads “rebelling against the 
Most High in the desert” (hyxb Nwylo twrml). While it is possible that this term could be 
understood as referring to God, it seems that My_lo fits the context well, and there does not 
appear to be sufficient evidence for changing the MT.54

Verse 20
c. The term “their glory” (Mdwbk) is traditionally labeled as one of the Tiqqune Sopherim 
(“scribal corrections”) in the MT and considered to have been changed from “his glory” 
(wdwbk) or “my glory” (ydwbk) “out of reverence for God.”55

49. It has often been noted that vv. 47-48 are almost identical to 1 Chr 16:35-36. There have been many
suggestions about the reason for this similarity but no consensus on its explanation. See, e.g., Gerstenberger,
Psalms, 243; Kidner, Psalms, 382; Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 373; McCann,
Psalms, 1112.
50. The final verse of Ps 106 appears to have a significant canonical function as it is similar to the concluding
verses of Books I, II and III (see 41:14; 72:18-19; 89:53). These similarities suggest that Ps 106:48 stands as a
marker at the end of Book IV, signifying the conclusion of another psalm book (see Gerstenberger, Psalms, 236;
Limburg, Psalms, 365).
51. See Oesterley, Psalms, 449-550; Weiser, Psalms, 676; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 313, 315.
52. Allen, Psalms 100-150, 47. See also Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 625; Gerstenberger, Psalms, 238; Dahood,
Psalms III, 67-68; VanGemeren, Psalms, 673-674.
53. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 313, 315; Anderson, Psalms, 739; Weiser, Psalms, 676; Allen, Psalms 100-150,
48.
54. VanGemeren, Psalms, 675. See also Kidner, Psalms, 379.
55. Allen, Psalms 100-150, 48. See also VanGemeren, Psalms, 677.
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3.2  Themes and Theology

3.2.1  Theocentric Themes

Sovereignty of God

With the declaration in v. 2 (“Who can speak of the mighty things of the LORD?”),56 

Psalm 106 begins to reveal the sovereignty of God in his gracious acts towards Israel, but 

unlike Psalm 105, it also illustrates his sovereignty in the judgment of both Israel and the 

nations.57 To begin with, two events acknowledge God’s sovereign control over judgment. 

First, vv. 7-12 recall the episode by the Red Sea (“Sea of Reeds”) and state that God saved 

Israel so that he might make his power known (v. 8); he saved them by rebuking the sea, 

resulting in its drying up (v. 9). In this deliverance, God manipulated creation on behalf of his

people, and as the waters covered the enemies of Israel, the judgment of God occurred. 

Secondly, when Dathan and Abiram rose up against Moses and Aaron, the earth opened and 

swallowed Dathan and engulfed the company of Abiram (v. 17) and they were consumed by 

fire, illustrating God’s judging rule.

The final example of God’s sovereignty in Psalm 106 involves the exile of the people 

of Israel. Verses 34-39 recount the disobedience of the nation by not destroying the 

inhabitants of Canaan (v. 34) and by engaging in both idolatry (v. 36) and human sacrifice 

(vv. 37-38). Their actions angered YHWH (v. 40) and he delivered them over to oppression 

by foreign nations (v. 41). These events reveal God’s dominion over both Israel and its 

welfare, as well as his ability to use the nations to overcome the people.58 However, just as 

God has sovereignly judged his people, he also has not forgotten his covenant; he made them 

the object of compassion before their enemies (v. 46). Thus, the psalm implies that God even 

rules the way in which Israel’s enemies look upon them. Consequently, the sovereignty of 

God (along with his faithfulness) provides the principle by which the psalmist can say, “Save 

us, O LORD, our God and gather us from the nations to give thanks to your holy name, to 

boast in your praise” (v. 47). Since YHWH has proven his sovereignty in the past by his 

mighty deeds (v. 2), Israel can now cry out to their God with the hope that he will show 

mercy and change their present circumstances.

56. VanGemeren says, “This God is none other than the Divine Warrior (gibbo®r), whose acts are mighty
(g§b⋲u®ro®t◊)” (Psalms, 673).
57. Anderson comments, “This composition, like Ps. 78 and 105, deals with the sacral history of Israel, but the
emphasis is upon the tension between the disobedience of the nation and the incredible mercy of Yahweh,”
(Psalms, 735).
58. The imagery in these verses appears to be from Judges, but there are clear parallels between this imagery
and that of the exile. In other words, the use of the Judges imagery in this psalm is applied to the exilic context.
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Faithfulness of God

The faithfulness of God presents an important theme in Psalm 106, and it contrasts 

particularly with the unfaithfulness of Israel. Throughout the psalm, examples arise of God’s 

work on behalf of his people even with their rebellious spirit.59 In spite of Israel’s sin, God 

has remained faithful to them and the psalmist highlights his perpetual fidelity.

On this note, God’s covenant relationship with Israel furnishes the foundation for his 

continued faithfulness. For instance, Psalm 106:45 says that God “remembered his covenant 

for their sake, and he relented according to his great lovingkindness.” This statement shows 

that the relationship initiated by God provides the basis of both his forgiveness and continued

fidelity towards a people who disobey. Mays points out this factor, saying, 

Though the focus of the psalm is on case studies of Israel’s failure, it never loses 
confidence that the determining factor of God’s way with sinful Israel is the 
relationship that God has initiated. Israel is the people of the LORD, his chosen ones, 
his heritage (vv. 4-5, 40) to whom belongs the sworn covenant (v. 45). Because of the 
abundance of his steadfast everlasting love he saved them, in spite of their sin, again 
and again (v. 43).60 

The significance of God’s faithfulness in Book IV becomes clearer when we consider 

the collection’s post-exilic audience. With Davidic kingship fallen and the theocracy being no

more, the promise of God’s covenantal faithfulness is monumental for a people without 

visible signs for hope. Being reminded of God’s perpetual grace, the audience gains 

encouragement to turn to God and trust that his faithfulness endures as in past generations. 

McCann comments, “This good news is clearly what Israel needed to hear in the midst of the 

exile and its aftermath; but, as Psalm 106 demonstrates, this good news had been evident 

from the beginning and throughout Israel’s history (see esp. vv. 8, 43).”61 In this way, Psalm 

106 informs that God remains gracious even when Israel failed.

3.2.2  Anthropocentric Themes

Sinfulness of Israel

The rebellion of Israel against God stands as the main contrast between Psalms 105 

and 106, and while Israel’s iniquity is absent in the prior psalm, Psalm 106 stresses “the sins 

59. Dahood comments, “A national confession of sins in vss. 1-6 and a prayer for help in vs. 47 frame an
historical poem (vss. 7-46) which in a somber tone sets Yahweh’s deeds on Israel’s behalf against Israel’s
repeated response of rebellion and ingratitude. Whatever God has done, Israel has always proved unfaithful;
nonetheless, he has constantly forgiven her defiance (the verb maœraœh, ‘to rebel, defy’ recurs in vss. 7, 33) and
shown her unlimited mercy,” (Psalms III, 67).
60. Mays, Psalms, 342.
61. McCann, Psalms, 1112.
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of the fathers and of later times.”62 The psalm also has a confessional nature as the psalmist 

writes, “We have sinned with our fathers; we have committed iniquity; we have done 

wickedness” (v. 6). He includes both himself and the present assembly within the guilt of the 

previous generations.63 Thus, the psalm acknowledges the guilt of Israel as the responsibility 

of the present generation, and they must confess their iniquity with the psalmist and 

“remember” YHWH’s works. 

Having confessed the guilt of Israel in v. 6, the psalmist then proceeds to give 

examples of their sin: rebellion by the sea (vv. 7-12), forgetfulness of God’s works (vv. 

13-15), jealousy against Moses and Aaron (vv. 16-18), the golden calf incident (vv. 19-23), 

grumbling in the tents (vv. 24-27), joining themselves to Baal-Peor (vv. 28-31), the water of 

Meribah (vv. 32-33) and disobedience and idolatry in Canaan (vv. 34-39). While not 

intending to be exhaustive, these examples reflect a sampling that symbolises the whole of 

Israel’s rebellion, as well as its inclination towards waywardness. In his selection, the 

psalmist instructs the reader that the guilt of Israel does not lie in one incident but upon their 

continuous rejection of God and disobedience to his covenant.64 As a consequence, Israel’s 

sinfulness has incurred judgment throughout the nation’s history. From diseases and plagues 

(vv. 15, 29) to the prohibition of Moses from entering the promised land, God has judged 

Israel for their iniquity.

The result of Israel’s continued rebellion arises in v. 40 when God handed them over 

to the nations. As the psalmist later pleads for God to gather them from the nations (v. 47),65 

many scholars believe that this refers to the exile. Weiser, however, has pointed out that this 

is not the necessary conclusion: “It cannot conclusively be proved that here the whole people 

is thought to be in exile; the verse can just as well be understood to refer to a calamity that 

62. Terrien, Psalms, 729.
63. See Mays, Psalms, 341; Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 372.
64. “The composer selects and shapes the material to serve the purpose of the psalm. The tradition is
remembered and recited, not as mere information, but as instruction,” (Mays, Psalms, 340).
65. deClaissé-Walford comments on the canonical significance of v. 47: “Psalm 106, at the end of Book Four
of the Psalter, ends very differently from Psalm 89, at the end of Book Three. Psalm 89 ends with question after
question about why ancient Israel is suffering in its present situation. Psalm 106, however, ends, not with
questions, but with a simple petition to YHWH [i.e. v. 47] . . . The community which shaped the Psalter placed
Psalm 106 at the end of Book Four, which celebrates the kingship of YHWH, to remind the people that YHWH
had done marvelous things for Israel in the past. But they had been disobedient and unfaithful in the past,
despite YHWH’s goodness. In the present situation, YHWH is good to Israel once again, guaranteeing the
identity and survival of the postexilic community. Psalm 106 is a celebratory hymn, but it is also a lament, a
reminder to the people of their disobedience and a warning not to repeat the mistakes of the past,” (Reading,
91).
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has come upon the people, for instance after the destruction of the Northern Kingdom.”66 

While Weiser’s suggestion may be possible, as part of a post-exilic compilation (i.e. Book 

IV), Psalm 106 has a direct application to the exilic/post-exilic community. Therefore, the 

psalm itself can be understood as speaking to this situation, saying that “the (exilic) 

community must endure exile and recognize that it is suffering due punishment for sins.”67 

Along with this tenor of judgment for sin, an element of hope for the future arises. 

The entire psalm functions as a confession to God of sin and a plea for new deliverance. This 

reveals to a post-exilic audience that though guilty of disobedience, God remains merciful to 

his people, and therefore, they can call out to him and know of his faithfulness in answering. 

Allen appropriately comments, “[The people] plead for deliverance and restoration to their 

own land. They vow thanksgiving if their prayer is answered, promising to make Yahweh’s 

praise their pride. The psalm has come round full circle to the theme of praise (cf. vv 1, 5, 

12). The community waits upon Yahweh, all too aware of their own sin and its wages, but 

conscious too of their waiting Savior.”68 

3.3  Other Elements

3.3.1  Mosaic Motif

Moses and the Mosaic Period

With the triple occurrence of Moses’ name (vv. 16, 23, 32) and several allusions to 

the Mosaic period, he permeates the psalm once again. For example, much of Psalm 106 

refers to the period of the exodus and wilderness wanderings, and vv. 13-33 are particularly 

“concerned with Yahweh, Moses and Israel in the wilderness.”69 However, even before this 

section, the mention of Egypt (v. 7), the rebellion by the Red Sea (v. 7), God’s parting of the 

sea (v. 9), the destruction of Israel’s enemies (v. 11) and the singing of his praise (v. 12) 

respectively refer to the events of the exodus, Red Sea crossing and the Song of Moses and 

Israel (Exod 15).

Three distinct episodes from Pentateuchal history are recalled in which Moses was 

involved. First, vv. 16-18 describe the jealousy of the Levites against Moses and Aaron (see 

Num 16) but only Dathan and Abiram are mentioned, while Korah is excluded.70 The actions 

66. Weiser, Psalms, 682. See also Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary, 373.
67. Allen, Psalms 100-150, 51.
68. Allen, Psalms 100-150, 51.
69. Allen, Psalms 100-150, 54.
70. There have been various suggestions for the exclusion of Korah. Richardson states, “The omission in the
psalm of any reference to Korah may very well suggest that the psalm is best viewed as not dependent upon
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of those who rebelled against Moses and Aaron resulted in their death, which in turn, 

confirmed the status and role of Moses as God’s chosen leader of Israel. The next occurrence 

concerns Moses’ intercession before God on behalf of Israel after the golden calf incident 

(see Exod 32). Psalm 106:23 says that God “would have destroyed them, except Moses, his 

chosen one, stood in the breach before him, to turn his wrath from destroying (them).” This 

verse speaks of Moses’ mediatorial function as the intercessor between God and the nation.71 

On this note, his role as mediator in Psalm 106 becomes even more significant with 

Phinehas’ intervention in vv. 28-31. The actions of Phinehas (see Num 25) stayed the plague 

that ravaged the nation, and his intervening can be viewed as having a mediatorial quality as 

well. Mays explains, 

At the Red Sea the LORD acted because his name and power were at issue (v. 8). But 
when Israel itself rejected the name and power by idolatry (vv. 19-20) and apostasy 
(v. 28), only the intercession of Moses and Phinehas turned away the wrath. It is 
idolatry and apostasy that have corrupted Israel’s life in the land and created the 
distress that is the burden of this psalm (vv. 34-39). The psalm gives the office of the 
intercessor a significant place in God’s relation to his sinful people.72

Therefore, the theme of intercession and Moses as a mediator appears to have an important 

place in this psalm.

Verse 32-33 contain the final event in the psalm that pertains explicitly to Moses: 

“And they angered (him) at the waters of Meribah, and it went badly for Moses on their 

account, for they rebelled against his spirit, and he spoke rashly with his lips.” These verses 

apparently refer to the episode in Numbers 20 when Moses struck the rock at Meribah instead

of speaking to it as YHWH had commanded him.73 As a result of his disobedience, Moses 

was forbidden to enter the land of Canaan. However, Psalm 106 does not explain what Moses

did, other than saying that he “spoke rashly.” Interestingly, while previously in Psalm 106 he 

Numbers as it has come down to us,” (“Psalm 106,” 195). One of the more probable reasons for Korah’s
exclusion is given by Davidson: “It is possible that the Numbers narrative at this point is dovetailing two
different traditions of rebellion in the wilderness. Yet, since the psalm seems to know the narratives in Exodus,
Numbers, and Deuteronomy in their present form, it may be that the reference to Korah is omitted in deference
to the part the ‘sons of Korah’ play in the collection of the Psalms,” (Vitality, 349).
71. The phrase “stood in the breach” metaphorically alludes to a soldier who stands in the breach of a wall to
protect a city against its enemies (see Ezek 22:30). See Anderson, Psalms, 743; Allen, Psalms 100-150, 54;
Harman, Psalms, 349; VanGemeren, Psalms, 677; Davidson, Vitality, 349.
72. Mays, Psalms, 342-343.
73. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 321.
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was not included with Israel in their sins, “[t]his time Moses is implicated in the guilt.”74 

Thus, Moses himself was not immune to the judgment of God.

Deuteronomic Language and Theology 

The strong influence of Deuteronomic language and theology contained in Psalm 106 

furthers the Mosaic overtones of the psalm.75 First, vv. 13 and 21 accuse Israel of forgetting 

what God has done: “They hastened to forget his works, they did not wait for his counsel” (v.

13) and “They forgot God their Saviour, who did great things in Egypt” (v. 21). Kraus 

explains, “This ‘forgetting’ fills especially the writer of Deuteronomy with constant worry 

(cf. Deut. 4:9, 23, 31; 6:12; 9:7; 25:19; 32:18). The perspectives of the Deuteronomic 

theology of history are here clearly indicated.”76 

In addition, several linguistic links between the psalm and Deuteronomy occur.77 One 

of the terms, Mydv (“demons,” v. 37), is found elsewhere only in Deut. 32:17.78 In that 

passage, “Moses” says, “They sacrificed to demons (Mydv) who were not God.” Likewise, the 

psalmist writes, “And they sacrificed their sons, and their daughters to demons (Mydv).” Given

the similar context (i.e. sacrificing to demons) and rarity of the term, this appears to be an 

important inter-textual connection. Another term, brj (“Horeb”), is the usual reference to 

Sinai in Deuteronomy. In Psalm 106:19, the term occurs in reference to the golden calf 

incident and the psalmist probably alludes to the Deuteronomic account of this event.79 

Kirkpatrick, commenting on “Horeb,” says, “The name [is] always given to Sinai in 

Deuteronomy (except xxxiii. 2). The use of it seems to indicate that the narrative of Deut. ix. 

8ff. was in the Psalmist’s mind.”80 A final connection is the reference to the “murmuring” of 

Israel. In the Pentateuch, reference to Israel murmuring with the term Ngr (“to murmur,” v. 25)

only occurs in Deut. 1:27. Richardson observes, “The antecedents of Strophe 5 must be 

74. Schaefer, Psalms, 264.
75. Several scholars have acknowledged that the psalmist was apparently influenced by Deuteronomic and
Deuteronomistic theology. See, e.g., Allen, Psalms 100-150, 51-52; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 316; Broyles,
Psalms, 407.
76. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 321. See also Anderson, Psalms, 740; Terrien, Psalms, 731.
77. Miller comments, “The Psalter shares with Deuteronomy a perspective on Israel’s history that sees it as a
history of disobedience and apostasy. The closest poetic analogues to the song of witness against the community
in Deuteronomy 32 are the so-called historical Psalms 78 and 106. Like Deuteronomy 32, these psalms are
indictments, even self-indictments, of the community for its history of not obeying the voice of the Lord (Ps
106:25),” (“Deuteronomy and Psalms: Evoking a Biblical Conversation,” JBL 118 [1999], 6).
78. Richardson, “Psalm 106,” 200; Anderson, Psalms, 746.
79. See Terrien, Psalms, 731.
80. Kirkpatrick, Psalms, 628.
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recognized from, ‘they murmured in their tents’ (Mhyljab wngryw, v 25.1) which also occurs in 

Deut 1:27: ‘you murmured in your tents’ (Mkyljab wngrtw); this phrase appears nowhere else in

the Hebrew Bible.”81 Thus, it is likely that Psalm 106 has borrowed from Deuteronomy, and 

this element increases the Mosaic tenor of the psalm. 

3.4  Canonical Relationships

3.4.1  Relation to Psalm 90

Having examined Psalms 90 and 106, a Mosaic motif has been found in both the 

introduction and conclusion of Book IV, which appears significant for a couple of reasons. 

First, with Moses’ name appearing in the superscription of Psalm 90 and three times in Psalm

106 (vv. 16, 23, 32), over half of the occurrences of “Moses” (hvm) in the book occur in these

two psalms. Also, the superscription of Psalm 90 (“A prayer of Moses”) suggests that the 

psalm should be viewed as a prayer that Moses himself spoke. Much of Psalm 106, on the 

other hand, refers to the period of Mosaic intercession during the wilderness wanderings. 

Thus, Psalms 90 and 106 seem to form an inclusio that frames Book IV of the Psalter.82 

In addition to the prominence of Moses, other indications suggest that Psalms 90 and 

106 form an inclusio. First, the employment of “relent” (Mjn) and “lovingkindness” (dsj) in 

similar contexts (90:13-14; 106:45) lends to this proposal.83 In addition, the phrase “in/to all 

generations” (90:1, rdw rdb; 106:31, rdw rdl) provides another indication of an inclusio.84 

Interestingly, both psalms also contain the phrase “from everlasting (Mlwo) unto 

everlasting (Mlwo)” which is used in reference to God (90:2; 106:48). This phrase, or similar 

forms of it, occurs only four times in the Psalter, three of which occur in Book IV (90:2; 

103:17; 106:48).85 Thus, it seems significant that the psalms that both introduce and conclude 

Book IV contain this phrase, especially when it occurs at the beginning of Psalm 90 (v. 2) 

and then at the end of Psalm 106 (v. 48); this employment further accentuates the bracketing 

function of these poems.

Another connection between Psalms 90 and 106 entails God’s “wrath/anger” (hmj), 

which is an important feature in both psalms (90:7; 106:23). In the literary context of Psalm 

90, “Moses” speaks in v. 7 about God’s wrath and later in v. 13 he calls God to “relent” (Mjn),

81. Richardson, “Psalm 106,” 197.
82. The significance of this will be considered in the next chapter.
83. After examining these two verses, Zenger states, “The two psalms on the ends, Psalm 90 and Psalm 106,
form a frame (inclusio) around the collection,” (“God of Israel’s Reign,” 163).
84. This phrase was mentioned earlier as linking Pss 89 and 90. See “Psalm 90” in Chapter 2.
85. Ps 41:14 contains the only occurrence of this phrase outside of Book IV.
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explicitly demonstrating the mediatorial role of Moses.86 Psalm 106:23 refers to God’s wrath 

in the context of Moses as God’s “chosen one,” who intercedes on behalf of the people. 

Moses “stood in the breach before Him [God], to turn away His wrath from destroying” 

Israel. These indications of Moses’ mediatorial role link the two psalms and suggest that they

form “bookends” or an inclusio around Book IV of the Psalter. 

3.5  Conclusion: Psalm 106

As the conclusion to Book IV, Psalm 106 provides a dramatic focus upon the 

relationship between God and Israel. With its emphasis upon the sinfulness of the nation, the 

psalm highlights the reason for God’s judgement, while showing his continued faithfulness to

the covenant. Notably, Psalm 106 fits well within this section of the Psalter as it contains 

many similar themes and motifs found in the other psalms. With both contrast and similarity 

to Psalm 105’s account of Israel’s history, these two psalms appear to have been editorially 

juxtaposed to form the conclusion of Book IV. In addition, Psalm 106 seems to function with 

Psalm 90 as an inclusio around this book of the Psalter.

4.  Conclusion: Psalms 105-106

Given the relationship between Psalms 105 and 106, it appears that the editorial 

purpose of this psalm group is to remind the reader of the covenant history of Israel. In the 

past, God has faithfully worked to bring about his purposes which he has promised by 

covenant. Unfortunately, Israel’s history has proven to be one of unfaithfulness towards their 

Great High King. The nation’s past, being riddled with sin and rebellion against YHWH, has 

led to the ultimate judgement—exile. However, the faithfulness of God still remains, and the 

audience can know that he has not forgotten his covenant. Thus, this final section provides a 

fitting conclusion to Book IV as a response to Psalm 89 and the crisis of exile: “YHWH has 

remembered his covenant; therefore, trust him as King.”

In addition, as Psalms 105-106 conclude Book IV, they seem to provide a historical 

illustration of the overall message of the preceding psalms. For instance, the general picture 

in Psalms 105-106 presents the reign of YHWH over Israel and the nations (Pss 93-100, 

102-104), the sinfulness of Israel (Ps 90, 95, 103) and the faithfulness of God (Pss 91-92, 

96-99, 102-104). Ultimately, they appear to demonstrate the theology of YHWH’s kingship 

86. Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 166, sees Ps 90:13 as an allusion to Moses’ mediatorial prayer after the
“golden calf” incident in Exod 32:12-13.
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as seen in the history of the nation. Thus, the concluding section of Book IV serves as a final 

editorial statement regarding the covenantal outworking of God’s relationship as King over 

his people.
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Chapter 6
Canonical Structure of Book IV

1.  Introduction

The previous four chapters have examined Book IV on a micro level, investigating 

the message of each psalm and its relationship to juxtaposed psalms. Consequently, a four-

fold division of Book IV has arisen, and the evidence appears to favour Psalms 90-92, 

93-100, 101-104 and 105-106 as the four distinct sections. These psalm groups appear to be 

unified around particular lexical, theological and thematic concepts that support the idea of 

Book IV as an intended response to Books I-III directed towards a post-exilic audience. 

Though the micro level study has offered substantial insight into the individual psalms and 

their message within a given literary context, further discussion of the canonical construction 

of Book IV on the macro level is needed to attain a clearer picture of the objective design of 

each psalm section. Such an endeavour, as is presented in this chapter, will outline each 

psalm group and its respective message within the contextual setting of Book IV. It will also 

provide insight into the overall intent of Psalms 90-106 as a response to Books I-III, Psalm 89

and the exile. 

In order to establish the macro structure of Psalms 90-106, there are three ways that 

each psalm group will be examined. The first way involves highlighting the major lexical, 

theological and thematic aspects that unify each sub-group. The unifying elements are 

referred to in this chapter as conjunctive features. A second manner of examination involves 

the observation of the disjunctive features between psalm groups. These features are the 

elements that distinguish a proposed sub-group from surrounding psalms. Finally, transitions 

from one psalm section to the next will also be analysed. However, before moving on to this 

canonical examination of Book IV, the nature of conjunction and disjunction in the canonical 

approach to the Psalter needs to be discussed, along with the concept of transitioning between

psalm groups, so that there will be further clarification of the method employed in this 

chapter.

1.1  Conjunctive and Disjunctive Features

In his recent work, Grant has called attention to the lack of methodological discussion

in scholarship regarding the definition of a psalm group.1 He notes that scholars generally 

agree that a sub-group of psalms within the larger context of the Psalter can be identified by 

1. Grant, King as Exemplar, 225.



their similarities, most commonly by observing the “principle of concatenation through the 

use of keywords or the repetition of themes.”2 In other words, the study of repeated keywords

and themes remains the standard manner of determining the unifying features of a specific 

psalm group. Grant contests, however, that this concatenation principle focuses exclusively 

upon the elements within a sub-group that conjoin individual psalms together and does not 

take into account other possible features that may distinguish a psalm group from the 

surrounding context. He explains,

Obviously, [the principle of concatenation] is an essential feature indicating the 
deliberate association of juxtaposed psalms: where there is no repetition of words, 
ideas and motifs the reader makes no connection between neighbouring psalms. There 
is, however, an element of subjectivity in the definition of keyword linking. When 
does the concatenation come to an end? Where did it begin? Sometimes linked groups 
of psalms have a very clear beginning and end, but often this linking is more difficult 
to define.3

With this in mind, he proposes that—along with concatenation—something else is needed in 

defining a psalm group:

As well as looking for linking, the reader should also look for indicators of editorial 
separation of groups of psalms from their setting. The whole idea of a psalm grouping 
implies both a conjunctive and a disjunctive literary function. On the one hand, the 
idea of a “psalm grouping” implies a degree of connection between the psalms within 
that grouping, and, logically, it in turn implies a degree of separation from the other 
neighbouring psalms which are not part of this psalm grouping. To date psalm 
groupings have been defined largely by focussing on the factors that link the psalms 
under examination. Little consideration has been paid to the factors which separate a 
group of psalms from its near neighbours. This seems to be a methodological 
weakness and clearer definition must be given to this important factor within the 
canonical approach.4

Consequently, both conjunctive and disjunctive factors help define each section regarding 

their perceived relationship within the larger context by enabling a coherent outline to be 

delineated with regard to each successive psalm group.5 

In previous chapters, the lexical, thematic and theological connections between 

consecutive psalms have already been shown, as well as the similarities of each psalm group. 

2. Grant, King as Exemplar, 225.
3. Grant, King as Exemplar, 225.
4. Grant, King as Exemplar, 226.
5. Grant provides a helpful illustration of this method by considering how Pss 1 and 2 are a distinct group
from the remainder of Book I. See King as Exemplar, 227-233.
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However, the intent of this chapter is to underline the primary shared features that bring unity

to each section within Book IV. Along with the conjunctive components, disjunctive 

elements will also be considered, namely those elements regarding the canonical separation 

of sub-groups. In this way, an attempt will be made to show editorial division between each 

psalm section.

In addition, while it is important to establish the boundaries of the distinct sub-groups,

one must also remember that each section remains a part of the larger context. In the case of 

Psalms 90-106, each psalm group (i.e. 90-92, 93-100, 101-104, 105-106) is contained within 

Book IV of the Psalter, and there is apparently a progressive flow from one section to the 

next. Therefore, a third means of analysis will investigate how the sections have been placed 

together, and what, if any, transitional features are noticeable. 

2.  Psalms 90-92

2.1  Conjunctive Features 

2.1.1  YHWH as Refuge

The theme of YHWH as refuge appears to be one of the primary conjunctive features 

of Psalms 90-92.6 By way of reminder, the lexical and metaphorical indicators of this motif 

begin in Psalm 90:1 where God is called a “dwelling place” (Nwom). Likewise, Psalm 91:1 

refers to “those who dwell” (bvy) in the secret place of the Lord, as well as to God as a 

“refuge” (vv. 2, 9, hsjm), “stronghold/fortress” (v. 2, hdwxm)  and “dwelling place” (v. 9, Nwom).

In addition, Psalm 91:4 refers to the godly one as taking refuge (hsj) under the “wings” of 

YHWH. The third psalm, Psalm 92, takes up this refuge imagery in two ways. First, the 

righteous man dwells with YHWH as a tree that is planted in the “house of God,” in his 

“courts” (92:13-15 [12-14]).7 Second, the psalmist concludes the psalm by referring to God 

as a “rock” (v. 16 [15], rwx), which has been shown to be a refuge metaphor.8 In this way, 

Psalms 90-92 manifest a notable picture of YHWH as the only refuge for his people, a 

thematic emphasis not found in the remaining sections of Book IV.9 

6. See Chapter 2.
7. See discussion in “Psalm 92” of Chapter 2.
8. Brown, Seeing the Psalms, 19. See also Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 28.
9. The next clear occurrence of this theme is Ps 94:22 where God is referred to as both “rock” (rwx) and
“refuge” (hsjm) and Ps 95:1 where he is called “the rock (rwx) of our salvation.” Even then, these are isolated
occurrences in this second section of Book IV, which appear to link the juxtaposed Pss 94 and 95. Having said
this, it is most likely that the refuge theme in Ps 94 is a part of the transitioning function between Pss 90-92 and
93-100. See “Psalm 93” in Chapter 3 and the discussion on transitioning below.
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With this in mind, there is a clear progression through Psalms 90-92. As Psalm 90 

introduces the refuge theme within the context of lamenting the brevity of human life and 

punishment for sin, Psalm 91 explains that the only way to find security is by taking refuge in

YHWH. Psalm 90 presents the problem, while 91 reveals the remedy. Subsequently, Psalm 

92 manifests an illustration of the man who takes refuge in God, i.e. the righteous man. He 

will flourish because he dwells with God, who is his “rock.” Thus, Psalms 90-92 develop a 

picture of finding refuge in YHWH that is distinct to the beginning of Book IV. 

2.1.2  Mosaic Motif

The Mosaic nature of Psalms 90-92 is also a conjunctive feature that links the poems 

in this sub-grouping.10 The unique superscription of Psalm 90 distinguishes it as the only 

“Mosaic” psalm in the entire Psalter, and thus, literarily, the entire passage is read as Moses’ 

prayer. Psalm 91’s juxtaposition as a non-superscripted psalm to Psalm 90 may suggest that it

is also to be understood under similar auspices.11 Its lexical epithets of “Most High” and “the 

Almighty,” and the use of Deuteronomic language (especially the repeated echoes of the 

“Song of Moses”), provides support for seeing the continuation of this motif.12 The sabbatical

superscription of Psalm 92 may also signal that this psalm should also be read under a 

Mosaic rubric. Since the Sabbath is the sign of the Mosaic/Sinaitic Covenant, the psalm is a 

proper fit within the already established Mosaic setting.13 The linguistic similarities between 

Psalm 92:16 [15] and Deut. 32:4 are also suggestive of concatenation around a Mosaic 

theme.14 

The connections between each of these psalms and the Song of Moses in Deut. 32 are 

worth further mention. Each psalm has distinct correspondences with the Deuteronomic 

poem of greater preponderance than any of the other sub-groups of Book IV.15 This suggests 

that as Moses stands as the “speaking” figure for Psalm 90, the following two psalms should 

be understood under the same umbrella. In other words, Psalms 90-92 are primarily “Mosaic”

10. See Chapter 2. Contemporary scholars have noted the Mosaic nature of Pss 90-92. See, e.g., Egbert
Ballhorn, Zum Telos des Psalters: Der Textzusammenhang des Vierten und Fünften Psalmenbuches (Ps 90-150)
(BBB 103; Berlin: Philo, 2004), 81-85; Brunert, Psalm 102, 262-270; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 6. 
11. See Wilson, Editing, 177-178, 215.
12. See Chapter 2. 
13. See Chapter 2.
14. See “Psalm 92” in Chapter 2. The Mosaic superscription of Ps 90 and the paraphrasing of Deut 32:4 in
92:16 [15] seem to serve as a Mosaic frame around the psalm group of Pss 90-92 (see Zenger, “God of Israel’s
Reign,” 168). This provides, therefore, another conjunctive feature of this first section in Book IV.
15. See Chapter 2.
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within the literary context of Psalms 90-106. Though Moses and the Mosaic motif are present

in other psalms in Book IV, this section presents his canonical “voice” in the book. 

Therefore, the prominent Mosaic motif can be seen as a conjunctive feature of this first psalm

group.

2.1.3  Request and Answer

As was alluded to above, Psalms 90-92 seem to be conversing with one another in a 

manner of “request and answer.” For instance, Psalm 90:14 calls for God to “satisfy” his 

people “in the morning” with his “lovingkindness.” Psalm 92:2 states that it is good “to 

declare your lovingkindness in the morning,” which appears to be a response to the request of

Psalm 90.16 Also, the request for satisfaction in Psalm 90:14 is promised to be fulfilled for the

believer in the divine oracle of Psalm 91:16: “With length of days I will satisfy him, and I 

will cause him to see my salvation.” Thus, these three psalms appear to be in conversation 

regarding salvation for the people of God. The request is made (Ps 90), a promise is given (Ps

91) and the fulfillment is experienced by the righteous (Ps 92).

This “request and answer” dialogue is another element of the progressive nature of 

Psalms 90-92. Not only is there progression with the refuge metaphor (as mentioned above), 

there is also a movement of salvation, that is, the request for salvation, the promise of it and 

joy in it.17 There exists a profound exchange between these psalms, which provides a strong 

conjunctive element that distinguishes Psalms 90-92 as the first sub-group in Book IV.18

2.2  Disjunctive Features

2.2.1  Superscription

Along with the conjunctive features highlighted above, signs of editorial disjunction 

are also observable. First, the redactional division between Psalms 89 and 90 recognises 

16. See Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 167-168; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 442; McCann, Psalms,
1050; VanGemeren, Psalms, 604. See also the discussion on this connection in “Psalm 92” in Chapter 2.
17. A progression in Pss 90-92 has been noted by several scholars. See e.g., Reindl, “Weisheitliche
Bearbeitung,” 350-355; Krüger, “Psalm 90,” 213; M. Millard, Die Komposition des Psalters: Ein
formgeschichtlicher Ansatz (FAT 9; Tübingen: Mohr, 1994), 148f.; Martin Leuenberger, Konzeptionen des
Königtums Gottes im Psalter: Untersuchungen zu Komposition und Redaktion der theokratischen Bücher IV-V
im Psalter (AThANT 83; Zurich: Theologischer Verlag, 2004), 132; Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 194-196.
Zenger calls this progression a “compositional arc” (“God of Israel’s Reign,” 167). See also Hossfeld and
Zenger, Psalms 2, 2, 432.
18. Whybray, who was not an advocate of the canonical method, also sees association between Pss 90-92 (see
“The Wisdom Psalms” in Wisdom in Israel, eds. John Day, Robert P. Gordon and H. G. M. Williamson
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995], 156).
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Psalm 90 as the beginning of the fourth book of the Psalter. This division is an obvious 

disjunctive feature and can be safely assumed as a marker signifying a new group (i.e. 

primarily Book IV, and secondarily Pss 90-92). 

Another editorial indication of disjunction is the presence of the superscriptions in 

Psalms 90 (“A prayer of Moses, the man of God”) and 92 (“A Psalm. A Song for the Sabbath

Day”). For example, Grant has argued that the lack of superscription in Psalms 1-2 is a 

disjunctive feature that distinguish them as a group from the heavily superscripted Psalms 

3-89.19 The reverse of this argument may apply to Psalms 90-92: In the mostly non-

superscripted Psalms 90-106, the superscriptions in Psalms 90-92 distinguish them as a 

group.

In total, there are seven superscripted psalms among the seventeen psalms in Book 

IV.  

 90 92 98       100 101   102 103

Figure 1. Disbursement of Superscripted Pss.

Interestingly, a clear imbalance exists in the distribution of psalm titles in Psalms 90-106. 

The first two notable superscriptions occur at the beginning of the book (Pss 90, 92). The 

second two notable superscriptions occur after the Kingship of YHWH psalms (93-100), 

namely the Davidic Psalms 101 and 103.20 Since the generic titles of Psalm 98 (“A Psalm”) 

and Psalm 100 (“A Psalm for Thanksgiving”)21 do not appear to signify disjunction in the 

same manner as the striking titles of Psalms 90, 92, 101, 102 and 103, it appears that the 

superscriptions of Psalms 90 and 92 function in a disjunctive manner, distinguishing Psalms 

90-92 as a separate psalm group from the (basically) non-superscripted Psalms 93-100.22 In 

the same way, the Davidic section of Psalms 101-104 is distinguished by its superscription 

from Psalms 93-100. Therefore, the employment of psalm titles in Book IV separates Psalms 

90-92 from their untitled neighbours.

19. Grant, King as Exemplar, 227-229.
20. Ps 102 has an extensive superscription (“A prayer of the afflicted when he is faint, and before the LORD he
pours out his complaint”), but it has been argued that it should be read within a Davidic context since it is paired
with Ps 101. See “Psalm 102” in Chapter 2.
21. See discussion of “thanksgiving” in “Psalm 100” in Chapter 3.
22. Hossfeld and Zenger interestingly comment, “From the point of view of superscription usage, the sequence
of ‘YHWH is king’ psalms, 93-100, so striking from a form-critical perspective, also constitutes a group,
because these psalms have no superscription at all,” (Psalms 2, 2).
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2.2.2  Lack of YHWH’s Kingship

Another disjunctive feature of Psalms 90-92 is the lack of the explicit focus on 

YHWH’s kingship, a notably conjunctive feature within Psalms 93-100. To be fair, there are 

elements in Psalm 92 that imply a divine kingship tenor,23 but the overt celebration of God’s 

kingly rule is not the major focus of Psalms 90-92. Therefore, the absence of this theme 

distinguishes it as a psalm group from the heavily kingship-oriented Psalms 93-100.

2.3  Transitioning: Psalms 92, 93 and 94 as Transition

It was argued earlier that Psalms 92-94,24 while functioning together as a transition, 

should not be read as a unit.25 Instead, the correlations and connections among these three 

psalms can be seen as providing a purposeful transition from Psalms 90-92 to 93-100. In this 

view, the two sections are bound together as Psalms 92 and 94 interlock (thematically and 

linguistically) around 93, making a smooth passage from one section to the other.26 Indeed, 

Psalm 93 also has strong correlations with both psalms, and thus, a great distinction should 

not be made between it and Psalms 92 and 94. They all work together to bring about this 

transition, but Psalms 92 and 94 especially come together to suggest an interlocking function.

McCann comes to a similar conclusion about the binding nature of Pss 92 and 94: “While it 

appears at first sight that Psalm 94 is an intrusion into this collection [i.e. Pss 93-100] it has 

significant thematic parallels with the enthronement psalms. This fact, plus the verbal links 

between Psalms 92 and 94, suggest that the placement of Psalm 94 may be intended to bind 

the enthronement collection more closely to Psalms 90-92, which also share significant links .

. .”27 Consequently, this proposition of transition allows for distinguishing between the first 

two major sections of Book IV (90-92; 93-100), while highlighting the intricately linked 

progression from the previous section to the next. 

23. See “Psalm 92” in Chapter 2.
24. See discussion in “Psalm 93” in Chapter 3.
25. Contra Tate, Psalms 51-100, 475-477, who suggests that Pss 92-94 should be read as an “editorial trilogy of
psalms” (177). The above “transition” proposal is also different from Howard’s suggestion of Pss 90-94 as the
first section of Book IV (Structure 93-100, 166).
26. A similar view of binding between Pss 90-92 and 93-100 is found in Wilson, “Shaping,” 76. (His view of
the structure of Book IV will be further discussed below.)
27. McCann, Psalms, 662.
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Group 1         Group  2    

90          91 92 93 94 95-100

Figure 2. Transitioning function of Pss 92-94. Shading shows the interlocking function of Pss 92 and 94.

3.  Psalms 93-100

3.1  Conjunctive Features

3.1.1  Kingship of YHWH

Detailed study in Chapter 3 showed that the Kingship of YHWH motif is the 

predominant theme in Psalms 93-100. It is explicitly stated in Psalms 93, 95, and 96-99, as 

these psalms clearly exalt YHWH as the supreme King over all creation. This motif also 

notably occurs in Psalms 94 and 100 with the emphasis upon YHWH as Judge in Psalm 94,28 

and the royal imagery of Psalm 100 stands as the crowning doxology of YHWH’s reign.29 

When considering the recurring elements of God’s kingship, the lexical, thematic and 

theological unity of this psalm group is quite clear.30 Throughout this section of Book IV, the 

focus on God’s reign combines to present an impressive image of divine sovereignty. He is 

revealed as the universal ruler, to whom Israel and the nations are subject.31 His kingly 

function also manifests YHWH as the supreme Judge over the peoples of the earth,32 

including other so-called gods.33 As the adjudicator of humanity, YHWH renders justice and 

righteousness throughout his kingdom (i.e. creation),34 revealing that he is the epitome of 

righteousness and ethical virtue.35 Similarly, the holiness of the King provides another 

repeated element of his reign,36 and these psalms unveil the kingship of God as an extension 

of his holy nature. Finally, the height imagery in Psalms 93-100 has a bonding effect in 

presenting YHWH not only as king, but as the Great High King.37 In these ways, the 

28. See “Psalm 94” in Chapter 3.
29. See “Psalm 100” in Chapter 3.
30. See the study of each respective psalm in Chapter 3 for discussion of these elements.
31. See Pss 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99 and 100. Zenger comments, “It is true that in all of them [i.e. 93-100] the
universal reign of YHWH is in view, which consists primarily in the realization of justice (fpvm) in the sense of
a just and life-affirming world order,” (“God of Israel’s Reign,” 169).
32. See esp., Pss 94, 96 and 98.
33. Pss 95:3; 96:4-5; 97:9.
34. Pss 94, 96, 97, 98 and 99.
35. Pss 96:13; 97:2, 6; 98:2, 9; 99:4. On this note, not only is he the righteous Judge of the earth, but his
kingship is also seen in his function as divine lawgiver (see 93:5; 94:12; 99:7).
36. Pss 93:5; 96:9; 97:12; 98:1; 99:3, 5, 9.
37. Pss 93:4; 95:3; 96:4; 97:9; 99:5, 9.
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Kingship of YHWH proves to be the primary conjunctive feature that binds Psalms 93-100 as

a sub-group in Book IV.

3.1.2  Progression of Praise

As with the progressive nature of Psalms 90-92, the second psalm group appears to 

have an internal development of its own, namely, a steadily increasing picture of YHWH’s 

kingship and his praise.38 Notably, this section of hymns39 begins with the praise of the 

eternal King, who is victorious over the forces of chaos (Ps 93). In the next psalm (Ps 94), 

thanksgiving is offered to YHWH for his favourable judgment on behalf of the righteous. 

Psalm 95 then erupts into praise of the King who is the Shepherd of Israel, but also warns the 

audience against disobeying YHWH like their predecessors. Subsequently, an alternating 

perspective of praise occurs in the core group of Psalms 96-99: unfettered praise in Psalms 96

and 98, and praise in a serious context in Psalms 97 and 99.40 In all of these psalms, there 

seems to be a building of anticipation towards the grand doxology of Psalm 10041 where there

is climactic focus upon the worship of YHWH as the Shepherd of his people. Thus, the 

progression to praise in Psalms 93-100 finds its telos in Psalm 100 and appears to be a 

unifying conjunctive feature of this psalm group.

In addition, it is interesting to note the literary progression of Psalms 96-99 within 

93-100. The prophetic proclamation of YHWH’s coming in Psalm 96 finds literary 

fulfillment in the theophany of Psalm 97. Psalm 98 then celebrates that theophanic victory, 

while Psalm 99 presents the imagery of an “established” reign of YHWH.42 In other words, 

Psalm 96 tells of the coming Judge, who theophanically appears and defeats his enemies in 

Psalm 97. Then, Psalm 98 is a celebration of the Divine-Warrior’s victory, and a declaration 

38. Leene concludes that Pss 93-100 present a “kind of progressive dramatic action . . . It is created whenever
the reader feels that he is witnessing an event that has not yet happened earlier in this progressive ‘cantata’,
particularly YHWH’s coming to judge the earth,” (“The Coming of YHWH as King: The Complementary
Character of Psalm 96 and 98” in Unless some one guide me . . . Festschrift for Karel A. Deurloo, ed. J. W. Dyk
[Maastricht: Shaker, 2000], 217). Thus, he sees a type of “cycle” in Pss 93-100 concerning the coming of
YHWH.
39. Every psalm in Pss 93-100 can be classified as a hymn except Ps 94. It is a “mixed” poem, probably a
lament. It contains, however, thanksgiving features, and can, thereby, be included in this progression of praise.
Thus, the uniformity of genre in Pss 93-100 can also be considered a conjunctive feature of these psalms.
40. See discussion in Chapter 3.
41. See Howard, Structure 93-100, 180-181.
42. Leene’s view of there being a type of cycle in Pss 96-98 is different from the progression of “scenes” that is
being suggested in this study. His proposal is that “[t]his crucial event [of YHWH’s coming] is mentioned as a
fact in Psalms 96 and 98 and depicted in vivid colours in Psalm 97,” (“Coming,” 217, 222). In distinction, this
study is proposing a sequential depiction for Pss 96-99.
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that his work is not yet complete. Psalm 99, then, illustrates YHWH’s established, yet 

continuing, work as King in Zion. With this in mind, there is a progression of “scenes” from 

Psalms 96 to 99, which climaxes with the doxology of Psalm 100.43 This literary progression 

manifests a dramatic movement from one psalm to the next, implying a logical development 

within Psalms 96-99. The development is further indication of the conjunctive feature of 

progression that indicates canonical association of Psalms 93-100 as a subgrouping.

3.2  Disjunctive Features

3.2.1  Lack of Superscription

The lack of superscription in Psalms 93-100 appears to be the primary disjunctive 

feature of this second sub-group in Book IV.44 As mentioned above, the general 

superscriptions of Psalm 98 (“A Psalm”) and Psalm 100 (“A Psalm for Thanksgiving”) do 

not appear to discredit this suggestion.45 With the Mosaic and Sabbatical Psalms 90 and 92, 

as well as the Davidic Psalms 101 and 103, the titles in Psalms 98 and 100 offer no 

opposition to viewing the lack of superscription as a feature that distinguishes Psalms 93-100 

from the surrounding psalm groupings. Therefore, the employment of superscription in Book 

IV provides strong evidence for the division of Psalms 93-100 as a psalm group.

3.2.2  Lack of Emphasis Upon YHWH as Refuge

Another disjunctive feature of Psalms 93-100 is the lack of emphasis regarding the 

theme of YHWH as refuge, a notably conjunctive feature of Psalms 90-92. While there are a 

few allusions to this motif in Psalms 93-100 (e.g., “rock,” 94:22, 95:1; “refuge,” 94:22), these

psalms do not appear to focus upon this theme explicitly like the previous section. Creach and

Brown have shown the kingship of YHWH to be part of the refuge metaphor in scripture.46 

Brown, for example, states, “The metaphor ‘God is king,’ undeniably central in the Psalter, 

has its home in refuge, monumentalized by Zion and extended cosmically.”47 There is indeed 

a connection between God’s reign and his subjects finding protection under him. However, it 

seems that the two themes of refuge and kingship, while intimately related (especially 

43. Interestingly, Ps 100 contains many “verbatim elements” of Pss 95, 96, 98 and 99 (see Zenger, “God of
Israel’s Reign,” 179). 
44. See Grant, King as Exemplar, 227-229, who suggests that the lack of superscription distinguishes Pss 1-2 as
a group.
45. See the above discussion on Pss 90-92.
46. Creach, Yahweh as Refuge, 54-55, 98; Brown, Seeing the Psalms, 29-30.
47. Brown, Seeing the Psalms, 29.
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between the first two sections of Pss 90-92 and 93-100), are distinctly incorporated into 

different contextual settings in Book IV.48 Thus, the lack of explicit emphasis upon “refuge” 

in Psalms 93-100 also works in a disjunctive manner.

3.3  Transitioning: Psalms 100 and 101 as Transition

While there is a clear break between Psalms 93-100 and 101-104 with the Davidic 

title of Psalm 101, the attempt to transition smoothly between the sub-groups can be seen in 

Psalms 100 and 101. This transition is seen in the royal nature of both psalms. First, Psalm 

100 praises the Great High King with royal language and imagery, completing the praise 

section of YHWH’s kingship.49 Then, Psalm 101 is a Davidic royal psalm that emphasises the

righteous purposes of the king, who must emulate the Great High King. Therefore, the 

transition between the second and third sections of Book IV appears to be based on the 

implication that YHWH’s rule must be reflected in the rule of the Davidic king.50

Group 2 Group 3

93-99 100 101 102-104

Figure 3. Transitioning function of Pss 100 and 101.

4.  Psalms 101-104

4.1  Conjunctive Features

4.1.1  Davidic Voice

In Chapter 4 of this study, the pairing nature of these psalms in this collection was 

discussed, and it was concluded that Psalms 101-102 and 103-104 have been paired 

together—by lexical, thematic and theological connections51—under the Davidic 

superscriptions of Psalms 101 and 103. This editorial feature unites these four psalms in the 

context of Book IV. For example, in Books I-III, the figure of David/Davidic king is the 

48. The idea mentioned above that Pss 90-92 function as a prelude to the kingship psalms seems to be reflected
in the connection between the refuge metaphor and kingship that has been highlighted by Creach and Brown.
49. See “Psalm 100” in Chapter 3.
50. Note also that Ps 100 ends with the praise of YHWH for his “lovingkindness” (v. 5, dsj) and Ps 101 begins
with the king praising YHWH for his “lovingkindness” (v. 1, dsj). This suggests that the worship of God as
King in Israel must begin with the human king as the leader of the people. With the recurrence of divine
kingship in Pss 102-104 in its Davidic context, this is certainly probable.
51. See the discussion of these connections in Chapter 4.
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predominant “voice” in the Psalter. However, when Book IV begins, this voice vanishes until

Psalms 101-104, and it is only within these psalms that “David” is heard in Psalms 90-106. 

Thus, the Davidic voice in Psalms 101-104 provides a unique conjunctive feature that binds 

this sub-group together. 

4.1.2  Interaction of Psalms 101-102 and 103-104

A second conjunctive feature that unites Psalms 101-104 as a group is the interaction 

between the psalm pairs of 101-102 and 103-104. As noted in Chapter 4, each couplet is 

bound together within this third section of Book IV by repeated terms, themes, genre and 

Davidic superscription.52 As a result, Psalms 101-102 function together as a lament; the king 

in Psalm 101 laments (v. 2) and declares innocence, while Psalm 102 extends the complaint 

in view of exile. This initial pair, however, ends with a confession of hope in Psalm 102 

regarding the coming divine deliverance.

As a response to this ultimately hopeful lament, Psalms 103-104 provide an optimistic

picture of the compassionate and gracious work of the Creator-King. First, Psalm 103 praises 

YHWH as a kind and forgiving God who bestows salvation upon those who fear and 

acknowledge him as King. The praise of YHWH’s covenant faithfulness then turns into 

praise for God’s gracious work as the Creator-King who sustains all things by his cosmic 

sovereignty (Ps 104). In this way, the desire for deliverance in Psalms 101-102 is met by the 

reality of God’s salvation for the faithful (103-104). Thus, Psalms 101-104 are bound 

together as a sub-group through the positive reply of Psalms 103-104 to the negative crisis of 

101-102.53

4.2  Disjunctive Features

4.2.1  Superscription

The presence of superscription—in the light of the pairing nature of these psalms—

appears to be the primary disjunctive feature of Psalms 101-104, since they stand positioned 

between two non-superscripted psalm groups. As Psalms 93-100 are distinguished from 

Psalms 90-92 and 101-104 by their lack of superscription, so Psalms 101-104 are set apart 

from Psalms 93-100 and 105-106 by their Davidic titles. Thus, the employment of 

52. See Chapter 4.
53. See McCann, Psalms, 1096.
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superscription in Book IV appears once again to be the primary feature distinguishing each 

section.

Several scholars combine Psalms 101-104 together with Psalms 105-106, considering 

these six psalms to be the final section of Book IV.54 It seems, however, that an alternation 

between superscripted groups and non-superscripted groups in Book IV suggests an editorial 

division between Psalms 101-104 and 105-106. Zenger and Brunert view Psalms 105-106 as 

being under the Davidic auspices of Psalms 101-104.55 This conclusion, however, seems 

unlikely since Psalms 105-106 concentrate upon the Patriarchal and Mosaic periods. Instead, 

the Mosaic motif in both Psalms 105 and 106 (discussed below) suggests that they should be 

read from a Mosaic perspective. On this note, Brunert, while acknowledging the framework 

of Psalms 105-106 with Psalms 90-92 (discussed below), correctly states that Psalms 105-106

are not “Moses” psalms in the same way as Psalms 90-9256 but incorrectly opts for David as 

the speaker.57 Rather, the lack of superscription as a disjunctive feature in Psalms 105-106 

suggests that the Davidic voice ends at Psalm 104. Thus, the substantial Mosaic perspective 

at the beginning and end of Book IV favours reading Psalms 105-106 as canonically Mosaic.

4.3  Transition: Psalm 104 as Transition

In the above study on Psalm 104, the bridging function of the psalm was examined as 

it appears to form a segue between the third and fourth sections of Book IV.58 While Psalm 

104 is distinctly a part of the Davidic Psalms 101-104 (being bound to Ps 103 as a psalm 

pair), a clear progression exists from Psalm 104 (God’s work in creation) to 105-106 (God’s 

work in the history of Israel). This characteristic does not imply that Psalms 104-106 should 

be considered a section of its own in Book IV. Instead, it suggests that Psalm 104 forms a 

transition from Psalms 101-104 into the final sub-group of Psalms 105-106. In this way, the 

psalm connects the two sections, providing smooth passage from the Davidic voice of Psalms

101-104 to the Moses-orientated psalms that conclude the book. 

54. See, e.g., Howard, Structure 93-100, 166; Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,”! 190; Brunert, Psalm 102, 273;
Leuenberger, Konzeptionen, 130-132.
55. Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 190; Brunert, Psalm 102, 273.
56. Brunert, Psalm 102, 271-272.
57. Brunert, Psalm 102, 273.
58. See “Psalm 104” in Chapter 4.
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Group 3 Group 4

101-103 104 105-106

Figure 4. Transitioning function of Ps 104.

5.  Psalms 105-106

5.1  Conjunctive Features

5.1.1  Twin Historical Psalms

In the previous chapter, the relationship between Psalms 105 and 106 as “twin 

psalms”59—in addition to their various linguistic and thematic connections—was shown to be

primarily based upon their content. They are the only recapitulations of covenant history in 

Book IV, suggesting that their juxtaposition is intentional and that they should be read 

together. For instance, while Psalm 105 begins by recounting Patriarchal history, it then 

moves from Israel’s sojourn in Egypt to the exodus and entrance into Canaan. The psalm 

positively portrays these events as God’s outworking of the covenant promise to Abraham. In

this way, the focus is upon YHWH and his faithfulness to a chosen people. 

As a continuation of the story, Psalm 106 reveals the negative side of covenant 

history, namely, the rebellion of Israel. While also highlighting YHWH’s covenantal 

faithfulness, it recounts the past failures of the disobedient nation. The psalm recalls the sin 

of Israel during the exodus and wilderness wanderings, as well as their negligence to the 

commands of God while in the promised land. However, Psalm 106 is not without its positive

features. Israel’s recurring unfaithfulness is painted against the backdrop of the God who 

forgives and remembers his covenant. 

The pairing and arrangement of Psalms 105 and 106 unite the poems in the context of 

Book IV. Each psalm presents a different perspective of the same history—one highlighting 

God’s faithfulness and the other calling attention to his faithfulness in spite of rebellion. 

Thus, with their historical orientation and their identity as Zwillingspsalmen, these psalms are

unique in their canonical context and appear to constitute the final sub-group in Book IV.

59. See “Psalm 105” in Chapter 5.
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5.1.2  Mosaic Motif

Psalms 105 and 106 also contain a Mosaic focus that further indicates conjunction.60 

With four out the seven references to “Moses” in Book IV found in these two psalms, there is

a canonical concentration upon this figure that echoes the first sub-group of Psalms 90-92. 

With their additional discussion of the Mosaic period and their affinities to Deuteronomy,61 

these psalms come together to echo Book IV’s introit, Psalms 90-92.

5.2  Disjunctive Features

5.2.1  Lack of Superscription

The lack of superscription in Psalms 105-106 is the primary disjunctive feature of this

final sub-group in Book IV. These psalms are distinguished from the previous two psalm 

pairs (Pss 101-102, 103-104) by not being coupled under a Davidic title. Along with their 

conjunctive features, the absence of a superscriptive identifier suggests that Psalms 105-106 

stand as a distinct psalm group.62  

5.3  Mosaic Frame: Psalms 90-92 and 105-106 as a Frame 

The Mosaic nature of Psalms 90-92 and 105-106 implies that the two sections form a 

canonical frame around the entirety of Book IV. Both sections have not only been shown to 

contain this important motif, but they are also bound together by it. In the above sections, 

Psalms 90-92 and 105-106 have this tenor as a conjunctive feature. While other psalms in 

Book IV also add to the Mosaic nature of the book (see Pss 93, 95, 99, 103), these two psalm 

groups are linked by it. By way of distinction, the middle two sub-groups—Psalms 93-100 

and 101-104—are bound together by the kingship of YHWH motif and kingship of David 

60. It has often been noted that Pss 105 and 106 are Moses-oriented. See, e.g, Brunert, Psalm 102, 270-271. 
61. See Chapter 5.
62. The break between Books IV and V can also be viewed as a disjunctive feature of this psalm group.
However, others have proposed that Ps 107 should be understood as the final psalm of Book IV and/or that it
functions together with Pss 105-106 as a group. See Hartmut Gese, “Die Entstehung der Büchereinteilung des
Psalters” in Wort, Lied und Gottesspruch, II: Beiträge zu Psalmen und Propheten. Festschrift für Joseph
Ziegler, ed. Joseph Schreiner (Würzburg: Echter, 1972), 62; Ballhorn, Zum Telos des Psalters, 62-63, 127-141.
Given the almost universally accepted book division between Pss 106 and 107, it is unlikely that Ps 107
concludes Book IV. In addition, Ps 106:48 functions as a doxology similar to those found at the end of the
previous psalm books (41:14 [13]; 72:19; 89:53 [52]), further suggesting that Ps 106 ends Book IV. See Zenger,
“God of Israel’s Reign,” 165, n. 7, for a critique of the proposal to include Ps 107 into Book IV. Grant thinks
that Ps 107 is placed as the first psalm in Book V to link the two books as the type of transitional text similar to
the transitioning between sub-groups discussed in this chapter (see King as Exemplar, 240-244.)
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theme respectively. Thus, the emphasis on Moses in the outlying psalm groups suggests that 

a Mosaic frame exists around Book IV.63 

Also from a canonical perspective, the study of both Psalms 90 and 106 has revealed 

the significant placement of these two psalms. As the introduction and conclusion of Book 

IV, they both contain several features that indicate a bracketing function. First, the person of 

Moses is a dominant literary figure in both psalms, suggesting that Moses must be considered

in the interpretation of each.64 It is especially interesting that his mediatorial role is 

highlighted by both psalms as he intercedes on behalf of Israel, calling upon YHWH to relent

from his wrath (90:13; 106:23). Second, there is linguistic and thematic evidence for viewing 

these psalms as an inclusio around the book. The employment of such terms as “relent” (Mjn) 

and “lovingkindness” (dsj), “in/to all generations”  (rdw rdb/rdw rdl) and the “wrath” (hmj) 

of YHWH points to the function of Psalms 90 and 106 as bookends.65 

With this in mind, it seems likely that Book IV is framed by the sub-groups of Psalms

90-92 and 105-106, and, more specifically, with Psalms 90 and 106 functioning as an 

inclusio.

Mosaic Frame

90 91-92 93-100 101-104 105- 106

Inclusio

Figure 5. Mosaic Frame and Inclusio.

6.  The Whole of Book IV

The overall structure of Book IV remains a matter of some debate among scholars, 

but there are some general positions worthy of consideration. Howard believes that Book IV 

can be sectioned into three parts: Psalms 90-94, 95-100 and 101-106.66 The basis for the first 

section (90-94) is primarily the lexical correlations between Psalms 92-9467 and the tight 

unity of Psalms 96-99 with 95 and 100 functioning as a frame. While this division is possible,

it remains the minority position among scholars. The strong conjunctive unity of Psalms 

63. See “Psalm 106” in Chapter 5.
64. The implications of this Mosaic motif framing Book IV and how it may affect the interpretation of Pss
90-106 will be discussed in the next chapter.
65. See “Psalm 106” in Chapter 5 for discussion of this evidence.
66. Howard, Sturcture 93-100, 166; Howard, “Psalms 90-94,” 108-123. See also Tate, Psalms 51-100, 475-478.
67. See discussion in “Psalm 93” in Chapter 3.
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90-9268 and the equally cohesive theme of YHWH’s kingship in Psalms 93-100 make it 

unlikely that Psalms 90-94 should be understood as a sub-group.69 The correlations between 

Psalms 92-94 instead appear to form a transition from the first psalm sub-group into the 

second.

On the other hand, most proposed divisions of this book follow the three-fold 

structure of Psalms 90-92 as the first section with the subsequent groups being Psalms 93-100

and 101-106.70 While the first two psalm groups appear to be appropriately divided, the 

combining of Psalms 101-106 overlooks the contrast between Psalms 101-104 as a Davidic 

section and Psalms 105-106 as Moses-oriented historical psalms that lack any superscription. 

In addition, with the corresponding Mosaic group (Pss 90-92) at the beginning of Book IV, it 

seems likely that Psalms 105 and 106 are a unified sub-group that ends this section of the 

Psalter by echoing its beginning.

Wilson proposes an altogether different structure for Book IV. He suggests that it has 

been constructed by a particular editorial method called “the ‘overlap/interlock’ technique,”  

which is then accompanied by a “frame.”71 This overlap/interlock technique binds together 

68. See above and Chapter 2. It appears that the majority of scholars are of the opinion that Pss 90-92 form a
unit.
69. Futhermore, Hossfeld and Zenger note several helpful indicators of why Pss 93-100 form a psalm group:
“The ‘YHWH is king’ psalms, 93-100, are recognized by scholars as a psalm group in themselves. Their
independence as a group is attested by the following indicators: (a) the structure-determining hymnic elements
of the call to praise followed by the reasons for it; (b) use of the theme-determining formula ‘YHWH is/has
become king’; (c) the royal motif running through them (enthroned on high above all, Most High, king,
shepherd, judge): (d) the internal stylistic-semantic linking of the psalm groups; (e) the almost consistent
absence of titles for the psalms as indication of their consistent thematic linking,” (Psalms 2, 6)
70. See, e.g., Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,”! 190. (In an earlier work, however, Zenger divides Book IV as
follows: 90-92, 93-100, 101-104 and 105-106; see “Israel und Kirche im gemeinsamen Gottesbund:
Beobachtungen zum theologischen Programm des 4. Psalmenbuchs (Ps 90-106)” in Israel und Kirche heute:
Beiträge zum christlich-jüdischen Dialog. Für Ernst Ludwig Ehrlich, eds. Marcel Marcus, Ekkehard W.
Stegemann and Erich Zenger [Freiburg: Herder, 1991], 246.) See also Leuenberger, Konzeptionen, 125-132;
Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 191ff.; Brunert, Psalm 102, 249ff.; Ballhorn, Zum Telos des Psalters, 62. Millard
sees an arrangement by genre in Book IV from that of complaint to praise: 90/91 → 92/93; 94 → 95-100; 102
→ 103-106. Consequently, Ps 101 bridges 94-100 to 102-106 (Millard, Komposition, 147-152). Koenen, on the
other hand, sees Pss 90-110 as a unit (Jahwe wird Kommen, zu herrschen über die Erde: Ps 90-110 als
Komposition [BBB 101; Weinheim: Beltz Athenäum, 1995], 113). He divides this unit into two parts, Pss
90-101 and 102-110, based upon a perceived arrangement regarding genre (cf. Millard), i.e. both 90-101 and
102-110 form a compositional lament. This suggestion, however, is problematic because of the editorial
boundary of Books IV and V which exists between Pss 106 and 107, and moreover, “[H]is model of lament is
not followed exactly by the structure of his corpus; for example, whereas in the first section (Psalms 90-101)
Psalm 94 corresponds to the ‘lament’ proper and Psalms 99-100 to the ‘expression of trust,’ in the second
section (Psalms 102-10) neither of these components is found at all,” (David M. Howard, Jr., “Recent Trends in
Psalms Study” in The Face of Old Testament Studies: A Survey of Contemporary Approaches, eds. David W.
Baker and Bill T. Arnold [Grand Rapids: Baker, 1999], 340).
71. Wilson, “Shaping,” 76.
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groups of psalms with the frame providing “an interpretive context” for the entire book.72 His 

proposal is as follows:

YHWH- Mālak David

90-92 93 94 95 96-99 100 101 102 103-104 105-106

‘Mosaic’ Frame

Figure 6. Wilson’s Proposal of Book IV.

In this view,73 Psalms 90-92 are bound together with 93-100 by the editorial use of both 

Psalms 93 and 94, while Psalms 95 and 100 form a smaller frame around 96-99. Within Book

IV there are two main collections: YHWH-malak psalms (Pss 93, 96-99) and a Davidic 

collection (Pss 101, 103-104). All of these sections are connected by an overall “Mosaic 

frame,” consisting of Psalms 90-92, 94, 102 and 105-106. 

While Wilson’s proposal is a helpful way to picture the overall connection between 

the psalms of Book IV, it is not completely convincing.74 First, Wilson’s suggestion seems to 

be quite complicated for the pre-critical period of the editors of the Psalter. Second, while 

there does appear to be a Mosaic frame in Book IV,75 he bases this frame upon the lexical and

thematic correlations between psalms rather than looking for signs of conjunctive and 

disjunctive editorial activity.76 For instance, he considers Psalms 94 and 102 as part of this 

frame because of their similarities with Psalms 90-92.77 Such a proposal, however, neglects 

the functional relationship of those psalms within their respective literary contexts. Psalm 94 

is entirely consistent with the thematic discussion of Psalms 93-100, and Psalm 102 is paired 

with Psalm 101 within a Davidic setting. Thus, this suggestion, while conceivable, does not 

take into account each psalm’s immediate relationships within the canonical context.

Based upon the current study of the conjunctive and disjunctive features of each 

psalm group, it appears that the most probable divisions are Psalms 90-92, 93-100, 101-104 

and 105-106. The consistent refuge imagery and Mosaic themes found in Psalms 90-92 

distinguish it as the introductory section of Book IV. In Psalms 93-100, the kingship of 

72. Wilson, “Shaping,” 76.
73. For his full discussion, see Wilson, “Shaping,” 75-76.
74. See Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 161-162, n. 2. 
75. See the above discussion of Pss 90-92 and 105-106 as forming a Mosaic frame.
76. It is notable that Wilson does not provide detailed reasons for the connections between these psalms.
77. Wilson, “Shaping,” 76.
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YHWH theme unites the subsequent section which concludes in the climax of praise in Psalm

100. The final sections of Book IV are then found in Psalms 101-104 as a Davidic collection 

and 105-106 as “Zwillingspsalmen”78 that conclude the whole of Book IV. Considering all the

evidence set forth in the preceding and present chapters, this division seems the most 

probable canonical structure of the book.

7.  Conclusion: Canonical Structure of Book IV

 With the outlined division of Book IV in mind, there appears to be a canonical 

arrangement of each psalm group around specific thematic figures. For instance, the Mosaic 

nature of Psalms 90-92 suggests that “Moses” is the person in view. Likewise, the Kingship 

of YHWH theme in Psalms 93-100 implies that “YHWH the King” is the primary figure of 

this section. David dominates Psalms 101-104 and, finally, the historically-focused Psalms 

105-106 present a picture of Israel with Moses at the centre which brings Book IV full circle. 

In this way, there is a change of thematic figures from one section to the next: Moses (90-92),

YHWH (93-100), David (101-104) and Moses/Israel (105-106). 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

“Moses” “King YHWH” “David” “Moses/Israel”

90-92 93-100 101-104 105-106

Figure 7. Sub-Groups in Book IV.

Such an organisation suggests that the editor of Book IV has intended these figures—

Moses, King YHWH and David—to stand out in the midst of the editorial heart of the 

Psalter, but why? What is the canonical purpose of these theological voices, and what are 

they saying? If they are meant to respond to Book III, Psalm 89 and the crisis of exile, then 

what is their message? Answers to these questions are certainly relevant for understanding 

the overall theological purpose of Book IV. Therefore, the remainder of this study will focus 

upon the theological message of this book in the context of the Psalter, as well as in the light 

of these three canonical and thematic figures.

78. Zimmerli, “Zwillingspsalmen,” 105-113.
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8.  Excursus: A Brief Consideration of Historical Development

A diachronic study of the formation of the Psalter is beyond the scope of this thesis, 

especially with its methodologically synchronic approach. However, the formation of the Book of 

Psalms, and particularly Book IV, is worthy of brief comment in the light of the present chapter. If 

Psalms 90-106 are organised in the proposed manner then the question of Book IV’s addition to the 

Psalter naturally arises. 

To begin with, various opinions have arisen regarding the diachronic development of the 

Psalter in the MT. Within the psalms themselves, however, there is little diachronic evidence of the 

nature of their expansion. Moreover, the interpreter is left with minimal historical and extra-biblical 

evidence, providing limited help in this type of assessment.79 Nevertheless, certain developments can 

be posited when considering the formation of the Psalter, and especially, the addition of Book IV.

For the most part, it is argued that Books I-III were in existence prior to the addition of Books

IV-V.80 This suggestion is primarily based upon the different editorial techniques exhibited in the first

three books, as opposed to those utilized in the final two.81 Also, other scholars find evidence for the 

subsequent addition of Books IV-V in the Qumran manuscript 11QPsa,82 which is based upon its 

remarkable differences from the MT in the last third of the Psalter. While the Qumran testimony is 

debated as to whether it offers sufficient ground for such a conclusion,83 it seems likely to assume the 

initial existence of Books I-III as a compilation to which Books IV-V were then added.

This being said, different theories have been suggested as to whether Book IV or, instead, a 

crossover-section of Books IV and V was then added to Books I-III.84 In the light of the book division

79. Grant, King as Exemplar, 246-247.
80. There are different suggestions as to the order in which the Books I-III developed. Generally speaking,
however, it is likely that Pss 3-41 were the initial collection (Klaus Seybold, Introducing the Psalms, translated
by R. Graeme Dunphy [Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1990], 19), to which the Korathite group (Pss 42-49) and
second Davidic psalter (Pss 51-70) were then added (James D. Nogalski, “From Psalm to Psalms to Psalter” in
An Introduction to Wisdom Literature and the Psalms: Festschrift Marvin E. Tate, eds. H. Wayne Ballard, Jr.
and W. Dennis Tucker, Jr., [Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2000], 53). From here, it is difficult to say
when Pss 1-2 and the remaining psalms of Books I-III were included. Grant suggests that the synchronic
evidence supports the view that the addition of Pss 1-2 as an introduction did not occur as part of the Elohistic
redaction, which seems to be a reasonable observation (see King as Exemplar, 248-249).
81. Wilson, “Shaping,” 73.
82. Gerald H. Wilson, “King, Messiah, and the Reign of God: Revisiting the Royal Psalms and the Shape of the
Psalter” in The Book of Psalms: Composition and Reception, eds. Peter W. Flint and Patrick D. Miller, Jr.
(VTSup 99; Leiden: Brill, 2005), 393.
83. See Grant, King as Exemplar, 249 n. 97.
84. Seybold suggests that Pss 90-119 were first added to Books I-III. This conclusion allows for Pss 1 and 119
to initially function as the introduction and conclusion of the Psalter (Introducing, 19-28). Grant offers an apt
critique: “The problem with Seybold’s suggestion is that it does not take into account the disjunctive function of
the book divisions. Why would Pss 90-119 be divided between two books if they were a single redactional layer
known to the editors of that stage in the development of the Psalter? Perhaps the book divisions happened at a
later stage entirely, but Wilson’s suggestion [of Book IV functioning as a unit] seems the more likely. This does
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that exists between Psalms 106 and 107, the more reasonable theory is that Book IV was added first 

followed by Book V. Also, with the coherent nature of Book IV’s arrangement, it appears to function 

as a unit,85 which would further suggest its inclusion prior to Book V. Therefore, the present study 

assumes that Book IV was added to Books I-III, with Book V being attached at a later date.

The historical formation of Book IV has recently received special attention. Schnocks, in his 

extensive work on Psalm 90, has indicated three possible hypotheses regarding the diachronic 

development of Psalms 90-106.86 The first theory is that Psalms 90-106 were gradually added to 

Psalms 2-89 over time either individually or in sections.87 Another possibility is that the Books I-III 

were continued first by the Kingship of YHWH psalms (93-100),88 which were then framed by the 

groups of Psalms 90-92 and 101-106.89 Third, and the one Schnocks personally favours, Psalms 90-92

and 102f were matched to Books I-III and the Kingship Psalms 93-100 were later inserted, which 

were then extended in connection to the now surrounding psalms and finally continued with Psalms 

104-106.90

While it is impossible to say with any degree of certainty, it seems that the first theory is the 

most favourable of the three. Initially, there was probably a corpus of psalms or psalmic material from

which the psalms of Book IV where selected, and if there were an editorial purpose (i.e. a perceived 

message) that guided their placement (as this study suggests), then there is reason to believe in the 

gradual addition or composition of individual psalms and psalm groups to fit the literary scheme of 

the redactor. The other proposed hypotheses are indeed possible, but the overall structure of Book IV 

suggests a systematic arrangement of this book as opposed to an initial existing group to which others 

were added. 

In the end, there is not enough evidence to speak with assurance on this matter, but the 

synchronic evidence of the four distinct sub-groups within Book IV—arranged around specific 

conjunctive and disjunctive features—may support a gradual development theory. To this group, 

Book V was most likely added in the light of the themes and message of Psalms 90-106. In this way, 

not necessarily deny the fact that Pss 1 and 119 could, at some point, have begun and ended the Psalter,
however, it seems more likely that Book IV was added as a unit and, perhaps, Book V was added by the
piecemeal addition of smaller collections. Having said that, there is no historical evidence to indicate that a
psalter concluding with Ps 119 ever existed,” (King as Exemplar, 250 n. 98). 
85. Wilson, Editing, 214-219.
86. Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 253.
87. See Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 253-258.
88. Schnocks allows for this group’s own redactional development.
89. See Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 258-260. See also Leuenberger, Konzeptionen, 221ff, who advocates a
similar position.
90. See Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 261-265.
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“Book V picks up on some of the central themes of the earlier collections as well as adding its own 

distinctive voice of praise.”91

91. Grant, King as Exemplar, 246-247. See also Seybold, Introducing, 27-28; Brueggemann, “Bounded,”
63-92.
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Chapter 7
Theological Conclusions

1.  Introduction

Thus far, this study has examined the canonical relationships of the psalms within 

Book IV—as well as their structure—as a post-exilic response to the theological crisis of 

exile as seen in Book III and, particularly, in Psalm 89. Accordingly, in order to uncover 

what this initial response is, each successive psalm and psalm group in Book IV has been 

studied, considering their distinct messages within the context of Book IV and the Psalter.1 In

conclusion, it appears that Book IV is a collection of sub-groups, each of which shares certain

lexical, thematic and theological features.2 These features have been used to bind together 

sub-groups of psalms within the book so that they might present a unified message in 

answering Books I-III. In addition, the employment of superscriptions in Book IV has aided 

in the detection of disjunctive features which differentiate between the successive psalm 

groups. With this in mind, the arrangement proposed above is of a four-fold structure for the 

book (Pss 90-92, 93-100, 101-104, 105-106) based around three canonical voices or figures: 

Moses, King YHWH and David. 

Most scholars acknowledge the significance of these figures in Book IV as they are 

apparently central to the contextual schema of these psalms and it appears that Psalms 90-106

are actually organised around the three themes of Moses, David and kingship of YHWH 

theology.3 The present study provides further support for this conclusion as it is seemingly 

impossible to escape their significance to Book IV and, when the relationships of Psalms 

90-106 are considered, it becomes clear that these figures stand out in the overall presentation

of the book. However, while the presence of these voices/figures in Book IV has been 

acknowledged, as well as their importance, more needs to be said about how they function 

within the book’s message and what they say to Israel’s post-exilic audience. If these figures 

have been placed here for a reason, then what exactly are they saying within the context of 

the Psalter? What is their response to the fall of Davidic kingship and the exile? Moreover, 

how do they speak to the post-exilic audience to which this book was addressed? Such a 

discussion is important if we are to understand the editor’s intent in the composition of Book 

IV. Thus, a study of Moses, King YHWH and David in Psalms 90-106 should reveal the 

1. See Chapters 2-5.
2. See Chapter 6.
3. See Brunert, Psalms 102, 304.



import of their presence. The present chapter is given over, therefore, to the consideration of 

what their “voices” are saying in the light of Book IV’s role as the first liturgical response to 

the woes of Book III, Psalm 89 and exile.

2.  Moses

The overwhelming presence of Moses in Book IV—in comparison to the other psalm 

books—has led to its characterisation as a “Moses Book.”4 With its use of seven out of the 

eight references to Moses in the psalms, as well as the exodus/wilderness motifs, a unique 

flavour is added to this book in its response to exile and the failure of Davidic kingship. In 

Chapters 2-6 of this study, the recurring appearance of these Mosaic themes in their 

respective psalms (Pss 90-92, 93, 95, 99, 103, 105-106) has been thoroughly discussed. 

However, the editorial intent behind the use of this motif is worthy of further consideration. 

Certain questions need to be asked: How exactly does “Moses” respond to Book III? What 

connections are there between Moses and the other figures in Book IV? How does his past 

significance impact the situation for post-exilic Israel and how is the audience to understand 

his unique presence in Psalms 90-106? 

In order to understand what the “Moses” voice/figure is “saying” in Book IV, each 

case in which evidence of a Mosaic motif has been seen in Psalms 90-106 will be briefly 

recapitulated with special consideration of the theological import of its contextual setting. 

Having done this, we will discuss how “Moses” should be understood in the context of Book 

IV.

2.1  Moses in Book IV

Psalm 90 begins with the only Mosaic superscription in the entire Psalter.5 The 

significance of this superscription (discussed in chapter 2 of this study) revealed that the 

psalm should be canonically read as a prayer of Moses himself. It contains several 

correlations to the “Song of Moses” in Deuteronomy 32 that also add this literary 

perspective.6 Moreover, Psalm 90 displays additional “Pentateuchal” language that highlights

4. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 530. See Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 166; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 6.
5. See “Psalm 90” in Chapter 2.
6. In the context of a Moses-book, the importance of these psalms in Book IV with their links to Deuteronomy
cannot be underestimated. Miller comments, “Within the Book of Deuteronomy Moses is not only the central
figure but is virtually the only figure. Indeed the only persons who speak in the book are Moses and God. That
very fact serves to lift up the role of Moses in Deuteronomy and thus in the tradition that builds takes over
frequently for God in speaking to the people. Moses is the leader of Israel, as the rehearsal of past events in
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the links between this psalm and Israel’s first leader. Notably, there are also distinct 

correlations between the language of Psalm 90 and the golden calf incident of Exodus 32. 

Both passages (Ps 90 and Exod 32) display the mediatorial role of Moses as he calls upon 

YHWH to “relent” from his “anger.” Thus, it may be concluded that Psalm 90, as a Mosaic 

psalm, should be interpreted from the historical understanding of both the exodus/wilderness 

events and Moses’ involvement during this period as the mediator of Israel. 

With Psalm 90 as its beginning psalm, the first section of Book IV (Pss 90-92) takes 

on a distinctly Mosaic nature.7 As Psalm 91 follows the only psalm of Moses, it has been 

rightly viewed as continuing the voice of its neighbour.8 Not only does the contextual setting 

suggest this, but Psalm 91 also seems to echo Deuteronomy 32. In the earlier study on Psalm 

91, several rare and significant links were considered which give this psalm a Deuteronomic 

quality.9 The significance of the Sabbath as a sign of the Mosaic/Sinai covenant further links 

Psalm 92 with the previous psalms of Book IV.10 Not only does the superscription tie Psalm 

92 in with the preceding context of “Moses,” but it completes the first section of the book 

with another direct allusion to Deuteronomy 32.11 Therefore, given the extraordinary 

relationship between Psalms 90-92, the exodus event and the Deuteronomic Song of Moses 

(Deut 32), the first three psalms of Book IV centre around this figure and his role as the 

leader of Israel in the exodus/wilderness.

A fourth psalm that appears to provide another Mosaic link in Book IV is the first 

YHWH-malak psalm. As noted above, Psalm 93 contains clear affinities to the “Song of the 

Sea” (i.e. the Song of Moses and Israel) in Exodus 15.12 This song praises YHWH for his 

kingship after the deliverance of the people from the Egyptians by the Red Sea. Both texts 

not only contain similar terminology of YHWH’s victory over the sea, but they are also 

chapters 1-3 reminds the reader. In Deuteronomy as a whole, however, the total focus is on Moses’ role as the
mediator of the divine word, the spokesman for God to the people. He has that function and distinction in a way
that no other figure has. Indeed the people explicitly set him as the only one who can listen directly to God, and
the Lord approves that special place for Moses (5:22-32),” (“‘Moses My Servant’: The Deuteronomic Portrait of
Moses” in A Song of Power and the Power of Song: Essays on the Book of Deuteronomy, ed. Duane L.
Christensen [Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1993], 301-302).
7. Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 6. See Chapter 2.
8. Seitz compares the reading together of Pss 90 and 91 with that of Pss 1 and 2, and says, “Perhaps we have a
sort of fresh beginning here, in Book 4, on analogy with the beginning of the Psalter, as Moses continues to
speak,” (Word Without End: The Old Testament as Abiding Theological Witness [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1998], 162).
9. See “Psalms 91” in Chapter 2.
10. See “Psalms 92” in Chapter 2.
11. Ps 92:16 [15] alludes to Deut 32:4.
12. See “Psalm 93” in Chapter 3.
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structured in a similar way—from sovereignty to instruction.13 With this in mind, in the 

context of Book IV, Psalm 93 arguably reflects the Mosaic tenor in the psalms that celebrate 

YHWH’s kingship.

Interestingly, the presence of a Mosaic motif within the kingship of YHWH setting in 

Book IV is also found in two other psalms. First, Psalm 95 renews this Leitmotif by explicit 

reference to the exodus generation and their rebelliousness in the wilderness.14 The terms 

“Meribah” and “Massah” refer to the event when Israel quarrelled with Moses and tested 

YHWH (see Exod 17:1-7). The psalmist employs this event as a warning to the audience 

against unbelief and the testing of YHWH, especially in the light of his kingship over them. 

In addition, Psalm 95 again incorporates Deuteronomic language with striking 

correspondences to the Song of Moses (Deut 32), implying a profound wilderness-like 

message in the context of Psalms 93-100. Therefore, the Mosaic motif in Psalm 95 originates 

from the exodus generation experience and is placed within the context of YHWH’s kingship

in Book IV.

The final psalm in the kingship of YHWH group (93-100) that contains a Mosaic 

motif is the holiness-oriented Psalm 99.15 First, it contains references to both Moses and 

Aaron, along with Samuel, in the context of their roles as priests. In this way, the mediatorial 

role of Moses comes to the forefront once again. Second, the context of God’s kingship in 

Psalms 93-100 further establishes the importance of Moses, Aaron and Samuel in this psalm. 

The theology of Psalm 99 and Book IV may link these OT figures to present a unified picture

of prominent leaders who were committed to YHWH as the only true King of Israel. Also 

regarding God’s kingship, there are strong similarities between Psalm 99 and Exodus 15, 

suggesting that the kingship of YHWH can be understood from the rubric of Mosaic (pre-

monarchic) leadership.16 Thus, the Mosaic motif in Psalm 99 highlights the mediatorial role 

of Moses, and it particularly exhibits a connection between the Mosaic tradition and the 

kingship of YHWH.

Next, the Davidic Psalm 103 contains Moses’ name in v. 7, as well as additional 

features that link it to both Moses and the exodus/wilderness period.17 First, the 

Deuteronomic command to not “forget” YHWH’s benefits brings this psalm in line with the 

13. McCann, Psalms, 1054.
14. See “Psalm 95” in Chapter 3.
15. See “Psalm 99” in Chapter 3.
16. See “Psalm 99” in Chapter 3. See also Tate, Psalms 51-100, 530.
17. See “Psalm 103” in Chapter 4. 
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message of Deuteronomy as Moses in that book repeatedly commanded Israel with this 

specific language. The additional background of Exodus 33-34 for Psalm 103:7-8 increases 

this tenor. After the idolatry of Israel in the golden calf incident, YHWH declares his 

compassion and grace in Exod. 34:6, and Psalm 103:8 almost directly quotes this declaration.

Thus, these correlations suggest an exodus/wilderness background for interpreting the 

message of Psalm 103. Moreover, the kingship of YHWH theme is also present in this psalm,

thereby linking Moses with God’s reign. 

The final section of Psalms 105-106 functions together to complete Book IV, and in 

tandem they present a historical focus upon pre-monarchical Israel. In this light, both psalms 

contain references to “Moses” (105:26; 106:16, 23, 32), as well as recount the exodus and 

wilderness periods. The exodus account draws particular attention in Psalm 105 as it recalls 

Moses’ role as God’s “servant” in the context of the Egyptian plagues.18 In addition, the 

Deuteronomic background and language is apparent, especially in the promise of land and the

significance of God’s commanding Israel’s obedience to his laws in Canaan. 

Correspondingly, Psalm 106 provides an extensive focus upon the exodus/wilderness period 

and Moses’ role during that time.19 References to the events of the exodus, the Red Sea 

crossing and the Song of Moses and Israel (Exod 15) are contained in this psalm, with special

concentration upon Moses in the recalling of incidents regarding Dathan and Abiram, the 

golden calf and Meribah. Psalm 106 contains both Deuteronomic language and theology in 

its assessment of the people’s failure that further reflects its Mosaic tenor.

Having briefly considered the presence of this motif, it becomes quite clear that 

“Moses” is prominent within Psalms 90-106. Consequently, the background of the Mosaic 

period appears to provide a base from which the book should be interpreted regarding its 

message and function within the Psalter. Two connections must be further considered that 

may help explain this motif’s employment in Book IV and how it relates to the book’s 

intended message. In the above review of psalms, there appears to be particular connection 

both between the figure of Moses and the exodus/wilderness period, as well as Moses and the

kingship of God. It is with regard to these two areas that the voice/figure of Moses speaks 

especially in Book IV.

18. See “Psalm 105” in Chapter 5.
19. See “Psalm 106” in Chapter 5.
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2.2  Moses and the Exodus/Wilderness

2.2.1  Relationship

The background of the exodus/wilderness period appears to be an essential element in

the context of Book IV, and its employment as a reflection of the exilic/post-exilic period has

been noted by many scholars.20 For example, Tate comments, “The Moses-wilderness theme 

in these psalms suggests very strongly that the collection reflects the ‘wilderness’ of the exile 

and post-exilic periods.”21 In this way, the use of the Mosaic motif in Psalms 90-106 draws a 

correlation between the past events of Israel and those of the present audience. The 

occurrence of exile is thereby equated to the experiences of the exodus/wilderness generation.

Consequently, it seems clear that this setting leads the reader to view the exilic/post-exilic 

covenant community as being in a second exodus/wilderness event.22

In this light, the reader is repeatedly referred back to Israel’s past, being reminded of 

the time when the nation was born and Moses was God’s representative for the people. This 

era was marked by several key characteristics that are brought out in Psalms 90-106: God’s 

faithfulness to his covenant (Pss 105, 106), his sovereign provision for and rule over his 

people (Pss 91, 92, 95, 105, 106), Israel’s disobedience and YHWH’s judgment of their sins 

(Pss 90, 95, 106), Moses as mediator (Pss 90, 99, 106) and God’s grace and forgiveness (Pss 

90-92, 103, 106). 

In a sense, the book provides a holistic recollection of the Mosaic period regarding the

faithfulness of God contrasted with the disobedience of his people. This duality is further 

evidenced when the Mosaic frame of Psalms 90-92 and 105-106 is considered. As has been 

noted, at both the beginning and end of Book IV the presence of a Mosaic motif brackets this 

section of the Psalter.23 The bracketing function suggests that the whole book should be 

interpreted in the light of this Mosaic theme and, having examined this theme in each of these

psalms,24 the contrast between Israel’s unfaithfulness (Pss 90, 106) and YHWH’s faithfulness

(Pss 90-92, 105-106) dramatically comes to the foreground. Therefore, it seems that this 

contrast provides a rubric for interpreting how Book IV responds to the crisis of exile (Ps 89).

20. See, e.g., John Walton, “Psalms: A Cantata about the Davidic Covenant,” JETS 34 (1991), 28; deClaissé-
Walford, Reading, 7.
21. Tate, Psalms 51-100, 530.
22. See Christopher J. H. Wright, The Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible’s Grand Narrative (Downers
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006), 263-288, for his discussion of how the exodus is the model of redemption
in scripture. Similarly, in Book IV, it appears that the exodus/wilderness serves as a template for the post-exilic
people of God to understand their current situation.
23. See Chapter 6.
24. See Chapters 2 and 5.
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2.2.2  Response

The voice/figure of Moses can, therefore, be heard in Psalms 90-106 as responding to 

the unfaithfulness of Israel. Moses appears to point out the failure of Israel—namely, their 

rebellion, sin and idolatry—to keep the stipulations of YHWH’s covenant and rebukes them 

in a manner similar to his song of rebuke at Pisgah in Deuteronomy 32.25 For instance, in the 

days of the exodus/wilderness the nation was guilty of spiritual iniquity and Book IV, in turn,

recalls certain incidents that highlight their unfaithfulness, such as the golden calf (Pss 90, 

103, 106) and testing God at Meribah and Massah (Pss 95, 106). It seems that these instances 

of covenant unfaithfulness (as well as others)26 are employed in Book IV to speak to the 

present situation of Israel. Their use explains that Israel has behaved unfaithfully like the 

exodus generation (see Deut 32:5-18), and this behaviour has resulted in exile (see Deut 

32:19-27). In this way, these negative examples of Israel’s past provide a hermeneutical 

paradigm for a post-exilic people to comprehend the present reality.

However, Moses also speaks on a positive note (see Deut 32:34-43). Even as the 

exodus generation rebelled against YHWH, the continuous grace and compassion of God was

still manifested towards them in his forgiveness and provision. In the same way, Book IV 

highlights God’s favour and faithfulness towards his people. As their refuge, he satisfies the 

faithful with salvation (Pss 91-92) as he did in the days of Moses (90:1). He also governs 

every factor of their lives, even the actions of the nations, always bringing about the ultimate 

good for his covenant people (Pss 105-106). In addition, Book IV points out that God is 

“compassionate and gracious, slow to anger and abounding in lovingkindness” (103:8) and 

that his forgiveness is a reality to the faithful (Ps 103). Thus, the same faithfulness of YHWH

found in the exodus/wilderness is applied to an audience that has experienced the tragedy of 

banishment.

Having said this, in particular response to Psalm 89 and its lament of Davidic failure, 

the figure of Moses also takes the focus off the monarchy. As deClaissé-Walford observes, 

“The focus of the Psalter up to this point has been the kingship of David and David’s 

descendants and on the failure of that kingship. Moses represents a different time in the 

history of ancient Israel, a time before the Davidic covenant, before the monarchy, before the 

25. Miller observes, “The future-oriented character of Moses’ teaching is reflected in a special way in chapter
31 where he teaches the people a song, that is, the song that appears in Deuteronomy 32. This is not the law but
a witness against the people for time to come. As they sing in the future the song that Moses has taught them,
they will bear witness against themselves about their failure to keep the law of the Lord Moses taught them,”
(“Moses,” 304).
26. See “Psalm 105” and “Psalm 106” in Chapter 5.
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judges, before the settlement in Palestine.”27 Thus, with his prominence in Book IV, the focus

ceases momentarily to be upon David while Moses addresses the present situation. As the 

revered leader of Israel’s past, he steps in to offer encouragement to the remnant by both his 

appearance and stature. McCann comments, 

The anguished questions of the Davidic descendants (Ps 89:46; 49) cry out for a 
response, and a fitting answer is provided by Psalm 90 and the subsequent psalms in 
Book IV—namely, Israel’s true home is, always has been, and always will be God 
alone (Ps 90:1-2). There is, of course, no better voice to deliver this assurance than 
that of Moses, whose intimate experience of God and leadership of the people 
occurred before there ever was a temple or a monarchy and before entry into the 
land!28

Moses’ appearance also suggests his intercession on their behalf.29 As the only person in 

scripture to ever call upon YHWH to relent,30 his mediatorial presence in Book IV essentially

summons God to relent on behalf of a post-exilic people. Moreover, the voice of Moses in 

Book IV even answers Psalm 89’s doubt over God’s faithfulness to his covenant (Ps 89:50 

[49]). Regarding Psalm 90, Seitz comments, 

Moses, the great intercessor, the one with the power to stay God’s hand in judgment 
in the wilderness, by putting him in mind of his great love and his need to preserve his 
own name, here acknowledges that the wrath Israel experiences has to do with their 
iniquities and secret sins, and not primarily with the impotence of God or a failure to 
honor a covenant made with David (Ps 90:8). In fact, that charge is not even referred 
to, as Moses the man of God makes simple and direct appeal to God’s favor, work, 
and power on behalf of his own people.31

Likewise, in response to Psalm 89, the Moses-oriented Psalms 105-106 champion the 

consistent faithfulness of YHWH to the covenant before, during and after the Mosaic period. 

First, Psalm 105 pays special attention to the Abrahamic promise as it emphasises God’s 

perpetual remembrance of his covenant in vv. 8-11 and vv. 42ff.32 Furthermore, Psalm 106 

announces that YHWH has remembered his covenant in the context of Israel’s continual 

rebelliousness. Having handed the people over to the nations in vv. 40-43 (i.e. exile), God 

27. deClaissé-Walford, Reading, 82-83.
28. McCann, Psalms, 662.
29. See Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 185. See deClaissé-Walford, Reading, 88, regarding Moses’ intercessory
presence in Ps 90. See also Sheppard, “Theology,” 150-151.
30. Freedman, “Other than Moses,” 58. See “Psalm 90” in Chapter 2.
31. Seitz, Word, 162.
32. See “Psalm 105” in Chapter 5.
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“remembered his covenant for their sake, and he relented according to his great 

lovingkindness” (v. 45).33 Therefore, within the Mosaic setting of Psalms 105-106, the 

question of God’s faithfulness to his covenant promises in Psalm 89 is assuaged by the voice 

of “Moses” in Book IV who speaks of a God who remembers covenant despite the 

waywardness of his people.

2.2.3  Re-orientation to Past and Future

As the reader comes to Book IV, there has just been an overwhelming picture of 

failure and demise. Book III has painted a portrait of exile and Davidic kingship as fallen, 

and, in essence, Psalm 89 complains to God, “Have you forgotten your promise to David?” 

The dismal image arises of a community without a home, king or hope, but now, Book IV 

changes the scene. David takes a leave of absence for the moment (until Pss 101-104), and 

Moses comes into view at both the beginning and end of Psalms 90-106, as well as 

throughout the book.34

With all that has been considered thus far, the figure of Moses and his relationship to 

the exodus/wilderness period seems to be employed in Book IV for the purpose of re-

orientation. The message of Psalm 89 in the context of the Psalter conveys a scene of 

confusion regarding the experience of exile—confusion pertaining to God’s promises and 

faithfulness. Book IV, however, seeks to clarify what has actually happened and why it 

occurred. It does so by recalling the Mosaic period—the formation of the nation—when 

YHWH entered into covenant with Israel and stipulated that their obedience to his law would 

determine their continuance in Canaan. By reminding the audience of this, they are re-

oriented to the nature of their relationship to God—one based upon covenantal principles. 

Thus, the fall of kingship and the exile of Judah have resulted from the sinfulness of 

the nation, the same sinfulness seen in the exodus generation (see Deut 32). In this way, the 

book makes a comparison between the post-exilic people of God and Israel in the 

wilderness.35 As the prior generation sinned and was punished, so Israel has undergone 

33. See “Psalm 106” in Chapter 5.
34. deClaissé-Walford comments on the presence of Moses in Ps 90 in distracting the audience from the issues
surrounding Israelite kingship: “The ‘shapers’ of the Psalter placed this psalm at the beginning of Book Four in
order to turn the reader’s/hearer’s attention away from David and the monarchy and back to the beginning, back
to the ‘honeymoon’ period of ancient Israel’s relationship with YHWH—the Exodus—and back to the
beginning of the Psalter. The key to Israel’s survival in exile is precisely what it was in the Exodus—complete
reliance upon YHWH,” (Reading, 7).
35. M. A. Vincent, “The Shape of the Psalter: An Eschatological Dimension?” in New Heaven and New Earth:
Prophecy and the Millenium, Essays in Honour of Anthony Gelston, eds. P. J. Harland and C. T. R. Hayward
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banishment from the land because of their unfaithfulness—both the people’s and the kings’ 

unfaithfulness.36 Likewise, Book IV also reminds the audience of the faithfulness of YHWH 

in the wilderness. By doing so, emphasis is laid upon the grace and compassion of God that 

has been continually shown toward the nation even, and especially, in the context of their 

rebellion. As a prior generation realised forgiveness and favour, so post-exilic Israel will 

know of God’s faithfulness once again (see Deut 32:34-43). Thereby, the voice/figure of 

Moses leads the audience to identify with the nation’s past and to apply these lessons to their 

own situation.

Book IV posits the present situation of Israel as that of a second exodus/wilderness-

like experience, awaiting YHWH’s restoration of the nation.37 As the exodus/wilderness 

motif and the eschatological hope of restoration are combined to move the audience to trust 

in YHWH as King, the present people of God are portrayed as being in a similar position to 

that of their forefathers—without a home, but having God as their refuge. In this way, the 

Mosaic voice/figure not only re-orientates them to the past but also to the future. Just as 

YHWH established the nation in the land and blessed them after the exodus/wilderness, there 

remains the hope of restoration for the exilic and post-exilic community (see Pss 93-100, 102,

103). 

2.3  Moses and God’s Kingship

2.3.1  Relationship and Response

The relationship between Moses and God’s kingship also appears to be significant in 

the context of Book IV as there are several instances in which the Mosaic motif is framed in 

the setting of God’s reign (e.g., Pss 93, 95, 99, 103). To begin with, the correlation between 

(VTSup 77; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 76: “Even if the idea of Moses as an intercessor be dismissed as fanciful, it is
nevertheless possible that a parallel is being drawn between Israel’s experience in the wilderness (many dying,
not inheriting the land God promised – and yet a subsequent generation seeing the fulfilment of those promises
by God’s mercy) and Israel’s experience in captivity (many dying/being taken captive, the Davidic monarchy
lying in tatters – and yet the hope that God will nevertheless keep his promises and that there will be a return).”
36. See the stipulations of the Davidic covenant as expressed in Ps 89:31-33 [30-32]. See also Deut 28:36. 
37. The striking correlations between Isaiah 40-66 and Book IV further suggest this idea. The concepts in
Isaiah 40-66 of a new exodus and the land (with regard to exilic Israel) can be seen in Pss 90-106. Thus, in a
psalm book responding to exile, the emphasis upon Moses and the exodus/wilderness implies that the idea of a
second exodus is in view. See Creach, “Shape of Book IV,” 63-76, for discussion of the similarities between
Isaiah 40-66 and Pss 90-106. See also Seitz, Word, 163, who notes the connection between Isaiah 40-66 and
Book IV concerning YHWH’s kingship: “The exact same emphasis on God’s kingship over creation, with Zion
at its center, over the nations, and over his own people Israel appears in the opening chapters of Second Isaiah
[cf. Isa 40:10; 41:21; 43:15; 44:6].”
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the poem in Exodus 15 and the Kingship of YHWH Psalms 93 and 9938 links Moses with 

God’s kingship in Book IV. For example, as the only occurrence of the verb Klm with God as 

its subject in the Pentateuch,39 the scriptural acclamation in Exod. 15:18 states, “The LORD 

will reign (Klmy hwhy) forever and ever.”40 This expression of kingship occurs at the end of the 

Song of the Sea, voiced by Moses. Furthermore, “Moses” also occurs within the context of 

Psalm 99 with two other champions of God’s kingship—Aaron and Samuel. Moses and 

Aaron were pre-monarchic figures who proclaimed the reign of God to the nation (see Exod 

15:1-18) and Samuel was a prophet/priest of YHWH who defended God’s kingship as over 

human kingship in pre-monarchic Israel (see 1 Sam 8:4-22).41 Next, Psalm 95 speaks of 

Moses in the context of God’s reign as it warns the audience against unbelief and testing with

the example of Meribah and Massah. Finally, Psalm 103 contains the Mosaic motif in the 

light of God’s forgiveness towards the faithful (see Exod 34:6), while ending with a universal

affirmation of YHWH’s reign. 

The association of Moses with God’s kingship in Book IV in these various ways 

recalls the reign of YHWH in the pre-monarchic wilderness period. During this time, the 

establishment of YHWH’s kingship over Israel took place. The acknowledgment of this, seen

in the praises of Israel in Exodus 15, implies that the nation existed in unique relationship to 

God as his subjects. It was during this “honeymoon period” that Israel was ruled and led by 

God alone, without the existence of a human king.42 

38. See “Psalm 93” and “Psalm 99” in Chapter 3.
39. Moses also refers to YHWH as “king” in Deut 33:5 with the noun form of Klm. 
40. See deClaissé-Walford’s discussion of Moses’ use of kingly language in Exod 15, Deut 32 and 33 in
Reading, 83. See also Schnocks, Vergänglichkeit, 185, who states that besides Deut 33:5-6, the declaration in
Exod 15:18 is the only explicit statement of the kingdom of God in the Pentateuch.
41. See discussion in “Psalm 99” in Chapter 3.
42. It has been suggested that the inclusion of “Moses” in the context of the kingship of YHWH, along with
David in Book IV, may be based upon a potential royal connection between these figures (Joachim Schaper,
Private communication). The possibility of this connection is certainly valid if one takes the view of Moses (as
well as Joshua) as being a proto-king figure in the Pentateuch. (For support of this position see J. Roy Porter,
Moses and Monarchy: A Study in the Biblical Tradition of Moses [Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1963]; J. Roy
Porter, “The Succession of Joshua” in Reconsidering Israel and Judah: Recent Studies on the Deuteronomistic
History, eds. Gary N. Knoppers and J. Gordon McConville [Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2000], 139-162;
Gerald Eddie Gerbrandt, Kingship According to the Deuteronomistic History [SBLDS 87; Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1986], 116-123; William Horbury, Jewish Messianism and the Cult of Christ [London: SCM Press,
1998], 31; William Horbury, “Monarchy and Messianism in the Greek Pentateuch” in The Septuagint and
Messianism, ed. Michael A. Knibb [Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2006], 79-128.) However, there have
been many who reject the idea of Moses as a proto-king (see, e.g., Grant, King as Exemplar, 46-47, n. 15; J. G.
McConville, “King and Messiah in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History” in King and Messiah in
Israel and the Ancient Near East: Proceedings of the Oxford Old Testament Seminar, ed. John Day [JSOTSup
270; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998], 271-272, 285-286). Thus, one’s perception of the kingly
connection between Moses, King YHWH and David in Book IV is greatly dependent upon the belief of whether
or not Moses should be considered a prototype of Israelite kingship. Nevertheless, while this discussion is
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Thus, it is in the light of the singular divine rule in the Mosaic period that the present 

understanding of God’s reign in Book IV should be understood. As Moses speaks to the fall 

of human kingship in Psalm 89, he responds by pointing the audience back to the beginnings 

of the nation, back to a time when God alone was king in Israel.43 Before there was ever a 

monarch, YHWH ruled his people, and his position as King is an unchanging reality for the 

covenant nation. The exile does not, therefore, discount his continual reign because it is not 

limited to the presence of an earthly monarch. In this way, the Mosaic voice announces that 

“YHWH reigns” even now as he always has, just as in the days of the wilderness 

wanderings.44

2.4  Conclusion: The Voice of Moses

After considering the function of Moses in the canonical setting of Book IV, it seems 

that his voice brings the audience to a point of recollection and consideration; they recall the 

past and consider the present and future. As the exodus generation experienced the judgment 

of God in response to their unfaithfulness to the covenant, so monarchic and post-monarchic 

Israel has undergone exile and the fall of human kingship because of their own covenant 

failure. However, just as Israel in the past witnessed the continual faithfulness of God in his 

grace and compassion, so the nation is encouraged to remember the same mercy in the 

present and future. 

In this way, Moses speaks to the post-exilic community of faith, encouraging them to 

see themselves as being in a similar situation—a second exodus. He reminds them of 

YHWH’s faithfulness even though the nation has sinned, providing a renewed hope that they 

will again see the benefits of God. In addition, he calls them to trust in the true King of Israel 

who has always reigned over the affairs of his people and the nations—and always will. 

beyond the scope of the present thesis, if there is a royal link between these figures (which may very well exist),
it does not appear to be the primary presentation of Moses in Pss 90-106. The evidence seen in this study
suggests that the central employment of Moses in Book IV is that of a representative of the past, addressing the
present wilderness-like situation, who advocates the high kingship of YHWH. 
43. Many scholars have noted that the presence of Moses in Book IV—whether in the superscription of Ps 90
or other occurences—reminds the reader that before human kingship, YHWH alone was King. See, e.g., Gerald
H. Wilson, “The Shape of the Book of Psalms,” Int 46 (1992), 140; deClaissé-Walford, Reading, 84.
44. Curtis interestingly comments, “It does not seem inherently unlikely that there might be, in the post-exilic
period, an increasing interest in the figure of Moses not just, or perhaps not even, as law-giver but also as poet,
thinker, teacher and above all as a non-monarchic leader, and an increasing stress on the kingship of God in the
face of the failure of human kingship. This might have resulted in a group of psalms reflecting these themes
being incorporated in the Book of Psalms,” (“Moses in the Psalms,” 98).
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Thus, Moses’ voice conveys both rebuke and comfort, condemnation and hope, judgment and

mercy to a nation in tremendous need of guidance.

3.  King YHWH

The significance of YHWH’s kingship in Book IV has been examined throughout this

study, and the inevitable conclusion is that it remains the dominant theme of Psalms 90-106.45

The theme occurs in various forms throughout Book IV, and explicitly, in two different 

sections. Most obviously, this motif unifies the largest sub-section of Book IV, Psalms 

93-100, as it presents an increasingly explicit portrait of the worship of the Great High King. 

Notably, as the central section, these psalms draw the reader’s attention to the unique position

of YHWH as Sovereign over all things. Following on from Psalms 93-100, the kingship of 

YHWH prominently manifests itself also in the Davidic section of Psalms 101-104.46 Their 

focus upon the reign of God means that these psalms speak with an interesting voice, 

especially in the light of exile and fallen Davidic kingship.47 

While the reign of God has already been considered in these psalms,48 the overall 

employment of this motif in Book IV must also be evaluated as a response to Book III. Thus, 

in order to understand what the “King YHWH” voice/figure is “saying” in Book IV, the 

psalms containing this theme will be briefly recapped giving special consideration to their 

context as a response to Psalm 89. Having done this, we will discuss how YHWH’s reign 

impacts the message of Book IV and how the Great High King “speaks” to the post-exilic 

audience.

3.1  Kingship of YHWH in Book IV

Psalm 93 introduces the kingship of YHWH theme in Book IV by particularly 

emphasising God’s eternal reign and his sovereignty over all things. It begins with a royal 

portrait of YHWH as being clothed with majesty and strength and whose throne is from 

everlasting because he is everlasting (v. 2). Such a declaration prepares the reader for the 

45. In addition, Mays proposes “that the organizing center for the theology of the psalms can be found in the
sentence YHWH malak,” (The Lord Reigns, 13). This conclusion implies that not only is the kingship of YHWH
the dominant theology in Book IV, it also is the “root metaphor” for the entire Psalter (see Mays, The Lord
Reigns, 12-22.)
46. The discussion of this theme with regard to the Davidic voice/figure of Pss 101-104 will follow below in
the Davidic section.
47. See Chapter 4.
48. See Chapters 3 and 4.
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acknowledgment that follows of YHWH’s victory over chaos; the Great High King rules over

all things, and the waters have been tamed by him (vv. 3-4). Consequently, Psalm 93 presents

YHWH as the Creator-King whose reign will never end. This “theological imperialism”49 

provides a profound commencement of the kingship theme in Psalms 90-106 and prepares the

reader for the description that follows of God as King of Israel and the nations.

The next psalm (Ps 94) displays the sovereign rule of God without explicitly declaring

the reign of God or his position as “king,” but it does illustrate the outworking of YHWH’s 

kingship.50 Psalm 94 speaks of God’s kingly work as the “Judge of the earth” (v. 2). He is the 

one who judges the wicked for their iniquity and delivers the righteous from evil. Adding to 

this illustration, the term “vengeance” (v. 1, Mqn) further conveys the idea of YHWH’s 

executive authority in the psalm,51 as do also the references to his “justice” and 

“righteousness” (v. 15).52 Thus, Psalm 94 displays God’s reign over creation, and within the 

literary context of Psalms 93-100, the kingship of YHWH over the whole created realm is 

clearly implied.

Psalm 95 also alludes to the kingship of YHWH motif. This theme is reflected in its 

titles for God (“great God” and “great King above all gods”),53 its display of his role as 

Creator of both the created order and Israel, and its shepherd imagery.54 It especially 

highlights God’s creation of Israel as his people through his election and covenant. This 

emphasis draws out the implications of God’s role as Suzerain, as well as the people’s need 

to properly respond to their Shepherd-King in worship and obedience. Also, the psalm 

reminds the audience of the nation’s failure to remain loyal to YHWH in past generations 

(i.e. Meribah and Massah) and warns that if they do not respond appropriately, they too will 

experience his judgment. Thus, Psalm 95 highlights the importance of Israel’s covenant 

allegiance to YHWH as their King, an allegiance manifested in praise and submission to him 

alone.

Next, the core group of Psalms 96-99 reveals a comprehensive picture of the reign of 

YHWH over Israel and the nations with special emphasis upon their worship of God. Psalm 

96 announces YHWH’s rule in v. 10 and presents two facets of his kingship that are common

49. Davidson, Vitality, 309.
50. See “Psalm 94” in Chapter 3.
51. Mendenhall, “‘Vengeance,’” 76-77. See “Psalm 94” in Chapter 3.
52. McCann, Psalms, 1058. See “Psalm 94” in Chapter 3.
53. Hossfeld notes these references as a “pair of royal titles” (Psalms 2, 461).
54. See “Psalm 95” in Chapter 3.
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to Psalms 93-100—his work as Creator and Judge.55 The kingship of YHWH theme in this 

psalm also contains two notable characteristics of the nature of his rule: God’s rule being 

both universal and eschatological. First, the universal essence of God’s reign consists in his 

rule over all the peoples of the earth, even over their so-called gods (vv. 4-5). Second, Psalm 

96 as a whole has an eschatological nature, with the final verses (vv. 11-13) calling special 

attention to the coming kingdom of God when he will judge the earth. Thus, the kingship 

motif in Psalm 96 revolves around the reality of the universal sovereignty of YHWH, while 

anticipating a future manifestation of his kingship. 

 Psalm 97 continues the kingship of YHWH motif in a manner similar to that of the 

other kingship psalms.56 It reveals God’s rule to be both universal and supreme as he governs 

and judges the earth. Also, an essential characteristic of the kingship of YHWH in this psalm 

is the ethical nature of God’s reign; it is distinctly characterised in terms of “righteousness 

and justice,” which are the foundation of his throne (v. 2). These terms are found throughout 

the psalm as well, emphasising his ethical rule. Another feature of YHWH’s kingship in 

Psalm 97 consists in the theophanic nature of his coming. The eschatological essence of 

Psalm 97 suggests that the full manifestation of God’s kingdom has yet to be established, as 

illustrated by the Day of the LORD motif.57 Thus, the kingship theme in Psalm 97 extends 

what was seen in Psalm 96: the universal reign of God as a present reality with a future 

consummation. 

Psalm 98 also highlights the dual nature of YHWH’s rule, discussing both the 

universal (the nations) and the particular (“the house of Israel”).58 Interestingly, the psalm 

focuses primarily upon the victorious work of God as King, which has led to the view of 

Psalm 98 as a Divine-Warrior victory song.59 In this way, it highlights YHWH’s triumph over

his and Israel’s enemies which is a salient reminder for a people oppressed by foreign rulers. 

Also, the eschatological nature of YHWH’s kingship in Psalm 98 becomes explicit in v. 9.60 

The announcement of YHWH’s coming to render judgment upon the earth reflects the tone 

of Psalm 96:13; YHWH will come and judge with “righteousness” and “equity.”61 Therefore, 

the kingship of YHWH motif in Psalm 98 centres upon the universal sovereignty of the King 

55. See “Psalm 96” in Chapter 3.
56. See “Psalm 97” in Chapter 3.
57. Cook, “Apocalypticism,” 95. See “Psalm 97” in Chapter 3.
58. See “Psalm 98” in Chapter 3.
59. Longman, “Psalm 98,” 267-268.
60. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 265.
61. Note the theophanic imagery of this psalm. See Pss 96 and 97.
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who renders judgment against his enemies. Furthermore, it reinforces what was seen in 

Psalms 96 and 97, that YHWH’s reign has been realised but that there will also be a future 

establishment of his kingdom.

Psalm 99 contains many of the distinctive elements common to God’s kingship in the 

previous psalms. It highlights YHWH’s reign as universal, righteous/just, covenantal and of 

an exalted nature.62 However, unlike Psalms 96-98, Psalm 99 draws greater attention to his 

covenantal relationship with Israel (see Ps 95). In addition, the three-fold mention of the 

holiness of God, as well as his elevated position, appears to be a distinguishing characteristic 

of this psalm. Thus, the kingship motif in Psalm 99 builds upon the preceding portrait of 

God’s reign—a reign that is just, holy, universal, realised, high, covenantal and continuous.

As the doxological climax of the second sub-group of Book IV, Psalm 100 constitutes

a praise hymn to the King of Israel. While the psalm lacks explicit mention of the kingship of

YHWH, the language of Psalm 100 uses royal imagery of God as the Shepherd-Ruler of his 

people.63 The canonical position of Psalm 100 also favours its inclusion into the celebration 

of YHWH’s kingship as it praises YHWH for his covenantal relationship to Israel, as well as 

his perpetual “lovingkindness” and “faithfulness” (v. 3). These elements are also present in 

the previous kingship psalms, suggesting Psalm 100 as the crowning praise of God’s reign 

voiced in Psalms 93-100.64

Within the Davidic context of Psalms 101-104, there are three psalms that explicitly 

allude to the kingship of YHWH theme. First, in contrast to the ephemerality of humanity and

creation, Psalm 102 announces YHWH’s eternal enthronement in v. 13 [12].65 The scope of 

God’s reign in this psalm also correlates to that of Psalms 93-100; as Creator, he rules 

universally, governing both Israel and the nations. Moreover, Psalm 102 portrays YHWH as 

the Great High King again with prominent height imagery in v. 20 [19]. In addition, the 

psalm speaks of the reign of God in the context of exile and the destruction of Zion with 

language that vividly pictures the suffering of both the individual and community as the 

psalmist laments his own situation and links it to the experience of the nation. Within this 

62. See “Psalm 99” in Chapter 3.
63. See “Psalm 100” in Chapter 3.
64. Seitz comments, “With Book 3 having raised quite specific questions about God’s sovereignty with his
people and on behalf of creation, Book 4 moves to address these questions, originally under the mantle of
Moses, the man of God, but then under the mantle of no one but God himself. Psalms 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99,
and 100 lack any attribution at all. Can it be any coincidence that these are the psalms in which the kingship of
God is proclaimed, extolled, and boldly stated, apparently without need of human agency of the sort familiar
elsewhere in the superscriptions of the Psalter?” (Word, 163).
65. See “Psalm 102” in Chapter 4.
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setting, the psalmist finds hope in the eternal reign of YHWH, a hope for God’s future 

display of favour towards Zion. In showing mercy to Zion, he manifests his kindness to the 

nations as well, which is part of YHWH’s future act of kingdom reestablishment.66 This is an 

act which highlights the eschatological nature of YHWH’s kingship, and in this way, Psalm 

102 laments the wrath of God in the exile but finds hope in the coming consummation of 

God’s kingdom. 

Psalm 103 also addresses the kingship of YHWH with its final section (vv. 19-22) 

being devoted to the praise of God’s reign.67 Particularly, the psalm highlights the eternal and

universal nature of his rule by stating that YHWH’s throne has been established (v. 19), his 

kingdom rules over all (v. 19) and his dominion encompasses everything (v. 22). The 

language of Psalm 103 naturally recalls the universal reign of God imagery found in Psalms 

93-100.68 As with other psalms that contain the kingship motif, it speaks of God’s 

righteousness and justice (v. 6) and of the righteous and just acts of God seen in his salvific 

acts of compassion and lovingkindness. The daunting reality of Israel’s sin concerns the 

psalmist, but its presence is considered in the context of YHWH’s forgiveness toward those 

who fear him and keep his covenant. In this way, the entire psalm underlines the saving 

benefits that come from allegiance to YHWH on the basis of a reverent response to him as 

King.

Finally, Psalm 104 displays the reign of God by portraying him once again as the 

Creator-King.69 While the theme of YHWH as Creator is seen in the previous psalms, this 

psalm uniquely devotes itself to the description of God’s relationship to his creation both as 

Creator and Sustainer. Within this setting, the first four verses of the psalm provide a royal 

description of YHWH. This introduction chronicles God as being clothed in “majesty and 

splendour” (v. 1),70 preparing the reader for the subsequent imagery of the Divine Creator-

King in vv. 2-4. The initial picture of the kingship of YHWH suggests that this concept 

stands behind the psalm in its entirety.71 With a final request in v. 35 for the removal of 

sinners, Psalm 104 anticipates an eschatological restoration of God’s creation, when the 

66. Wright comments on Ps 102: “The anticipated scenario was that once Zion was restored, the nations would
be gathered to the worship and praise of God, so that Jerusalem would resonate to the praises of Israel and the
nations together,” (Mission, 482).
67. See “Psalm 103” in Chapter 4.
68. See Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 293.
69. See “Psalm 104” in Chapter 4.
70. Anderson, Psalms, 718, notes that these are “the insignia of kings.”
71. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 302.
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wicked will be no more.72 Thus, Psalm 104 at its beginning presents the Creator-King in all 

his majesty, and the rest of the psalm explains both his past and continuous work.73

Having considered the kingship of YHWH motif in Psalms 93-100 and 102-104, it 

becomes quite clear that the reign of God is the theological focal point of Psalms 90-106. 

These psalms present a composite picture of King YHWH that provides insight into the use 

of this theme in Book IV. Thus, as a canonical response to the expression of exile and the 

crisis of Book III, we must consider the implications of this voice.

3.2  YHWH as King

3.2.1  A Composite Picture

In general, the psalms recalled above present a unified voice of King YHWH, who 

speaks about the character of his reign. This composite picture of the kingship of YHWH in 

Book IV manifests a comprehensive understanding of God as King, and it also describes the 

nature of his rule. First, the description emphasises the uniqueness of his royal position. As 

the perpetual king whose throne has been established of old and with whom there is no 

beginning (Pss 93, 103), his eternal nature implies his absolute kingship, an element that 

leads to the understanding that no other can claim likeness to him in this matter.74 In addition,

as the Creator-King, YHWH has made all things for his own purpose, and continually 

upholds, governs and sustains them by his sovereign rule (Pss 93, 95, 96, 102, 104). Also, the

height imagery in Book IV adds to this picture by elevating YHWH to the position of Great 

High King, a position no one else can obtain. In these ways, Book IV establishes the sole 

priority of God’s rule above all others by highlighting the exclusive characteristics of his 

72. Eaton, Psalms, 252.
73. Davidson, Vitality, 340.
74. Brettler notes the interesting relationship between God’s eternal nature and kingship: “The theological
notion that God is eternal would seem to be autonomously true, unrelated to God’s kingship. The biblical text,
however, by almost always associating God’s eternity with the root klm (sic), ‘to reign’ or by mentioning it next
to terms reminiscent of kingship (e.g. bCy, ‘to be enthroned’), suggests that in ancient Israel God’s eternal nature
was understood within the framework of the metaphor ‘God is king’. In contrast, it is rare to find general
phrases declaiming God’s eternity that are not connected semantically or textually to his role as king . . .
Instances where God’s eternal nature is connected to his kingship outnumber cases where he is generally
declared eternal by a ratio of five to one; this suggests that the Israelites understood God’s eternal life primarily
as an entailment of his kingship,” (God is King, 52-53).
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ontological being, as well as both his function as the originator of creation and his position 

over it.75

Next, Book IV expresses the ethical nature of God’s reign by repeatedly referring to 

his righteousness, justice, equity and holiness (Pss 96-99, 103). These attributes describe not 

only God’s character but also YHWH’s function as the great Arbitrator (Pss 94, 95, 96-99, 

102) who judges all humanity in a manner consistent with what is good and right76—namely, 

what is according to his law.77 Consequently, the enforcement of his rule entails his ethical 

judgment of those who commit iniquity and injustice, while favouring the innocent who are 

oppressed by the wicked (see esp., Ps 94).78 Similarly, YHWH is also portrayed as the 

Divine-Warrior King who defeats his enemies (Pss 93, 98), both those of chaos and the 

wicked.79 In this way, these psalms declare the kingship of God to be triumphant, benefitting 

those who are faithful to him and besetting those who reject his law.

Also, these psalms reveal YHWH’s kingship to be universal, encompassing all 

peoples and nations (Pss 94, 95, 96-99, 102-104),80 and that God’s role as King entails his 

imminent involvement within the creation and, especially, the affairs of humanity. Notably, 

the nations are not necessarily portrayed as an enemy of God’s reign, however, they do exist 

under the rule of YHWH, receive his judgment and have a future part in his kingdom. These 

elements suggest that the kingship of YHWH manifests itself in the outworking of history as 

75. Mays states that there are two scenarios that encompass God’s kingship—cosmic and historical. The cosmic
refers to YHWH’s sovereignty over chaos; the historical regards his rule of people and the nations. He suggests
that these two scenarios are assumed and drawn upon in Pss 93, 95-99 (The Lord Reigns, 15). The interaction
between these two scenarios cannot be easily separated, nor should they be; one implies the other (16).
76. Brettler notes, “Cases where God as king is explicitly depicted as a judge often stress the rectitude of his
judgement,” (God is King, 113).
77. Creach observes that “Psalms 93-99 are bounded by references to the ‘decrees’ of Yahweh ({eœdoœt; Pss. 93.5;
99.7), and Ps. 93.5 may be a redactional addition meant to create a purposeful frame,” (“Shape of Book IV,” 66;
see Zenger, “God of Israel’s Reign,” 170). This element suggests that within this picture of God’s kingship is
also the understanding of YHWH as the Divine Law-giver.
78. “Because the judgments of Yhwh are acts to enforce his rule, the psalms give a prominent place to his work
as judge. Yhwh has executed righteousness and justice in Jacob (99:4). In the social life of human beings he
vindicates the faithful righteous against the power of the wicked (97:10-12). He comes to judge the world and
its peoples (96:13; 98:9). Psalm 99 cites Yhwh’s way with the leaders of his people as a paradigm of his royal
action. Yhwh answered their cry and he forgave their failures, but he also avenged their misdeeds,” (Mays, The
Lord Reigns, 15). 
79. See Mays’ discussion about opposition to YHWH’s kingship in The Lord Reigns, 15-16.
80. Mays notes that Pss 47, 93, 95 and 96-99 reveal that there are four spheres of YHWH’s dominion: 1) His
rule over the gods, 2) his rule over the world and its elements, 3) his rule over the nations and peoples, and 4)
his rule in Zion and Judah (The Lord Reigns, 14).
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the Great Sovereign brings about his purposes in the world—purposes that involve the whole 

of humankind.81

However, while Book IV spotlights YHWH’s reign regarding the nations, it pays 

special attention to God’s unique kingship over his covenant people in Zion; YHWH alone is 

King in Israel, and these psalms emphasise the covenantal aspect of his rule (Pss 95-100, 102,

103). Israel’s special position as a nation of God’s own purpose came through YHWH’s 

“royal action”82 of sovereign election. Therefore, as their Shepherd-King, they owe allegiance

to him in their worship, adoration and obedience, and as his subjects, their faithfulness 

determines either God’s continued blessing or curse. However, even though YHWH judges 

Israel for unfaithfulness, the Great High King is gracious and compassionate, forgiving Israel 

her sin and always being faithful to his covenant promises.

3.2.2  Response

With this composite picture, as Book IV responds to the crisis of exile, the voice of 

King YHWH speaks to the issues of both Israel’s unfaithfulness and his perpetual reign over 

them and the whole world. Initially, it shows that the failure of Israel to honour YHWH as 

their true king has led to this predicament. The exile is the result of the nation’s failure to 

honour God as Sovereign. Consequently, his reign has been manifested in his judgment of the

nation for rebellion against his commands. The eternal Creator-King has chosen the people 

for his own that they might serve and worship him only, but the history of Israel 

unfortunately reveals that their failure to remain faithful to YHWH—in the forms of idolatry, 

unbelief and iniquity—has brought about this punishment. Thus, God’s royal function as 

Judge has been manifested against those who have refused to obey, and thereby, the King 

speaks regarding the unfaithfulness of Israel.

Nevertheless, YHWH’s faithfulness to his promises also comes into view. As he 

reigns over his people even in exile, the lack of land and king does not diminish his royal 

function and position, or his fidelity to the covenant. The reality of God’s enthronement over 

the cosmos and his interaction in the affairs of humanity highlights the fact that YHWH’s 

reign is perpetual. Moreover, his faithfulness to a rebellious nation in the past points to his 

continued faithfulness and forgiveness in the present, and the reality of his rule entails a 

81. “The Old Testament is not content to leave the nations in the passive role of spectators of all that God was
doing in Israel. The nations will come to see that God’s dealings with Israel were to be, for them, not just a
matter of alternating admiration or horror. The whole story was for their ultimate good,” (Wright, Mission, 482).
82. Mays, The Lord Reigns, 14.
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sustained commitment to his promises, which will be seen in future restoration. With this in 

mind, the voice of King YHWH speaks to the post-exilic audience, calling them to trust in 

him as King despite the appearance of their present circumstances and encouraging the 

faithful to fear, worship and serve him alone.

This voice speaks particularly strongly in response to the lament of Psalm 89 and the 

fall of human kingship in Israel. Though the Davidic line has fallen, God has always been the

true King of Israel and he has no need of a vice-regent. The hope of Israel, therefore, does not

inherently lie in the earthly king, but in YHWH himself. The recurring failure to 

acknowledge God’s sole rule (which is not contingent upon any person/thing) is the nation’s 

greatest problem. In addition, the focus on YHWH’s kingship changes the reader’s 

perception regarding the nature of true kingship. In comparison to God’s reign, human kings 

fall far short of the grandeur of the eternal rule of the Creator-King. Their lack of faithfulness

in the past as the representatives of YHWH over the nation has led to Israel’s demise, but 

YHWH’s faithfulness endures. In this way, Book IV appears to contrast the failure of the 

Davidic kings to uphold the conditions of the covenant (see Ps 89:31-33 [30-32]) with the 

constant covenant faithfulness of King YHWH, thereby showing that YHWH’s kingship has 

preeminence, being perpetual and unchanging, while human kingship has proven to be faulty 

and inconsistent. 

Consequently, the voice of the King in Book IV calls for allegiance and trust in him 

alone, drawing attention away from both exile and the fall of kingship to himself.83 His 

message is that of his faithfulness to the covenant, as well as his continual love and 

compassion for the ruined nation. Thus, all who turn from the iniquity of the past and 

worship him as King will know of his forgiveness and mercy, but rejection of covenant still 

meets with his righteous judgment. 

3.2.3  Re-orientation to Past and Future

In this light, the composite picture in Book IV presents the voice of YHWH as 

speaking of his unique, eternal, sovereign, purposeful position as the Great High King over 

all creation, and particularly, Israel. As these psalms portray YHWH as King over the affairs 

of his people and the nations, they revolve around the tension between the reality of the 

83. “David’s dynasty failed, but the reader/hearer will find that YHWH has not failed. YHWH will provide the
stability in a world that is no longer grounded in established modes of stability,” (deClaissé-Walford, Reading,
82).
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established reign of God in the past and present and the eschatological realisation of his 

kingdom. It is with regard to this tension that the voice of King YHWH in Book IV should be

heard, especially as a response to exile and Psalm 89. 

The kingship of YHWH, therefore, is employed as re-orientation in a similar manner 

to the Mosaic motif above. This voice re-orientates the audience to the eternal reign of 

YHWH over all of creation and to his unique function as King of Israel. In the context of 

Psalms 90-106, it reminds them of YHWH’s historical reign, that God chose to create this 

nation for himself and he rules over them. In the days of Moses, the nation was made by God 

for God, and he is their only king. Thus, recollection of the past reminds the reader that the 

reign of God over his people does not depend upon human kingship and never did. In 

addition, the occurrence of exile has come as a result of Israel’s covenant failure to obey the 

true King and worship him alone.

However, King YHWH’s voice reminds the audience that God’s dealings with Israel 

continue to be gracious. Being faithful to his promises, the King’s enduring forgiveness and 

compassion reveal his fidelity to the covenant. In this way, the eschatological nature of these 

psalms points to a coming day of restoration and peace for the faithful, a day when God will 

judge the nations and restore Zion. The expectation that YHWH’s reign will again be 

manifested fills Book IV, anticipating the establishment of his eschatological kingdom84 

when Israel and all of the nations will witness the just and righteous reign of YHWH. The 

theophanic nature of many of these psalms supports the message of the future coming of 

King YHWH in which sinners will be consumed (Ps 104) as the God of Vengeance appears 

and renders judgment upon the earth (Ps 94, 96-98). Thus, the voice of King YHWH speaks 

to the faithful, reminding them that his kingdom will come and his judgment, being 

restorative and inclusive, will be demonstrated—the oppressed are released and the nations 

are included in Zion worship (Ps 102).

3.3  Conclusion: The Voice of King YHWH

This study of YHWH’s kingship in Book IV has revealed that as the dominant 

theology of Psalms 90-106 it brings the audience to an understanding of God’s exclusive 

position as their King. Psalms 93-100 and 102-104 present a comprehensive portrait of the 

84. In this way, Book IV underscores what Childs called the “eschatologically oriented” perspective of Israel’s
worship found in the psalms: “As a result, the Psalter in its canonical form, far from being different in kind from
the prophetic message, joins with the prophets in announcing God’s coming kingship,” (Introduction, 518).
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Great High King, calling a post-exilic audience to praise God for his favour and obey him as 

Shepherd and Sovereign. The voice of King YHWH speaks to both exile and fallen Davidic 

kingship by rebuking Israel for unfaithfulness but also declaring his perpetual faithfulness as 

their God. As a result, the overall employment of this figure in its canonical context suggests 

that the theology of YHWH’s kingship drives the message of Book IV, a message about trust 

and hope in a time of despondency. So the kingship of YHWH theme both explains the 

reason for their present plight and gives the community of faith hope for future restoration.

4.  David

By way of reminder, Wilson’s seminal work on the editorial compilation of the 

psalms suggests a “narrative” in the royal seam psalms of Books I-III based around the rise 

and fall of Davidic kingship.85 After this collapse (see Ps 89), the monarchy appears to be no 

longer relevant to a nationless people as God has rejected Davidic kingship. Instead, the 

kingship of YHWH is touted in the remaining Books IV-V, which seek to prompt Israel to 

place their hope in God alone. Consequently, Wilson believes that Books IV-V lead away 

from a focus on Davidic kingship to divine kingship, as well as providing an answer to Books

I-III; they say, “Look to YHWH alone as king, and hope in him.”86 

However, while Wilson’s theory that Books I-III narrate the rise and fall of kingship 

may well be correct, the idea that David is no longer significant in Books IV-V, and that God 

has rejected David completely, does not obtain much support.87 The recurrence of the Davidic

voice in Book IV as the initial response to Book III seems to suggest that Davidic kingship 

has not been rejected completely. For example, the employment of David through the use of 

superscriptions factors into the overall message of Book IV, as well as Book V, and thereby, 

the voice/figure of David recurs throughout the remainder of the Psalter. Grant explains,

[W]e see the return of the Davidic king in Pss. 101-103, the strongly eschatological 
presentation of the Davidic monarch in Ps. 110 (very reminiscent of Ps. 2), and the 
fact that the last voice heard in the Psalter prior to the concluding doxology (Pss. 
146-150) belongs to the Davidic king (Pss. 138-145). All of these features seem to 
indicate a very active royal thread in Books IV and V.88

85. Wilson, Editing. See also Wilson, Psalms, Vol. 1, 123-124.
86. For similar conclusions see, e.g., McCann, “Books I-III,” 93-107; deClaissé-Walford, Reading, 80-82.
87. See, e.g., Mitchell, Message, 78-80; Grant, King as Exemplar, 34-36; Howard, Structure 93-100, 201-202.
88. Jamie A. Grant, “The Psalms and the King” in Interpreting the Psalms: Issues and Approaches, eds. Philip
S. Johnston and David G. Firth (Leicester: Apollos, 2005), 109.
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This suggests that David plays a significant part after Psalm 89. Even if his presence has 

somewhat diminished in comparison to Books I-III,89 he is no less of a player than before.90

How then does David’s presence in Book IV contribute to the book’s response to the 

fall of human kingship and exile? Moreover, how is the audience to understand his voice in a 

book dominated by YHWH’s kingship? In order to understand what “David” is “saying” in 

Book IV, the message of Psalms 101-104 will be briefly restated, before discussing this 

figure’s contribution to the book’s message.

 

4.1  David in Book IV

As a royal psalm, the superscription of Psalm 101 begins the voice of David in Book 

IV. This psalm starts with praise for YHWH for his loyalty and justice (v. 1), which turns 

into a plea for help in v. 2 (signifying this psalm as a lament)91 that reveals the king’s 

awareness of needing God’s assistance for him to be faithful.92 The Davidic figure announces

in the remainder of the psalm his personal devotion to God in submission to the ideals of the 

Great High King.93 The king vows to live in a righteous manner and resolves to reject an 

unrighteous/wicked life; those who follow the king in this piety will receive honour, but the 

wicked will receive just judgment. Thus, as a royal psalm, Psalm 101 highlights the necessity

of the royal figure possessing a moral character that reflects the standards set forth by 

YHWH. In other words, as God’s earthly vice-regent, the king is expected to mirror the 

characteristics of the Great High King, especially his ethical standards.

89. See the statistical evidence for this in Wilson, “King, Messiah, and the Reign of God,” 401-402.
90. To be fair, Wilson never intended his view to be taken as suggesting that the royal psalms of Book IV-V
should not be read from a messianic perspective. In fact, he believes his view regarding the shift from human
kingship to YHWH’s enhances “our understanding of how the royal psalms achieved messianic status,”
(Wilson, “King, Messiah, and the Reign of God,” 400). Also, Wilson believes that the understanding of the
Davidic messiah plays an important role in the Psalter’s final shape, but he suggests that this shift in the Psalter
implies a different interpretation of both the royal psalms and references to Davidic kings. Consequently, he
distinguishes between the Davidic roles of both messiah and king: “[T]he role of the Davidic JKRlRm recedes in the
final form of the Psalter, while David’s role as the eschatological Messiah (AjyIvDm) and Servant (dRbRo) who ushers
in the kingdom and reign of Yahweh moves to the foreground,” (404). It is difficult, however, to accept that
post-exilic Israel understood the Davidic messiah to be, in some way, distanced from Davidic kingship,
especially when the vice-regency of the king has always implied his role as YHWH’s royal servant. Therefore,
such a distinction seems less than convincing.
91. See discussion in “Psalm 101” in Chapter 4.
92. Mays, Psalms, 321.
93. See Pss 96:13; 97:2; 98:3, 9; 99:4; 100:5. Tournay comments, “A kind of ideal ruler, like the ruler of
Psalms 18, 45, and 72, he pledges the establishment of the justice and hΩesed which flow from the covenant
concluded between YHWH and the ‘house’ (vv. 2, 7; 2 Sam. 7.11; 23.5) of David,” (Seeing and Hearing God
with the Psalms: The Prophetic Liturgy of the Second Temple in Jerusalem, translated by J. Edward Crowley
[JSOTSup 118; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991], 228).
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Psalm 102 continues the Davidic voice as a lament over individual and communal 

suffering. This complaint, reminiscent of the laments of Books I-III, unifies the overall 

picture of personal and corporate suffering regarding the exile and destruction of Zion.94 For 

the psalmist, YHWH’s eternal enthronement (v. 13 [12]) provides the only reason for hope in

such a dire situation. Thus, the kingship of YHWH propels the announcement of the Lord’s 

coming favour towards Zion, which will be witnessed by the world and the nations will then 

serve him (vv. 14-23 [13-22]). This expression of future hope precedes a lament over the 

brevity of life (vv. 24-25 [23-24]). However, the shortness of human existence is understood 

against the everlasting nature of the King himself (vv. 25-28 [24-27]), leading to a final note 

of hope for the servants of YHWH and their descendants (v. 29 [28]). Thus, the voice of 

“David” in Psalm 102 laments the personal and communal experience of exile, but finds hope

in the eternal King who will show compassion to Zion and draw all the peoples into his 

service.

The second Davidic pair begins with Psalm 103 as “David” praises God for his mercy

and salvation.95 With the benefits of YHWH being recalled in vv. 3-5, the psalm then focuses 

upon the gracious and compassionate works of God, which were initially revealed to his 

servant Moses. These works are the salvific endeavours that YHWH has shown to his people,

such as the forgiveness of sin (vv. 10-12), his fatherly care (vv. 13-14) and continual 

lovingkindness (vv. 17-18). Furthermore, the psalm emphasises that the recipients of these 

graces are none other than the faithful, i.e. those who fear YHWH (vv. 11, 13, 17). The final 

verses of this psalm centre upon the ecstatic praise of God as King, implying that the benefits

of salvation previously described are a result of his kingship. Thus, the voice of David in 

Psalm 103 praises King YHWH for his perpetual compassion and grace, which follows the 

Davidic lament of Psalms 101-102.

Psalm 104 praises YHWH as the Creator-King, beginning and ending with the same 

phrase as Psalm 103 (“Bless the LORD, O my soul”). This psalm paints a picture of YHWH 

in his relationship with the works of creation. The psalmist initially describes God’s royal 

appearance in the establishing of the earth (vv. 1-9) and his continual sustaining of creation in

a gracious manner (vv. 10-30); he gives his creatures life, provides for them and, eventually, 

removes them from existence. However, while this psalm marks God’s marvelous work in 

creation, it concludes with a reminder of the inquity that has marred the world but awaits the 

94. See “Psalm 102” in Chapter 4.
95. See “Psalm 103” in Chapter 4.
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final removal of sinners (v. 35). Therefore, the voice of David in Psalm 104 declares that the 

Creator-King controls and sustains creation, rejoices in YHWH’s work and anticipates a 

coming day of judgment and restoration.96

The tenor of lament over failure and exile, as well as praise and hope for the future, 

seems to be central to understanding David’s appearance in Book IV. These psalms present 

an expression of both grief for punishment and trust in God’s kingship, which give insight 

into the editorial use of this voice as a canonical response to the expression of exile and the 

crisis regarding human kingship.97 This general observation, however, needs to be unpacked a

bit more fully.

4.2  David as a Response to Exile and Psalm 89 

4.2.1  David’s Lament

The appearance of David’s voice in the context of Book IV can be understood from 

two perspectives: lament and praise. The first Davidic pair of Psalms 101-102 appear to be 

organised around a complaint in which the king expresses frustration over what has happened

to the nation. Together, these psalms form a unified message responding to both the fall of 

Davidic kingship and exile. With this in mind, their employment within the context of Book 

IV signifies that the Davidic figure comments on what has happened to king and people. 

Initially, in the royal lament of Psalm 101, the standards of Israelite kingship are 

discussed. These principles concern the ethical aspects of governing the nation and appear to 

be derived from the ethical nature of the Great High King (see Pss 93-100). Thus, the king 

and his delegates, as representatives of God, are to reflect the morality of YHWH in their 

governing of the people. Mays comments on the relationship between God and his king: 

“Yhwh’s king is to be his regent in dealing with Yhwh’s people. In their midst he will 

represent and administer Yhwh’s justice and righteousness (72:1-2; 45:6-7). His strength will 

be the protection of Yhwh’s people (20:6-9). Yhwh’s blessing upon him will bring prosperity

to his people (72:15-17).”98 Unfortunately, the history of human kingship in Israel reveals 

that they did not measure up to this ideal, and in fact, deviated greatly from these noble 

expectations. 

96. See “Psalm 104” in Chapter 4.
97. It has been noted that Pss 101-104 appear to respond particularly to Ps 89. See, e.g., Brunert, Psalm 102,
261-262. See also Chapter 4.
98. Mays, The Lord Reigns, 19.
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Therefore, the Davidic voice in Psalm 101 laments the dishonouring actions of human

kings, suggesting that their failure to uphold the stipulations of the Davidic covenant has led 

to the fall of kingship in Israel. For example, Psalm 89:50 [49] questions YHWH’s 

lovingkindness and faithfulness towards David and implies that God has neglected his 

promise in the demise of human kingship (see also 89:40 [39]). In response, David in Psalm 

101:1 celebrates the lovingkindness and justice of YHWH, thereby acquitting the High King 

of all charges of neglecting his covenant.99 The request of v. 2 (“when will you come to 

me?”) then begins a lament over the failure of royal figures to uphold the stipulations of 

Israelite kingship.100 As David vowed to maintain the ethical standards seen in the remainder 

of the psalm, those who succeeded him were likewise responsible to follow in the same 

manner. Consequently, in the canonical context of Book IV, David clearly addresses the 

failure of the Judahite kings to keep the covenant by profaning YHWH’s statutes and 

rejecting his commandments (see 89:32 [31]). As a result, YHWH has punished them for 

their “transgression” and removed them for their “iniquity” (see 89:33 [32]). Hence, David’s 

voice directly responds to the complaint of Psalm 89 regarding both the failure of Davidic 

kingship in Israel and the questioning of YHWH’s remembrance of his promises. 

The next psalm addresses the broader issue of the exile by linking together individual 

and corporate suffering. David laments the personal affliction experienced in the fall of the 

nation in Psalm 102. The description in the first section of the psalm is that of anguish and 

horror, to the point of which the speaker calls upon YHWH for mercy from his wrath (v. 11 

[10]). The continuation of the psalm reveals the destruction of Zion to be the historical reason

for this lament, and the psalmist announces that the time has come for King YHWH to show 

favour to his servants. In this way, the complaint of the Davidic figure101 speaks for the 

nation; his voice both acknowledges Israel’s demise as being a result of God’s judgment and 

calls to YHWH for relief. 

David’s lamenting within Book IV can, therefore, be understood as pointing to both 

the failure of human kings to keep God’s covenant, and the failure of the nation to obey God 

as their true King. Considering the crisis of Book III, the question arises “what happened?” 

99. Seitz also notes the interplay between Ps 89 and Ps 101: “Then a surprising development takes place, the
significance of which is difficult to judge. David reemerges in Psalm 101 to sing of what? Of God’s loyalty and
justice, the two matters called into question on his behalf in Psalm 89,” (Word, 164).
100. See McCann, Psalms, 663. See also the discussion on Ps 101 as a lament in Chapter 4.
101. The yno of Ps 102’s superscription is reminiscent of the anonymous l} of the Davidic laments that dominate
Books I-III. Thus, this similarity further accentuates the Davidic voice of Ps 102 as it is coupled with the
Davidic Ps 101.
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Did YHWH forget his promises? Has he rejected his people for no reason? These inquiries 

are answered by David’s voice saying, “YHWH has not failed us, nor been unfaithful; we 

have neglected his covenant and not honoured him appropriately.” Thus, David calls the 

nation to concede their unfaithfulness and cry out to God for help.

Even in the context of lament, however, praise is offered to God for his mercy, and 

hope appears in the expectation that he will act positively on behalf of his people. Psalm 102 

contains this element of hopeful worship as the psalmist makes the pronouncement that 

YHWH will restore Zion and show favour to a despondent people. Not only will he 

reestablish his people, but all of the nations will come to serve him. Having offered this 

expectation of blessing, in the context of lament over exile and the loss of kingship, there 

follows an astounding response of praise in Psalms 103-104 for God’s compassion and grace.

4.2.2  David’s Praise and Hope

After the complaint of Psalms 101-102, the second Davidic pair of Psalms 103-104 

appears to be organised around the praise of God for his consistent lovingkindness towards 

the faithful. Together these psalms form a unified message responding both to the crisis of 

exile and the lament of Psalms 101-102. Their employment within the context of Book IV 

signifies the Davidic figure’s announcement of God’s forgiveness and mercy to those who 

fear him and seeks to reestablish their faith in his sovereign control.

Initially, Psalm 103 paints the spectacular portrait of YHWH’s forgiveness, revealing 

that his ways with Israel have always been that of undeserved favour and kindness. Even in 

the days of Moses (v. 7) when the nation was beginning and rebellious toward God, the Lord 

revealed his benevolent nature: “The LORD is compassionate and gracious, slow to anger 

and abounding in lovingkindness” (v. 8; see Exod 34:6). Likewise, the voice of David 

declares the salvation of YHWH to a post-exilic people, that all who fear him and keep his 

covenant will receive mercy for their sins, especially those of the past that resulted in exile. 

“David” blesses the Lord (vv. 1, 22) and calls all others to bless him (vv. 19-22) for his grace 

towards Israel—a grace evidenced in forgiveness that speaks volumes for a people without 

king and country.

With Psalm 103 announcing salvation for the banished people of God, Psalm 104 

furthers the expression of praise by pointing to the sovereign control of the Creator-King. As 

the universal ruler, God governs his creation in a gracious manner, bringing about his 

purposes upon the earth from one generation to the next. Therefore, Israel and the nations are 
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under his sovereign hand, and his purposes are not compromised. For a post-exilic audience, 

this is an encouraging reminder of God’s gracious rule over all things, including his covenant

people. Even as he provides for everything in creation, including the wants of lesser 

creatures, so for certain he can provide for his people no matter how dire their present 

situation. David, therefore, calls the audience to first trust in YHWH for salvation (Ps 103) 

and then trust in his sovereign outworking of all things evidenced in his meeting of the needs 

of the entire created order (Ps 104). 

It is of particular significance that the reason for David’s praise and hope in Psalms 

102-104 is rooted in the kingship of YHWH. As Psalms 93-100 have firmly established the 

eternal reign of God over all things, the voice of David himself praises YHWH as the Great 

High King, and the reality of God’s reign provides the foundation for praise and hope in 

YHWH’s salvation and sovereignty. For example, Psalm 102 expects YHWH to show favour

to Zion after its demise because of his perpetual enthronement. Likewise, Psalm 103 bases its

understanding of God’s salvation upon his eternal kingship and offers blessings to him as 

King for this very reason. Moreover, Psalm 104 locates the sovereign position of God over all

things as stemming from his function and role as the Creator-King who has “established the 

earth upon its foundations” (v. 5). Thus, the voice/figure of David in Book IV praises King 

YHWH as the true King of creation who reigns over the nations and Israel, and thereby, 

points away from himself and human kingship to the kingship of God. In this way, David, 

along with Moses, says, “YHWH alone is King.”

4.2.3  Davidic Covenant

Contrary to Wilson’s suggestion that Book IV leads away from Davidic kingship, the 

voice of David in Psalms 101-104 actually supports his continued relevance in the second 

part of the Psalter. As Seitz suggests, “Does the presence of David psalms here and scattered 

throughout Book 5 signal concrete plans for the restitution of the monarchy? That is probably

saying much more than the shape of the Psalter can tell us. But if nothing else, the presence 

of these psalms, which mention David fourteen times in the superscriptions (and Solomon 

once), signals that David has not been forgotten as Israel’s king and chief psalmist, the one to

be remembered above all others as having sung God’s praises almost without ceasing, as 

Book 5 has it at its close.”102

102. Seitz, Word, 164.
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Moreover, David’s presence in the book naturally evokes YHWH’s covenant with 

him, a covenant whose validity was previously questioned by Psalm 89. As the final psalm of

Book III queries God’s faithfulness towards David, David himself now reenters the picture 

and praises YHWH for his lovingkindness, justice, grace, compassion, etc., and thereby, he 

speaks to the fidelity of God, even in the context of exile. In this way, Psalms 101-104 imply 

that, as One who is always faithful, YHWH has not forgotten his covenant with David. In 

addition, the final two Moses-oriented psalms (Pss 105-106) make God’s covenantal 

faithfulness explicitly clear: “He has remembered his covenant forever” (105:8); “And he 

remembered his covenant for their sake” (106:45). As these psalms follow the voice of David

in Book IV, they substantiate the promises of God and further suggest that YHWH’s 

covenant with David remains intact.103

However, how or when do these promises come to fulfillment and realisation? The 

answer to this appears to be tied to the central idea of the kingship of YHWH and should be 

considered within this light. From Psalm 93 onwards, the reign of God has been the central 

focus of Psalms 90-106, and the Davidic section continues this discussion. These psalms (Pss

93-104) picture YHWH as the Great High King whose reign is eternal, sovereign, ethical and 

universal. Thus, his rule is already an established reality. Nevertheless, God’s kingdom 

awaits consummation, and a futuristic coming of the kingdom is conveyed in Book IV by the 

eschatological depictions found in Psalms 93-104.104 In this way, YHWH’s covenant 

promises to David are shown to have continued legitimacy even when human kingship in 

Israel has fallen. The Judahite kings have failed, but the Great High King has not; YHWH’s 

kingship, therefore, provides the bedrock for the Davidic covenant, not human faithfulness or

the lack thereof.

With this in mind, the expectation of God’s coming kingdom produces a hope that the

Davidic promises will also be fulfilled in this restored order. Consequently, the image of a 

Davidic messiah naturally arises as the voice of David speaks of the kingship of YHWH. 

Mays’ explanation of the relationship of David to the prophetic potential of the psalms helps 

to solidify this suggestion:

103. Seitz notes, “Book 4 then closes with psalms of blessing and praise of God, introduced by David. These
long recitals remind one of the recital of Psalm 89 that culminated in charges of God’s unfaithfulness. But the
culmination here is of another sort, as the memory of God’s ways with his people gives rise to one Alleluia upon
another,” (Word, 164).
104. See above and Chapters 3-4.
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David is the king whose throne has an everlasting future based on the promise of God.
The songs he sponsored and spoke are to be read in the context of that promise. They 
are “messianic,” not because all of them are about the anointed of Israel, but rather in 
the sense that they are language to be spoken in the knowledge that God has chosen a 
messiah and surely keeps God’s promises. The Davidic connection makes even the 
psalms of lament “messianic”; it discloses that suffering borne in trust and hope is a 
suffering that has a place and role in the reign of God.105

Therefore, in providing an answer to the fall of the Davidic line and the exile in Babylon, 

Book IV reveals that the eschatological fulfillment of God’s kingdom will be ushered in by 

the messianic figure whose coming actualizes the covenant promise to David: “I will not 

violate my covenant or alter the word that went forth from my lips. Once for all I have sworn 

by my holiness; I will not lie to David. His offspring shall endure forever, his throne as long 

as the sun before me. Like the moon it shall be established forever, a faithful witness in the 

skies” (Ps 89:34-37, ESV). In this way, the Davidic voice in Psalms 101-104 responds 

directly to Psalm 89: Though Israelite kingship has fallen into disrepair, the covenant that 

God made with David is still alive, and a new Davidic king will arise, bringing the divine 

kingdom to universal fulfillment.106 Moreover, this messiah will adhere to the ethical 

standards of the Great High King (as seen in Ps 101),107 faithfully enacting divine kingship 

over Israel and the nations—a quality that was lacking in the previous Davidic kings.108 

Wenham observes, 

What, commentators ask, is a psalm like this [i.e. Ps 101] doing in the middle of a 
section celebrating God’s kingship? How does it relate to the exilic situation where 
there was no king? If we see Book 4 of the psalms as a response to the situation in 
which Israel lost its land and its monarchy, as an answer to the questions of Psalm 
89:49, “Lord, where is thy steadfast love of old, which by thy faithfulness thou didst 
swear to David?” it is possible to see the inclusion of this psalm as a reaffirmation of 
faith. Despite Israel’s present predicament, God is going to restore a Davidic king and 
bring the Messiah, but he will require loyal and faithful servants, just as the original 
David did. In the meantime the LORD is king and he too seeks integrity, loyalty and 
humility in his servants.109

105. Mays, The Lord Reigns, 98.
106. Brunert, Psalm 102, 261-262, notes that Pss 101-104 describe a scene of the new Davidic king arising to
bring about the universal acknowledgment of YHWH, which is the intent of God’s covenant as well as his plan
for creation.
107. Tournay comments, “It is not without reason then that the Judaeo-Christian tradition has seen the messiah
in the ideal ruler of Psalm 101,” (Seeing, 229).
108. “David was chosen as Yhwh’s anointed king to be a shepherd to Israel, who habitually did not keep the
commandments of their God (78:70-72, and 5-8). So faithfulness to the ordinances and statutes is essential to
the Messiah’s rule (18:21-25; 89:30-37),” (Mays, The Lord Reigns, 20). 
109. Wehnam, “Rejoice,” 98.
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Thus, the message of Book IV declares that YHWH has not forgotten his covenant, and it 

does so by uniting the eschatological kingdom of God with the messianic Davidic king who 

will come to reign over all things. As Grant comments, “It appears that the redactors of the 

final form of the Psalter expected the Davidic kingship to be restored as part of an 

eschatological kingship of Yahweh yet to be revealed.”110

4.2.4  Re-orientation to Past and Future

The voice of David, as with the other voices of Book IV, re-orientates the community 

of faith. His voice reminds the audience of the failure of human kings in meeting the 

standards of Israelite kingship. They are also reminded that because of this failure, and 

Israel’s sin, the exile followed, leaving them without land, temple and human king. However,

this recollection refocuses attention on the reign of God over a kingless people, and 

consequently, leads the audience to worship YHWH as the true King, even as David did. 

In addition, the voice of David in Book IV reaffirms the continuance of the Davidic 

covenant. YHWH’s promises to David are still valid and the eschatological nature of these 

Davidic psalms points to a coming day when the universal dominion of YHWH will be 

realised. With the future expectation of restoration, the kingdom of God will come and Zion 

will be reestablished. YHWH’s reign will again be manifested, and Psalms 101-104 

anticipate the coming of the messianic Davidic king, who will rule over Israel and the 

nations.111 Thus, the voice of David speaks to the faithful, reminding them of both the 

steadfastness of King YHWH and the universal glory of his ensuing kingdom. 

4.3  Conclusion: The Voice of David

This study of David’s canonical appearance in Book IV reveals that Psalms 101-104 

present his voice as addressing the dire situation of Israel. These psalms showcase David as 

lamenting over exile and the fall of kingship and, yet, praising YHWH for his faithfulness 

and salvation. Moreover, he calls a post-exilic audience to worship God for his favour and 

obey him as King while they await the reestablishment of Zion, when all the world will serve 

YHWH. Therefore, the voice of David appears to rebuke Israel and its kings for 

110. Grant, King as Exemplar, 36.
111. “Das vierte Psalmenbuch enthält die Hoffnung auf einen neuen davidischen Heilskönig, der durch seine
vertrauensvollen Hoffnungsgebete einen Prozeß der Ausbreitung des JHWH-Glaubens als einer im letzten von
JHWH selbst gewirkten Erneuerungsbewegung auslösen wird, durch die die Welt so wird, daß sie JHWHs
Bundeswillen und seinem Schöpfungsplan entspricht,” (Brunert, Psalm 102, 290-291).
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unfaithfulness while declaring the unwavering faithfulness of God. In the end, the overall 

employment of his figure in Book IV implies that YHWH has not forgotten his promises to 

David and anticipates the coming messianic Davidic king. As a direct response to Psalm 89, 

Israel is now provided with hope for the future, a future centred upon King YHWH and his 

fidelity to the Davidic covenant.

5.  Conclusion: Book IV as Re-orientation

In the light of the rise and fall of Davidic kingship in Books I-III, Book IV appears to 

interact with what has come before. If, as Wilson suggests, Psalms 2-89 portray a narrative of

the monarchy in Israel, beginning with its inception in Psalm 2 and concluding with its 

demise in Psalm 89, then the theological crisis found at the end of Book III (Ps 89) reflects 

the experience of exile. It is to this catastrophe that Book IV—with the figures of Moses, 

King YHWH and David—speaks. Book IV reminds the people of the reasons for the exile 

and re-orientates them towards future kingdom hope. 

With all that has been considered in this study, it appears that Psalms 90-106 are best 

understood as a liturgical act of re-orientation for a post-exilic audience, affecting the reader 

in several ways. First, it reminds them of the nation’s past, namely, one of Israel’s rebellion 

against YHWH and God’s just judgment of them for sin. The employment of Moses and the 

Mosaic motif draws the reader’s attention to the nation’s covenantal history, highlighting the 

community’s unfaithfulness to YHWH in the past, reminding them that they have not obeyed 

the stipulations of the covenant. This unfaithfulness, therefore, has led to punishment just as 

it did for the exodus generation. However, even as YHWH was forgiving and compassionate 

to the nation in the wilderness, so he will also be towards those who fear him in this “second 

exodus” experience. 

In addition, Book IV re-orientates the audience to the reality of YHWH’s reign, a 

reign eternally established before the rise of human kingship in Israel. Consequently, the 

dominant theology of YHWH’s kingship suggests that Book IV purposefully reminds the 

post-exilic people that God has always been King and that this will never change. The 

presence of this motif within a “Mosaic” book places a particular emphasis upon his kingship

over Israel. In a time before human kingship, YHWH ruled the nation as their Suzerain, and 

now, the lack of an earthly king does not alter his position as the Great High King. With this 

reality before the audience, and as they identify their present situation as that of a second 

exodus, they are prompted to trust in God alone as King as they await his coming 
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deliverance. In this way, Book IV redirects the faithful to hope in the coming kingdom of 

God when his kingship will be universally manifested forever.

Finally, Psalms 90-106 remind the audience of God’s perpetual covenant faithfulness 

towards Israel. With explicit statements regarding YHWH’s remembrance of his covenant 

(Pss 105, 106), Book IV restates for the post-exilic audience the steadfast fidelity of God, and

with the presence of the Davidic voice, there is special emphasis concerning his promises to 

David. Thus, in reply to Psalm 89, YHWH has not neglected his covenant with David or been

unfaithful to its promises. Instead, the fall of kingship in Israel resulted from the failure of 

Davidic kings to uphold the standards expected of Israelite royalty. However, though a 

human king does not exist at present, Book IV states that the promise of God to David still 

has future relevance. The connection between David and YHWH’s kingship in Book IV 

suggests that a coming messianic figure will bring fulfillment to YHWH’s promises by 

instituting the eschatological, transnational kingdom of God.

In these ways, Psalms 90-106 re-orientate the audience towards the past, present and 

future of Israel and, in so doing, the book provides the people of God with a renewed 

identity—that of a post-exilic worshipping community awaiting restoration and rest. In other 

words, Book IV appears to redefine the nature of Israel’s existence after exile by relating 

their position to a second exodus experience and calling upon them to trust in YHWH as their

King while they anticipate deliverance. This suggests that while Book V (Pss 107-150) 

presents an understanding of how the people are to live as a worshipping community, Book 

IV first delineates the community’s identity post-exile. In other words, Book IV addresses the

issue of who Israel is as a post-exilic community of faith, while Book V then speaks to the 

matter of how they should live as a post-exilic community of faith. In this way, Book IV re-

orientates its audience regarding the essence of being God’s people after the trauma of exile.
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Conclusion

As with any thesis, this study began with a working hypothesis that had to be tested 

and carried out in order to determine its validity. Having initially suggested that Psalms 

90-106 may respond to the previous three psalm books, this thesis set out to resolve whether 

such a hypothesis is plausible. In order to do this, many issues have been discussed and many

factors considered. As a result, this work has been necessarily extensive and therefore the 

previous chapters cannot be easily summarised. However, some concluding remarks may 

provide a helpful synopsis of this study.

Using the canonical method of examination, the present thesis considered the 

significance of Book IV and its arrangement as a response to the theological crisis of exile 

and the fall of Davidic monarchy in Book III, especially Psalm 89. Psalms 90-106 appear to 

address what has happened in this crisis and the reasons for its occurrence, suggesting that 

this may be the editorial intent of the psalm book. Thus, overall, Book IV speaks to an exilic/

post-exilic situation. In Chapters 2-5, exegetical examination of each poem was undertaken 

which underlined the content, message and relationship of each psalm and psalm group 

within the canonical context of Book IV. As a result of this analysis, a significant level of 

concatenation between juxtaposed psalms was noted, suggesting the editorial placement of 

individual texts into larger sub-groups. Chapter 6 then considered the overall canonical 

structure of Book IV, which seems to be best divided into four sections: Pss 90-92, 93-100, 

101-104 and 105-106. Focussing upon the primary conjunctive and disjunctive features in 

each psalm group, a case was made for viewing these sub-groups as presenting three 

canonical-literary voices/figures: Moses, King YHWH and David. Finally, Chapter 7 

discussed the theological implications of Book IV as it addresses the crisis of exile and fallen 

human kingship, particularly regarding the significance of Moses, King YHWH and David’s 

voices. In conclusion, these “voices” appear to speak to the post-exilic audience with a 

particular message: The LORD reigns; he always has and always will. On this note, Moses’ 

presence leads the reader to identify Israel’s situation as that of a second exodus/wilderness-

like experience by relating Israel’s beginning to the nation’s present experience. He also 

stands as a significant representative who once sang the praise of King YHWH at the birth of 

the nation (see Exod 15), which is quite fitting in the context of God’s kingship in Book IV. 

Also, King YHWH is the primary figure in this psalm book as these psalms are dominated by

kingship of YHWH theology. Thus, he speaks of his continual reign over all things, 

especially Israel’s history and her future. Finally, the recurrence of David’s voice after Psalm 



89 implies that he remains integral to God’s purpose for Israel and the nations. YHWH’s 

promise to him is, therefore, still valid, despite the present absence of a human king. It will be

fulfilled by a messianic, Davidic king who will institute YHWH’s eschatological, 

transnational kingdom and will reign in the ideal manner of divine kingship. Such is the 

“good news” of Book IV, which ultimately appears to call the audience to trust in and 

worship YHWH as king and obey his covenant.

Having discussed these things, this study furthers the canonical conversation in 

psalms studies by providing evidence that Book IV functions as a turning point in the psalms;

it responds to what has come before and sets the tone for what follows. Notably, the notion of

Psalms 90-106 as the editorial heart of the Psalter1 seems to be an appropriate designation, 

not that it is more important than another psalm book but it dramatically interacts with the 

surrounding books to shift the Psalter’s perspective away from the fall of Israelite kingship to

the reign of YHWH and his coming fulfillment of the Davidic covenant.  In this way, the 

present work suggests that Book IV resets the Psalter (so to speak) after the horrendous 

experience of exile and prepares the audience for what to expect in the future. 

Thus, with this thesis we take one step closer towards understanding the editorial 

arrangement of the psalms. This step (while modest) ultimately may aid in interpreting the 

Psalter as individual texts that make up a unified compilation. As we gain more 

hermeneutical insight regarding the psalms as a book, we further our understanding of how 

they relate to life today and life in the future. The primary intention of this work is to help us 

towards that end.

Final Words

For the contemporary Christian community, the message of Book IV as considered in 

this thesis speaks loudly for today. Essentially, God desires our complete allegiance to him as

the Great High King of all creation, and our trust and hope must always be in him even when 

life is hard and prospects are bleak. YHWH reigns, his throne is established of old and living 

in this light remains central for the present day community of faith. In a church setting often 

distracted by the events of the world, simple devotion to the King is the greatest and most 

important responsibility of the faithful. In addition, we must remember that God’s covenant 

faithfulness endures, and for those who love him and keep his commandments, they will 

1. See Wilson, Editing.
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know of his steadfast love. For he has proven it in the past, dispenses it now in the present 

and will reveal it again in the future. With such a great King, who is above all kings, the only 

proper response is worship and adoration, fear and reverence, trust and obedience “from 

generation to generation.”

Also, with the kingdom of God in these psalms, the messianic theme of Psalms 

90-106 is of great significance in the light of the New Testament. The ideals of kingship 

found in Psalm 101 (which the previous Davidic kings did not meet) and anticipated in the 

eschatological kingdom (Pss 93-104), are fulfilled in the life of Christ; he walked in 

blamelessness and set no worthless thing before his eyes. As Grant comments, 

He lived the life of the king who was also the torah-keeper. Where even the best of 
the Davidic kings failed, he did not. He lived a life of absolute devotion to Yahweh, 
as an example for all the people to follow. He was the king who would not exalt 
himself over his brothers. He is the ultimate king and ultimate exemplar. We find the 
teaching in the Old Testament and the reality in the New—Ihsouvß oJ basileuvß, Jesus 
the King.2

As the head of the church, Christ rules and reigns over his people and he exists as their only 

place of refuge. Having ushered in the kingdom of God (Matt 12:28, “the kingdom of heaven 

has come upon you”), he continues his reigning work until the final day of consummation 

when the Judge of the earth will appear and righteousness and equity will be rendered to the 

nations. Thus, the anticipation in the Old Testament of a righteous king who exemplifies 

divine kingship has been realised in the Messiah of the New Testament.

2. Grant, King as Exemplar, 295.
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